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Magic happens when you
don’t give up, even when

you want to. The universe
always falls in love with a

stubborn heart.
JM Storm
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FOREWORD

Brain imaging sciences are often described as a window to the brain. Where neu-
roimaging currently stands, a window does not necessarily do our modalities justice:
many of them are now moving beyond observation, to allow perturbation of the system
and a deeper biological comprehension of the brain functions in healthy and patholog-
ical conditions. This book outlines and provides conceptual introductions for anyone
interested in understanding the main methods used to directly or indirectly shed light
on the brain and its functions, from both a structural and functional perspective. It
includes a wide range of modalities exploiting different physical principles and proper-
ties of the biological tissues of the head. It is easy to get swamped by the methods used
in neuroimaging, and it can be hard to digest the subtleties of the field’s approaches.
We have included examples and practical applications to help pair the methods to the
biological processes they seek to address.

Before we get started it is important to introduce the initial concept of this work
and the numerous efforts put in to get to this point. Textbooks are a wonderful source
of information and are incredibly useful for students and professionals alike. When
putting this text together, we wanted to produce something that is interesting, easy to
understand, relevant now as well as going forward, and most importantly affordable
for the target audience. Ultimately it will be the students learning from this text that
will contribute to the science of tomorrow, and it is our job to teach them in a way
that is inspiring, engaging and helps them to interpret the fundamental aspects of the
field, allowing freedom to explore and understand further. Considering our audience,
affordability is key to accessibility. Hence we have produced this book in a purely
voluntary fashion, this is why it is a self-published work, independent of a for-profit
publishing house.

We hope that you find reading this book as interesting and enjoyable as we have
putting it together!

Peter, Sabrina, Gaia & Mattia
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Part I

NEUROIMAGING METHODS
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Before every great breakthrough there
is a crazy idea.

PAUL LAUTERBURCHAPTER 1

MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING
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INTRODUCTION 5

1.1 Introduction

Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) may be the most commonly used and powerful
of all current techniques for studying human brain anatomy, physiology and function.
MRI is widely employed for in vivo characterisation of brain activation and at the same
time it can provide highly detailed anatomical images of brain tissue.

The role of MRI in neuroimaging is multifaceted, providing both clinical and sci-
entific tools to investigate almost all neurological pathologies; from acute stroke to
chronic neurodegenerative diseases. In addition to widespread use in clinical popula-
tions, MRI is also extensively used to study the brain function in healthy populations
both under stimulation and in resting conditions.

The popularity of MRI is due to a number of factors; first, it does not use ionising
radiation, making it safer than other radiological techniques; second, while most other
techniques make use of a source of radiation external to the body, the MRI signal
originates from the water within the body itself. This makes the MRI signal sensitive to
many tissue properties at the same time, and this is at the basis of its exquisite contrast
between soft tissues and its versatility.

In this chapter, we will provide an overview of the principal MRI techniques used in
neuroimaging. We will highlight their use in terms of imaging specific types of tissue,
their main fields of application, and provide a brief overview of the methods that are
commonly used to analyse them. This chapter is organised as follows: Section 1.2
presents a brief summary of the historical development of MRI. Section 1.3 describes
the basic principles of MRI along with both hardware and software requirements. We
then discuss anatomical MRI (Section 1.4); diffusion MRI (Section 1.5); functional
approaches to MRI (Section 1.6) and lastly perfusion MRI (Section 1.7).

1.2 Historical notes

The history of Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) has its roots at the beginning of the
twentieth century, when in 1939 Prof. Isidor I. Rabi, from Columbia University, first
observed the quantum phenomenon that started a new era in healthcare technology
[1]. Rabi observed that the nuclei of atoms can absorb or emit radio waves when
exposed to a sufficiently strong magnetic field. This work was awarded the Nobel
Prize in Physics in 1944. Two years later, Felix Bloch and Edward Mills Purcell further
studied this phenomenon and expanded the application of magnetic resonance to both
liquids and solids [2, 3]. For this work, they shared the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1952.

Rabi, Bloch, and Purcell observed that when exposed to a magnetic field, certain
nuclei such as those of hydrogen or phosphorous can be manipulated (or excited) using
radio-frequency (RF) pulses with a specific frequency. The specific frequency necessary
to excite the nuclei is known as the resonant frequency.

Alongside the Nobel winning work of the 40s and 50s, Erik Odeblad first described
the differences in relaxation times (the time required by protons in the nucleus to
return to their initial state after an RF pulse excitation) of bound hydrogen nuclei in
different types of human tissues [4].

In 1960, in honour of Nikola Tesla’s work on the rotating magnetic field, the Tesla
was adopted as the international system as a measure of intensity of the magnetic field,
and it is currently used to indicate the field strength in modern scanners.
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6 MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING

The fundamental principles of NMR discovered by Rabi, Bloch and Purcell are the
core of Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI). MRI is a relatively new technology for
imaging biological tissues. Until the 1970s, NMR was primarily used for measuring
the chemical and physical properties of compounds. In 1971, Raymond Damadian, a
physician working at Brooklyn’s Downstate Medical Centre, discovered that the res-
onant signal in cancerous tissue is different from that of healthy tissue. This is be-
cause tumours contain more hydrogen atoms than healthy tissue [5]. This mirrored
Odeblad’s previous findings and provided the first example suggesting that MRI had
diagnostic potential for human diseases.

Two years later, Paul Lauterbur, at the State University of New York, Stony Brook,
produced the first NMR image in biological tissue [6]. During the 1970s, research
in MRI flourished, however, due to the vast technological requirements at the time,
diagnostic MRI examination in humans did not occur until 1976 [7]. By 1977, echo-
planar imaging (EPI, a rapid MRI sequence) had been developed by Peter Mansfield
[8], significantly reducing the time required to acquire many MRI images. In 2003
Paul Lauterbur and Peter Mansfield were awarded the Nobel prize for the development
of MRI in its current format as a diagnostic tool.

In recent years, the range of techniques available to scan the brain has expanded
dramatically, including Diffusion Weighted Imaging (DWI) [9]; Diffusion Tensor Imag-
ing (DTI) [10] and brain perfusion-MRI [11]. Whilst the association between brain
activity and blood flow was already known in the late 19th century, from the experi-
ments of Angelo Mosso [12] and Charles Sherrington [13], it was only in 1990 that the
principles and technology could be combined in functional MRI (fMRI). Seiji Ogawa at
AT&T Bell labs recognised that deoxy-hemoglobin (HbR) and oxy-hemoglobin (HbO)
have different paramagnetic properties [14].

For the first time scientists were able to specifically scan and visualise changes in
blood oxygenation over time. When brain regions are active, there is an increased
blood flow and a change in ratio between HbR and HbO. These changes produce a
measurable change in the MRI signal. To demonstrate how the signal was linked to
oxygenation, a validation study was performed on rodents in a 7T MRI scanner. Re-
searchers directly manipulated the oxygen concentration in the air being breathed by
the animals. As the concentration of oxygen in the breathed air fell, a significant
change in the MRI signal was observed. Soon after, in 1992, three studies simulta-
neously explored human brain activity using MRI, exploiting the Blood Oxygenation
Level Dependent (BOLD) contrast [15, 16, 17]. This was a significant breakthrough,
as until this point, large-scale functional imaging of the human brain required positron
emission tomography (PET) imaging approaches using expensive and potentially harm-
ful radio-pharmaceuticals. From these early experiments, the applications of fMRI have
grown exponentially within the neuroimaging field, with more than 430,000 published
research works utilizing fMRI techniques at the time of writing.

1.3 Basic principles

The human brain is mainly composed of water; hence in brain tissue there is abun-
dance of free hydrogen protons. At rest, hydrogen protons spin around their axis and,
since they are positively charged, they induce a small polar magnetic field known as the
magnetic moment, or spin (Figure 1.1a). This magnetic moment behaves like a tiny
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BASIC PRINCIPLES 7

magnet; however, as each magnetic moment is randomly orientated, no net macro-
scopic field is observed, unless the sample is sitting in a large external magnetic field.
An accurate description of nuclear magnetic resonance requires the use of quantum
mechanics, and goes beyond the scope of this chapter. Here we will provide a simpli-
fied description based on classical physics.

1.3.1 Precession

When the brain is placed in a strong magnetic field (B0 magnetic field), the magnetic
moments start to interact with the field, resulting in each proton spin precessing about
the orientation of B0 (Figure 1.1). Precession is a motion similar to that described by
a wobbling spinning top. The axis about which the proton precesses may align with
the magnetic field in a parallel (i.e. their magnetic moment follows the magnetic field,
a low energy state), or antiparallel (high energy state) configuration. Protons oscillate
back and forward between high and low energy configurations. At any given time,
around 50% of the protons in a given sample is in either of the two high/low energy
states. If the ratio were exactly 50%, the net magnetisation of that sample would be
cancelled due to the cumulative effect of the proton magnetic moment.
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Figure 1.1 Magnetization of hydrogen ions in the presence of the B0 field. a) In the absence
of a strong magnetic field, the orientation of free hydrogen ions is randomly distributed. b) The
application of a strong magnetic field (B0) such as in the MRI scanner causes hydrogen nuclei
to align with the field, providing a net vector of magnetisation along the axis of the applied
magnetic field. The overall net magnetic moment is displayed in three dimensions in the top
right.

However, there is always a small excess of protons in the lower energy state, i.e,
aligned parallel to the field. We will refer to this as the longitudinal direction. The size
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8 MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING

of this excess scales with magnetic field strength (around 1 in two million at 1.5T). This
nearly negligible difference results in a net macroscopic magnetization (M0) aligned
with B0. This magnetization vector is exploited by the MRI scanner to generate an
image of the brain. The precession frequency of spins is directly proportional to the
magnetic field strength [18], through a constant called the gyromagnetic ratio γ. γ is
specific to a particular nucleus; its value for hydrogen is 42.6 MHz/T. The precession
frequency is known as the Larmor Frequency, and is fundamental to how the MRI
machine generates images. The fundamental intuition that led from NMR to MRI
rests on the observation that using magnetic field gradients, it is possible to make
the magnetic field and thus the Larmor frequency vary with position.

1.3.2 Excitation

Although the interaction between the spin ensemble and the external magnetic field
results in a macroscopic magnetization (Figure 1.2), it is not possible to measure such
magnetization, unless it is tipped away from the longitudinal direction. This can be
achieved by applying a radiofrequency (RF) pulse for a very short time. An RF pulse is
an electromagnetic wave characterised by an electric and a magnetic field oscillating
at a given frequency; in the MRI scanner RF pulses are generated through the transmit
coil. In order to achieve “resonance”, i.e. for the system to efficiently absorb energy
from the RF pulse which will tip the magnetization away from its longitudinal axis, the
frequency of the RF pulse must match the Larmor frequency. In order to understand
how this works, we can think of the effect of the magnetic field associated with the
pulse (B1) on a magnetic moment: just like every spin precesses about B0, once B1 is
switched on the spins will start precessing about the axis of B1 too. The combination of
the two precessions (about B0 and about B1) results in a spiralling-down movement,
known as nutation. If we imagine we are observing this motion while sitting in a
frame of reference that rotates exactly at the Larmor frequency, the precession around
B0 becomes invisible. In this rotating frame, the effect of B1 will simply be that of
tilting the vector M0 towards the transverse plane (Figure 1.2), i.e. away from the
longitudinal direction. The angle of this rotation will depend upon the amplitude and
the duration of the RF pulse, and is known as the flip angle or tip angle. At single spin
level, the effect of the RF pulse is to bring all precessing spins in phase thus allowing
the creation of a transverse component of the magnetization vector.

1.3.3 Relaxation

Once the RF pulse is switched off, the system will tend to return to equilibrium (reach-
ing its minimum energy state) by giving up the energy absorbed during excitation.
This takes place through two independent processes: longitudinal and transverse re-
laxation.

Longitudinal relaxation is also known as spin-lattice relaxation, or T1 relaxation,
after the time constant that governs this process. T1 relaxation refers to the process
of recovery of the longitudinal magnetization through the exchange of energy with
the surroundings. Transverse relaxation, also known as T2 relaxation, describes the
process of loss of phase coherence between spins which effectively destroys the trans-
verse component of the magnetization vector. This is caused by the presence of local
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Figure 1.2 RF excitation and relaxation of free hydrogen ions. a) The magnetic moment
of each hydrogen nucleus precesses around the net magnetisation vector of the B0 field with a
frequency known as the Larmor frequency. This results in a macroscopic Magnetization M. b)
The application of radio-frequency pulse causes the magnetization vector to be flipped by 90◦.
c) Once the RF pulse is switched off M will undergo free precession eventually leading it back
to equilibrium.
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Figure 1.3 T1 and T2 relaxation rates for different tissue classes. T1 and T2 relaxation rates
are dependent on the proton density of different tissue classes. T2 relaxation occurs very rapidly
and T1 relaxation is slower. Green, blue and red solid lines refer to white matter, grey matter
and cerebrospinal fluid respectively.

magnetic fields produced by neighbouring nuclear and electronic spins. These tiny
magnetic fields induce local variations in Larmor frequency leading to spins starting to
precess at variable rates. Eventually this causes a loss of phase coherence, and thus the
disruption of the transverse component of M0. Both T1 and T2 relaxations are expo-
nential processes (Figure 1.3). As T1 and T2 depend on the environment surrounding
the spins, they tend to vary with the characteristics of the tissue: water is bound dif-
ferently in different tissues, it is tightly bound within cells and extracellular matrices
such as cartilage and bone, and much less tightly bound in fats or soft tissues. This
leads to differences in the rate of T1 and T2 relaxation in different tissues which gives
rise to contrast within the image. T1 and T2 relaxations are independent processes that
take effect over different timescales and depend on the magnetic field strength (Figure
1.3).

1.3.4 Image Formation

RF excitation and relaxation will cause the magnetization to rotate. As stated by Fara-
day’s law of induction, a time-varying magnetic field passing through a surface delim-
ited by a coil will induce a current in the coil and thus a voltage. In MRI, the head
is placed within a receiver coils and forms part of the coil induction. The voltage
induced in the coil is measurable and is proportional to the spin density in the sample.
The signal generated in this way is called free induction decay or FID. Nevertheless,
this is not sufficient to produce an image. Take for example a brain in the MRI scanner:
if we equally excite all the protons within the field of view, we would expect the re-
ceiver coils to obtain a signal from the relaxation process deriving simultaneously from
all parts of the brain. In this case, it would be impossible to tell exactly where that
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BASIC PRINCIPLES 11

signal had come from. In order to determine the spatial distribution of spin density it
is necessary to introduce some spatial dependency of the Larmor frequency.

In order to understand how spatial encoding works in MRI let us consider first a
single dimension, say z. In section 1.3.1 we have seen that the Larmor frequency is
proportional to the magnetic field B0. If we now impose a linear magnetic field G
along z, the total magnetic field at coordinate z becomes B0+G·z. This means that
spins sitting at z coordinate will precess at slightly different frequency than those sit-
ting at z+∆z (Figure 1.4). This way we have established a biunivocal relationship
between the spatial origin and the frequency of the measured signal. All we need now
is an instrument able to decode the origin of different frequency components. Such
instrument is the Fourier Transform. The Fourier Transform is a mathematical trans-
form that is able to relate a function with its constituent frequencies and vice-versa. It
essentially enables moving from one domain (space) to the other (frequency) through
a simple mathematical operation and without information loss. Thanks to the Fourier
Transform we can relate the measured MRI signal with the spatial distribution of the
proton density that generated it. As gradient encoding can be generalised to multi-
ple dimensions using a combination of frequency-encoding, phase-encoding and slice
selection encoding (see Section 1.3.5) it is possible to create MR images. The data
space where that defines the MRI signal as the Fourier transform of the spin density is
called k-space, and it represents the spatial frequencies in the image. It is important
to understand that the information contained in k-space is equivalent to the informa-
tion contained in the image and the two domains are interchangeable, thanks to the
Fourier Transform. Several strategies can be used to achieve k-space coverage, but the
specific characteristics of k-space will determine the properties of the resulting image,
including its resolution, blurriness, artifacts, and field-of-view. One important property
if k-space is that its centre contains the bulk of the signal (low spatial frequencies),
while its periphery contains the details (high spatial frequencies).

1.3.5 3D Imaging: gradients and spatial encoding

The scanner uses a series of magnetic tagging approaches to localise a read signal to a
specific region of the scanner and reconstruct an image with a fine spatial definition.
This is done using a collection of magnetic coils called gradient coils (Figure 1.4a).
Gradient coils work in tandem with the B0 field of the scanner to change the resonant
frequency at a particular position in space and induce small additional magnetic fields,
each of which slightly alters the excitation properties of local protons. Therefore, gra-
dient coils are able to help localise exactly which part of the brain is providing us with
data.

During a typical acquisition protocol, these coils generate the slice, phase and fre-
quency encoding gradients (Figure 1.4b), each of which allows the identification of
a small portion of the brain (Figure 1.4c). The coverage of 3D space in MRI can be
achieved with two main strategies, usually known as 2D multi-slice imaging and 3D
Fourier encoding. The main difference is that in 2D multi-slice one slice at the time is
excited and then spatially encoded in 2D, while in 3D Fourier encoding a larger slab
is excited at the same time, and spatial encoding in applied in 3D. In multi-slice 2D
imaging, each slice data is Fourier Transformed independently to reconstruct a series
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Figure 1.4 Main imaging gradients of the MRI scanner. Signals within specific regions of
the brain can be identified through the use of three separate encoding gradients which are
perpendicular to each other. a) A schematic of the main magnetic field (B0), with the slice
selection (green), phase encoding (red) and frequency encoding (blue) gradients superimposed.
b) A schematic representation of slice selection and RF encoding imposed by each gradient. c)
A representation of the image encoded by each gradient.

of images, while in 3D imaging, the whole 3D k-space is Fourier Transformed to yield
3D images.

Slice gradient 2D images are usually acquired one slice at a time (Figure 1.4b top
panel). Within each slice, images are also read-out, line by line one at a time. The
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slice selection gradient (Gs) is used to define a slice through the brain. This is done by
altering the magnetic field very slightly so that a small gradient is induced along the
axis of the acquisition. The introduction of a small magnetic field minutely alters the
effective Larmor frequency across the brain in this direction. Therefore, we can select a
very small slice of the brain by targeting the bandwidth and frequency of the excitation
pulse, so that only a thin and highly predictable slice of the brain is effectively excited.

Phase encoding gradient Once a specific slice has been excited, the slice gradient is
switched off, and the phase and frequency gradients are used to encode the signal
from voxels of the selected slice (Figure 1.4b middle panel). The phase encoding (PE)
gradient (Gp, which is perpendicular to the slice and frequency encoding gradients) in-
troduces another small magnetic gradient across the excited slice of brain. This causes
the phase synchronisation induced by the initial RF excitation to be slightly modulated
along the axis of the PE gradient. Consequently each line in the selected slice returns
energy at a different phase. As the signal induced from a slice is detected, an individual
line within that slice can then be recognised by the phase of the net magnetic moment,
although since it is not possible to distinguish between multiples of 360 degrees, the
measurement must be repeated many times with different amplitude of phase encode
gradient to unambiguously work out where the signal is coming from. In 3D Fourier
encoding, large slabs are excited instead of a single slice, and PE encoding is applied in
2 orthogonal directions to encode both slice and phase. This approach typically allows
thinner slices, because it is not limited by the bandwidth of the excitation pulse.

Frequency encoding (read-out) gradient Often described as the read-out gradient, the
frequency encoding (FE) gradient (Gr, which is further perpendicular to the phase and
slice encoding gradients) is switched on last, and during signal measurement. This
gradient coil induces a tiny final magnetic field gradient along the third dimension, not
covered by either of the previous gradients (Figure 1.4b bottom panel). As explained in
1.3.4, the read-out gradient affects the precession frequency of the protons within each
slice, such that there is a gradient of different precession frequencies which are induced
along the Gr. It is during the frequency encoding gradient that the signal is read by the
RF receiver coils. Thus, signal in distinct frequency bands can be interpreted as from a
specific point along the phase- and slice-encoded line described above. The sampling
of the signal occurring during read-out usually fills one line of k-space, after which
the sequence is repeated stepping up (or down) the phase encoding gradient, and thus
filling the next line of k-space.

Picking a voxel size As discussed above, the image we generate in 3D is dependent on
the application of highly specific gradients to the brain. The smallest element in an MR
image is called a voxel, which stands for volume element. This word is preferred to
pixel, because an MRI voxel contains signal from a three-dimensional block. The voxel
size and shape will affect the image resolution, and therefore it is important to choose
these parameters appropriately. On most scanner platforms, we are able to modulate
the slice width, field of view, and slice matrix. However, it is important to be aware
that changes to these parameters may affect other acquisition parameters, and usually
will not be “free”, i.e., most changes will have to be traded off for other desirable fac-
tors. For example, the slice width determines how thick each slice in the slice encoding
gradient is. This parameter controls the bandwidth of the excitation pulse used during
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the slice encoding. A smaller slice width means that a higher resolution image may
be acquired, but, depending on the number of slices to be collected, it may affect the
overall acquisition time. As the slice width decreases, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of
the acquired signal decreases, since the number of protons the signal is collected from
decreases, and therefore the overall signal decreases, while the noise level remains the
same. Therefore the gradients in the Larmor frequency associated with thinner slices
require more sophisticated receiver coils to achieve the same quality of read-out. The
bandwidth of the excitation pulse is another limiting factor, at least for 2D multi-slice
imaging.

The field of view and slice matrix determine the in-plane resolution of the image.
The former determines the x-y dimensions of each slice whilst the latter determines the
spacing of samples in the read-out direction and phase encoding direction. Increasing
the resolution will always lead to a reduction in SNR, and usually an increase in the
scan time.

1.3.6 Basic sequences

We now have a good idea of how the MRI scanner works out where in the brain a
signal is coming from. The last part of the puzzle is to think about contrast, or how
the relaxation properties of the MR signal (described in Figure 1.3) are exploited to
image specific types of tissue such as grey or white matter.

In 1.3.4 we have seen how the FID is generated. We have also explained how such
signal quickly decays due to T2 relaxation. In addition to the local electronic and
nuclear spins that contribute to the loss of phase coherence, more macroscopic factors,
such as local inhomogeneity of the B0 field, cause the signal to decay away faster than
would happen due to T2 alone. This combined effect is known as T∗2 decay. Such rapid
relaxation is a problem, as it only allows a very short time for switching gradients
and for the acquisition of the FID. In order to exercise control over the MRI signal
and its measurement, complex MRI sequences have been developed, that allow the
magnetization to be manipulated.

MR sequences are sets of RF pulses and gradients played out to create a contrast be-
tween different tissues and to translate them into an image. As different tissues have
different properties in terms of proton density (PD) and relaxation times, manipulat-
ing the elements of the sequence can provide an appropriate contrast to view specific
structures or biological properties of the tissues. This can be useful when examining
different pathologies or different types of tissue such as grey or white matter. The
specific choice of pulses and gradients and the time intervals between them will affect
the contrast in the final image, effectively enabling an infinite contrast range to be ob-
tained. This property of MRI is at the basis of its versatility, and also of the potential
for quantitative imaging.

RF pulses can be used for different purposes in an MRI sequence, the main ones
are: excitation (already described), refocusing and inversion. Refocusing pulses are
played out after excitation. Their function is to reverse the phase of precessing spins.
They play a fundamental role in the spin echo family of sequences. Inversion pulses are
played out ahead of excitation and are used to invert the longitudinal magnetization.
This can be used to suppress the signal from a specific tissue (i.e., CSF or fat) or to
increase the contrast of an image. Gradients are used for spatial localization but also
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Figure 1.5 Spin Echo. Schematic representations of the spin echo pulse sequence for MR
acquisition and the effect of the pulses on the orientation of the spins in the transverse plane
(bottom). Note that the figure is a simplification that does not include all the gradients necessary
in a real pulse sequence. After the RF pulse, the spins are all in line; however after the pulse has
been switched off they tend to accumulate phase differences that causes them to fan out. The
180◦ RF pulse causes their position to reverse, so that the slower ones find themselves ahead of
the faster ones. After a time equal to TE/2 they will be in phase again, thus causing an echo
of the signal, simply attenuated by T2 relaxation. Gs = slice selection gradient; Gp = phase
encoding gradient; Gr = frequency (read-out) encoding gradient.

for dephasing and rephasing the signal at a given time. This is at the heart of the
second large family of MRI sequences, Gradient Echo.

Spin echo Spin-echo imaging sequences allow the T2 signal to be rebuilt from the de-
phased signal by the introduction of a 180◦ re-focusing pulse some time after the initial
90◦ flip pulse (Figure 1.5). Effectively, this second pulse reverses the direction of the
magnetization vector fanning out in the x-y plane (Figure 1.5). This means that the
signal gradually builds back up, causing an “echo” of the original FID. The amplitude
of the echo will be modulated by T2 decay but will be independent of T∗2 related effects.
The echo will occur at a time equal to twice the interval between the excitation and
the refocusing time. This time is called the echo time (TE).

The principle of a spin echo can be understood thinking of precessing spins as run-
ners in a race. They start all at the same start line and the same time, but as they run
some will be faster and others will be slower. After a given time, a gun is shot, at which
signal they know they have to turn around and run back towards the start line. The
faster runners will have longer distance to run, but will arrive at the same time as the
slower runners, because of their speed. In the same way, spins find themselves in phase
at the echo time and thus form the echo. The main use of the spin-echo principle is to
obtain T2-weighted sequences.
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Figure 1.6 Gradient Echo. Schematic representations of the gradient echo pulse sequence for
MR acquisition and the effect of the gradients on the orientation of the spins in the transverse
plane (bottom). Note that the figure is a simplification that does not include all the gradients
necessary in a real pulse sequence. Also, the timings are typically shorter than in a spin echo
sequence, so Fig 1.5 and Fig 1.6 are not in scale with respect to each other. After the RF pulse,
the spins are all in line; however after the pulse has been switched off they tend to accumulate
phase differences caused by the readout gradient (negative lobe). When the gradient changes
polarity, its effect is to reverse the phase shift, bringing spins in phase at the echo. The echo will
be attenuated by T2* relaxation. Gs = slice selection gradient; Gp = phase encoding gradient;
Gr = frequency (read-out) encoding gradient.

Gradient echo It is also possible to achieve the same echo effect using a combination
of positive and negative gradients as opposed to an additional 180◦ RF Pulse.

Although gradients can produce an echo at the desired time, unlike refocusing
pulses, they are unable to recover the decay caused by field inhomogeneities. Therefore
gradient echo sequences retains strong T∗2 sensitivity because the rephasing is achieved
using switching magnetic fields (Figure 1.6). Under certain circumstances this can be
considered advantageous, as T∗2 relaxation has some favourable properties, which are
used to study functional activity in the brain. Specifically, the localised anatomical ef-
fects that lead to T∗2 effects are particularly sensitive to the presence of oxygenated and
deoxygenated haemoglobin (see Section 1.6.2). In gradient echo sequences flip angles
lower than 90◦ are used to speed up the recovery and thus the total scan time. It is
important to note that the flip angle will affect the final contrast in the image, and is
an additional parameter that can be controlled at acquisition.

Echo Time and Repetition Time Two important parameters of an MR sequence are the
repetition time (TR) and the already mentioned TE. TR is defined as the time between
two subsequent RF excitation pulses. TR controls the amount of T1 recovery allowed
before the next excitation. In addition, TR is a major determinant of the total scan time.
As described in 1.3.5, after every excitation one line of k-space is filled. Therefore, the
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Figure 1.7 TR and TE determine the overall image contrast. An overview of the relationship
between the TR and TE, and the relative contribution of T1 and T2 relaxation with the image
contrast.

total scan time will be given by TR x number of k-space lines. TE is defined as the time
between the RF excitation pulse and the time at which the central k-space signal is
measured. This usually coincides with the occurrence of the echo. T1 and T2 relaxation
times, as well as PD, vary across tissues (Figure 1.3). Therefore, when we vary the TR
and TE of a sequence, we are able to change the amount of T1 and T2 relaxation that
occurs before we re-excite the tissue, or read-out signal coming from the brain. This
is how different tissue contrasts can be achieved in the resulting image (Figure 1.7).
In the example of a spin-echo sequence, the amplitude of the signal (S) is captured
with specific contrasts, which are dominated by either the PD, the T1 or T2 relaxations
according to the following equation [19]:

S ∼ PD(1− e−
TR
T1 )e−

TE
T2 (1.1)

where PD is the local proton density, T1 and T2 are the relaxation time constants for a
particular tissue. From this equation it is easy to see how long TRs (TR>>T1) would
make the exponential in the T1 term tend to 0, while short TE (TE<<T2) would make
the T2 term tend to 1. An image with long TR and short TE would therefore be mainly
PD-weighted. If aiming for a T1-weighted image instead, you would choose a TR
comparable to the T1 of tissue, keeping TE short. The trick is to enhance the contrast of
interest while minimising those of no interest. Note that it is not possible to remove PD-
weighting, i.e., the spin density will always contribute to T1- and T2-weighted images.

Echo planar imaging Conventional spin echo and gradient echo sequences are fairly
slow, with brain scan times of the order of minutes. For some applications, such as
functional MRI, it is fundamental to have fast scans with good SNR and contrast. A
sequence with these characteristics is the echo planar imaging (EPI) sequence (Figure
1.8). As opposed to conventional (spin-warp) imaging, where a line (or few lines) of
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k-space are sampled every TR, EPI samples a whole slice of k-space in a single TR.
This is achieved by rapid switching of the readout gradient from maximum positive to
maximum negative. Blipped gradients are used in the orthogonal direction to move
from one line to the next. This combination of gradients results in a “zig-zag” k-space
pattern which allows full coverage after a single excitation pulse (Figure 1.8). The
k-space trajectory is linked to the gradient switching using a simple rule: the integral
of the gradients tells us where we are in the k-space. For example, to move from the
k-space centre to the initial point of the EPI trajectory, a negative gradient in the FE
direction and a positive gradient in the PE direction should be applied (Figure 1.8).
The initial gradients move the location of k-space sampling to (−kmax, kmax) along the
FE and PE axes. The repetition of the gradient echo module then conducts a back and
forth scanning of the k-space. To change the line in the k-space (moving down in the
example in Figure 1.8) small gradients are applied in the PE direction.

Since the whole k-space must be filled following a single excitation pulse, the data
must be acquired before significant T∗2 decay can occur (typically the acquisition win-
dow is limited by this effect to about 100 ms at 3T). To confine data acquisition in a
temporal window shorter than the T∗2 relaxation time while maintaining a reasonable
spatial resolution, strong gradients and rapid switching capabilities are required. It is
worth noting that EPI can be combined with spin echo, by adding a refocusing pulse
after excitation. It is only in EPI sequences that TR is considered as the time needed to
acquire an entire volume, which includes more than a single excitation pulse. EPI se-
quences are very fast and therefore are used in all fields that require a quick acquisition
of multiple volumes (e.g. fMRI, DTI, etc.).

90o

Gs

Gp

Gr

RF 

Echo Planar Imaging

Frequency

Phase
(-k

max
,k

max
)

k-space trajectory

Figure 1.8 Echo planar imaging sequence diagram. Initial negative frequency and positive
phase gradients move the sampling point to the upper-left of the k-space. The sign of frequency
encoding gradient indicates whether the trajectory of the straight line along the frequency axis
moves from left to right (a positive value) or in the opposite direction (a negative value). The
small phase gradient pulses shift the k-space sampling to a new line.
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Figure 1.9 Example T1-weighted images of the brain. Sagittal, coronal and axial view from
left to right. While cerebrospinal fluid appears dark, grey and white matter show a good
contrast.

Magnetization Preparation In addition to changing TR and TE, another way to manip-
ulate contrast in MRI is to add a magnetization preparation module before excitation.
An example of magnetization preparation is inversion. Magnetization preparation can
also be used in combination with EPI readout, in order to obtain the desired contrast
retaining the fast sampling.

A lot of different sequences are available for modern scanners. The key building
blocks of almost all modern sequences are: spin echo, gradient echo and echo planar
imaging. These sequences are still employed in most MRI studies. In the following
sections, we move on to discuss some applications of MRI techniques as well as some
basic approaches to analysis.

1.4 Anatomical MRI

1.4.1 Introduction

Structural MRI provides a static anatomical characterisation of brain structure, giv-
ing information about shape, size and tissue integrity. The most common examples
of structural images are T1-weighted (T1-w), T2-weighted (T2-w) and PD-weighted
images.

T1-w images provide a good contrast between grey (GM) and white matter (WM),
while high water content media (e.g. Cerebrospinal Fluid (CSF)) and bones ap-
pear dark (Figure 1.9). T1-w images are typically used for tissue segmentation
(e.g. GM/WM/CSF segmentation) and registration purposes [20]. In such cases,
they are often acquired using a 3D sequence (an evolution of the basic gradient echo
sequence that acquires simultaneously a whole 3D volume) and an isotropic voxel size
(e.g. 1x1x1 mm3).
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Figure 1.10 Example of T2-weighted images of the brain. Sagittal, coronal and axial view
from left to right. While cerebrospinal fluid appears bright, grey and white matter are more
difficult to discriminate compared to the T1-w contrast.. Please note that this image has been
acquired with a high in-plane resolution compared to the slice thickness (voxel size of 0.5x0.5x3
mm3).

T2-w images provide a high contrast between the CSF (bright) and the brain tissue
(dark grey) whereas the contrast between GM and WM is less marked than in T1-
w images (Figure 1.10). T2-w images are widely used in clinical diagnosis as many
pathological processes, such as demyelination or inflammation, often increase the local
water, fat or iron content in the tissue. This results in a change of the image intensity
introducing either bright (e.g. in case of increased water content) or dark (e.g. in
case of iron deposition) spots which are easy to detect in the image. For clinical use,
T2-w images are often acquired with a high in-plane resolution compared to the slice
thickness (e.g. voxel size of 0.5x0.5x3 mm3).

PD images provide a good contrast between WM and GM (though not as good as
in T1-w images), however, PD images have a low contrast between CSF and GM. In
the common clinical practice, a preparation phase is often added to suppress the CSF
signal and improve the image contrast (Figure 1.11).

Other special structural sequences can be used to improve the contrast of tissues
of interest. One example is the fluid attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR), which is
acquired using a modified version of the T2-w image sequence where an inversion pulse
is applied in order to cancel any signal which emerges from the fluid media (e.g. the
CSF) [21].

The next section provides an overview of the common methods which are used to
derive quantitative measures from common T1-w and T2-w images.

1.4.2 Brain extraction

Quantitative measures of brain structures have an increasingly important role to play in
both clinical practice and research. Diagnosis, surgery planning, therapeutic evaluation
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Figure 1.11 Example PD-weighted images of the brain. Sagittal, coronal and axial view
from left to right. Cerebrospinal fluid and grey matter are difficult to discriminate while grey
and white matter show a better contrast.

and characterisation of various neurodegenerative diseases rely more and more on
precise and accurate structural quantification of the brain [22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28,
29]. Brain extraction (also known as brain masking or skull stripping) is often the first
step in quantitative analysis. This operation is used to remove non-brain tissue from
the structural image of the head. This aids the image co-registration and considerably
reduces the number of voxels that have to be examined in subsequent analyses.

The majority of brain extraction methods are optimised to work with T1-w MRI data
because of its superior tissue contrast in comparison to other relaxation weightings.
When multiple sequences are acquired, a T1-w derived brain mask is often applied to
the other images via registration. A common approach for brain extraction is the use
of deformable models, usually starting from a spherical mesh which evolves to fit the
brain. The widely used Brain Extraction Tool (BET) [30] and 3dSkullStrip, part of
FSL (http://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk) and AFNI (http://afni.nimh.nih.gov) respectively, rely
on this approach. Other methods start from a coarse mask and perform a series of
processes such as filtering, edge detection, and associated morphological operations
to refine the extraction to a final mask. Examples of this approach are the Brain Sur-
face Extraction (BSE) method [31] and BridgeBurner [32]. Hybrid methods combine
different approaches using machine learning algorithms to generate more theoreti-
cally accurate brain meshes (e.g. ROBEX [33]). Alternative methods embed the brain
extraction operation in a more complex processing pipeline which also performs seg-
mentation and/or parcellation of brain tissue. These methods are discussed in the next
section [34, 35].

1.4.3 Tissue segmentation and parcellation

A common second step for a quantitative analysis of structural data is brain segmen-
tation, i.e. identifying and assigning a label to each voxel of an image representing
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Figure 1.12 T1-w image with large amounts of field inhomogeneity. This effect is caused by
the local inhomogeneities of the B0 field that are reflected as changes of intensity in the image.
It is very important to correct them before performing any processing.

either a specific tissue type (WM, GM, CSF) or an anatomical structure (e.g. putamen,
hippocampus, motor cortex etc.)

The simplest (but coarsest) approach to brain segmentation is the threshold
method [36, 37]. In this approach, a threshold is selected (either manually or au-
tomatically) on the basis of the image intensity histogram and is used to assign each
voxel to a tissue type. This method is easy and fast but it is also subject to some
limitations. For example, selecting appropriate thresholds from the image histogram
depends on how well separated the intensity peaks in the image histogram are. It is
therefore highly dependent on the SNR of the image and does not account for any
geometric features of the tissue, or local inhomogeneities in intensity, which may arise
from limitations in the image acquisition (Figure 1.12). As such, the threshold method
is not suitable for segmenting complex structures and is typically used as a starting
point for more sophisticated methods.

A second approach to image segmentation is to use clustering algorithms, such as
k-means [38], fuzzy c-means [39], or expectation maximisation [40]. The k-means al-
gorithm starts by randomly assigning each voxel to a class. Subsequently, it iteratively
computes the average signal intensity for each class and assigns each voxel to the class
with the closest mean. This iterative procedure terminates when no further updates are
made in the voxel assignment. Alternatively, the fuzzy c-means algorithm generalises
k-means by computing a soft assignment for each voxel to each class (i.e. providing
an affiliation probability for each class). The expectation maximisation approach seg-
ments the image intensity histogram similarly to a hard threshold approach, but rather
than relying on hard boundaries, this approach models the histogram as a sum of Gaus-
sian functions (a Gaussian mixture model) and computes the posterior probability of
each voxel to belong to each class, defined a priori (Figure 1.13).

However, as with the threshold approach, these algorithms are sensitive to intensity
inhomogeneities (Figure 1.12) and do not include any geometrical or anatomical as-
sumptions when performing image segmentation; moreover, accuracy can be limited
by individual variability. These limitations can be overcome by combining clustering
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Figure 1.13 Example of segmentation based on intensity histogram analysis. The
histogram is modelled using the sum of three Gaussian functions and their intersections are
used as an intensity threshold for segmentation.

approaches with more complex models such as the Markov random field or Bayesian
expectation models [41]. Equally, SNR problems can be overcome by combining mul-
tiple co-registered images together before applying a segmentation algorithm.

Another popular approach to tissue classification is to assign labels based on a tem-
plate generated from previous data. Template data may have had tissue labels manu-
ally drawn on by experts, or been pre-processed using more complex approaches. With
this approach, the transformation between the image to be segmented and the template
is computed, and template segmentation probability maps are subsequently moved to
the subject’s space using either a linear or non-linear transformation [42, 43, 44]. This
method relies on the registration step; it has a good performance only if the struc-
ture to be segmented in the starting image can be properly matched with the same
structure in the template (e.g. brain stem, corpus callosum). The template-registration
method provides poor segmentation results in regions with a high intra-subject vari-
ability (e.g. cortical GM) or in subjects with lesions or a pathological anatomy.

An alternative approach relies on the examination of the contour lines between tis-
sue classes. This approach is called active contours and includes algorithms such
as snakes, dynamic snakes, scissors and level sets. The subsequent voxel assignment
is derived from the examination of the contours. The contours that are fitted to the
segmented image are modelled using parametric functions whose parameters must
be derived from an energy optimisation problem. Moreover, prior knowledge can be
added to the optimisation function to provide more information which may help the
registration process. These methods naturally include a regularisation constraint that
makes them robust to noise. The drawback of this approach is the computational time
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Figure 1.14 Example of the GM probabilistic map obtained using the FSL segmentation
tool. A red-yellow colour code is used to report the segmentation probability for each voxel
(red: lower probability; yellow: higher probability). The probability map is superimposed on
the T1-w image and thresholded over 0.8.

required to optimise the energy function in comparison to the other methods [45, 46].
Often, different methods are combined in the most commonly used segmenta-
tion software. For example, the FAST segmentation tool [41] included in the
FSL software package (https://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/FAST) combines a Markov
random field model with an expectation maximisation clustering algorithm to si-
multaneously account for field inhomogeneity and connection problems (Figure
1.14). The segmentation tool included in Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM,
http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm) uses a fuzzy c-means algorithm and a template reg-
istration [47, 48]. Freesurfer (http://freesurfer.net) combines a contour method, called
the deformable surface model and a template registration approach [49, 50, 34] (Fig-
ure 1.15). Finally, the Atropos algorithm, included in Advanced Normalisation Tools
(ANTs, https://stnava.github.io/ANTs), combines an expectation maximisation cluster-
ing algorithm with a Bayesian model which uses a registered template as a classification
prior [51].

1.4.4 Quantitative analysis

The quantitative analysis of structural MRI images typically relies on measuring the size
of the whole brain [52] or of individual regions of interest. For example, hippocampal
atrophy is a well-established imaging marker for Alzheimer’s disease and has been
included in recently proposed research diagnostic criteria [53, 54, 55] (see Chapter
10).

One of the most popular approaches to the quantitative analysis of structural images
is the voxel based morphometry (VBM). The purpose of this technique is to investi-
gate, in a voxel-wise framework, changes to local GM distributions between or within
populations (e.g. correlation with a clinical score). Different approaches can be used
to perform a VBM study [56, 57, 58]; nevertheless, the analysis pipeline is reasonably
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a) b)

Figure 1.15 Example of the subcortical segmentation and surface meshes for
quantification of cortical thickness obtained using Freesurfer. a) Each segmented region
is reported with a unique colour. The segmented structures are superimposed on the T1-w
image. b) The green line shows the WM/GM separation surface, while the red line represents
the GM/CSF separation.The distance between these two lines is the cortical thickness.

common to all of them. Firstly, a GM map is computed for each subject and a study
template is built using either all subjects or a subset of them. Subsequently, all native
GM maps are non-linearly registered to the study template, smoothed to account for
residual registration errors and used to perform voxel-wise statistical analyses using
the general linear model or associated multivariate techniques.

Another important quantitative feature that can be extracted from structural images
is the cortical thickness. The best known method (included in Freesurfer) is to com-
pute cortical thickness by modelling polygonal meshes which represent the interfaces
between a) WM and GM and b) GM and CSF (Figure 1.15). The distance between the
vertices on these surface meshes can be used to calculate a local estimate of the cor-
tical thickness as well as the volume and the surface area [59, 60, 61, 62, 63]. Other
approaches that have been developed include the Laplacian method [64], the coupled
level sets method [65] and the DiRecT method (included in ANTs) [66].
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1.5 Diffusion MRI

1.5.1 Introduction

Diffusion MRI techniques use the diffusion of water molecules in biological tissues to
acquire images with a different contrast compared to the anatomical images described
in the previous section. The simplest diffusion technique is the diffusion weighted
imaging (DWI) while its extension is the diffusion tensor imaging (DTI). The main
difference between DWI and DTI is that the latter enables a better description of the
diffusion process by estimating the diffusion tensor (which describes the water diffu-
sion in different directions) while the former provides a simpler but poorer description
of the phenomenon (see Section 1.5.4).

This kind of analysis provides a non-invasive characterisation of the brain architec-
ture and heterogeneity at a fibre level in a way not available with common structural
imaging approaches.

Unlike traditional anatomical imaging, DWI images on their own are difficult
to interpret and require some post-processing to derive informative maps of the
brain. This has led to the development of a large number of software packages
to handle DWI and DTI data, and almost all important research centres active
in the field develop and make their own suites available. Almost all modern
scanner manufacturers now distribute software to perform at least some diffu-
sion imaging pre-processing and to derive basic maps directly on the scanner
console. There can be many substantial differences between the packages with
regard to pre-processing steps, models, and statistical analysis [67]. The most
commonly used packages in the research setting are the FDT Toolbox in FSL
(https://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/FSL), Camino (http://camino.cs.ucl.ac.uk),
Tortoise (https://science.nichd.nih.gov/confluence/display/nihpd/TORTOISE), MR-
trix (http://www.mrtrix.org), ExploreDTI (http://www.exploredti.com), 3D Slicer
(https://www.slicer.org), DTI Studio (https://www.mristudio.org/wiki/DtiStudioV2)
and TrackVis (http://trackvis.org/).

This section gives an overview of the basic acquisition sequence and of the principal
mathematical models used to analyse diffusion datasets.

1.5.2 The basics

At a macroscopic level, diffusion refers to the particle flux generated by a concentration
gradient, like the diffusion of a gas once its container is open.

In our case, we are interested in the diffusion process of water in a biological frame-
work, i.e. when no macroscopic concentration gradients are present and particle mo-
tion is purely due to thermal fluctuations. Einstein showed that the displacement of
molecules due to this self-diffusion process depends on two parameters, the time of
diffusion and the diffusion coefficient, which in turn depends on some experimental
conditions (e.g. the temperature) and the medium.

In clinical applications, diffusion MRI techniques investigate the self-diffusion pro-
cess of water molecules in an aqueous medium, which is characterised by a diffusion
coefficient (D) equal to 3·10-9m2/s at a temperature of 37◦ C. As typical diffusion times
are around 50 ms, the mean molecule displacement investigated by diffusion MRI is
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Figure 1.16 The Stejskal and Tanner sequence. This sequence is the base of a diffusion
weighted acquisition. The two gradients are used to introduce a signal change proportional to
the water molecule motion along the direction of the gradient. The parameters G, δ and ∆ are
the diffusion weighting gradient (Gd) parameters and define the strength of the gradient, its
duration and the time interval between two consecutive pulses, respectively.

about 17 µm, which is in the same range as cellular dimensions. This means that clin-
ical diffusion MRI techniques are sensitive to the cellular processes that modify water
diffusion, such as cerebral ischemia, oedema, axonal injury, tumours etc.

1.5.3 Experimental design

Almost all MRI sequences described in the previous section (Section 1.3.6) can be mod-
ified to make them sensitive to diffusion by adding specific field gradients. However,
the most commonly used diffusion weighted sequence is the T2-w spin-echo approach
proposed by Stejskal and Tanner [68]. This sequence is a spin-echo sequence with
the addition of two diffusion sensitising gradients (Gd), one before and one after the
180◦ refocusing pulse (Figure 1.16, see Figure 1.5 for a comparison with the standard
spin-echo).

The purpose of the two gradients is to introduce a signal change in the image which
is proportional to the water molecule motion along the direction of the gradient. This
is achieved by introducing a phase shift with the first sensitising gradient, which is not
compensated by the second sensitising gradient, resulting in a loss of signal intensity in
the final read-out. This is due to the diffusion of phase-shifted protons in the direction
of the diffusion in the time interval between diffusion sensitising gradients (∆ in Figure
1.16).

More specifically, the signal S acquired by the Stejskal and Tanner sequence is equal
to:

S = S0e
−γ2G2δ2(∆−δ/3)D = S0e

−bD (1.2)

where S0 is the signal acquired without diffusion weighting (also called b0), D is the
diffusion coefficient, γ is the gyromagnetic ratio of the tissue, and G, ∆ and δ are the
sequence parameters that define the diffusion gradient. All these parameters are usu-
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Figure 1.17 Diffusion weighted images. Examples of the contrast in DWI of the brain when
acquired using different gradient directions. The measured signal strongly depends on the
gradient direction for some brain structures, such as the main WM fibre bundles (e.g. corpus
callosum, indicated by a red arrow in the first panel), while it is barely affected in others, such
as the cortical GM.

ally summarised using the macro parameter b, which is usually called b-factor and it
is measured in seconds over square millimetres (s·mm-2). It defines the specific diffu-
sion weight for a given sequence based on gradient amplitude, pulse separation and
duration (Figure 1.16) [9, 69] and it can be directly set at the console of modern MRI
scanners. Ideally, a high b-factor is preferable, since it increases the diffusion sensitivity
in the acquired images. However, increasing b also results in a reduction of the SNR of
the image. Therefore, a trade-off must be made between diffusion sensitivity (where a
higher b is preferred), and SNR (where a lower b is preferred). Typically, the b-values
used in both DWI and DTI clinical applications in the brain range from 500 to 1500
s·mm-2 [70, 71]. DWI and DTI have also been applied to regions of the body other
than the brain (like the tongue, skeletal muscles, spinal cord, heart and liver) [72, 73],
usually employing lower b-values. Very high b-values (i.e. b-values greater than 1500
s·mm-2) alongside different formulations of the diffusion sequence are the subject of
ongoing research [74, 75].

It is important to note that in the Stejskal and Tanner sequence, only the diffusion
component parallel to the direction of the diffusion gradients contributes to the signal
loss. In biological tissues, the diffusion coefficient is likely to change in multiple di-
rections. Therefore, in most DWI and DTI acquisition protocols, the whole sequence
is usually repeated multiple times, changing the diffusion gradient direction to sample
the diffusion coefficient in a number of directions (often referred to as q-space). Math-
ematical models are subsequently applied to investigate and model the 3D properties
of diffusion on a voxel-by-voxel basis. Figure 1.17 shows an example of three diffusion
volumes acquired from the same subject using different gradient directions. In the re-
sulting image, the measured signal greatly depends on the gradient direction for some
brain structures, such as the corpus callosum, while it is barely affected in others, such
as the cortical GM.
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The Stejskal and Tanner sequence is usually implemented using an EPI read-out.
The main advantage of the EPI is that it enables the acquisition of a single slice in a
fraction of a second, thus of a whole brain volume in a short amount of time (usually a
few seconds). This reduces, but does not completely eliminate, artifacts due to cardiac
rhythm, respiration and general patient motion. A second advantage of the EPI acqui-
sition is that it has a relatively high SNR, which is crucial when acquiring diffusion data
since the information content is inferred from the loss of signal.

However, EPI also has some drawbacks that must be considered. First of all, it is
characterised by a low spatial resolution due to the blurring effects of T2 and T∗2 de-
cay in the read-out phase. Good clinical DTI data are usually acquired at a resolution
of 2x2x2 mm3 in a 3T scanner (for a comparison, structural T1-w images are usually
acquired at a voxel resolution of 1x1x1 mm3, clinical T2-w images reach an in-plane
resolution of 0.5x0.5 mm2). Moreover, EPI is also sensitive to artifacts due to Nyquist
ghosting, chemical shift, magnetic field inhomogeneities and local susceptibility effects,
mainly in the phase encoding (PE) direction. Figure 1.18 illustrates the different sus-
ceptibility artifacts in the PE direction of the EPI sequence. These distortions are due to
local susceptibility differences between adjacent structures and are more marked near
cavities containing air, such as the paranasal sinus or the auricular cavity.

Another typical source of artifacts is the eddy current induced by the strong gradient
fields applied in DTI sequences. Modern scanner hardware is shielded against eddy
currents. However, the large, rapid gradients used for the diffusion weighting still
induce artifacts in the acquired images that must be corrected. Eddy currents may
induce local artifacts, such as scaling (expansion/contraction of some regions), shifting
(displacement of the reconstructed voxels in the PE direction) and shearing (shifting of
the image in opposite directions along the PE direction) [70].

Correction of DTI data distortion is usually performed off-line using specific al-
gorithms [76, 77, 78, 79]. The most common approach is to register all diffusion
weighted volumes to a reference, usually a diffusion unweighted one (b0). A more re-
cent approach consists of acquiring multiple diffusion weighted volumes with the same
sequence set up, but opposite PE directions. The rationale of this approach is that arti-
facts in two volumes with opposite PE directions are equal in magnitude, but have an
opposing spatial extent. Thus, the two volumes can be used to accurately quantify the
distortion artifacts and reconstruct the undistorted diffusion volume [80, 81, 82].

1.5.4 Models and parameters estimation

The simplest model that can be used to analyse diffusion data is the isotropic self-
diffusion model. This model assumes that the diffusion of water molecules is the same
in any direction, and does not depend on the diffusion direction used in the image
acquisition. From equation 1.2 it is therefore possible to derive the apparent diffusion
coefficient (ADC) (Figure 1.19) for each voxel in the image:

ADC = −1

b
ln

(
S

S0

)
(1.3)

Only two acquisitions are required to quantify the ADC, an S0 (or b0) volume and
a diffusion weighted volume (S). However, multiple weighted volumes are usually
acquired to improve the SNR and accuracy of the ADC map. ADC maps are currently
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T2-w PA AP LR RL

Figure 1.18 Axial slices acquired with different PE directions and EPI read-out. PA
indicates a PE oriented from the posterior to the anterior. Similarly, AP, LR and RL indicate PE
oriented in the anterior-posterior, left-right and right-left direction, respectively. The red arrows
indicate the major distortion effects. T2-w reports the same slice but acquired with a different
read-out that does not introduce any distortion.

ADC

Figure 1.19 Apparent diffusion coefficient. An ADC map of a human brain estimated from
DWI data acquired with the Stejskal and Tanner sequence combined with an EPI read-out.
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Figure 1.20 Diffusion tensor shapes for isotropic and anisotropic diffusion. The left
panel illustrates isotropic diffusion, where diffusion is identical in all directions (upper panel),
therefore the eigenvectors are equivalent and the corresponding tensor becomes a sphere (lower
panel). Correspondingly, the right panel describes anisotropic diffusion, shown as an elongated
ellipsoid oriented in the direction of the largest water diffusion.

used in most clinical protocols to evaluate acute stroke since they can be derived from
a fast sequence. ADC maps allow for rapid diagnosis of brain ischemia as diffusion
is significantly higher in injured than in healthy tissue. Similar approaches have also
been used in the assessment of brain tumours and intracranial infections [70].

Whilst ADC maps have proved to be a useful tool for some pathologies, they are
based on rather simplistic assumptions. Diffusion in biological tissues is affected by
the presence of different structures and media, such as cellular membranes, organelles
(mitochondria) and complex macro-molecules. Therefore, water diffusion in any given
voxel should not be considered equal in any direction, as it is strongly dependent on
the considered direction. In other words, diffusion within biological tissues is likely to
be anisotropic and a more complex model is required. The most frequently used model
to describe anisotropic diffusion is a three-dimensional (3D) Gaussian model, called
a diffusion tensor; This is where the term diffusion tensor imaging originates. The
equation describing the relationship between the acquired image and the applied se-
quence is similar to the isotropic model (equation 1.2), however the numerical values
for the diffusion coefficient and b-value are substituted by their 3D representations.
More precisely, D becomes a symmetric 3x3 matrix, i.e. the diffusion tensor (D), and
b a 3x1 vector (b), incorporating the gradient direction. Due to the increased model
complexity, more images are required to estimate the model than with ADC mapping
and at least 6 weighted volumes and one b0 have to be acquired to estimate the dif-
fusion tensor. A large number of diffusion weighted images are usually acquired to
reduce the noise and improve directional signal.

The diffusion matrix D encodes all information about the water diffusion, but it
is not easy to interpret in its original form. A more intuitive way to visualise its in-
formation content is to consider its 3D representation, i.e. the tensor (Figure 1.20).
The tensor models the diffusion values in the different directions using a 3D ellipsoid
model. If the diffusion is isotropic the diffusion tensor shape becomes a sphere as
the diffusion is identical in all directions. Anisotropic diffusion is characterised by an
elongated ellipsoid in the direction of the largest diffusion value (ε1).
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T2-w MD

FA Skewness
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Figure 1.21 Diffusion parameters of DTI. The illustration demonstrates parametric maps
obtained from DTI data of a human brain and a structural T2-w image. MD = mean diffusivity;
FA = fractional anisotropy. Note that only skewness can be either positive or negative.

The diffusion matrix is usually decomposed in eigenvectors (i.e. the direction of the
ellipsoid axis) E =

[
ε1 ε2 ε3

]
and eigenvalues (i.e. the diffusion in these directions)

Λ =
[
λ1 λ2 λ3

]
. This decomposition provides a more intuitive interpretation than

the full diffusion matrix.
ε1 provides the direction of the greatest water diffusion and it is usually interpreted

as the main orientation of the axonal fibres. The associated eigenvalue (λ1) quanti-
fies the diffusion in the main diffusion direction and it is termed either longitudinal
diffusion or axial diffusion. ε2 and ε3 identify a plane perpendicular to the main dif-
fusion direction, and the average of their eigenvalues (λ2, λ3) is referred to as radial
diffusivity.

A number of scalar metrics can be derived from the three eigenvalues to characterise
the shape of the diffusion tensor in a rotationally constant way (i.e. independently from
the sample placement or orientation with respect to the reference frame of the scanner
[10, 83, 84]) (Figure 1.21). The simplest metric is the eigenvalue average, called mean
diffusivity (MD):
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Figure 1.22 Prolate and oblate shapes of the diffusion ellipsoid. The skewness measure
can be used to discriminate between the two cases.

MD = 〈λ〉 =
(λ1 + λ2 + λ3)

3
=

1

3
trace(D) (1.4)

For an isotropic medium, the MD derived from the diffusion tensor model is equiv-
alent to the ADC computed using the isotropic self-diffusion model. Fractional
anisotropy (FA) instead measures the degree of anisotropy of the diffusion process:

FA = 1√
2

√
(λ1−λ2)2+(λ2−λ3)2+(λ3−λ1)2√

λ2
1+λ2

2+λ2
3

=
√

3
2

√
(λ1−〈λ〉)2+(λ2−〈λ〉)2+(λ3−〈λ〉)2√

λ2
1+λ2

2+λ2
3

(1.5)

FA is a scalar value between 0 and 1, where a high FA value indicates constrained water
diffusion (anisotropic medium, e.g. in the middle of a bundle of parallel fibres, such
as in the corpus callosum) and a low FA value indicates a diffusion tensor close to a
sphere (isotropic medium, e.g. in the presence of randomly oriented fibres, such as in
GM or CSF).

Other parameters can be derived from the tensor decomposition, such as the relative
anisotropy (RA), a parameter similar to FA, and the skewness of the diffusion profile.
Positive values of skewness correspond to cigar shaped tensors (Figure 1.22, left panel),
where there is one clear direction for the fibres, as in the corpus callosum. Negative
skewness values indicate a more oblate ellipsoid (Figure 1.22, right panel), where there
is no primary orientation of diffusion, which suggests the presence of crossing fibres
[85].

FA has become the most widely used anisotropy measure in the DTI literature. FA
maps can be combined with ε1 vectors in a single map by converting the ε1 information
to a colour using the RGB code and modulating its intensity using the corresponding
FA value. Each basic colour of the RGB code (red, green, blue) is associated with one
of the principal orthogonal axes. Red is commonly used for the x axis, green for the y
axis and blue for the z axis as in Figure 1.23.
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FA E1 FA-RGB

X =

Figure 1.23 Fractional anisotropy and RGB map. Combination of the FA and ε1 maps. Each
component of ε1 is assigned to a channel of the RGB colour code to derive a visual representation
of the diffusion tensor principal direction. Commonly, red is used to indicate the medial-lateral
direction, green for the anterior-posterior, and blue for the inferior-superior.

The use of DTI is relatively rare in clinical practice. DTI has been used in cases
where the intrinsic anisotropic nature of the white matter is modified, such as ischemia,
axonal damage following trauma or demyelination. Diffusion maps can also be used
to assess tumour cellularity, grade and infiltrative nature [86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91].

Several alternative models have been proposed to analyse diffusion data. These
models aim to overcome the limitations in the diffusion tensor model. The diffusion
kurtosis imaging (DKI) model is an extension of DTI modelling, which quantifies the
deviation from a Gaussian assumption of diffusion [92]. Other models, including the
Neurite Orientation Dispersion and Density Imaging (NODDI) [75], Q-ball imaging
[93] and multi-tensor models [94, 95] are based on a multi-compartmental formula-
tion of the diffusion process within tissue microstructures. The diffusion tensor model
still remains the most commonly used method to analyse diffusion data. The more
complex models are subjects of ongoing debate and research.

1.5.5 Tractography

White matter is composed of many fibre bundles, connecting diverse parts of the brain
which can only be partially characterised by local water diffusion. Tractography meth-
ods exploit local information from the diffusion tensor and reconstruct white matter
pathways in the brain. The main assumption of many of these methods is that the
major eigenvector of the diffusion tensor is roughly parallel to the local white matter
fibre orientation. Thus, following the main tensor orientation, it should be possible to
move from voxel to voxel along the main fibre bundle. Figure 1.24 shows a b0 volume
with the major eigenvector for each voxel superimposed.

A wide range of tractography methods have been proposed, highlighting the inter-
est of the research community in fibre bundle reconstruction [96, 97, 98, 99, 100,
101, 102, 103, 104, 105]. Whilst the details of each method differ greatly, three com-
mon elements can be found in almost all algorithms. All algorithms require a seed, a
propagation method and a stopping criteria.
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Figure 1.24 Major eigenvectors help to track white matter fibres. A b0 volume with the
major eigenvectors ε1 superimposed as lines. Voxels in the main fibre bundles almost have a
parallel ε1.

Seed The seed is the position in the brain where reconstruction of a fibre bundle is
started. It can be a single voxel, a region of interest or even the whole brain. Small
seeds are used to reconstruct fibre bundles, while the whole-brain approach is for
reconstructing all possible pathways in the brain.

Propagation method The propagation method is the core of each tractography algo-
rithm and defines the rules for deriving fibre bundle orientation and the trajectories
(or streamlines). The main algorithms for propagation fall into two main categories:
deterministic and probabilistic algorithms. Deterministic algorithms use the directional
information described by the diffusion tensor to assign a direction to the fibre trajectory
in each voxel. From the seed, a uniform step is made in a given direction, before the
process is repeated in each new location. For each voxel, the most common movement
at each step corresponds to the direction of the major eigenvector of the underlying
diffusion tensor [97] (Figure 1.25). Other methods attempt to improve this assump-
tion by including information from neighbouring voxels. This is done by interpolating
the raw diffusion data [96], or using high-order integration methods with continuous
derivatives such as the second order Runge-Kutta algorithm [98]. Deterministic meth-
ods are fast and produce a beautiful reconstruction of the major fibre bundles in the
brain (Figure 1.25), but these approaches are subject to some limitations. As the tract
reconstruction gets further from the seed, its accuracy and precision decreases. More-
over, the deterministic propagation methods work well where one main fibre bundle
is clearly detectable and the diffusion tensor reflects this. However, when comparable
fibre bundles are present in the same voxel, the corresponding diffusion tensor repre-
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Anterior Laterala) b)

Figure 1.25 Tractography propagation and 3D view of fibre tractogram. a) The illustration
shows the propagation of a fibre trajectory obtained with the deterministic algorithm described
by Mori et al. [97]. Starting from the bottom-left voxel, at each voxel interface a new direction
is assigned corresponding to the eigenvector in the new voxel. b) Anterior and lateral views of
the corticospinal bundle reconstructed using a deterministic tractography method.

sents their average diffusion properties. In such cases, the major eigenvector does not
represent the orientation of the underlying fibres.

Probabilistic methods try to overcome some of these limitations by directly incorpo-
rating fibre orientation estimate uncertainties in the propagation process. Fibre orien-
tation is subsequently modelled with a probability density function that can be derived
empirically from the FA [100, 101], with Bayesian models [99, 103, 104] or bootstrap
methods [102, 105]. The streamline propagation direction at each step is sampled from
the corresponding probability density function and the tractography process is derived
as a probability distribution following a Monte Carlo approach. Once many streamlines
are drawn, the probabilistic methods compute a connection probability map. This is
done by dividing the number of streamlines passing through each voxel by the total
number of drawn streamlines (Figure 1.26). Probability maps naturally incorporate in-
formation about the accuracy and precision of the reconstructed fibre bundle and can
be managed differently depending on the purpose of the study (i.e. weighting the map
towards sensitivity or precision). However, limitations are also present in the proba-
bilistic approach. Probabilistic algorithms are still sensitive to a reduction in specificity
moving away from the seed, resulting in a dispersion of the fibre bundle reconstruc-
tion. Probabilistic methods are also very computationally demanding, and often rely
on heuristic assumptions to converge on a solution in reasonable time.

Stopping criteria The final element of all tractography algorithms is a set of stopping
criteria, i.e. the set of rules that terminate the propagation of a given streamline and/or
eventually discard it. Common stopping criteria include: constraints on the maximum
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Figure 1.26 Reconstruction of the corticospinal bundle using a probabilistic tractography
method. The green region of interest was used as the seed and a red-yellow colour-code was
used to report the different connection probabilities.

turning angle between propagation steps; thresholds for the minimum FA value in the
voxel; masks (i.e. the streamline propagation ends when it exits the mask). Way-point
masks (i.e. points that the streamline must cover) are often included as a filter for the
stopping criteria. These can also be used to refine fibre bundle reconstruction.

Tractography results are usually interpreted as a 3D representation of the fibre bun-
dles, to define regions of interest for subsequent analysis, or to study the connectivity
among the different parts of the brain. Such approaches have been used beyond the
research environment to provide information for surgical planning, e.g. brain tumour
resection [106, 107].

1.5.6 Structural connectivity

Both diffusion tensor and tractography analysis suffer from limitations that hinder the
characterisation of brain complexity. The tensor model only provides a local (i.e. con-
fined to the voxel) description of white matter architecture, while tractography retains
a local description as it represents a single streamline/fibre bundle at a time. However,
the human brain is composed of many structures (e.g. the different gyri/lobes of the
cortex or the deep GM structures) working together and communicating through the
billions of neurons connecting them. Such complexity and integration can be better
represented and studied using a network, i.e. a pattern of links between distinct units
within the brain [108] (see Chapter 8). A network can be used to describe the interac-
tion within a specific region of the brain, or to provide a comprehensive representation
of whole brain connectivity.

Briefly, a structural network is composed of two elements, nodes and edges. The
nodes represent brain structures that can be manually outlined on DTI images or de-
rived from cortical parcellation of a structural image (e.g. T1-w, see 1.4.3). Network
edges are generally derived from tractography analysis. Commonly, a deterministic
tractography algorithm is applied using each node as a seed and propagating each
streamline until it meets one of the node regions.
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Figure 1.27 Structural connectivity analysis. Firstly, a tractography algorithm is applied to
compute a map of all neural connections in the subject’s brain (i.e. the subject’s connectome, on
the left of the image). Then, the structural connectivity network is derived counting the number
of tracts connecting each pair of parcellated regions. The resulting network can be represented
using an adjacency matrix, on the right of the image.

The resulting structure is often called a connectome and represents a map of all the
connections in the brain (see Figure 1.27, left panel). Subsequently, the number of
streamlines going from one region to another are used to compute the network edge
between the two regions. It is nevertheless important to remember that DTI is in-
trinsically undirected, i.e. it does not provide any information about the direction of
propagation along the derived tract.

Two equivalent representations can be used to describe a network, the connection
graph and the adjacency matrix (see Figure 1.27, right panel).

Once a structural connectivity network is built, further complex analyses can be
applied to better characterise its organisation and behaviour (see Chapter 8 for a com-
plete description).

1.6 Functional MRI

1.6.1 Introduction

Functional MRI (fMRI) is a neuroimaging technique which aims to measure real-time
brain activity. It is based on the theory that neural activity is coupled to blood flow, so
changes in the former can be detected by the MRI signal changes associated with the
latter. This principle is called blood-oxygen-level dependent (BOLD) contrast.

fMRI provides a non-invasive characterisation of brain functions either under spe-
cific conditions or at rest, thus providing complementary information to anatomical
(Section 1.4) or diffusion (Section 1.5) MRI.

In this section, we will give an overview of the BOLD signal principle and present
the basics for fMRI experiment planning, data acquisition and image analysis.
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Figure 1.28 Representation of the canonical Haemodynamic Response Function (HRF).
Following a neural event, the BOLD signal rises over the course of 5 seconds, as local blood
flow increases due to increased metabolic demand. BOLD signal returns to baseline over the
next 25 seconds.

1.6.2 Principles of Blood Oxygen Level Dependent (BOLD) signal

When neural activity within a region increases during a task or in response to a stimu-
lus, the increased cellular activity raises the local metabolism (i.e. the consumption of
glucose and oxygen increases). This means more glucose and oxygen are needed from
the blood, inducing an increase in the local blood flow to meet the tissue demand.
Changes in the local blood flow peak around 5 seconds after the onset of the local
net increase of neural activity, followed by a short “undershoot”, returning to baseline
around 25 seconds after the transient increase in activity. This pattern is known as the
canonical Haemodynamic Response Function (HRF) (Figure 1.28). In areas of high-
energy demand, the ratio of oxygenated (HbO) to deoxygenated (HbR) haemoglobin
is reduced due to an increased metabolic demand. The changes in blood flow are
detected through the different magnetic properties of HbO and HbR. HbR is more
paramagnetic than HbO, meaning changes in their ratio are detectable as local inho-
mogeneities within the B0 magnetic field (BOLD signal): this subsequently decreases
the T∗2 relaxation time (see Section 1.3.6). Compared to baseline, images acquired
during a task allow the visualisation of regions with increased activity associated with
a specific stimulus or response [109, 110].

1.6.3 Experimental aspects

In fMRI experiments, a large number of images are acquired under various stimulus
conditions. The set up of an acquisition protocol depends on the hypothesised activa-
tion location or the type of stimulus to be presented.

T∗2-w sequences are more sensitive to the BOLD contrast than T1-w and T2-w ones,
so are often employed in fMRI experiments. Spin echo and gradient echo EPI sequences
allow a good temporal resolution (TR = 1000-3000 ms) with sufficient SNR properties
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to allow a reasonable voxel size (2x2x2 mm3) and full brain coverage. While EPI se-
quences are the most widely used fMRI sequences, they are sensitive to artifacts from
Nyquist ghosting, chemical shifts, magnetic field inhomogeneities and local suscepti-
bility effects, which may impact both the signal intensity and the brain shape in the
acquired images. These distortions are due to local susceptibility differences between
adjacent structures and are more marked near cavities containing air. It is important
to highlight that the T∗2 changes induced by the BOLD effect are of the same order of
magnitude as the noise present in the image, resulting in a low SNR. Therefore, fMRI
experiments are usually repeated multiple times to discriminate true BOLD signal from
the noise. Finally, an fMRI acquisition protocol usually includes a high-resolution T1-w
image to be used in the pre-processing steps (see Section 1.6.4).

fMRI experiments can be divided into two main categories: experiments performed
at rest, without the administration of any stimulus, where subjects are required to
stay awake and usually instructed “not to think of anything in particular” (note that
this is potentially controversial but outside the scope of this chapter); and experiments
measuring task performance.

fMRI task experiments involve the presentation of specifically designed stimuli that
induce the activation of a Function Of Interest (FOI). Many MRI compatible devices
(e.g. glasses, pads and headphones) are currently available to provide varied and com-
plex stimuli. It is important to note that an accurate design of the stimulus paradigm
is crucial for the success of an fMRI experiment. Designs are usually divided into
block paradigms, containing extended periods of stimulus exposure, and event-related
paradigms, in which short stimuli are randomly presented over the course of the task.
In a simple block paradigm, two or more tasks are typically administered, with one or
more evoking the FOI and another acting as a control.

The choice of the control task is as important as the FOI-evoking task, as it is used to
determine the specificity of the FOI associated region. For example, in an experiment
where we want to evoke a motor response with finger tapping, the evoking task would
consist of a written command. Alongside the motor response (i.e. the FOI), this task
evokes unwanted activity associated with reading. In this case, a good control task will
include reading text alone without any further subject’s action so that areas associated
with reading can be identified and discarded when comparing the two tasks. Block
experiments can also include multiple tasks, either when we are interested in specific
aspects of the FOI, or when a suitable control task is not available but can be obtained
combining multiple tasks. Event-related paradigms are used when we want to study
short FOIs, which cannot be sustained for periods of seconds as in block-paradigms
(e.g. reflex responses or recognition tasks). In such cases, the stimulus is presented
either with long inter-stimulus intervals (e.g. 10-20 seconds), allowing the response
curve to return to baseline level, or with short and irregular inter-stimulus intervals, to
acquire each image in a different condition. The analysis is subsequently adjusted to
account for the paradigm design.

1.6.4 fMRI data pre-processing

During fMRI experiments, accidental head movements and acquisition artifacts can
affect the acquired data. Multiple subjects are used in imaging studies and each subject
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has a unique brain morphology. To account for this variability, several pre-processing
steps need to be performed on fMRI data before running any type of statistical analysis.

Brain extraction Brain extraction is used to remove any non-brain tissue from the ac-
quired images. This can either be performed directly on the fMRI data (usually on the
mean volume), or on a high-resolution T1-w image, which is then propagated to the
fMRI data (see Section 1.4.2 for a more extended description of this step).

Temporal filtering Alongside the noise from the T∗2 susceptibility induced by the BOLD
response, other types of noise are present in the data. These can be attributed to factors
such as minor instabilities in the scanning hardware for example from the heating of
gradient coils. These sources of noise are likely to induce a slow baseline drift in
the data. These small distortions in the data are usually corrected using a high-pass
filtering approach, with a cut-off frequency of 0.01-0.02 Hz [111].

Slice timing A volume of data typically takes approximately 2 seconds (one TR) to be
acquired. Within a TR, each slice is therefore acquired at a subtly different moment in
time, this introduces a temporal sampling offset between the slices. Consequently, the
signal acquired in contiguous slices can show abnormalities, such as a different peak
frequency, even though the underlying activity is identical. Slice timing correction aims
to solve this problem by interpolating the time-course of each voxel and re-sampling
them over the same time grid.

Slice time correction is often considered an optional step, and whether it should
be applied before or after realignment is controversial. Acquisitions performed with a
very short TR or block paradigms, using long stimulus periods, may not benefit from
slice timing corrections. However, some event-related paradigms presenting lasting
stimuli would benefit from slice timing correction. Alternative approaches to slice
timing correction include temporal derivatives and applying correction parameters to
the subsequent analysis model.

Motion correction If the subject moves within the bore of the scanner, this distorts
the images. Motion-correction approaches ensure that the anatomical location of the
individual regions of the brain are consistent across the duration of the scan. This is
done by registering each volume within a functional dataset to a common reference
image. The affine or rigid transformation of each volume is calculated and fitted to a
reference image, which is either the mean image of the functional dataset or the middle
volume. Another option is to individuate the volume with the smallest deviation from
the mean, and use this as a reference for the final motion correction. In addition to
realigning each volume, this transform can be used to calculate motion within the
scanner across the entire duration of the acquisition. This results in the generation of
a time course for each motion parameter. For example, when a rigid transformation
is applied, 6 time courses are obtained, representing motion parameters along and
around each axis (Figure 1.29). While volumes with excessive motion are eliminated
from the analysis, and minor misalignments are corrected, the motion introduces an
unwanted signal into the data. This is because movements occurring between the RF
excitation pulse and the read-out lead to an incorrect assumption of the spin history in
localised regions during signal reconstruction.
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Figure 1.29 Motion correction of functional BOLD images. Each EPI image in a sequence is
registered using a simple linear transformation to a mean or reference image. This results in a
motion corrected image and a set of numerical motion estimates.
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Figure 1.30 Spatial smoothing for fMRI data. Alongside the ideal BOLD signal, there are a
considerable number of external factors that add additional noise into the fMRI signal. Spatial
smoothing is used to enhance the spatial SNR of the data. In this example (top), a simple
chessboard pattern is contaminated with Gaussian noise. The application of a simple spatial
filter reduces the effect of the Gaussian noise, revealing the true pattern. An example of a 5 mm
FWHM Gaussian spatial smoothing kernel to a single EPI acquisition is reported below.

This generates small but significant artifacts in the images. Approaches for cor-
recting such artifacts are a topic of ongoing debate within the research community
[112, 113].

Spatial smoothing A considerable number of experimental factors, such as local field
inhomogeneities and radio frequency noise within the scanner, can introduce high-
frequency spatial noise to the images. Since the BOLD signal is coupled to the HRF,
the size of a biologically plausible signal associated with activity should extend over
several millimetres (typically covering multiple voxels at once). Therefore, a common
pre-processing step is to spatially convolve each data point with a Gaussian kernel with
a full-width half maximum (FWHM) of between 3-8 mm to improve their spatial SNR
and limit the effect of non-neural noise in subsequent analysis (Figure 1.30).

Registration To compare functional data across multiple subjects, or across a series of
functional EPI runs, the images must be moved into a common space. This ensures that
the individual brain regions in each functional image “line up” across the subjects in the
group. Due to the low spatial resolution of fMRI images, a high resolution (e.g. 1x1x1
mm3) T1-w image is acquired during fMRI experiments and used as the intermediate
point in the registration operations. Typically, the registration pipeline will perform the
following steps: a) compute the transformation between fMRI data and the subject’s
structural T1-w; b) compute the transformation between the subject’s T1-w image and
a common T1-w brain atlas; c) combine the two transformations to move the fMRI data
to the common atlas space. All commonly used fMRI software provides a T1-w brain
atlas and often this is the Montreal Neurological Institute 152 (MNI-152), generated
from 152 healthy control subjects [114]. Moreover, the T1-w brain atlases usually
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provide a cortical parcellation that can be used to identify activated regions in the
subsequent analyses.

Different registration approaches are typically used for each step. Linear registra-
tion methods calculate a global transformation between the moving images (e.g. the
fMRI volume) and the reference image (e.g. the T1-w volume), with the aim of match-
ing them (Figure 1.32, upper panel). A transformation allowing only translation and
rotation is defined as rigid and it only includes 6 degrees of freedom. On the contrary,
when skew and scaling operations are also included, the transformation is called affine
and they have 9 and 12 degrees of freedom respectively. Linear transformations are of-
ten employed to register low-resolution data (e.g. fMRI, DTI) to the higher-resolution
data (e.g. T1-w) acquired for the same subject. Even if susceptibility artifacts distort
the EPI data, a linear registration operation is usually sufficient to register fMRI and
T1-w data from the same subject.

Linear registration can be further improved by using a modified boundary based
cost function (BBR) to enhance the fit of the model. This approach utilises the dif-
ferences in the signal intensity between grey matter and white matter to optimise the
transformation calculated during the registration [115] (Figure 1.31). BBR uses seg-
mentation of the T1-w image to model the location of the white/grey matter boundary
as a layer of polygons. This boundary model is then overlaid onto the moving image,
and the image is then registered to the static image. Traditional registration techniques
aim to perform registration by maximising the correlation between the registered and
reference image, whereas BBR maximises the contrast between the grey matter and
the white matter surface in the movable image. Good registration results are achieved
when there is a large intensity difference between the tissues (i.e. GM, WM, CSF). This
reliance on contrast means that BBR is usually performed using T1-w images. There
are several approaches to generating structural segmentation (see Section 1.4.3).

The magnitude of the transformation required to register images from different sub-
jects, or even from an individual to a template, is often far greater than that permitted
by linear transformation. Moreover, the local variability of brain shape and size can
not be compensated for using a global transformation. Hence, a method that allows a
local deformation of the movable image, as well as a global registration, is required.
Non-linear registration methods compute a local deformation field (also called a warp
field) [116, 117] (Figure 1.32, bottom panel) which accounts for the local differences
between the moving and fixed images. This approach is often used to compute the
transformation between high-resolution T1-w images of two subjects, or between a
subject’s T1-w image and a T1-w brain atlas (e.g. MNI-152).

Both linear and non-linear registration techniques allow images in the acquisition
space of an fMRI sequence to be moved into a common space for group-level statistical
analyses. This approach minimises the number of data interpolations.

1.6.5 fMRI analysis: the General Linear Model

Different methods have been proposed for the statistical analysis of fMRI data. The aim
of such analysis is to identify regions with a significant BOLD signal change in response
to a task.

The General Linear Model (GLM) is one of the most common approaches used to
analyse fMRI data. The GLM is based on the hypothesis that each voxel can be con-
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Fixed Image (T1) Moving Image (EPI)

Figure 1.31 Boundary based registration (BBR). BBR differs from standard linear
registration, as it uses a modified cost function with underlying anatomical assumptions. In the
case of EPI registration, the cost function tunes the difference between grey and white matter
(yellow arrows) in the functional image, by shifting the image within the segmentation of the
associated T1 image (red lines).

sidered independently from the others, and that its time-course signal can be decom-
posed into several components, each representing one signal source. Mathematically,
this means that the temporal BOLD signal in each voxel (Y ) is assumed to be the linear
combination of several signals of interest (Xi) and some noise (ε). The signals of inter-
est are either called explanatory variables (EVs) or regressors, and these are multiplied
by their weights (βi):

Y = X1β1 +X2β2 + ...+Xnβn + ε (1.6)

EVs, modelled a priori, contain the time-course of the FOIs, as well as any nuisance
variables that may affect the BOLD signal (e.g. the time courses derived from motion
correction, or the average signal from the CSF or the WM) [109, 118, 119]. The time-
course of the FOIs are usually obtained by convolving each component of the design
matrix (i.e. a matrix containing the sequence of each task or stimulus administration)
with the HRF model, thus obtaining a simulation of the BOLD signal activation for each
task/stimulus. Commonly, a constant EV is also included to model the average signal
intensity.

The βi of the Xi are usually estimated using the least-square regression method,
thus obtaining a set of values for each voxel and for each subject, representing the
weight of each Xi for a given voxel in any given subject.

Statistical analysis can be performed on β values to determine the activated areas in
a subject. Analyses are designed to either compare task related signal to control signal
(see Section 1.6.3 for experiment planning), or two groups of subjects (e.g. patients
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Figure 1.32 Basic registration techniques. Linear methods (upper panel) include
transformations of up to 12 degrees of freedom and are often used to register different sequence
images (e.g. fMRI and T1-w) from the same subject. Non-linear approaches (bottom panel)
apply a warp field and tuning, which accounts for the local differences between the moving and
fixed images. Non-linear registration is used to either register images acquired with the same
modality but from different subjects, or to register a subject’s image with an atlas.
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Figure 1.33 Example of results obtained with GLM analysis for an fMRI experiment with
a visual task. The red-yellow colour code highlights the voxels with BOLD activation in the
target task when compared to the control task. A high-resolution T1-w image was used as the
background for visualization purposes, to help locate the active clusters.

vs. healthy controls). Different tests can be used to perform the statistical analysis, in-
cluding parametric (e.g. t-test) and non-parametric (e.g. permutation test) approaches.
Covariates can be added in the statistical analysis to account for demographic differ-
ences among the subjects (e.g. gender, age, etc).

One of the drawbacks of GLM analysis is that a statistical analysis is performed for
each voxel independently. However, the signals from different voxels are not indepen-
dent of each other and the greater the number of voxels, the higher the chance of a
type I error (i.e. a false positive). This is called the multiple comparison problem and
must be taken into account when performing statistical analyses on fMRI data.

The most conservative approach to multiple comparisons is to use a Bonferroni cor-
rection. This uses a correction of the standard threshold for statistical significance
(usually an alpha equal to 0.05). This threshold is divided by the number of compar-
isons being performed, in this case the number of voxels being compared [120]. For
example if 10 voxels were being compared simultaneously, our alpha would be divided
by 10, meaning the newly corrected threshold for significance would be 0.005. In
fMRI studies over 100,000 voxels are usually analysed, and the Bonferroni correction
becomes too conservative [121, 122]. This means that the reduction of the type I error
rate comes at the cost of increasing the type II error rate (i.e. false negative errors).
There have been a great effort in the scientific community to develop better methods
for performing multiple comparison correction. Some of these perform multiple per-
mutation re-sampling procedures to model the type I error probability function and
perform a control of false positives [123]. Other methods exploit random field the-
ory to infer the size of active clusters which would survive by chance, discarding any
clusters that are smaller than this threshold [124, 125].

Figure 1.33 reports an example of the results obtained with GLM analysis. Sig-
nificant voxels (p<0.05) are coloured according to their t-value, demonstrating the
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task-related signal. The resulting map, also called a statistical parametric map, is su-
perimposed onto a high-resolution anatomical T1-w image for presentation purposes.
In the example, a block design experiment was performed with an animated visual
stimulus used as the target task, and a fixation point over a neutral background was
used as control task. The statistical analysis was performed using t-tests with an alpha
threshold of p<0.05 as well as Family Wise Error (FWE) correction for multiple com-
parisons [125]. The task associated clusters are predominantly located in the visual
cortex, as expected for an experiment of this nature.

Many different software suites, either free or commercially produced, are available
for fMRI data analysis. Each has a slightly different set of features, but almost all of
them allow the implementation of a full analysis pipeline, including pre-processing
and statistics. Among the most widely used suites for research are Statistical Para-
metric Mapping (SPM, http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/), the FEAT tool included in
FSL (https://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/FEAT), Analysis of Functional NeuroImages
(AFNI, https://afni.nimh.nih.gov/) and BrainVoyager (http://www.brainvoyager.com/).

1.6.6 Functional connectivity analysis

When considering resting state data acquired without an explicit experimental task, it
can be limiting to define task related regressors a priori. Furthermore, as discussed
above, GLM approaches have problems in terms of correcting for multiple compar-
isons. Independent Component Analysis (ICA) is a data compression technique with
the power to overcome some of these limitations. Complex datasets, such as 4D EPI
data, are represented as a collection of independent functional connectivity maps and
associated time courses, which together retain a meaningful amount of the variance
from the original data set [126]. Importantly, these spatial maps and time-courses
can be estimated without prior knowledge of an experimental design or time-course.
ICA was initially proposed to overcome the problem of GLM based analysis, and has
subsequently become most popular for resting state analysis [127].

ICA for fMRI With the ICA approach, the BOLD signal is considered simultaneously
across the entire brain, rather than in each individual voxel. To do this, the method
models a complex signal as the linear composition of multiple independent sources.
Mathematically, 4D fMRI data are organised in a t×m matrix (Y ), where each column
contains the time-course of a voxel. The n ×m matrix S contains the spatial map of
the n independent sources, which are mixed across time according to the t× n mixing
matrix A [128]:

Y = AS (1.7)

There are multiple approaches to source estimation (S) in ICA. Most commonly, A
and S are estimated simultaneously, so that S is a matrix optimised to contain statis-
tically independent spatial maps of size m in each row. Each row has an internally
consistent temporal dynamic represented in each of the associated columns of the mix-
ing matrix (A). This means that each map in S represents a collection of voxels, within
which all voxels are temporally related to the rest of the dataset, generating either
functional connectivity networks or resting state networks (RSNs) (Figure 1.34). ICA
can be performed at the single subject level or can be extended to study functional
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Figure 1.34 Independent Component Analysis (ICA) workflow. fMRI data can be put in
matrix form. This representation of fMRI data is then decomposed by ICA algorithms into
sources (or components) that are characterised both by their temporal dynamics (A) and spatial
maps (S). Spatial maps are typically used to detect brain Resting State Networks (RSNs). Some
examples of RSN maps are shown in the four panels at the bottom.

connectivity networks at the group level. ICA tools for fMRI datasets are included in
the FSL software library (MELODIC tool) or alternatively in the MATLAB based Group
ICA Of fMRI Toolbox (GIFT) [81, 129, 130].

ICA can also be performed for noise reduction. Components emerging from ICA that
cannot be classified as RSNs, or correlate strongly with motion artifacts may be easily
identified. Recent research suggests that in a typical ICA decomposition, more than
70% of the sources are artifacts [131]. Generally, the following criteria are used to
identify signal-derived components from those generally considered as noise: a) the
time series should be smooth and with no sudden jumps; b) the spectrum of the time
series should show frequencies between 0.01 and 0.1 Hz; c) the spatial map of the
source should be comprised of a small number of GM clusters (clusters on the edges of
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the brain or in the CSF or WM are more likely to be artifacts). Whilst these criteria are
debatable, and can potentially classify non-canonical functional connectivity networks
as noise, many algorithms have been proposed to perform ICA automatically [132,
133, 134, 135]. The manual evaluation of sources is still recommended, as a quality
control procedure in analysis [131].
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Figure 1.35 An example of functional connectivity analysis based on functional brain
parcellation. fMRI data can be sub-divided into parcels: this process is called parcellation
and could be either functionally or anatomically derived (left panel). Parcels can be further
grouped into more complex functional networks, such as those reported in the bottom legend.
The functional connectivity matrix (right panel) is calculated on the basis of the designed
parcellation and provides information on how the nodes of the networks are related to each
other. Usually, the most common way to build the functional connectivity matrix is to perform
a temporal correlation between time series.

Graph based functional connectivity Another approach to studying functional brain con-
nectivity relies on graph theory. Functional connectivity can be represented as a graph,
similarly to structural connectivity (see Section 1.5.6), where the edges represent func-
tional connections between nodes representing functional units of the network [136].
Each node is coupled to a specific area in the brain by a parcellation map, which could
be either functionally [137] or anatomically [34, 138] derived. The fMRI time se-
ries relating to each node are analysed using correlation based techniques to build a
functional connectivity matrix (Figure 1.35), representing the adjacency matrix of the
functional graph. These mathematical objects can be further analysed to investigate
the local and global functional organisation (see Chapter 8).
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1.7 Perfusion MRI

1.7.1 Introduction

Perfusion defines the quantity of blood passing through a determined portion of tissue
per unit time. Poor perfusion can cause severe malfunction to the nervous system,
therefore several methods to measure perfusion in the cortical tissues have been devel-
oped.

Early attempts to measure perfusion indirectly were performed using angiography.
This technique can provide images of the circulatory system, but cannot be used to
quantify perfusion [139]. Several approaches based on X-ray computed tomography,
SPECT or PET have also been used to estimate perfusion (see Chapter 2) [140, 141,
142].

Non-invasive MRI methods have been developed to quantify perfusion: these tech-
niques require the use of tracers to monitor blood flow in the tissues. These tracers
can be divided into two major categories: endogenous (Arterial Spin Labelling, ASL
[143]) or exogenous (including both Dynamic Susceptibility Contrast, DSC [144, 145]
and Dynamic Contrast Enhanced, DCE [146]). The next section will focus on the fun-
damentals of Fick’s principle [147] and the central volume principle [148] that are the
seminal theoretical frameworks employed to measure perfusion.

1.7.2 Basic principles

Fick’s principle Fick’s principle was developed to estimate the cardiac output (Fc), and
is based on the principle of mass conservation [147]. Fc is formally a flow rate and it is
measured as L/min. Considering the heart-lung system as a single-input (vena cava),
single-output (aorta artery) system, the differences in oxygen concentration between
the input and output (ci − co) is due to oxygen consumption in the body’s tissues. If
the flow rate and the oxygen consumption are constant, then the quantity of oxygen
consumed is Fc(ci− co). As a consequence of the conservation of mass, the quantity of
oxygen per unit time delivered to the body should be equal to the quantity extracted
from the vena cava, plus the oxygen added during respiration (V O2):

Fcci = Fcco + V O2 =⇒ Fc =
V O2

(ci − co)
(1.8)

This principle underlies the indicator dilution theory and is the basis of modern per-
fusion measurement techniques. An elegant experiment that applied Fick’s principle to
the brain and used a freely diffusible gaseous indicator, performed by Kety and Schmidt
[149], allowed measuring cerebral blood flow for the first time (see in Section 2.2.2).

The central volume principle The central volume principle was introduced by Stewart
[150] and elaborated on by Meier and Zierler [148]. The central volume principle is
derived from Fick’s work and provides the fundamental relationship between the blood
flow (F ), the blood volume (V ) and mean transit time (< t >). While F represents
the quantity of blood per unit time flowing through the capillary bed, < t > represents
the average time required for blood to leave the capillary bed (Figure 1.36):
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A B

Figure 1.36 Central volume principle. The capillary bed represents all the possible paths that
the tracer can follow from point A to point B. The model of the capillary bed is used to describe
the central volume principle.

V = F < t > (1.9)

Perfusion f is related to flow F as f = F/Vref where Vref is a predetermined reference
volume (usually defined as 100 g of tissue). The main assumption made by Meier
and Zierler [148] with the central volume principle is that a system representing the
vascular tree can be considered as a linear time-invariant system. This means that the
physical configuration of the system and the flow rate do not change over time.

Meier and Zierler [148] also introduced the indicator dilution theory, which de-
scribes the characteristics of the cerebrovascular system when an indicator (tracer) is
used. A tracer is a substance that does not alter the mechanics or functions of the
system but is detectable and can be used to monitor the function of the whole system,
i.e. the perfusion. Figure 1.36 represents the potential paths that the tracer can follow
in a model system to travel from A to B. The system can be decomposed into sub-
systems, making up the capillary level and then further scaled to a macroscopic level,
to describe the behaviour of the whole system. The only constraint of the indicator
dilution theory is that no pool is present in the system; under this hypothesis, if the
whole quantity Q of the tracer is injected at point A, it all has to reach point B with a
time delay.

Quantification of perfusion According to the principles described so far, a direct inva-
sive measurement of a tracer both in the artery (site A in Figure 1.36) and in the venous
site (site B in Figure 1.36) is required to quantify perfusion. MRI-based perfusion tech-
niques use modified imaging sequences to provide a minimally invasive approach to
quantification. The concentration of a tracer in the tissue can be described with the
convolution operator as:

ct (t) = fca (t)⊗R (t) (1.10)

where perfusion f has units of ml/100g/min, ca(t) represents the concentration of the
tracer in a major artery, ct(t) represents the concentration of the tracer in the tissues
and R(t) represents the residue function, which describes the quantity of tracer leaving
the system at time t. In brain perfusion, f is often called Cerebral Blood Flow (CBF).
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1.7.3 Dynamic Susceptibility Contrast

Dynamic Susceptibility Contrast (DSC) aims to estimate perfusion by monitoring an
exogenous tracer as it passes through the brain. The tracer is often comprised of
macromolecules containing Gadolinium (Gd), which can be detected from the MRI
scanner. Gadolinium is a toxic compound and is encapsulated in chelate acids to be
tolerated for in vivo scanning purposes.

This tracer is intra-vascular, hence its passage in the micro-vasculature up to the
capillary bed reflects how the blood perfuses the tissues. A fast passage of the tracer
through tissues represents well perfused tissues, while a slow passage corresponds to a
poorly perfused tissue, that might reflects pathological conditions. This interpretation
is true under the hypothesis that the tracer remains intra-vascular during the acquisi-
tion. This happens if there is an intact Blood-Brain Barrier (BBB) which prevents the
Gd-based tracer from reaching the extra-vascular extra-cellular space (EES). However,
in many pathological conditions, the BBB may be disrupted or leacky and the tracer
may be partially or completely free to diffuse into the EES. In such cases, a technique
that take into account this aspect should be used (see Section 1.7.4).

From signal to pseudo-concentration The passage of the tracer can be described using
the signal dropout from a fast T2 or T∗2 sequence (Figure 1.37 Acquired images and
Acquired signal panels). After acquisition, the first step for quantifying perfusion is to
convert the MR-signal into pseudo-concentration measures. This step is required to
link the measured signal with the theoretical framework previously described, which is
instead based on the tracer concentration. Since the MR-signal is unit-less, it is impossi-
ble to retrieve the absolute concentration values. Therefore, the pseudo-concentration
can be calculated as:

ct (t) =
∆R∗2 (t)

rtissue
=

1

rtissue TE
ln
S (0)

S (t)
(1.11)

where TE is the echo time (previously also indicated as TE), ct(t) is the tracer con-
centration in the intravascular compartment of the tissue, S(t) is the signal acquired
at time t, S(0) is the baseline signal and rtissue is the relaxation constant of the tracer.
∆R∗2(t) is equal to the difference between 1

T∗
2 (t) −

1
T∗
2 (0) and represents the change in

relaxation due to the tracer’s passage relative to its baseline value (T ∗2 (0)). This oper-
ation can be performed in a voxel-wise manner so that for each voxel, a time course of
the tracer’s pseudo-concentration can be obtained (Figure 1.37). Recently, a method
based on T1 mapping implemented pre- and post- DSC has been proposed to compute
absolute tracer concentration [151]. However, this requires supplementary acquisition
sequences.

Particular care should be taken when calculating tracer concentrations inside major
arteries. Here, the very high concentration of tracer rejects the linear relationship
between concentration and ∆R∗2. It has been shown that a quadratic relationship
could be used in this situation [152, 153]. Another alternative to calculating the tracer
concentration in major arteries is to employ the phase of the signal [154].

Arterial input function extraction The second step required to estimate perfusion in DSC
is the definition of the input function of the system (ca(t) in equation 1.10). This is
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Figure 1.37 Dynamic Susceptibility MRI workflow. The T∗
2 weighted images acquired show

a typical attenuation caused by the passage of the tracer. Each image refers to a specific time
point, as represented by the light blue circle superimposed on the MR signal displayed below.
The signal must then be converted into a pseudo-concentration, following equation 1.11. After
AIF extraction, Cerebral Blood Volume (CBV), Cerebral Blood Flow (CBF) and Mean Transit
Time (MTT) are estimated.
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also called the arterial input function (AIF) and represents delivery of the tracer from
the blood to the tissues of interest. This operation is usually performed directly from
the images, averaging the concentration time-course of a small set of voxels placed
inside one of the major arteries. Manual approaches should be avoided because of
intra- and inter-operator variability, while automated approaches are desirable due to
their higher reproducibility. Both automatic and semi-automatic approaches have been
proposed [155, 156]. The criteria used by these methods to select the AIF voxels are
an early arrival time, a small FWHM, an early time to peak and a high area under the
curve (AUC). These criteria generally select voxels located in major arteries, where the
tracer should arrive quickly and disappear similarly quickly. Automatic methods could
also include voxels affected by partial volume. The resolution of typical DSC sequences
is indeed lower than the diameter of the middle cerebral carotid artery, which is con-
sidered one of the most common candidates for AIF extraction. This implies that, in
a single voxel, contributions to the signal other than the main artery are measured,
meaning the actual tracer concentration is underestimated. An additional criterion to
overcome this limitation has been introduced [157]. This criterion is based on the
fact that the ratio between the AUC of the first passage of the tracer and the signal at
the steady state (last portion of the acquisition) should be constant in both AIF and in
tissues. When a reference tissue is located, it is possible to compute both ratios and
correct some partial volume effects.

Perfusion and other parameters estimation When the AIF has been extracted, it is pos-
sible to estimate the perfusion voxel-wise by solving equation 1.10. The estimation
of f is cast as an inverse problem called deconvolution. This is an ill-posed and ill-
conditioned problem, which means that there is no unique solution and that small
errors in the data will be propagated as large errors in the estimates.

Historically, this inverse problem has been addressed using the Fourier Transform
(F) and its properties. F is appealing because it is easy and fast, however it is very
sensitive to noise and low pass filters need to be applied to overcome these limitations.
More recently, other approaches have been proposed. Currently, the most commonly
used method in the clinical environment is the truncated Singular Value Decompo-
sition (SVD): it is freely available and it is fast and easy to implement [144, 145].
However, SVD suffers from two major limitations: it is sensitive to delays between AIF
and tissues, and tends to underestimate perfusion.

More sophisticated methods based on SVD, such as block-circulant and oscillation
index SVD [158], have also been introduced to overcome the limitations of the clas-
sical SVD approach. When using SVD-based methods, it is not possible to correct the
problem of tracer dispersion. The tracer can be dispersed when travelling from the
AIF measurement site to the tissue; this is particularly true in a pathological context
such as stroke, stenosis, occlusion or collateral supply [159]. This can be addressed
using multiple local AIFs, extracting them nearer the analysed zone [160]. Another ap-
proach that takes dispersion into account is to add a model of dispersion in the decon-
volution algorithm, which also allows the estimation of dispersion related parameters
[161, 162].

Other than perfusion, the most commonly estimated parameters from DSC-MRI are
CBV and MTT. CBV represents the amount of tracer in a volume of tissue and its unit is
ml/100g and it is calculated in a voxel-wise manner. CBV is the ratio of the AUC of the
voxel specific tracer concentration to the AUC of the AIF. MTT represents the ability of
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a given tissue to clear the blood (Figure 1.37); a slower clearance has a higher MTT,
which may indicate tissue damage or pathology. Given CBF and CBV, the MTT can be
calculated using the central volume theorem:

MTT =
CBV

CBF
(1.12)

There are several commercial software packages available for the quantification
of perfusion employing the DSC-MRI technique. Each package provides a complete
pipeline for analysing this type of data. The main options are Olea Sphere 3.0
from Olea medical ( http://www.olea-medical.com), NordicIce from NordicNeuroLab
(http://www.nordicneurolab.com/products/nordicICE.html) or IB-NEURO, an Osirix
plugin (http://www.imagingbiometrics.com/). An open source solution is Verbena,
available in the FSL library (https://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/verbena). Verbena
provides model based perfusion quantification procedures, but not AIF extraction.

1.7.4 Dynamic Contrast Enhanced

The Dynamic Contrast Enhanced (DCE) technique is a quantitative tool to recover
physiological parameters related to perfusion. It is used to monitor how Gadolinium
(Gd) influences magnetisation as it flows through the tissues. It is mainly used when Gd
can cross the endothelium and move from the vessels to the inter-cellular space, either
in non-brain tissues (e.g. kidneys, liver) or in the brain when the BBB is disrupted or
compromised (e.g. brain tumours or pharmacological treatments). Quantitative DCE
analysis requires a series of T1-w images to be collected before tracer injection and for
several frames afterwards. It is worth noting that the kinetic curve must be sampled
for a relatively long period (e.g., 10-15 minutes) to allow the tracer to cross the BBB
and to be accumulated in the EES, resulting in the enhancement of the MR signal.

The most popular parameter that can be estimated with this technique is the Ktrans

(transfer constant), which describes how Gd crosses the BBB. The second parameter
that can be estimated is the ve, the fractional volume of the EES. The term dynamic
in DCE is related to the dynamic monitoring of tracer kinetics through the tissues; the
term Contrast Enhanced means that the concentration of the tracer can be retrieved
from the enhancement of the MR signal (see Figure 1.38).

From signal to concentration To compute the Gd concentration in a DCE acquisition,
the T1 of the tissues in the absence of tracer (T1t) must be quantified. The two most
common techniques to quantify T1t are the variable flip angle method [163] and the
inversion recovery acquisition [164].

T1 is decreased by the passage of a concentration c(t) of Gd:

1

T1
=

1

T1t
+R1c(t) (1.13)

where R1 is the relaxation of the tracer, which varies with field strength. This rela-
tionship is valid under the assumption of fast water exchange between tissue compart-
ments.

Parameter estimation System tracer kinetics can be described by compartmental ex-
changes. The simplest compartmental model used in DCE has one tissue and one
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Figure 1.38 Dynamic Contrast Enhanced Signal. The signal acquired with a T1-w sequence
allows the passage of the tracer to be monitored from the plasma to the EES. The concentration
can be retrieved directly from the signal, hence the visible enhancement in the sequence is
proportional to the tracer concentration. The upper panel reports the same slice acquired at
different times. In the bottom panel (on the left) the image represents the mean signal over time
and (on the right) the time series of the two voxels depicted in the left image. cp(t) (extracted
from the sagittal sinus) and the DCE signal inside a tumour region are displayed in red and
blue, respectively.
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vascular compartment. This is known as the Tofts model [146], but it is equivalent to
the PET model proposed by Kety and Schmidt [149].

The DCE model also requires a plasma AIF, similar to ca(t) in equation 1.10. In the
case of a DCE experiment, the system AIF is generally referred to as cp(t). The carotid
arteries may be used as the input, but the signal in the arteries could be affected by flow
artifacts, as well as low coil sensitivity and inhomogeneities in the neck. Therefore, the
carotid arteries are often replaced by one of the brain’s drainage veins [165], or by an
average population curve [166, 167].

The Tofts model assumes that the concentration difference between the plasma and
the EES (ce(t)) is proportional to the leakage of the tracer (e.g. when the BBB is either
broken, damaged or just relaxed):

ve
dce(t)

dt
= Ktrans (cp (t)− ce (t)) (1.14)

ce(t) is a slightly different concept compared to ct(t) of equation 1.10, with the former
being related to the EES and the latter representing the tissue concentration in total.
This differential equation allows for the estimation of both Ktrans and ve. Ktrans has
to be interpreted depending on the physiological situation:

Ktrans = PS f � PS
Ktrans = f (1−Hc) f � PS

(1.15)

where PS is the permeability surface area product andHc is the hematocrit. In the first
case, Ktrans represents permeability, whereas in the second case Ktrans represents the
perfusion (f) in a context of very high permeability. This latter case can occur when the
BBB is largely disrupted and therefore most of the tracer perfuses the EES. In between
these two conditions, Ktrans reflects a balance between perfusion and permeability
[168, 169]. An example of the typical parameters provided from the Toft’s model are
reported in Figure 1.39.

More advanced approaches that explicitly model the blood pool and perfusion can
be used to disentangle the ambiguity between perfusion and permeability. The use of
these approaches must be carefully evaluated and a quality assurance of the data must
be performed to correctly support the more complex model [170, 171].

1.7.5 Arterial Spin Labelling

Arterial Spin Labelling (ASL) is a non-invasive technique that provides a quantitative
measure of perfusion. The general principle of ASL is to use the protons of water
molecules in the inflowing blood as an endogenous tracer to probe the blood supply
to the tissues [143]. This labelling is accomplished by manipulating the blood proton
magnetisation, which is inverted at the location of the larger arteries supplying the
brain. The magnetisation of these protons can serve as the tracer for the perfusion pro-
cess, since water transport across the BBB is relatively unrestricted, and water protons
diffuse from the capillaries into the tissue with their labelling, allowing perfusion to
be measured. In a typical ASL experiment, an RF inversion pulse is applied to flip the
magnetisation of the arterial blood protons, before the target region is reached. Water
flows into tissues proportionally to local perfusion. The acquisition is performed after
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Figure 1.39 Dynamic Contrast Enhanced parametric maps obtained with Toft’s model.
This example shows DCE parameters in a patient with a brain tumour. With opportune models,
such as Toft’s model, DCE allows us to estimate several parameters that characterise how the
tracer moves across the BBB, from the plasma to the EES.Ktrans is the most important parameter
and represents the permeability status of the BBB around the tumour. Ve is the fractional volume
of the EES.

a short delay (the Post Labelling Delay, PLD) to allow the tagged blood to reach the
region of interest. The image acquired with the tagged blood is also called label image.
Then, the experiment is repeated without labelling to create a control image, in which
no information about inflowing blood is observable. If the label and control images are
carefully adjusted, so that the signal from the static proton spin is the same in both im-
ages, then the difference between them provides a signal proportional to the amount
of blood delivered to each voxel (Figure 1.40). The major issue in ASL is the SNR,
since the portion of blood, which is the source of the ASL contrast, is between 3 and
5% of the total volume. Therefore, it is necessary to repeat the experiment multiple
times to reach a reasonable SNR and provide robust perfusion estimates. Figure 1.41
shows a typical evolution of the ASL SNR as a function of the number of repetitions of
the experiment and tissue types.

A generic ASL experiment can consist of three phases:

labelling: in which the bolus of labelled blood is created by magnetically inverting
the spins of water protons.

post-labelling: in which a sequence of pulses is applied to improve the SNR or to
facilitate the subsequent quantification step. It is an optional phase in a general
ASL sequence.

read-out: in which the actual image (control or labelled) is acquired.

There is a range of methods for spin preparation (labelling phase) and image acqui-
sition (read-out phase). They can be combined as desired in the experimental design.
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Perfusion

Labelling  

LabelControl

Figure 1.40 Illustrations of the Arterial Spin Labelling principle and related images. A
labelled and control image are acquired with and without inverting the protons of the blood
contained in the major neck arteries. After the labelling, some time is needed to allow the
marked blood to reach the tissues, where the read-out is performed. The tagging of blood will
produce a reduction in the overall magnetisation, therefore it is possible to obtain a perfusion
weighted image by subtracting the labelled image (green) from the control image (blue).

Model and parameters The gold standard model for ASL quantification was proposed
by Buxton and colleagues [172]. In its original formulation, the model can be used to
obtain the CBF and Arterial Arrival Time (AAT). AAT represents the time needed for
the blood to reach the region of interest from the site of bolus creation. It is measured
in seconds so that it can be compared between subjects, assuming the distance of the
labelling plane from the acquisition site is the same.

The Buxton model is based on the dilution theory (equation 1.10) and its equation
has been adapted to the ASL framework by introducing three different functions and
several constants:

∆M(t) = 2αM0bfc(t)⊗ [R(t) ·m(t)] (1.16)

where ∆M(t) is the difference between the control and labelled image, M0b is the equi-
librium magnetisation of blood, f is the perfusion, α is the labelling efficiency, and c(t)
is the delivery function, incorporating the dependency on AAT. The residue function
R(t) represents how the tracer is cleared from the tissues and m(t) is the magneti-
sation relaxation function that includes the effect of the longitudinal magnetisation
effect.
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Figure 1.41 Signal to noise ratio (SNR) and Arterial Spin Labelling. The figure illustrates
the SNR evolution in a typical ASL experiment. The top layer shows a perfusion weighted
image based on the subtraction of the mean of several repetitions (indicated for each figure).
On the bottom layer, the graph indicates the percentage of significant voxels, obtained with the
same repetitions used to obtain the images on the top layer. The blue line represents the whole
brain, whereas the red line and the green line represent the grey and white matter respectively.
For example, to obtain a percentage of significance near 95% in grey matter at least 40 repetitions
are required.

The delivery function c(t) in the ASL formulation is equivalent to the ca(t) of equa-
tion 1.10, the main difference being that, in an ASL experiment, c(t) is known and
does not need to be measured. The model of c(t) is defined directly from the type
of labelling being used. Several schemes of labelling have been proposed, such as
Pulsed ASL (PASL) [173, 174, 175], Continuous ASL (CASL) or pseudo-continuous
ASL (pCASL) [176, 177]. Each labelling approach differs from the others by how the
RF pulses are combined and how magnetic field gradients are played out. Typically,
all the constants listed in the model are assumed either from the literature or from
simulations.

If only perfusion is required, a single-PLD experiment can be performed: this con-
sists in acquiring several control and labelled images at the same PLD. If both perfu-
sion and AAT have to be estimated, the whole kinetic curve needs to be acquired, in
a multi-PLD experiment. This can be thought of as a single-PLD experiment repeated
with different delays. This data rich scenario is preferable but not necessary for all
applications (e.g. it is not necessary when it is possible to exclude a huge variability of
the AAT).

Example maps for both perfusion and AAT are shown in Figure 1.42. Single-PLD
experiments have recently been standardised for use in clinical environments, defin-
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Figure 1.42 Perfusion and Arterial Arrival Time. The quantification of the ASL signal can
provide a voxel-wise map of perfusion when a single-PLD experiment is performed. A longer
acquisition time allows for the monitoring of the signal dynamics and estimation of the AAT.

ing how labelling, post-labelling and read-outs should be performed to improve ASL
reproducibility and robustness [178].

Another interesting parameter that can be estimated in a multi-PLD experiment is
the arterial Blood Volume (aBV), which represents the portion of the voxel that contains
a relevant macro-vascular component. aBV can be estimated either by employing a
modified version of the Buxton model [179], or it can be calculated directly from the
images acquired with a proper sequence dubbed Quantitative Star Labelling of Arterial
Region (QUASAR) [180]. QUASAR is the only sequence that does not require the use
of the Buxton Model but uses a deconvolution approach similar to DSC to estimate
perfusion. Initially, the deconvolution was solved with SVD but subsequently more
sophisticated algorithms were proposed [181, 182].

ASL can be quantified using open-source software. One of the most com-
plete is BASIL, included in FSL (https://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/BASIL), which in-
cludes both single and multi-PLD quantification pipelines. The ASL data Processing
Toolbox is a Statistical Parametric Mapping extension that provides pre-processing
tools and quantification for single-PLD ASL data set (https://cfn.upenn.edu/ ze-
wang/ASLtbx.php). ExploreASL is an open-source ASL toolbox for image process-
ing and statistics of perfusion MR images, designed also for multi-center studies.
(https://sites.google.com/view/exploreasl).

Alternative applications ASL has several different applications and its flexibility is also
demonstrated by how it is employed to study haemodynamic processes rather than
perfusion. A very popular application of ASL is to monitor the vascular territories of
the arteries feeding the brain, applying selective labelling for each artery and providing
maps to classify which artery feeds each voxel (Figure 1.43). This approach is named
Vessel-Encoded ASL [183].
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Vascular Territory

Figure 1.43 ASL application for Territory Mapping. In this figure three different maps are
superimposed onto the CBF map to define the territories fed by the left carotid artery (red),
right carotid artery (green) and basal artery (blue).

Moreover, it could be used to monitor how the blood flows through vessels before
it reaches the tissues, to provide vessel selective dynamic angiographic information
[184].
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2.1 Introduction

Positron emission tomography (PET) is a nuclear medicine imaging technique that is
able to provide useful information regarding a wide array of biological functions in
vivo (Figure 2.1). Its value for neuroscience research is proven by its achievements:
since its introduction, PET has contributed to the unveiling of the main mechanisms
of brain function as the local regulation of blood flow and the brain’s management of
energy balance and protein metabolism. Today the main clinical application of PET is
in oncology. Nevertheless, this imaging modality remains one of the most important
and powerful tools available for understanding how the brain works in normal and
pathological conditions.

The aim of this chapter is to provide a general overview of PET as a neuroimaging
tool. Firstly, the basic physical principles of the method and a historical perspective
of its evolution are introduced. Secondly, the procedure for PET data acquisition and
analysis are presented, with particular focus on the quantification methods for brain
PET data analysis. The chapter concludes by presenting the main applicative contexts
in which the technique can be used.

A) Whole-body PET/CT scan B) Brain PET scan with MRI

Figure 2.1 Examples of PET imaging. A) Maximum Intensity Projection (MIP) of an 18F-
Fluoride whole body PET/CT scan of a patient with active bone metastases from prostate
cancer. Courtesy of Prof. Gary Cook and Dr. Elisabetta Grecchi, King’s College London &
Guy’s & St Thomas’s PET centre (London, UK). B) Brain PET scan with [11C]PBR28. Courtesy
of Prof. Oliver Howes and Dr. Peter Bloomfield, MRC London Institute of Medical Sciences
(London, UK).

74 Basic Neuroimaging, Second Edition.
By P.S.Bloomfield, S.Brigadoi, G.Rizzo, M.Veronese - Copyright © 2021
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2.2 Historical notes

2.2.1 From the first experiments to modern clinical applications

PET history is the fascinating narration of years of passionate work by many individu-
als, whose efforts led to important technological achievements and advancements. As
suggested by the name, the story of PET starts with the positron. Theorized in 1928 by
Paul Dirac [1], the existence of the positron wasn’t proven until 1932 by Carl Ander-
son at Caltech [2]. The particle represents the anti-matter counterpart of the electron,
with the same mass but an opposite electric charge. When the positron interacts with
its counterpart (the electron) an annihilation occurs, resulting in the emission of two
gamma rays at 511 keV [3]. The energy of the gamma rays is so well defined that the
process is detectable even in small amounts, making the positron the ideal labelling
particle1.

The use of the positron and its consequent annihilation in a natural environment is
the basis of PET imaging. The functioning idea is very simple: by combining a positron-
emitting isotope (generally Carbon-11, Fluorine-18 or Oxygen-15) with a biologically
active molecule, it is possible to create a compound that has the same behaviour as the
unlabelled original structure, but is non-invasively measurable from an external device.
The first application of positron emission in medical research was reported by William
Sweet at Massachusetts General Hospital in 1951 [4], followed by the experiments of
Gordon Brownell [5] for brain tumour detection in 1953. Despite the crude nature of
these primitive positron-emission imaging instruments, the results were outstanding
compared to any other imaging methods available in that period. The huge potential
of the technique captured the attention of many scientists, biologists, physicists and
engineers, but it took more than 20 years to develop the first commercial tomographs
[6, 7]. Subsequently, PET has massively evolved thanks to a large set of improvements
including better gamma-detectors and scanner-design, easier radiotracer synthesis pro-
cedures, more sophisticated electronics and IT-infrastructure, and more refined algo-
rithms for image reconstruction and quantification [8, 9, 10]. Regarding neuroimaging
applications, the importance of PET has motivated the development of brain-dedicated
high-performance scanners, such as the Siemens HRRT, mainly used for research brain
studies [11].

All these methodological advancements have made PET imaging practically and eco-
nomically feasible, allowing it to be part of modern clinical routine. More than two
millions PET scans were run in 2018 only in the United States and data shows an in-
creasing trend worldwide [12]. Of this number, only 4% are run for neurological eval-
uations, with oncology being the most prominent (>90% of the total acquisitions). The
need to reduce costs and increase patient throughput has motivated research towards
multimodality approaches, to offer a unique and comprehensive imaging experience.
The first PET unit combined with computer tomography (CT) was installed in the 2001
and more than 5000 PET/CT scanners are in use now (more than 70Among the lat-
est developments regarding PET scanners, it is worth mentioning EXPLORER, the first
total-body PET scanner, built by United Imaging Healthcare America, a North Ameri-

1511 keV electromagnetism is very rare in nature. This reduces the contribution of noise from other electro-
magnetic emitting sources (such as radiostation, satellites, etc.) to the measured PET signal.
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can Subsidiary of Shanghai United Imaging Healthcare, and SensL Technologies, Cork,
Ireland. The first total-body images were published in November 2018, presenting a 6-
fold increase in SNR, 40-fold increase in sensitivity and the possibility of performing a
total-body scan in 15-30 seconds [13]. The scanner has been FDA approved in January
2019.

2.2.2 Striking applications of PET in neuroscience

This section illustrates some of primary applications of PET imaging in neuroscience:
from the [18F]FDG PET method for glucose metabolism measurements, to beta-amyloid
imaging in Alzheimer’s disease. All these have significantly contributed to neuroscience
research by opening completely new areas of scientific investigation [14].

Measuring glucose metabolism with [18F]FDG PET imaging The [18F]FDG (fluo-
rodeoxyglucose) PET method is by far the most important application of this technol-
ogy, not only for neuroscience but also for whole body investigation [15]. Adapted
from the deoxyglucose (DG) method developed by Louis Sokoloff in 1977 [16],
[18F]FDG PET imaging allows the in vivo measurement of glucose metabolism in brain
and non-brain tissues in normal and pathological conditions.

The simplicity of the method consists of choosing DG instead of normal glucose,
replacing a pathway which is too complicated to be modelled with a PET experiment.
The pharmacokinetic properties of DG are simple: once it is delivered into the tissue
the DG is phosphorylated by the hexokinase enzyme and trapped in the cell. This rate
of accumulation reflects the rate of glucose metabolism (Figure 2.2).

Today the method is used routinely in the clinic for tumour detection, as tumours
generally present hypermetabolic glucose activity compared to healthy tissues. In some
cases, it can be used for pre-surgical localization of epileptic foci [17] or as an inflam-
matory marker [18]. In brain research [18F]FDG PET remains the method of choice to
quantify brain metabolism, although MRI alternatives like gluco-CEST [19] or CMRO2

[20] are challenging its primate.

Measuring cerebral blood flow with H2
15O PET imaging Auto-regulation of cerebral blood

flow (CBF) is one of the fundamental aspects of brain function. The first attempts to
measure CBF variations due to brain activation are linked to Angelo Mosso’s studies in
1884 [21]. In 1945, Seymour Kety and Carl Schmidt published the first quantitative
measurements of CBF with nitrous oxide as the uptake substrate [22]. These experi-
ments were quite invasive and poorly informative: they only provided a single measure
of global brain flow.

In 1987, the first study with H2
15O (labelled water) and PET was published [23].

The method follows the Kety-Schmidt model closely, with the advantage of being less
invasive and returning a 3D characterization of CBF. Instead of the inert gas (nitrous
oxide), freely diffusible water labelled with the positron emitter 15O is used. Once
administered (usually via the antecubital vein), H2

15O follows the blood stream and
reaches the brain where it is delivered to brain tissue, and therefore, by modelling
the blood-to-tissue transportation of the tracer, it becomes possible to quantify the
CBF (Figure 2.3). The main experimental limitation is the fast half-life of the isotope
(2 minutes), which requires tracer production in situ. Nevertheless, this technique
was used for brain activation studies before functional magnetic resonance imaging
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Figure 2.2 [18F]FDG brain PET imaging. Representative [18F]FDG PET image and
corresponding model describing the pathway from [18F]FDG into its trapped phosphorylated
form. K1 and k2 indicate the rates of tracer exchange from blood to tissue and vice versa. k3
indicates the FDG phosphorylation, while k4 represents the slow process of dephosphorylation
of FDG phosphate as proposed in [15].

was available. Currently this method is rarely used, as quantitative MRI techniques
(explored further in Chapter 1) are considered valid alternatives for measuring CBF
[24].

Investigating neuroreceptor systems One of the most popular applications of PET in neu-
roimaging is to measure the distributions and densities of various neurotransmission
systems [25]. A large number of PET tracers have been developed to specifically im-
age a large set of receptor types like [11C]raclopride for dopamine D2 receptors [26],
[11C]flumazenil for central benzodiazepine receptors [27], or [11C]WAY100635 for
serotonin 1A receptors [28]. Once injected, these radioligands are transported to the
brain via the blood circulation and then delivered to the brain tissue where they reach
their targets (Figure 2.4).

The affinity between the tracer and the target as well as the target concentration
drive the tracer-target interaction at the receptor sites. Fully quantitative models in
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Figure 2.3 H2
15O brain PET imaging. Representative PET image of H2

15O scan and
corresponding model describing the delivery of the radioligand to brain tissue. K1 and k2
indicate the rates of tracer exchange from blood to tissue and vice versa. Courtesy of Prof. Tony
Gee, Dr. Alice Egerton and Dr. Joel Dunn, King’s College London & Guy’s & St Thomas’s PET
centre (London, UK).

PET occupancy studies can be applied to compute these parameters, to measure their
alterations in pathological conditions or to test competitive binding of drugs. This
last characteristic is mainly exploited by pharmacological studies to evaluate how new
compounds penetrate the brain, alongside their pharmacokinetic proprieties.

Beta-amyloid imaging with PET Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is the most common form of
dementia. Due to globally increasing life expectancies, its prevalence, estimated to be
around 46.8 million in 2015, will rise by 80-190% in Europe and North America and
by 300% in developing countries by 2040 [29]. The worldwide cost associated with
dementia is estimated to be above $1 trillion [30], and is predicted to increase along
with the prevalence of AD. These numbers summarise the social and financial impact of
AD and highlight the urgent need for preventive, diagnostic and therapeutic strategies.

Extracellular deposits of beta-amyloid plaques are well known to be one of the neu-
ropathological hallmarks of AD. To date PET is the only in vivo imaging modality
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Figure 2.4 [11C]Ro15-4513 brain PET imaging (targeting GABAA α5 receptors).
Representative PET scan and corresponding model describing the pharmacokinetic pathway of
the radioligand. For a full description of the tracer kinetics, 3 compartments are necessary: one
representing the tracer free in the tissue (Free Ligand), one representing the tracer specifically
bound to GABAA α5 receptors (Specifically bound), and one representing all the tracer binding
sites different from the target receptors (Unspecifically bound). K1, k2, . . . , k6 are the model
parameters and indicate the rates of tracer exchange between compartments. Courtesy of
Prof. Oliver Howes, MRC London Institute of Medical Sciences (London, UK).

for beta-amyloid. The first and most commonly studied amyloid tracer is the Pitts-
burgh compound B, or [11C]PIB [31]. The tracer is a Thioflavin T derivative, which
binds to the beta-sheet complexes of amyloid fibrils using structural interactions on
the molecules’ surface [32]. This type of binding is different from the agonist-receptor
interaction, typical of neuroreceptor PET tracers (Figure 2.5).

Since its introduction [11C]PIB has led to new insights into amyloid deposition in the
brain facilitating research of neurodegenerative diseases in which beta-amyloid may
play a role [33, 34]. The main disadvantage of [11C]PIB is 11C’s short half-life (20 min-
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utes), which limits the use of the tracer to research centres with on-site cyclotrons for
production of the isotope. To overcome these limitations, new fluorine-based agents,
or 18F-labelled tracers, are being studied (e.g. [18F]Florbetapir, [18F]Flutemetamol or
[18F]Florbetaben). The extended half-life of 18F compounds (110 minutes) allows
more flexibility for commercial distribution and their usage in clinical practice. Re-
cently, the FDA approved the clinical use of amyloid PET as an aid to exclude the
possibility of AD among individuals with established dementia [35].

Non displaceable 

binding
Amyloid binding

K1
k2

BLOOD BRAIN BARRIER

k3

k4

BLOODBLOOD

Figure 2.5 [11C]PIB brain PET imaging. Representative PET image and corresponding model
describing the pharmacokinetic of [11C]PIB.K1 and k2 indicate the rates of tracer exchange from
blood to tissue and viceversa. k3 and k4 indicate the rate of tracer binding to beta-amyloid and
release and vice versa. Courtesy of Prof. Bruno Stankoff and Dr. Benedetta Bodini, L’Institut du
Cerveau et de la Moelle Epiniere (Paris, France).

2.3 Basic principles

A PET imaging study consists of the intravenous injection of a positron-emitting radio-
tracer, after which the distribution and concentration of the radioligand is measured
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over time by a ring of detectors. After being administered to a subject, the radiotracer
is distributed by the blood circulation through the body, where it interacts with the
biological system depending on its chemical properties (Figure 2.6).

O2-rich blood

CO2-rich blood

PET scanner

Figure 2.6 PET acquisition and image generation. Adapted from Experimental Design and
Practical Data Analysis in Positron Emission Tomography by Turkheimer et al, London, UK (2014).

The gamma radiation resulting from the annihilation of a positron-electron pair is
detected by the PET scanner as opposing simultaneous events produced from a single
annihilation (explained further in Figure 2.7).

From the PET measurement it is thus possible to visualize and quantify the radio-
tracer behaviour (e.g. tracer delivery to tissue, tracer binding, tracer clearence, ...),
which becomes a proxy for the in vivo system functioning. This is possible because:

PET instrumentation allows absolute quantification;

The behaviour of the tracer is predictable and reproducible;

The ligand is given in such negligible concentrations that it does not alter the
measured system (PET doses are typically very low, in the order of nmol/l);

The labelling does not modify the biological behaviour of the labelled substrate.

These properties are at the basis of any tracer kinetic experiment where a probe is
used to study a particular biological function.
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Figure 2.7 Positron annihilation. An unstable nucleus decays producing a positron which
in turn interacts with an electron. The annihilation of the two particles produces a pair of γ ray
photons which are detected by the PET system.

In theory, PET allows imaging of any biological molecule, provided it is possible to
label it. The process of synthesising a PET radiotracer starts with the production of
radiolabelled isotopes (15O, 18F, 11C are the most used for PET labelling). This is done
by accelerating charged particles with a cyclotron and shooting them into a chamber
containing a gaseous mixture of reactive substances. The reaction between the accel-
erated particles and the gas creates the positron-emitting isotope, usually bound to a
reactive molecule ready to be transformed into the appropriate substrate. This last step
has to be done quickly because of isotope decay and can be inefficient. Therefore it
is crucial to check for the purity of the produced radiotracer and the efficacy of the
labelling before injection.

According to the Molecular Imaging and Contrast Database, there are currently more
than 200 brain PET radiotracers developed at preclinical or clinical stages. Despite this
large number of radiotracers, the number of receptor subtypes for which a suitable
tracer exists is still limited [36]. This is because a brain PET ligand must fulfil certain
requirements [37]. The ideal PET ligand should be selective to a single target with
minimum peripheral metabolism and plasma binding in order to be successfully deliv-
ered to the target in adequate amounts. It should also have suitable kinetics for the
PET study duration (usually 1-2 hours), and minimum interaction with secondary and
undesired targets (non-specific binding). Also, it must be able to cross the blood-brain-
barrier. The performance of a radioligand to fulfill these criteria depends on several
factors including the size of the molecule and its lipophilicity.

2.4 From acquisition to data analysis

2.4.1 PET data acquisition

There are two main acquisition modalities for a PET study: static and dynamic. Static
PET imaging consists of a single acquisition of the target volume performed a few
minutes (generally > 20 minutes) after the tracer injection. The approach leads to a
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single 3D image, representing the total measurable radioactivity in the tissues placed
within the field of view of the scanner. The scanning acquisition time window depends
on the time when the tracer distribution is most representative of the biological system
of interest.

On the contrary, dynamic PET imaging starts simultaneously with tracer injection
and consists of multiple acquisitions of the target volume. Dynamic PET data are
therefore 4D images, where the fourth dimension typically consists of 20-40 time steps
(called time frames) capable of displaying the tracer concentration in tissue over time.

The choice of acquisition depends on the ultimate purpose of the PET study. Static
imaging is mainly used in clinical routine as its simplicity suits health care requirements
of minimizing costs and maximizing patient throughput. Dynamic imaging is instead
preferred in experimental medicine studies as it allows full quantification.

2.4.2 PET data reconstruction

PET image reconstruction refers to the process that converts the measured photons
coincidences into a PET image.

The two photons generated during the annihilation propagate through the tissue,
skull, and air, and are eventually detected by an opposing pair of detectors in the PET
system. The line of response (LOR) is defined as the imaginary straight line connect-
ing the detectors. An assumption of analysis is that the radioactive decay occurred
somewhere along that line. The simultaneous detection of the two photons is called a
coincident count.

During a PET measurement, a substantial amount of LORs are recorded by the PET
system, forming the basis upon which the PET image can be reconstructed.

First of all, some physical corrections are necessary to clean the emission detection
from spurious events. There are four main types of corrections: 1) photon attenuation
(attenuation correction), 2) non-linearity of the detection system (dead-time correc-
tion), 3) photon deflection (scatter correction), and 4) coincidences caused by random
chance (random correction).

After all the physical corrections have been applied, the number of counts assigned
to a LOR is proportional to the overall activity of the isotope along that LOR. The signal
detected by the detector array for any given angle represents the 2D projection of the
tracer distribution along that angle. All these projections are called a sinogram.

Secondly, the reconstruction algorithm attempts to convert the sinogram into im-
ages showing the distribution of radioactivity. Nowadays there are two main groups of
reconstruction approaches, analytical and iterative. The first group of methods consists
of backprojecting the sinogram into an image. In this process, a filter needs to be ap-
plied to account for noise and uneven sampling, hence the procedure is called filtered
backprojection (FBP). FBP is computationally fast and accurate, but it is characterised
by poor resolution and artifacts that make it unappealing for clinical use. During recent
years, iterative reconstruction has therefore been the algorithm of choice in many hos-
pitals and PET centres. Iterative approaches recursively adapt the reconstructed image
to find the best correspondence between the estimated projections (modelled by the
reconstruction algorithm) and the measured sinogram. The whole process is stopped
after a pre-defined number of iterations. Another solution for reconstruction is based
on time-of-flight (TOF). First TOF-PET systems were built in the early 1980s, but these
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systems were experimental. The development of fast photomultipliers, scintillators
with high density, combined with modern electronics and faster computing power for
image reconstruction in recent years have made it possible to reintroduce and amelio-
rate this principle in clinical systems. The main motivation for TOF-PET remains the
large potential for image quality improvement and more accurate quantification for a
given number of counts [38].

The reconstruction process is based on mathematical models and assumptions which
have a high level of complexity. The interested reader is referred to the Appendix of
this chapter for a detailed description (see Section 2.7).

2.4.3 Image pre-processing

Once reconstructed, PET images need to go through several corrections before being
ready for any evaluation/quantification. For example, patient motion is an important
confounding factor that needs to be considered. This is particularly important for neu-
roimaging studies, where patients may have neurological or extrapyramidal traits. We
can distinguish two types of motions: intra-frame and inter-frame motion. The first
includes all the voluntary or involuntary sources of motion that occurs within a single
acquisition frame. The correction for these artifacts can only be performed at recon-
struction level, by eliminating those photons detected during the motion phase (gating
analysis) or including the motion field in the registration algorithm. Inter-frame mo-
tion (generally due to subject movements during examinations) can be managed a
posteriori by registering the different frames to a common fixed space.

Another important factor to account for is the tracer radioactive decay, which
depends on the half-life of the radiolabelling isotope. Tracer decay correction is simply
done by multiplying the acquired measure by the inverse of exponential tracer decay.

2.4.4 Blood sampling

Dynamic PET imaging is often coupled with arterial blood sampling. Blood measure-
ments are necessary to describe the delivery of the tracer to the target tissues. This
information is ultimately used as an input for the PET data quantification models.

In general practice, blood data are processed to account for 1) inhomogeneous
plasma-over-blood tracer distribution, 2) presence of radiolabelled plasma metabolites
and 3) binding of the tracer to plasma proteins. First, radioligand concentrations in
plasma are investigated by centrifuging the blood samples and measuring the plasma
fraction in a well counter. Secondly high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC)
is used to isolate the authentic tracer (i.e., the fraction of unmetabolised radioligand,
typically called the parent fraction) within the total plasma activity, eliminating the
presence of radiolabelled metabolites. As the last step, the free plasma fraction (i.e. the
fraction of radioligand in plasma that is not bound to proteins, also called fp) is mea-
sured to calculate the fraction of tracer that is available for transportation from blood
to tissue.

It is important to note that to obtain a continuous temporal description of blood data
some model-based interpolation might be required. This step is critical for PET data
quantification because small changes in arterial input functions might lead to high bias
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in the final results, for example a higher arterial signal may lead to a reduced brain
signal and vice versa [39, 40].

The need of arterial sampling is one of the main limitations of performing quantita-
tive PET studies. Arterial cannulation is a laborious and unpleasant procedure which
implies some risks for the patients and exposes medical staff to extra radiation. In re-
cent years, a number of solutions have been proposed as an alternative to arterial blood
sampling. These are image-derived input function methods [41], population-based in-
put function methods [42], and venous-based input function methods [43]. In some
cases, quantification of PET data might be possible by using modelling approaches that
do not require a plasma input function. The most successful example is represented by
reference region approaches (see Section 2.5.2). The method assumes the existence of
a region devoid of specific tracer binding. Where an absence of specific binding can be
verified, this region can be used as an input function to the kinetic model [44].

2.4.5 Region of interest analysis

Quantification of PET data is most commonly performed at the region of interest (ROI)
level. Regional time-activity curves (TACs) are obtained by defining a region of interest
over a set of image elements (voxels), and calculating the average radioactivity in that
region at each time step. The regional TAC will then contain information regarding
the temporal behaviour of the radioligand in the specific region. Due to the poor
spatial resolution of PET, images from other modalities, such as MRI or CT, can be
used for region identification. In early brain PET studies, ROIs were often manually
drawn by trained neurologists on MR images and ultimately coregistered to the PET
images. This procedure might introduce a large amount of variability in case of low
inter-operator consistency. In addition, manual definition of ROIs is time consuming
and prevents swift analysis of data. These limitations become particularly challenging
when the dataset at hand is large and pooling of data from a large number of subjects
is necessary. For this purpose, recent years have witnessed a steady increase in the
use of automated methods to define ROIs, including MR templates such as Automatic
Anatomical Labeling or the Hammersmith Brain Atlas, and MR processing tools such as
FreeSurfer or FSL [45, 46, 47].

2.5 Quantification of PET data

To fully exploit the potential offered by PET, the data acquired need to be fully quanti-
fied (from Latin: quantus “how much” + facere “to make”). The quantification consists
of linking the radioactivity measured in the scanner to the functional processes of the
chosen biological system. For many of the current radioligands used for PET neu-
roimaging, it is possible to quantitatively derive the kinetic parameters describing the
metabolic processes the tracer is involved in.

PET quantification is a general term that can take on different meanings. It can
refer to the simple concentration of the tracer in a region of interest, up to fully de-
scribing the exchange of the radioactive molecules to, from, and within the tissue. A
simple classification of the main approaches should distinguish between experimental
complexity, returned outcomes and clinical feasibility (Figure 2.8).
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This section aims to describe the main quantitative methods, outlining their advan-
tages and limitations.
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Figure 2.8 Hierarchical representation of the different quantification methods for PET
neuroimaging.

2.5.1 Static imaging

In clinical practice, Standardized Uptake Value (SUV ) represents the most widely used
semi-quantitative index for PET quantification. SUV provides a description of the
tracer uptake in a volume of interest (ROI or voxel) requiring only the concentration
of the tissue radioactivity in a short time interval. This value is then corrected by the
injected dose (D) and by a normalization factor (NF ) based on the anthropometric
characteristics of the subject (generally the body weight or the body surface area):

SUV =
concentration

D
NF

(2.1)

SUV is a simple and versatile method; it is suitable for clinical routine, it can be applied
to a variety of PET tracers and it does not require any type of input function [48]. The
application of SUV has to be validated a priori as the reliability can be affected by
several physiological and technical factors [48].

Nevertheless, it is widely applied in oncology for diagnosis and tumour staging with
[18F]FDG, typically considering indices as SUVmean or SUVmax (i.e. the mean and the
maximum of SUV values in a region). In this case, particular care must be taken in
the segmentation of the region as the parameter robustness depends on it.
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2.5.2 Dynamic quantification approaches

Parameters of Interest Dynamic acquisitions allow a fully quantitative analysis of
tracer kinetics, with different analysis approaches leading to a range of outcome mea-
sures. A common measure is the total distribution volume, VT (usually expressed in
[ml/cm3]). The distribution volume is defined as the amount of plasma required to ac-
count for the amount of radioligand in 1 cm3 of brain tissue [49], and it is derived for
reversible tracers. Mathematically, VT is defined as the ratio at equilibrium between
the total tracer concentration in the tissue to that in the plasma. When considering
irreversible tracers, the most meaningful parameter is the net uptake rate Ki (usually
expressed in [ml/cm3/min]), representing the speed of accumulation of the tracer in
the tissue of interest.

In neuroreceptor studies, another important parameter is the binding potential
(BP ). BP provides an important theoretical connection between PET imaging and
in vitro receptor binding, a concept of experimental pharmacology (Figure 2.9). In
an ideal receptor-ligand system, BP is defined as the ratio of bound and free ligand
at equilibrium, a quantity that can be approximated by the product of total receptor
density (Bmax) and receptor-ligand binding affinity. In PET imaging this concept is
expressed for instance by BPND, a parameter that accounts for both tracer-to-target
affinity and the number of receptors available for binding [25].

Graphical analysis The graphical methods represent the most simple dynamic quan-
tification approaches. The two standard graphical methods are the Patlak plot (for
irreversible tracers) [51] and the Logan plot (for reversible tracers) [52]. Both have
been extensively used in PET quantification because they do not need any a priori def-
inition of a suitable pharmacokinetic model and the only information required is the
reversibility or irreversibility of the tracer. Both approaches reformulate the quantifica-
tion problem to a linear equation, where the slope of the line corresponds to the out-
come measure of interest (the net trapping rate Ki, [ml/cm3/min] for Patlak and the
distribution volume VT , [ml/cm3] for Logan plot). Graphical plots are computation-
ally fast and resilient to noise and hence they have been widely used for the generation
of parametric voxel-wise maps, i.e. images containing the outcome measure in every
voxel. However, neither accounts for the blood volume nor provides any information
about the tracer kinetics (i.e. individual rate constants). In addition, estimates from
the Logan plot are affected by noise-dependent bias, especially at the voxel level [53].

In receptor studies, if the arterial plasma radioligand concentration is not available
both Patlak and Logan plot methods can be adapted as reference region approaches,
again only requiring information about the reversibility or irreversibility of the tracer.
In these cases the plasma activity needs to be replaced with the concentration of the
tracer in a reference region (i.e. a tissue with no or negligible specific binding).

The outcomes of the analysis are slightly different: Patlak plot returns the net trap-
ping rate Ki divided by the VT and the blood volume of the reference region [54].
Logan plot returns the distribution volume ratio (DV R) [55], from which it is possible
to derive the binding potential BPND as DV R − 1 (i.e. the slope of the graphical plot
minus 1).

Spectral analysis Spectral analysis (SA) is a flexible solution for dynamic PET data
quantification [56, 57]. SA employs a decomposition of the tissue activity on a pre-
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Figure 2.9 In vitro vs. in vivo receptor binding. In an in vitro system, the binding potential
is calculated as BP = Bmax · kon

koff
, where Bmax is the total receptor density and kon

koff
is the

affinity of the ligand to the target. In an in vivo system, the binding potential is represented
by BPND = BavailfND · kon

koff
, where Bavail represents the available receptor density, fND

represents the availability of the free tracer in the tissue (accounting for the non-specific binding),
and kon

koff
represents the affinity of the ligand to the target. To note that Bmax is generally

greater than Bavail as the action of endogenous (e.g. natural neuro-transmitters) or exogenous
(e.g. drugs) agents is in competition with the PET tracer. Adapted from [50].
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defined basis of 100 or 200 kinetic components that cover the range of all possible
tracer kinetics:

Ctissue(t) =
M∑
i=0

ai · Cp(t)⊗ e−bit (2.2)

where:

Ctissue(t) measured activity in tissue (e.g. kBq/cm3).

Cp(t) measured concentration of unmetabolised radioligand in arterial plasma
(e.g. kBq/ml).

ai kinetic rates to be estimated (ai > 0 with i = 1, · · · ,M).

bi fixed a priori on a grid of M=100 elements (bi ≥ 0 with i = 1, · · · ,M).

The ai are then estimated with a non-negative multiple linear regression from the
data. Spectral analysis is so-called because it returns a kinetic spectrum from which it
is possible to obtain a complete description of the tracer kinetics, independently from
any specific model configurations. The following macro-parameters of interest can be
derived from the spectrum:

K1 =
∑M
i=1 ai: tracer influx constant from plasma to tissue (e.g. ml/cm3/min).

Ki = a0: tracer uptake in tissue (e.g. ml/cm3/min, only for irreversible tracers).

VT =
∑M
i=1

ai
bi

: volume of distribution (e.g. ml/cm3, only for reversible tracers).

The only assumptions that need to be fulfilled are the presence of a single input
in the experiment and the absence of complete cycling connections in the system of
interest (which do not represent a limitation for SA application as these are conditions
typically respected in brain PET studies).

Since SA is based on a linear estimator, it is fast and in general appropriate for voxel-
wise quantification. However, in presence of high noise in the data, the performance
of SA can be impaired. For this reason, altered filtered versions have been proposed:
rank-shaping SA [58] and SA with an iterative filter [59]. The interested reader is
referred to SAKE for an example of software implementation [60].

Compartmental modelling Compartmental modelling is the most challenging approach
in quantitative dynamic PET studies since it requires a full mathematical description
of the biological system. A generic compartmental model consists of a system of first-
order differential equations, whose kinetic rate constants (K1, k2, k3, ...) describe the
exchanges between compartments. From these micro-parameters it is possible to derive
the macro-parameters of interest such as metabolic rates and receptor concentrations.

Compartmental modelling is the only method that can provide a detailed under-
standing of the physiological system itself and/or of the pathology of a disease. For
instance, numerical identification of the compartmental parameters may unveil how
tracer-receptor binding is modified due to pathology or interaction of drugs. Accurate
quantification is inextricably linked to high experimental complexity. In this context,
the overall objective of the quantitative analysis of PET data is to determine a math-
ematical model that describes the measured regional TACs, differentiating the radi-
oligand concentration in various tissue pools (or compartments). Depending on the
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properties of the radioligand, a different number of compartments is required (see
Figure 2.10 for the most commonly used models). For all models, the radioligand con-
centration in arterial plasma, Cp(t), serves as model input. The only exception is for
receptor studies, where a reference region exists for the chosen tracer. In this case,
arterial input function can be replaced by the TAC in the reference region.

A) B)

CP CND CS CP CT

K1

k2

K1

k2

k3

k4

Figure 2.10 Common kinetic models used for quantitative analysis of PET data. A) 2-tissue
compartment model, where Cp denotes the radioligand concentration in arterial plasma, CND

denotes concentration of non-displaceable radioligand (i.e. free and non-specifically bound),
andCS denotes concentration of specifically bound radioligand. B) For radioligands with rapid
transfer between CND and CS , the model can be simplified to the 1-tissue compartment model,
where CT denotes the radioligand activity in tissue.

The most common reference region models are shown in Figure 2.11: the full ref-
erence tissue model (FRTM) [44] shown in Figure 2.11A and the simplified reference
tissue model (SRTM) shown in Figure 2.11B. The main assumption is that the VT of
the non-specifically bound tracer, VND, is the same in the target and in the reference
region. Their main outcome is the macro-parameter BPND (where ND represents the
non-displaceable binding).

When tracer kinetics can be adequately described by the 1TCM and a proper ref-
erence region exists, the SRTM is the preferred approach as it returns more reliable
micro-parameter estimates compared to FRTM [61].

Model selection A key step for compartmental modelling is to define the appropriate
model to describe the tracer and the system kinetics under study. When a model does
not reflect the true physiology of the system, the results can be heavily biased. Notably,
different models could be needed for different anatomical structures in the field of
view, for example vasculature and the brain parenchyma often have distinct kinetic
parameters.

When a biological system or new tracer is analysed for the first time, it is necessary
to determine the most suitably descriptive compartmental model. This is done by
identifying and selecting a set of model alternatives and then comparing them, using
parsimony criteria.
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A) B)
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K’1

k’2
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Figure 2.11 Kinetic models using concentration in reference tissue CR. A) Full reference
tissue model. B) Simplified reference tissue model.

The most commonly used parsimony index is the Akaike Information Criterion
(AIC), which indicates the best compromise between data description and number of
model parameters (avoiding overfitting of the data with excessively complex models)
[62].

Therefore the model of choice should be the one with the smallest AIC: however it
is not enough to consider only this index. The model must ensure an adequate fit of
the data and randomness of residuals (data minus model prediction). The estimates
must be reliable (high precision) and consistent with the physiology. The model itself
must be consistent with what is known of the physiology of the system under study.

2.5.3 Parametric imaging

Conventional methods of analyzing PET data quantify the signal at the ROI level,
i.e. the parameter of interest, such as VT or BPND, is calculated for each ROI. In
this case, non-linear estimators are employed, as they are very robust at region level
(low noise in the data). However in the ROI-based analysis all information about het-
erogeneity of radioligand binding within the ROI is lost. Attractive alternatives are
parametric approaches. These algorithms quantify PET tracer kinetics in every image
voxel, and thereby create 3D maps of the parameters of interest (Figure 2.12).

Estimating outcome measures at the voxel level is associated with a high computa-
tional cost. This is not a problem for graphical approaches (as the outcome measures
are obtained from linear regression) but compartmental models suffer, where the sen-
sitivity of non-linear fitting to noisy data makes the translation of these methods to
the voxel analysis difficult. A possible solution is to shift the quantification problem to
a Bayesian framework, incorporating prior information on the tissue kinetics into the
voxel analysis [63, 64, 65]. Other alternatives include basis function methods (which
have been originally applied to SRTM [66] and then applied to more complex compart-
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mental models [67, 68]), and noise reduction filtering as the wavelet-aided parametric
imaging approach (WAPI) [69].

MRI rCPS lambda
(nmol/g/min) (unitless) 

3.0

0.0

1.0

0.5

Figure 2.12 PET parametric mapping. Structural MRI and parametric images obtained with
voxel-SAIF from a L[1-11C]leucine brain PET scan for a representative healthy volunteer. The
maps show the rate of cerebral protein sytheis (rCPS) and the fraction of unlabeled leucine in the
precursor pool for protein synthesis that is derived from arterial plasma (lambda), respectively.
Courtesy of Dr. Carolyn B. Smith, Section on Neuroadaptation and Protein Metabolism, NIMH,
Bethesda, USA.

2.5.4 General considerations

In conclusion, quantification of PET data can generally be performed using different
approaches, where the amount of information that can be derived is proportional to the
experimental complexity. These methods should be considered complementary rather
than in competition. It is however very important to always verify the reliability of the
results and their consistency with the physiology after analysis and suitable modelling.

2.6 Application of PET neuroimaging in drug development

PET has been extensively used for the development of drugs targeting the central ner-
vous system. The applications of PET imaging in this field can be divided in four main
categories, each providing an answer to a specific question:

1. Does a new drug reach the tissue of interest?
Drug distribution: when it is possible to label the drug itself with a radioisotope
without altering its chemical properties, PET can be used in vivo to follow the
drug’s delivery, distribution and clearance and its interaction with the tissue of
interest over time.
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2. Is the drug interacting with the desired target?
Proof-of-target study: PET is used to validate the drug engagement with the
target of interest. If a PET tracer is available for a certain target and there is
a drug designed to engage the same target to produce a pharmacological effect,
PET imaging can validate such engagement. This type of study is often employed
in oncological applications to assess whether the drug targets the tumour lesion,
e.g. with the labelled monoclonal antibodies [70].

An example of this is with [11C]Ro15-4513. This tracer is a known ligand for GABA
α5 receptors, but the administration of zolpidem, a known GABA α1 selective
agonist, has shown a reduction in the PET signal, indicating the binding of the
tracer to the α1 receptors (Figure 2.13) [71].

A) B) Activity

400

0

200

Figure 2.13 Example of blocking study for GABA-ergic [11C]Ro15-4513. Summed image of
a [11C]Ro15-4513 PET scan at baseline (A) and after administration of zolpidem (B), a GABA α1-
selective agonist. The PET signal is heavily reduced in the blocking study, providing evidence
of [11C]Ro15-4513 binding to α1 receptors. Courtesy of Prof. Anne Lingford-Hughes and
Prof. David Nutt, Imperial College London (London, UK).

3. What is the quantitative relationship between the drug dose and the target occu-
pancy?
Proof-of-mechanism study (also known as a receptor occupancy study): in this
application PET imaging is used to quantitatively relate the drug’s dose with tar-
get occupancy. For receptor-binding radiotracers, the receptor occupancy (RO) is
defined as the percentage difference of BP values following drug administration
(BPdrug) and those at baseline (BPbaseline):

RO =
BPdrug −BPbaseline

BPbaseline
· 100 (2.3)

Figure 2.14 reports an example of an occupancy plot, where RO is calculated for
several doses of the drug. From this plot the value of the inhibition constant (Ki)
[72] can be derived and it is used to determine the drug’s biological efficacy. Ki
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Figure 2.14 Occupancy plot. Example of a simulated occupancy plot, where the different
drug concentrations in plasma are plotted versus the relative receptor occupancy values. The
inhibition constant (Ki) can be calculated from the plot.

(not to be confused with the Ki used in tracer analysis) is defined as the drug
concentration in plasma that is required to occupy 50% of the receptors.

Another example of a proof-of-mechanism study is the use of PET to measure en-
dogenous neurotransmitter release. It has been shown that using a ligand with
relatively low affinity, PET imaging can evaluate the release of a neurotransmitter
after pharmacological administration [73]. Initially presented for the dopaminer-
gic system [73], in the last years it has been further extended to other systems of
interest (serotonin, opioids, GABA and glutamate) [74].

4. What are the functional effects of this interaction?
Proof-of-efficacy study: an important application of PET imaging is to monitor
the pharmacological effect of the drug and therapeutic treatment outcome. Imag-
ing beta-amyloid is a significant example in the context of Alzheimer’s disease
(AD) research. An important goal for drug development to treat AD is to find
compounds that can break up the deposition of beta-amyloid [75] and longitudi-
nal PET imaging can monitor the change in the beta-amyloid plaques and conse-
quently the efficacy of the therapy. A key example of a proof-of-efficacy study is
where the efficacy of an anti-amyloid therapeutic agent was proven for the first
time via PET imaging [76].

It should be noted that the above applications are not mutually exclusive, as depending
on the experimental design, a single PET study can have multiple purposes.
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2.7 Appendix

2.7.1 PET data reconstruction

The PET system records simultaneously detected pairs of photons created by the anni-
hilation of the positron-electron pairs. Thus, information obtained from the acquisition
consists of projections from the three dimensional object positioned in the system upon
the array of detectors surrounding that object. The word tomography is derived from
the Greek word tomos, meaning a slice or a disk, and graphein, meaning to write.
Accordingly, PET image reconstruction algorithms recreate the object giving rise to the
measured projections by reconstructing a set of 2D images (slices) which, when stacked
on top of each other, compose the reconstructed 3D image. The projection p of a slice
onto the detector is composed of the line integral for all parallel LORs for each angle θ
as illustrated in Figure 2.15. The position of each LOR in the bundle of rays is given by
s. Using this nomenclature, the transform of f(x, y) → p(s, θ) can be obtained using
the Radon transform:

p(s, θ) =

∫∫ +∞

−∞
f(x, y)δ(xcos(θ) + ysin(θ)− s)dxdy (2.4)

Based upon the projection p, different strategies can be employed in order to recreate
f(x, y). These algorithms can be separated into analytic and iterative reconstruction
methods, where the latter is today the most common. In this chapter we present
examples of one analytical and one iterative reconstruction method.

θ

s

θ

x

y

sp(s,θ)

f(x,y)

s

Figure 2.15 Projections and sinogram. The 1D projection p of the 2D object f(x, y) for a
certain angle θ. The projections of all angles are stored in the sinogram, illustrated to the right.
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Filtered backprojection (analytical reconstruction) FBP is an analytical solution that
maps the measured projections back onto the image domain to recreate the object,
p(s, θ) → f(x, y). The central slice theorem states that the 1D Fourier transform of a
projection at a certain angle is equivalent to a line profile through the 2D Fourier trans-
form of the object through the same angle. Therefore, by Fourier transforming all pro-
jections, letting the transformed projections fill the 2D Fourier space at all angles, and
finally applying the inverse 2D Fourier transform, the original object is reconstructed.
Since Fourier space is filled radially, the information will not be evenly distributed.
Information at the centre of the Fourier space will be oversampled, and more sparse
closer to the edges. In order to compensate for this inhomogeneous distribution of
data, each projection is filtered prior to being positioned in the 2D Fourier space. In
theory, a normal ramp filter solves the oversampling issue by suppressing the central
Fourier space and amplifying the edges. Mathematically, the filtered projection pf (s, θ)
is given by:

pf (s, θ) = F−1 (|h| · F (p (s, θ))) (2.5)

where F denotes the Fourier transform, |h| is the 1D ramp filter, and p(s, θ) is the
original projection from Eq. 2.4. Once the filtered projections are calculated, the 2D
object f(x, y) is obtained from the filtered backprojection formula:

f(x, y) =

∫ π

0

pf (s, θ)dθ (2.6)

One caveat of the FBP reconstruction approach is that since the ramp filter amplifies
the signal in the edges of the Fourier space, it amplifies the high frequency noise. This
makes the reconstruction problem ill-posed, and regularizations have been introduced
to stabilise the algorithm with regards to noisy data. For instance, the Hann window
function can be used as a low-pass filter to suppress the amplified noise component.

Ordered Subset Expectation Maximization (iterative reconstruction) The ordered subset
expectation maximization (OSEM) algorithm is an iterative reconstruction method
based upon the maximum likelihood-expectation maximization (ML-EM) method of
statistics. It requires that the system matrix H is known, where element Hi,j contains
the probability of a photon emitted from voxel j to be detected in projection i. The
reconstruction problem thus takes the form P = HX, where P is the measured projec-
tions and X is the image to be reconstructed, represented as a single column matrix.
The number of photons emitted from voxel j towards projection i is modeled as a
Poisson-distributed stochastic variable, where a formula can describe how measured
projections at true activity in j relate. Maximizing the expectated value of the proba-
bility function results in the following updated rule for the estimated activity in voxel
j:

xNEWj =
xcurrentj∑

iHi,j

∑
i

(
Hi,j

pi∑
kHi,kxcurrentk

)
(2.7)

where pi is the measurement made in the ith projection. Conceptually, Eq. 2.7 states
that firstly the current estimates of the voxel values are forward-projected to sinogram
space (

∑
kHi,kx

current
k ). Secondly, the ratio between measured projections and the

forward-projected estimates in the voxels are calculated, ( pi∑
kHi,kxcurrent

k
). This ra-

tio reveals how well the estimated image corresponds with the measured projections.
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Thirdly, the ratio is backprojected into image space, (Hi,j
pi∑

kHi,kxcurrent
k

), and finally
multiplied by the current estimate in voxel j, resulting in Eq. 2.7 [77].

One drawback of the traditional ML-EM reconstruction is that it requires many iter-
ations before convergence is obtained, resulting in a long reconstruction time. OSEM
solves this issue by categorizing the projections into subsets, and then utilizing only
one subset at a time in Eq. 2.7. For instance, the initial image estimate is normally
just an array of constant values, which together with the projections stored in the first
subset is used to create a first image estimate. This estimate is in turn used as the input
in Eq. 2.7, together with the projections stored in the second subset.

The updated image will be used again as an input, together with the projections
stored in the third subset, and so on, until all N subsets have been used, which defines
one iteration. The subsets of projections are interlaced. For example, if there are 9
projections consisting of 3 subsets; then subset 1 will include projections 1, 4 and 7;
subset 2 will include projections 2, 5, and 8; and subset 3 will hold projections 3, 6,
and 9. Today, most dynamic brain PET measurements are reconstructed using 100-200
updates (number of subsets × number of iterations).

2.7.2 Resolution of PET images

Despite the major improvements achieved in PET image acquisition and reconstruction
during the last decade, the resolution of PET images are still significantly lower than
in structural imaging modalities such as CT and MRI. Radioactive decay is associated
with a certain degree of noise from nuclear annihilation events. Furthermore, the PET
system measures the LOR through which the annihilation of the positron-electron pair
occurred. However, the positron created during a decay event has a small amount of
kinetic energy and will travel a short distance before it annihilates. Hence there will be
a discrepancy between the position of the annihilation and the position of the decay,
where the latter is of primary interest. The distance between the two events depends
on the energy of the positron, which varies for different radionuclides. For the isotopes
commonly used in PET, i.e. 11C and 18F, the average energy is roughly a few hundred
keV, traveling up to 1 mm from the decay event [78, 79, 80].

Additionally, the positron-electron pair will experience a momentum prior to anni-
hilation. The principle of conservation of momentum leads to an uncertainty in the
exact angle separating the two emerging photons, which is called the non-collinearity
effect. The extent by which the non-collinearity effect impacts PET images is hard to
assess. In 1965, Colombino and colleagues approximated that the angular deviation
from 180◦ follows a Gaussian distribution with 0.47◦ FWHM [81]. This number was
produced using pure water as the environment, and the chemical properties of the
human body might produce a different degree of deviation. In more biologically rele-
vant conditions, the angular deviation from 180◦ may be ∼ 10% higher than in water
[82]. The measurement error due to the non-collinearity of the photons depends on
the diameter of the detector ring.

Alongside positron travel and non-collinearity effect, the measurement of coincident
photon pairs are influenced by random and scattered events, as shown in Figure 2.16.
During a PET examination, the fraction of scattered events can be up to 50% of the
total counts [83], however it is not possible to determine whether an event is scattered
or not. The correction for scatter is therefore performed by removing an estimated
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Figure 2.16 Coincidence detection. The ideal coincidence is shown on the left. The other
panels illustrate the erroneous LOR resulting from a scattered event (middle panel), and a
random coincidence (right panel).

scattered fraction from the projection. Different strategies have been suggested for
estimating the fraction of scattered events. An accurate but computationally expensive
alternative has proven to be Monte Carlo simulation of the scattered photons [84].
Other suggested approaches are the Gaussian fit method [85] and the single scatter
simulation method [86].

The right panel of Figure 2.16 illustrates a LOR generated after a random coinci-
dence, i.e. a LOR generated after detection of two photons not originating from the
same decay. To minimise the rate of random events (R), a short time window is used
during which two detected photons are considered coincident. Moreover, R can be es-
timated directly by recording rates of single events (i.e. detection of only one photon).
As a γ-ray propagates through tissue and skull, its intensity I at position x is attenuated
according to the Beer-Lambert law:

I(x) = I0e
∫ x
0
µ(x)dx (2.8)

If the attenuation coefficient µ is known for every point in the image, the attenuation of
the rays can be compensated for. Normally a transmission scan precedes the emission
acquisition in order to retrieve the µ-map. The transmission is performed either with
a single source or with rotating rod sources. Either way, the decay of the sources
produces γ-rays with energies similar to those produced after annihilation, so that
they are within the system’s energy window. The µ-map can then be reconstructed to
retrieve the scaling factors needed to compensate for the signal attenuation in the PET
image.

Clearly, the final resolution of a PET image is affected by several parameters. In
addition to the physical entities discussed above, electronic noise from the circuits,
detector dead time, and intrinsic radioactivity in some scintillators also impact the PET
image resolution. It has been suggested that for a given detector (size d), detector
array (diameter D), positron travel distance (r), and additional factors (b, e.g. gaps
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between the detector blocks), the resolution Γ of a PET system can be predicted by:

Γ = ξ

√
(
d

2
)2 + (0.0022D)2 + r2 + b2 (2.9)

where the value of ξ is determined by the reconstruction, and empirically found to be
∼ 1.25 [87]. This is interpreted as, if an infinitesimal point source was positioned in
the system, the resulting PET image would be blurred to the extent that if a line profile
was drawn through the blurred point source, it would display a FWHM of Γ mm. The
spreading of the point source is called a point spread function (PSF). The FWHM of
the PSF is conventionally used as a measure of PET system resolution, and is typically
in the order of a few mm.
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3.1 Introduction

Many biological tissues, including human scalp and skull, and water are relatively
transparent to light in the near-infrared range. The oxygenated and deoxygenated
forms of haemoglobin (the molecule that carries oxygen around the bloodstream) hap-
pen to exhibit distinct absorption spectra in this wavelength range. Optical methods
can exploit these properties of near-infrared light to measure cerebral activity. Optical
techniques are portable and completely non-invasive and can therefore be applied to
almost any population, including children and infants.

This chapter provides an overview of optical methods, their advantages, disadvan-
tages and applications. The chapter is organised as follows: in Section 3.2, a brief
history of the origins and development of optical methods is presented. Section 3.3 de-
scribes the theory behind optical techniques and the process of image reconstruction.
The concept of the functional haemodynamic response is introduced and explained
in the context of optical techniques. In the same section, strengths and weaknesses
of optical methods are discussed. Section 3.4 describes a number of key factors that
must be considered when applying optical techniques, including how to configure a
measurement array. Section 3.4 also provides an overview of typical signal processing
and statistical analysis methods and lists the open source software tools available for
optical signal processing. Finally, in Section 3.5, examples of the application of optical
methods, in three different contexts, are provided.

3.2 Historical notes

Optical methods have been used since the first decades of the 20th century to investi-
gate tissue. In the 1940s, Glenn Millikan pioneered the method of tissue spectropho-
tometry: demonstrating the ability to measure haemoglobin and myoglobin deoxy-
genation in cat muscle, and building the first muscle oximeter [1]. At the same time,
Matthes and Gross discovered that light in the red to near-infrared range was sensi-
tive to both oxyhaemoglobin and deoxyhaemoglobin concentrations (HbO and HbR
respectively) [2]. Further development of these concepts led Takuo Aoyagi to develop
the first pulse oximeter in 1972, which was able to measure arterial saturation by tak-
ing advantage of pulsatile blood volume variations. In 1975, the pulse oximeter was
used in patients for the first time and has since become an essential clinical monitoring
device [3].

In 1977, Frans Jöbsis, who is considered the father of in vivo near-infrared
spectroscopy (NIRS), performed the first “transcranial spectroscopy” experiment,
demonstrating that light in the red and near-infrared range can travel through the
scalp, skull, cerebrospinal fluid, into the brain tissue and return to be measured at the
surface [4]. For the first time, optical methods were shown to be able to detect brain
oxygenation changes in adults.

In the 1980s, NIRS was applied to measure tissue oxygen saturation in newborn in-
fants and adults in the clinical environment [5, 6]. In the following year, developments
in optical electronics, pioneered by David Delpy, led to the first quantitative measure
of haemoglobin changes in sick infants [7]. The system designed by Cope and Delpy
[8] resulted in the first commercial NIRS system, the NIRO-1000, built by Hamamatsu
Photonics K.K. in 1989 [9].

106 Basic Neuroimaging, Second Edition.
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In 1992, the simultaneous publication of three papers [10, 11, 12] gave birth to
functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). It was demonstrated that the intensity
of an image acquired with MRI was dependent on the amount of deoxyhaemoglobin
present in the tissues, which led directly to the measurement of the Blood Oxygen
Level Dependent (BOLD) signal. The field of fMRI developed extremely quickly, be-
coming the predominant imaging technique in functional/cognitive neuroscience (see
Chapter 1).

Functional near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS), the application of NIRS to study
brain function, was demonstrated in the same era. The first fNIRS experiments were
carried out in adults in 1991 and 1992 by research groups in three different countries:
in Japan, by Hoshi and Tamura [13] and Kato et al. [14], in Germany by Villringer
et al. [15] and in the US by Chance et al. [16]. These studies showed characteristic
increases in HbO and decreases in HbR following visual stimulation or cognitive tasks
using single location measurements [9]. In 1994, the first clinical fNIRS study was per-
formed on patients with schizophrenia [17], while in 1998 Meek et al. [18] measured
the first functional brain response in awake infants using fNIRS and a visual stimulus.

The next step in the development of fNIRS technology was moving from single-
location measurements to multi-channel approaches. The first multi-channel fNIRS
system was developed by Hitachi in 1994 [19], and was used in 1995 by Maki et al.
[20], who were the first to use fNIRS data to produce images. By measuring the fNIRS
signal from 10 different locations, they were able to create two-dimensional maps of
haemoglobin concentration changes and, with the help of MRI images, to associate
these changes with a specific area of the cerebral cortex.

In the following years, advances in the mathematical and computational modelling
of light propagation in highly scattering biological tissues lead to the birth of diffuse
optical tomography (DOT) [21, 22, 23]. In DOT, three-dimensional images of brain
oxygenation can be recovered by solving an ill-posed, non-linear inverse problem [24].
In 2001, the first 3D tomographic images of the adult brain showed the distribution
of haemoglobin concentration changes during a Valsalva manoeuvre1[25]. One year
later, the first 3D images of the neonatal brain were reconstructed, showing a cerebral
haemorrhage in a pre-term infant [26]. With continuous developments in both hard-
ware and software, it was possible to produce systems with many more channels and
perform “high-density” DOT. This was first demonstrated by Zeff and colleagues, who
presented retinotopic maps of the adult visual cortex, with a spatial resolution compa-
rable to fMRI [27]. Recently, Eggebrecht and colleagues presented a high-density DOT
system that has sufficient sampling density and scalp coverage to map higher order,
distributed brain function [28].

The volume of optical imaging research has increased exponentially in recent years,
a fact celebrated by the publication of a special issue of the journal NeuroImage that
marked twenty years of fNIRS research. Optical methods have become an established
neuroimaging tool particularly in applications that are unsuitable for fMRI (see Chap-
ter 1) or Positron Emission Tomography (PET) (see Chapter 2) [29]. For a more de-
tailed history of fNIRS, see [9].

1Valsalva manoeuvre is performed by exhaling against a closed airway.
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3.3 Physical principles

3.3.1 NIRS theory

Optical imaging of the in vivo human brain is possible because of the way different
wavelengths of light interact with biological tissues. Light interacts with tissue via two
fundamental mechanisms: absorption, where the energy of a photon is transferred
to the medium, and scattering, where the path of the photon is altered but its energy
remains (in almost all cases) unchanged. The likelihood of these interactions occurring
within a given medium are determined by the absorption and scattering coefficients of
that medium, which are both dependent on the wavelength of light.

Light in the lower visible range (i.e. blue and green) is heavily absorbed by melanin
in the skin and by the oxygenated and deoxygenated forms of haemoglobin in the
blood. However, the absorption coefficients of melanin and haemoglobins decrease by
several orders of magnitude between the wavelengths of 600 and 700 nm. As a result,
red and near-infrared light (with wavelengths above ∼650 nm) can be successfully
transmitted through several centimetres of tissue. This is a phenomenon that is easily
observed in everyday life: when you cover a white light with your hand, the light you
see is red, simply because the other colours of visible light are absorbed by your tissues
(Figure 3.1a). For longer near-infrared wavelengths (above 900 nanometres), water
becomes very strongly absorbing. Between 650 and 900 nm, there therefore exists an
“optical window” (Figure 3.1b), through which we can use light to study human tis-
sues, including the brain. Near-infrared light does not travel through tissue in a straight
line, unlike (for example) x-ray radiation. Of the two fundamental interactions be-
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Figure 3.1 Near-infrared light properties. a) Demonstration of the transparency of human
tissues to red light: covering a white light with a hand, all colours of visible light but red are
absorbed by the human tissues. b) Specific absorption spectra of oxy-(HbO) (in red), deoxy-
haemoglobin (HbR) (in blue) and cytochrome oxidase (CCO) (in green) and absorption spectrum
of water (in black). Between 650 and 900 nm there is an “optical window", through which we
can use light to study human tissues.
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tween light and matter, it is scattering that dominates the propagation of near-infrared
light through biological tissues. The scattering coefficient for near-infrared light in skin
is typically 100 times greater than the absorption coefficient, meaning that a photon
is 100 times more likely to be scattered than absorbed, per unit distance travelled. As
a result, the path of a near-infrared photon in tissue resembles a random walk. The
light field produced by placing a near-infrared source in contact with tissue is therefore
highly diffuse.

NIRS is the oldest method of exploiting the optical window to study the human
brain in vivo. In its simplest form, NIRS requires near-infrared light to be directed
into the scalp at one location (usually via an optical fibre) and detected at a second
location (also usually via an optical fibre). A source and detector together form one
“channel”. Light from the source fibre will travel diffusely through the underlying tis-
sues and a small proportion will be scattered back to the detector fibre at the surface.
Figure 3.2a shows a fluence distribution in an adult head for a single source position
on the scalp. This model illustrates where near-infrared light injected at the source
location will travel. Note how the fluence decreases rapidly with depth. Figure 3.2b
shows a classic “photon measurement density function” (or PMDF). This distribution
can be thought of as giving the probability that a detected photon will travel through
a given region of tissue. The greater this probability, the more sensitive the NIRS mea-
surement will be to changes in the optical properties of that region. It should be clear
from this distribution that the NIRS measurement is highly sensitive to changes occur-
ring directly beneath the source and detector locations. The separation between the
source and detector locations will affect what proportion of the detected photons will
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Figure 3.2 Fluence and PMDF. a) Example of fluence distribution in an adult head for a single
source position on the scalp. The log of the sensitivity is displayed for visualization purposes.
b) Example of photon measurement density function (PMDF), which can be thought of as a
probability distribution for a photon leaving the source and being collected at the detector
position to travel through a given region of tissue.
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have travelled through brain tissue; the greater the separation, the greater the pro-
portional sensitivity to the brain. However, as is clear from Figure 3.2a, the measured
optical intensity will decrease exponentially with source-detector separation. The op-
timal separation between a NIRS source and detector is therefore a balance between
maximising the proportional sensitivity to brain tissue while still detecting enough light
to allow reliable measurements.

The simplest NIRS systems, referred to as “continuous wave” (CW) systems, mea-
sure only the intensity of the light incident at the detector. In order to relate measure-
ments of intensity to measurements of physiologically relevant parameters, CW-NIRS
processing will often invoke the modified Beer-Lambert law (MBLL):

I

I0
= exp−xDµa+Losses (3.1)

where I0 and I are the input and output intensities respectively, x is the separation
between source and detector and µa is the absorption coefficient of the medium. The
variable D is known as the differential pathlength factor (or DPF). The DPF is included
to account for the fact that in a scattering medium, photons travelling between the
source and detector will not travel in a straight line. The product xD represents the
average distance photons will travel through the tissue to reach the detector. For a
non-zero scattering coefficient, the DPF will always be greater than 1. The Losses
factor accounts for the photons that, because of the geometry of the problem, are not
observed by the detector.

In equation 3.1, the Losses factor, the input intensity I0 and the absorption coeffi-
cient µa are all unknown, while the output intensity I and source-detector separation
x are measured and the DPF (D) can be estimated. The absorption coefficient, µa, is
what we wish to determine, but direct calculation of µa is impossible in this context
because of the number of unknowns. Instead, CW-NIRS systems are used to measure
changes in intensity between two points in time, such that:

ln
I2
I0
− lnI1

I0
= ln

I2
I1

= xD∆µa (3.2)

where I1 and I2 are the measured intensities at two distinct points in time and ∆µa
is the change in absorption coefficient. This approach assumes that the Losses, the
input intensity I0 and the DPF (D) do not change between the two time points. This
assumption is generally reasonable over the course of an experiment.

A change in the absorption coefficient of tissue at a given wavelength (∆µa|λ) is
linearly related to the changes in concentration of absorbing molecules in that tissue
via:

∆µa|λ = εHbO|λ∆CHbO + εHbR|λ∆CHbR + ... (3.3)

where εHbO|λ and εHbR|λ are the specific extinction coefficients of oxyhaemoglobin
(HbO) and deoxyhaemoglobin (HbR) at wavelength λ and ∆CHbO and ∆CHbR are the
changes in concentration of HbO and HbR in the measured volume of tissue. Although
tissue contains many more absorbing molecules (including melanin, water, lipids and
cytochrome oxidase (CCO)), these absorbers are typically neglected either because of
their negligible concentration or because they are assumed to remain constant for the
duration of the experiment.
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In order to measure the change in concentration of both oxyhaemoglobin and de-
oxyhaemoglobin, it is necessary to measure ∆µa|λ at more than one wavelength. NIRS
systems typically operate at two wavelengths, usually with one above and one below
the point at which HbO and HbR demonstrate the same absorption coefficient (known
as the isosbestic, at 808 nm, Figure 3.1b). These two wavelengths of light must be
directed into tissue at the same location to obtain an accurate NIRS measurement. In
most NIRS systems therefore, the source optical fibre is in fact a bundle of optical fi-
bres that is divided in two at the system end, with each half coupled to a source of a
different wavelength.

There are a number of bespoke and commercial NIRS systems that use multiple
wavelengths, or even broadband sources. Recording at 3 or more wavelengths can be
used to simply improve the reliability of measurements of ∆CHbO and ∆CHbR or can
be used to resolve additional chromophores; measuring at N wavelengths theoretically
allows the recovery of the change in concentration of N chromophores, and there is
increasing evidence that measuring the concentration changes of cytochrome oxidase
in addition to ∆CHbO and ∆CHbR provides additional physiological information than
is provided by ∆CHbO and ∆CHbR alone [30, 31].

CW NIRS has a number of limitations. The most fundamental is that CW-NIRS can-
not be used to obtain absolute measures of chromophore concentration and instead
is used to measure changes. A secondary limitation is that the Losses and DPF (D)
parameters of equation 3.2 are dependent on the scattering coefficient of the medium.
As a result, any change in the scattering coefficient of the sampled tissue will be mis-
interpreted as a change in absorption coefficient; CW-NIRS cannot separate the effects
of absorption and scatter. In addition, because the DPF parameter must be estimated,
it constitutes a source of inaccuracy in the scaling of CW-NIRS measurements. The
use of the DPF inherently requires the assumption that the mean pathlength travelled
by the detected photons is linearly dependent on the source-detector separation and
independent of everything else. In fact, the mean pathlength (and therefore DPF) is
location and subject specific, and has an asymptotic relationship with source-detector
distance. Using the same DPF value for a large range of source-detector separations will
therefore introduce relative scaling errors between those channels. Lastly, CW-NIRS is
subject to partial-volume errors: if a change in chromophore concentration only occurs
in a small proportion of the volume sampled by the CW-NIRS channel (as is always the
case for functional studies) the measured change in chromophore concentration will
be underestimated by a factor equal to the ratio of the activated volume to the sampled
volume.

There are a number of hardware and signal processing advances that have success-
fully minimised the impact of many of the limitations of CW NIRS. The simplest is the
use of spatially-resolved spectroscopy (SRS). By using multiple detectors spaced a few
millimetres apart, SRS-NIRS takes advantage of the approximately linear decrease in
the logarithm of measured intensity as a function of distance from the source [32].
In this manner, SRS-NIRS systems are able to obtain an absolute measurement of the
ratio of HbO to the sum of HbO and HbR, which is referred to as “tissue oxygen satura-
tion”. Although this approach depends on a number of assumptions, and is sensitive to
variation in the optical coupling between detectors, single or dual-channel SRS-NIRS
systems are popular, commercially available and increasingly used for clinical assess-
ment [33].
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A more sophisticated approach is to use a NIRS system that can measure more
than just optical intensity. Frequency-domain (FD-NIRS) systems use detectors with
high temporal resolution and sources that are modulated at ∼ 100 MHz to provide
measures of both optical intensity and phase. The phase difference between the input
and detected light can be used to calculate the mean pathlength, removing the need to
estimate the DPF. Time-domain (TD-NIRS) systems go one step further: using pulsed
laser sources and sensitive photon-counting detectors, TD-NIRS systems measure
the time-of-flight of individual photons. By sampling over multiple pulses, TD-NIRS
systems output histograms of photon flight times. Each histogram (referred to as
a Temporal Point Spread Function (TPSF)) contains significantly more information
than either a CW-NIRS or FD-NIRS measurement. FD-NIRS and TD-NIRS systems are
more expensive than CW-NIRS systems and TD-NIRS systems are also bulkier and
more difficult to operate. Both FD-NIRS and TD-NIRS systems can, under certain cir-
cumstances, be used to obtain absolute measures of tissue chromophore concentration.

3.3.2 Haemodynamic response

While NIRS methods can be used to measure spontaneous fluctuations in chromophore
concentrations, the most common application of NIRS approaches is in the study of
functional activation. The typical fNIRS experimental paradigm involves inducing a
change in the cortical concentration of oxyhaemoglobin and deoxyhaemoglobin by re-
peated application of an external stimulus. Neurons in the areas of the cerebral cortex
associated with the processing of that stimulus will exhibit increased electrochemical
activity and with it an increased demand for both oxygen and glucose. The brain pos-
sesses an intricate and targeted mechanism for the maintenance of neuronal oxygen
and glucose levels that is broadly referred to as “neurovascular coupling”. While the
exact processes of neurovascular coupling are still the subject of active research [34],
increased neuronal activation leads to a release of vasoactive chemicals that promote
localised vasodilation and a localised increase in cerebral blood flow. While naively
one might expect that an increase in neuronal activity would manifest as a localised de-
crease in cerebral oxygenation (due to oxygen consumption), the functional response
of the cerebral vasculature ensures that the opposite is in fact true. The increase in
oxygen delivery via functional hyperaemia is significantly larger than the increase in
oxygen demand due to neuronal activity. The ground-breaking positron emission to-
mography study by Fox and Raichle [35] allowed this “flow-demand ratio” to be cal-
culated for the first time, and a range of studies (using various methodologies) have
placed this ratio at between 2 and 10 in the healthy human brain [36].

As a result of the overcompensation in cerebral blood flow, the impact of functional
stimuli on fNIRS-measured parameters will typically consist of a localised increase in
HbO concentration and concomitant decrease in HbR concentration, as oxygenated
blood floods into the active brain region. An example of this classic haemodynamic
response function (HRF) is shown in Figure 3.3. The amplitude of these responses
is typically small. In fact, the HRF is rarely apparent in un-processed fNIRS data be-
cause its impact is smaller than that of systemic physiological variations due to, for
example, cardiac pulsation, respiration and blood pressure. It is important to note that
the haemodynamic response that is at the heart of functional NIRS methods is exactly
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Figure 3.3 Haemodynamic response. Example of haemodynamic response function (HRF).
An increase in HbO (in red) and a decrease in HbR (in blue) are expected after stimulus
presentation. In green the total haemoglobin (HbT), given by the sum of HbO and HbR, is
displayed.

the same physiological process that gives rise to the Blood-Oxygen Level Dependent
(BOLD) signal of functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (see Chapter 1). The HbR
molecule is paramagnetic, and the decrease in concentration of HbR due to functional
hyperaemia is the primary source of a positive BOLD signal. The ability of NIRS ap-
proaches to differentiate between changes in the oxygenated and deoxygenated forms
of haemoglobin has lead a number of researchers to apply fNIRS simultaneously with
fMRI in order to investigate the physiological origins of the BOLD signal [37, 38].

As NIRS methods are sensitive to the same physiological marker of neuronal
activation as fMRI, NIRS methods can also be used to study the oscillations in
neuronal activity that occur spontaneously without the application of overt external
stimuli. The temporal correlation of these oscillations across distinct brain regions is a
manifestation of the brain’s functional organisation, and allows the brain to be studied
in subjects who are nominally at rest. This “resting-state” functional connectivity
has been widely observed with fMRI and fNIRS approaches in a range of ages and
pathologies [28, 39, 40, 41].

3.3.3 Image reconstruction

The interactions between near-infrared light and biological tissue are dominated by
scattering, hence achieving high-resolution imaging using optical methods is challeng-
ing. However, all multi-channel NIRS measurements will contain significant spatial
information. The use of arrays of NIRS measurements to produce maps of cortical
function is referred to by several terms which have rather subtle distinctions. The exact
usage of these terms varies throughout the field, but the authors use the terms as fol-
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lows: “NIRS” describes methods where single-channel, or multiple sparsely-arranged
channels are applied and the data is examined on a channel-by-channel basis (Fig-
ure 3.4a). “Diffuse Optical Topography” uses multiple channels with a fixed source-
detector separation to produce two-dimensional maps of cerebral haemodynamics
(Figure 3.4b). Lastly, “Diffuse Optical Tomography” (DOT) uses multiple channels
with a range of source-detector separations and overlapping PMDFs to produce three-
dimensional maps of cerebral haemodynamics (Figure 3.4c). The process of producing
images from near-infrared measurements is complex, and is an active area of research.
In its most general form, the problem of image reconstruction can be stated as:

y = A(x) (3.4)

where y denotes the measured data, x is a representation of the optical properties
of the object under investigation as a function of location (i.e. x is the image) and
A is a forward operator that maps from the image space to the measurement space.
Determining the image (x) from this equation is an ill-posed and under-determined
non-linear inverse problem, which is mathematically and computationally difficult to
solve. While these challenges have been overcome in a number of situations [42, 43],
the most common approach to image reconstruction is to attempt (in a manner some-
what analogous to the formation of equation 3.2) to reconstruct images of changes
in cerebral haemodynamics. The assumption that these changes are small and have
little effect on the path that the detected light has travelled allows us to linearise equa-
tion 3.4 such that:

∆y = J∆x (3.5)

where ∆y is a vector of the changes in the measured optical parameters (such as change
in intensity (I2 − I1)), ∆x is the change in optical properties in the discretised image
space and J = dA/dx is the Jacobian sensitivity matrix. This linearization approach
significantly simplifies the optical image reconstruction problem, and is well suited
to the reconstruction of images of small changes in cerebral haemodynamics due to
functional stimulation.

In practice, the process of diffuse optical image reconstruction has three distinct
phases. The first is to obtain a discretised model of the object under investigation
(usually the head and brain), in the form of a finite element mesh or voxelised volume.
The second is to use this physical representation of the head as a solution space for
models of photon transport. These models predict how near-infrared light will travel
from each source location on the scalp through the tissues of the head, producing a
fluence distribution such as that shown in Figure 3.2a. This allows us to determine
how our measurements (of intensity, phase difference etc.) would be altered by a
given change in the optical properties within our solution space. This is known as
solving the forward problem, and yields the Jacobian sensitivity matrix J . Each row of
the matrix J represents the sensitivity of a given channel, and has the form depicted
in Figure 3.2b. The third and final phase of optical image reconstruction is to solve
the inverse problem, which requires the matrix J to be inverted. As we have many
more unknowns than measurements (i.e. ∆x has many more elements than ∆y), the
inversion of J is not mathematically exact and requires a process of regularization.
Our image in the solution space, ∆x, can then be determined by taking the matrix
multiplication of the inverted Jacobian and the data vector ∆y.
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The accuracy of diffuse optical image reconstruction is heavily dependent on the
accuracy of the chosen discretised head model. The best-practice approach to this
problem is to obtain a high-resolution structural MRI image of each subject, and use
this image to produce a bespoke, multi-layered finite element mesh or voxelised tissue
mask. Each head model can then be segmented into 5 tissue types which possess dis-
tinct optical properties: scalp, skull, cerebrospinal fluid, grey matter and white matter.
The locations of the near-infrared source and detector can then be registered to the
scalp surface of the head model. The forward problem can then be solved within this
highly accurate anatomical representation of the subject. This individualised approach
requires that each subject undergoing diffuse optical imaging must also undergo an
MRI scan. This undermines one of the major advantages of diffuse optical imaging:
the technology is portable and can be applied to subjects and patients who may be
unsuitable for the typical scanning environment. Several research groups have ad-

a)

b)

c)

Spectroscopy

Topography

Tomography

Figure 3.4 NIRS source/detector configurations. Example of source/detector distribution
for a) spectroscopy, b) topography and c) tomography. Sources are visualised in red, detectors
in blue and green lines represent the channels.
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dressed this problem, and the use of generic MRI atlases has proven effective, but does
introduce additional localization errors [44, 45].

3.3.4 Strengths and weaknesses

The fundamental physical limitations described above (equations 3.1, 3.2, 3.3) should
make it clear why the use of NIRS methods to measure absolute physiological values
is extremely challenging. Despite these limitations and the approximations involved,
CW-NIRS methods are currently undergoing clinical trials in the monitoring of neonatal
cerebral oxygenation [33], and the technological advances of FD and TD-NIRS will
improve the accuracy and utility of these methods in the coming years. From the
perspective of functional neuroimaging, DOT is extremely promising but also has a
number of weaknesses.

Diffuse optical imaging methods are unlikely to ever truly match the high spatial
resolution and localization accuracy that is increasingly being demonstrated by fMRI.
This is fundamentally because of the physical limitations of imaging a highly scattering
medium and because of the need to spatially register diffuse optical measurements
to an anatomical model. Depth resolution is also a significant challenge, with few
diffuse optical imaging systems claiming sensitivity deeper than a few centimetres. It
is therefore important to clearly state that diffuse optical methods should not be used to
map human brain function if fMRI is readily available and suitable for the experimental
population and the chosen paradigm. That said, diffuse optical imaging is well suited
to the study of infants, children, vulnerable adults and those contraindicated for fMRI.
It is silent, allowing for uncorrupted studies of auditory function, and it is relatively
robust to motion artifacts. However, the greatest advantage of diffuse optical methods
lies in their ability to perform functional brain imaging in an unrestricted environment.
In the near future, it is likely that diffuse optical imaging systems will become truly
wearable [46]. This technological leap will open a whole new branch of neuroscience
as it becomes possible to obtain images of brain function in everyday circumstances
and real-world environments.

Historically, the uptake of diffuse optical imaging has been hampered by a number
of fundamental challenges. These include the difficulty of producing an instrument
and patient interface with a high enough number of channels to achieve a high spatial
resolution and good scalp coverage. This remains an issue in commercially available
systems and in practice, users have to strike a balance between channel density and
coverage. As should be apparent from Figure 3.2b, diffuse optical imaging methods
are also highly sensitive to superficial tissues, particularly the scalp, and this can im-
pact specificity. The effects of cardiac pulsation, respiration and systemic and localised
changes in blood pressure are all apparent in diffuse optical imaging data. These phys-
iological confounds can span the same frequency distribution as the HRF, and can
even be temporally correlated with external stimuli. For example, it is extremely com-
mon that the heart rate and blood pressure of a subject will increase when they are
requested to begin a stimulation task, and these changes can be misinterpreted as a
functional change in the brain. This superficial contamination can be overcome using
a method that has become well established in recent years: employing short-separation
(<10 mm) channels to explicitly measure haemodynamics in the superficial tissues (see
Section 3.4.3).
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3.4 From acquisition to data analysis

3.4.1 Common instrumentation and array design

As described above, NIRS and Optical Imaging Systems can be broadly sub-divided into
three categories based upon the nature of the measurements they obtain. CW systems
are the most common, and measure only optical intensity. Included within the CW
category are the SRS and cerebral oximetry systems, which tend to be single or dual
channel and include the Hamamatsu NIRO and Somanetics Invos systems. Commonly
available multi-channel CW systems (which can be used to perform Diffuse Optical
Topography and/or Tomography) include the Hitachi ETG series, the NIRx NIRScount
system, the TechEn CW6 system and the UCL Optical Imaging System. Frequency-
domain (FD) systems measure both optical intensity and phase difference, and a lim-
ited number of FD systems are commercially available, including the multi-channel
ISS Imagent system. To date there are no commercially available multi-channel time-
domain (TD) NIRS systems.

Most commercially available multi-channel systems are customizable in terms of the
layout of sources and detectors. This is essential because of the vast range of potential
experiments that one may wish to perform. The layout of the array of sources and
detectors on the scalp has a huge impact on the quality of NIRS measurements. As
such, array design requires careful thought and there are many factors that must be
considered. Some of these factors are listed below, but when designing an array it is
useful to keep in mind the following: If one were to add together all the PMDFs for all
the channels in an ideal array, the resulting 3D distribution would be homogeneous
throughout the volume of the brain you wish to study. Designing an array is a process
of getting as close as possible to this ideal within the technical limitations of your
experiment.

1. Source-detector separation: There is an inherent relationship between source-
detector separation and depth sensitivity. The proportion of the detected photons
that will have travelled through brain tissue increases as source-detector separa-
tion increases. However, if the source-detector separation is too great, not enough
light will reach the detector to obtain a reliable measurement. Though it depends
on the dynamic range of the system, the most commonly selected separation for
adult studies is 30 mm, which is long enough to be sensitive to brain tissue but
short enough to maintain adequate signal. If the goal is to perform DOT, it is also
essential that the array includes a range of source-detector separations, each of
which will exhibit a different depth sensitivity profile. If possible, the inclusion of
short-separation channels (∼ 10 mm or below) can also be extremely beneficial, as
they allow superficial signal contamination to be minimised (see Section 3.4.3).

2. Channel density: It is clearly beneficial to arrange an array so as to maximise the
number of viable channels per unit scalp area. Increasing the number of channels
that are sensitive to the volume of interest will increase redundancy, making your
experiment more robust to experimental problems, including poor optical contact
to the scalp.
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3. Channel overlap: Closely related to channel density, when the goal is to perform
image reconstruction it is vital that measurement channels are mutually infor-
mative. A change in haemoglobin concentration in a given location within the
volume of interest should be observable by multiple channels within the array.
This is equivalent to saying that the PMDFs of the channels within an array should
overlap.

4. Array coverage: Maximising channel density and channel overlap alone will lead
to an array with the optical fibres packed as close as possible to one another at the
expense of array coverage. It is important that an array covers a sufficiently large
area to allow for errors in the placement of the array on the scalp of the subject.
Studies suggest that this error is likely to be of the order of 1 cm [47].

5. Subject comfort: Ensuring the comfort of the subject is not just an ethical re-
quirement but is also very likely to affect the quality of the resulting data because
discomfort will promote motion. Arrays of optical fibres can be heavy, and this
can limit the number of possible channels, particularly in studies of infants and
children.

Software tools are now emerging to help users of NIRS technologies create and
test array designs [48, 49]. Foremost amongst these is the AtlasViewer package of
HOMER2 [48]. Users can create and position an array on a virtual head atlas, which
allows the areas of the cortex to which the array will be sensitive to be identified.
Recently, novel tools that automatically design an optimized array have been released
[50, 51].

3.4.2 Paradigm

The haemodynamic response to functional stimulation, as described in Section 3.3.2,
can take a few seconds from the start of stimulus presentation to reach its peak and
12-15 seconds after the end of stimulus presentation to return to baseline; its time-
course is, however, stimulus-dependent (see Figure 3.5a). The amplitude of the HRF
is usually much smaller than that of physiological and measurement noise, meaning
multiple repetitions of a stimulus and their block-averaging are required.

Experimental paradigms that aim to recover the HRF using optical methods can be
broadly grouped into two categories. Event-related designs use many repetitions of a
single, short stimulation, separated in time by some inter-stimulus interval. This type
of paradigm is mainly used in adult studies [52, 53, 54]. Event-related paradigms
require many (often > 40) trials for each stimulus type because the amplitude of the
HRF is correlated with the duration of the stimulus, and is therefore small in most
event-related designs.

When a train of stimuli are presented, with each stimulus separated by some inter-
stimulus interval, the haemodynamic response will have a higher amplitude, a different
temporal pattern and a longer duration. The HRF will typically increase after stimulus
presentation until it reaches a plateau, where it remains approximately constant until
the end of the stimulation block, at which point it will return slowly to baseline (see
Figure 3.5b). These paradigms, which aim to recover the brain response to a train of
stimuli, are referred to as block-design. Block designs are very common in the optics
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Figure 3.5 Haemodynamic response. Examples of simulated haemodynamic response
function for a) an event-related paradigm (single event presentation) and b) block-designed
paradigm (12 seconds of stimulation). Note the different shape of the HRF in the two figures
and how it reaches a plateau in the latter.

field, primarily because they elicit HRFs with a higher amplitude than event-related
paradigms and fewer trials are required to recover the HRF. Block-design paradigms
are therefore particularly suitable for infants and challenging populations, since the
experiment need only last a few minutes [55, 56, 57]. A typical experiment will con-
sist of between 5 and 15 blocks of stimulation, with each block lasting between 5-20
seconds.

Whether an event-related or block design paradigm is applied, the choice of the
number of trials and the inter-stimulus interval should be carefully considered. Gen-
erally, a higher number of trials will result in a higher signal-to-noise of the recovered
HRF. However, a balance must be struck between obtaining a robust estimation of the
haemodynamic response and minimizing the duration of the experiment and avoiding
the effects of habituation to the stimulus.

When selecting the inter-stimulus interval, the relatively slow response time of the
cerebral vasculature must be considered. Depending on the amplitude of the response,
an inter-stimulus interval of less than 15 seconds may result in the haemodynamic
responses to consecutive stimuli overlapping. This is problematic when a traditional
block-averaging method is employed, but a short inter-stimulus interval can be accept-
able if the HRF is extracted from the dataset using a deconvolution or general-linear
model (GLM) approach (see Section 3.4.3 below). When short inter-stimulus intervals
are used, the paradigm is referred to as “fast event-related”. Whether the paradigm is
a block, event-related or fast event-related design, jittering the inter-stimulus interval
is highly recommended. Altering the duration of the inter-stimulus interval by several
seconds in a pseudo-random fashion will minimise the likelihood that oscillatory phys-
iological fluctuations (due to, for example, respiration) will become synchronised with
the stimulus paradigm.
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In the majority of fNIRS studies, the inter-stimulus period is used as a control
condition; haemodynamics that occur during the stimulus period are compared to
those that occur during the inter-stimulus interval. During this interval, a subject
will typically be requested to remain still and silent, and perhaps fixate on a blank
screen. In block-design paradigms, it is also common for a train of different stimuli
to be used as a control condition. One example would be for a subject to articulate
the months of the year as a control condition for a semantic verbal fluency task. The
control condition should be carefully chosen to complement the primary stimulus
and minimise the chance of false positives due to blood pressure or motion-related
confounds.

3.4.3 Data analysis

The aim of fNIRS data analyses is to recover the haemodynamic response and, in the
case of DOT, localise the spatial pattern of that response. Many software toolboxes
have been released for optical data analysis and will be described at the end of this
section. However, all of these packages are based on the same general processing
pipeline (Figure 3.6). The majority of CW optical systems measure the raw optical
intensity data at two wavelengths for each channel. The baseline intensity value and
standard deviation of the intensity are related to amount of light collected by the detec-
tor. Channels with very low optical intensity (i.e., with intensity below the noise floor)
and/or very high standard deviation, are likely to be dominated by instrument noise,
and should therefore be removed from the analysis. This will usually occur because
either the source-detector separation is too large, or because of the presence of hair
between the optical fibre and the scalp. Changes in optical intensity at two or more
wavelengths can be converted to changes in concentration of HbO and HbR using the
MBLL (see Section 3.3).

In addition to the haemodynamic response, the typical optical signal is composed
of measurement noise, motion artifacts and many forms of physiological noise. Mea-
surement noise can be easily reduced through filtering, but motion and physiological
confounds are more difficult to deal with and can easily mask the haemodynamic re-
sponse. A number of approaches have been developed to reduce these spurious com-
ponents and recover the actual brain signal.

Optical methods are relatively tolerant of motion; while the optical signal can be
transiently impaired by movement of the optical fibre relative to the scalp, data ac-
quired before and after the moment of motion will usually be unaffected. Motion
artifacts can be high amplitude, high frequency spikes that are easily detectable in
the measured signal (see Figure 3.7), or they can be more subtle, low frequency and
low amplitude oscillations, and can even be synchronised with the haemodynamic re-
sponses. Their presence can therefore cause false positive detections and it is essential
that motion artifacts are removed or at least reduced. The simplest approach is to re-
ject any trial that is contaminated by motion artifacts. However, in some experiments,
particularly in challenging populations (e.g. epileptic patients, or infants), very few
trials can be recorded, making the rejection process impracticable. An alternative is
to use additional devices (e.g. accelerometers) to provide an independent measure of
motion artifacts and use regression methods to remove their effect on the optical data
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Figure 3.6 Processing pipeline. General pipeline for fNIRS and DOT data analysis: signal
processing steps (black boxes), image reconstruction steps (red boxes) and statistical analysis
steps (green boxes).

[58, 59]. The last option, and the most general solution, is to use post-processing tech-
niques that rely on inherent changes in the amplitude and frequency content of the
signal to detect and remove motion artifacts. Examples include Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) [60, 61], Kalman filtering [62], wavelet filtering [63, 64], correlation-
based signal improvement (CBSI) [65], iteratively reweighted least squares [66] and
spline interpolation [67]. The performance of each technique will depend on the type
of motion artifacts; comparison studies have shown that spline interpolation performs
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Figure 3.7 Motion artifacts. Example of spike-like motion artifacts in an optical signal. This
type of artifact is easily detectable in the measured signal. Artifacts are identified by black
arrows. A magnified version of one of the artifacts is presented at the bottom of the figure.

very well when motion artifacts can be clearly identified in the measured signal, while
wavelet filtering outperforms other techniques when motion artifacts are more subtle.
Furthermore, the combination of spline interpolation and wavelet filtering outperforms
the other techniques in datasets highly contaminated by motion artifacts, such as those
acquired in infant studies [68, 69, 70].

Physiological noise includes any change in the measured fNIRS signal that has a
physiological origin that is not related to the targeted neural activity. Examples of
these fluctuations are cardiac activity, respiration, vasomotor waves (a.k.a. Mayer’s
waves) and very low frequency oscillations (Figure 3.8). Vasomotor waves are partic-
ularly challenging because of the similarity between their frequency content and that
of the haemodynamic response. Physiological interference originates from both the
cerebral compartment and from the extra-cerebral layers. Skin and skull tissues and
the pial layer are highly vascularised. As light travels from the source to the detector,
it must pass through these superficial layers twice. As a result, optical measurements
are significantly more sensitive to these layers than they are to the brain [71]. To
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Figure 3.8 Physiological noise. Example of physiological noise fluctuations in the measured
optical signal: heart beat, respiration and vasomotor waves are apparent in this measured
signal.

complicate the situation further, the superficial signal contribution can be time-locked
with the stimulus presentation: heart rate and blood pressure increases are common in
response to a functional task [72, 73]. These superficial changes can even demonstrate
spatial variation across the scalp, and are often mistaken for functional activation of
the brain. It is therefore extremely important to minimise physiological noise in order
to estimate true brain activity.

Many studies rely on the assumption that these physiological oscillations are tem-
porally uncorrelated with the functional brain response, and that physiological oscilla-
tions are a global effect while the brain response is spatially localised to a small number
of measured channels. These assumptions would allow block averaging or PCA tech-
niques to be used to reduce physiological confounds and extract the functional brain
response [56, 60]. However, these assumptions are often unjustified.

Many studies have used additional measurements systems (e.g. pulse oximetry,
blood pressure monitoring, fMRI) to explicitly measure physiological oscillations and
then regress them from the fNIRS signals [72, 74]. However, additional measurements
are not always available and can add to the complexity of an experiment.

One solution to the problem of superficial contamination has been very successful
in recent years: the use of short-separation (SS) channels, which have a small source-
detector distance (<10 mm). Given the relationship between source-detector distance
and depth sensitivity, SS channels are almost exclusively sensitive to the extra-cerebral
layers [75]. The signal measured by SS channels can therefore be regressed from the
signal measured by standard separation channels to minimise the effect of physiologi-
cal noise. Several algorithms have been proposed to perform this regression, including
least squares fitting [71, 76], Kalman filtering [77], adaptive filtering [78], GLM-based
analyses [66] and Bayesian filtering [79]. Some of these algorithms perform two-stage
processes, where the haemodynamic response is estimated as a final step via block av-
eraging or GLM-approaches, whilst others perform physiological noise reduction and
brain response estimation in one step. Since the use of SS channels is a relatively re-
cent advance, regression algorithms are still in development and as yet there is no gold
standard method.
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Fast event-related designs require different approaches to estimate the haemody-
namic response. The short inter-stimulus interval causes consecutive HRFs to overlap
substantially. In this situation, the use of block averaging to estimate the haemody-
namic response is insufficient. Under the assumption of linearity, deconvolution ap-
proaches can, instead, be applied to estimate the underlying HRF. These consist of
GLM-based analyses or model-free approaches, where the HRFs to each stimulus type
are separated and estimated through deconvolution. It is worth noting that models for
the fNIRS haemodynamic response tend to be more complex than the canonical HRF
model used in fMRI (see Chapter 1), to try to recover more information than size and
location of brain activity (e.g., the latency of the activation peak or the temporal profile
features). This is permitted partly because of the high temporal resolution of optical
devices. The proposed fNIRS HRF models can be divided into two categories: more
constrained models (e.g., gamma functions), in which the temporal profile of the HRF
has a predefined shape and less constrained models (e.g., set of Gaussian functions),
which have been designed to approach a model-free methodology.

If a significant number of channels, with a range of source-detector separations and
overlapping sensitivity profiles are obtained, image reconstruction of the recovered
HRF can be performed, as described in Section 3.3.3. Another possibility, even if less
commonly applied, is to reconstruct the entire acquired data series and then recover
the HRF in the image space.

In resting state functional connectivity studies, the aim is to produce spatial maps of
regions of the brain which exhibit temporally correlated, low-frequency spontaneous
brain activity. The effect of motion artifact on these correlations is difficult to predict,
and as a result motion-contaminated data segments are usually rejected before the
data is band-pass filtered between 0.009 and 0.08 Hz. Physiological noise regression
is also important in these studies, to avoid unwanted physiological correlations being
mistaken for functional connectivity [39, 41].

A number of open source software packages are available for optical signal analysis
and image reconstruction. The list below is not exhaustive, but includes a range of the
most common toolboxes [80]:

HOMER2 (http://homer-fnirs.org) [81]: The most popular and widespread soft-
ware package for fNIRS data analysis, HOMER2 is a Matlab-based set of scripts
with a user-friendly interface that can be used to filter optical signals and estimate
the average haemodynamic response. A number of the motion artifact correction
and physiological noise reduction techniques described above have been imple-
mented in HOMER2. AtlasViewer, a package that can produce cortical sensitivity
maps of a given array configuration, has recently been added to HOMER2 and
should help users to optimise probe design and placement, and improve the inter-
subject comparison of optical data [48].

NIRS-SPM (http://bispl.weebly.com/nirs-spm.html) [82, 83]: A Matlab-based
fNIRS analysis package, NIRS-SPM is founded upon the Statistical Parametric
Mapping (SPM) package developed for fMRI [84]. NIRS-SPM can produce sta-
tistical maps of brain activation overlaid on a brain template that provides some
spatial localization, without requiring full image reconstruction approaches.

NAP (NIRS Analysis Package) [85]: It is a Matlab-based toolbox for fNIRS data
analysis, noise reduction and statistical inference. It is based on the GLM.
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NIRS Toolbox (https://bitbucket.org/huppertt/nirs-toolbox/wiki/Home): It is a
Matlab-based toolbox for signal processing, display and statistics of fNIRS data.
It includes statistical analysis methods for both the single subject and the group
level, image reconstruction and functional connectivity analysis tools.

POTATo (Platform for Optical Topography Analysis Tools) [86]: Another Matlab-
based platform for fNIRS data analysis, POTATo has been developed by Hitachi.
It consists of a user-friendly interface and can output 2D topographical activation
maps.

TOAST++ (http://web4.cs.ucl.ac.uk/research/vis/toast/) [87]: Based on C++
but with Matlab and Python interfaces, TOAST++ is a software suite for DOT
image reconstruction. It uses an FEM forward solver to simulate the propagation
of light in highly scattering media and provides a module with several inverse
problem solvers and regularization methods to reconstruct the spatial distribution
of absorption and scattering coefficients.

NIRFAST (http://www.dartmouth.edu/~nir/nirfast/) [88]: A Matlab-based FEM
package with a user-friendly interface, NIRFAST can be used to solve the forward
and inverse problem in DOT.

MCX (Monte Carlo Extreme) and MMC (Mesh-based Monte Carlo)
(http://mcx.sourceforge.net/) [89, 90]: These Monte Carlo simulation pack-
ages simulate light propagation in highly scattering media using stochastic
modelling methods and can be used to solve the forward problem of DOT. Monte
Carlo simulations are thought to provide a more accurate solution to the forward
problem compared with FEM-based approaches, particularly in low-scattering
media like the cerebrospinal fluid. While MMC requires a finite-element mesh,
MCX uses Graphics Processing Units (GPU) to accelerate the computation.

NeuroDOT (https://github.com/AdamEggebrecht/) [91]: NeuroDOT is a MATLAB-
based toolbox, which contains several pipelines that can be applied by users for
signal processing, data quality check and visualization as well as for image recon-
struction of their data.

3.4.4 Statistical analysis

Some of the optical analysis software presented above provide statistical analysis tools,
while others output only the averaged HRFs or reconstructed images.

The most common statistical approach to optical data analysis is SPM, which is
based on the concept of a GLM [84]. The outputs of these methods are activation maps
(usually showing t- or z-statistics or p-values), which are corrected for multiple com-
parisons. If SPM is applied to channel-wise optical data, the resulting activation maps
will be created via a process of interpolation and then overlaid on a brain template. In
this case, SPM methodology (usually applied in fMRI) must be adjusted because sta-
tionary Gaussian random field theory cannot be applied to sparse measurement arrays
[92]. However, if the array has sufficient density to allow image reconstruction, SPM
can be applied to the image-space data in a manner completely analogous to fMRI.
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Other standard statistical methods include Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) and t-
tests. Usually some features of the average hemodynamic response are extracted for
each subject and channel, e.g. the peak value, the latency of the peak, the area under
the curve or the mean value of the HRF in a predefined temporal window around the
expected peak. ANOVAs and (paired) t-tests are then performed to statistically infer
whether there are significant differences between populations, or between different
tasks or channels. It is important to correct the statistical results for multiple compar-
isons, above all when multi-channel fNIRS or DOT is used.

When resting state functional connectivity analysis is performed, correlation values
can be computed, for example with seed-based approaches, where the Pearson correla-
tion coefficient is computed between a chosen time series and all other signals. Another
approach is to use Independent Component Analysis (ICA) to derive independent indi-
vidual components. Either way, correlation values or ICA components can be directly
compared with t-tests or transformed to z scores by Fisher’s r to z transformation and
statistically analysed with ANOVAs or t-tests.

For a detailed description of the statistical analysis of fNIRS data see [92].

3.5 Examples of application

In this section, we describe some exemplar applications of optical techniques. The
first example reports important results obtained in fNIRS studies of infants [93, 94].
The study of brain function and neurocognitive development in infants is a field in
which optical methods have begun to reach their significant potential. The second
example describes the use of optical methods in the neonatal clinic to study seizures
[95]. The last example illustrates the state-of-the-art of DOT methods. High-density
DOT is applied to study both healthy and pathological adults. This work highlights the
tremendous progress optical techniques have achieved in recent years [28].

3.5.1 Functional studies of the infant brain

The processing of the human voice in the infant brain is an important topic of research
in cognitive neuroscience. The ability to process human voice is fundamental to so-
cial interaction. Studies have shown that humans develop the ability to distinguish
voices from non-vocal sounds very early in life [96], and that, even prenatally, they
are able to recognise their mother’s voice [97]. It is extremely important to localise
and understand the regions of the brain in which voice processing occurs, and at what
age infants start to show voice-specific cortical function. This information is important
from a neurodevelopment perspective, but is also crucial to the study of disorders such
as autism and schizophrenia, which cause impaired social cognition.

Lloyd-Fox et al. [93] used fNIRS to investigate this topic. While fMRI studies of
voice processing in infants have been reported, the technique requires the infant sub-
jects to be asleep. fNIRS studies can be performed on awake infants, in more suitable
environments. Lloyd-Fox et al. [93] presented thirty-three healthy 4 to 7 month-old
infants with non-speech voice sounds and familiar non-voice sounds and studied the
brain specialization to the two stimuli, as well as its development of the responses
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with age. Examples of non-speech voice sounds include laughing, crying, yawning and
coughing, while examples of non-voice sounds include running water and the rattling
of toys. In order to keep infants’ attention, visual stimuli were presented in synchrony
with the auditory stimuli. To account for the potential impact of this visual stimulus,
a third condition was presented: visual stimulation only. Haemodynamic responses
to the visual-only condition were subtracted from the responses of the two auditory
conditions, to take into account the impact of the visual presentation. The paradigm
consisted of a 10 s baseline trial (presentation of static images of transport) followed by
a 10 s of stimulation (which could be one of the three conditions) in a pseudo random
order. A minimum of four valid trials per condition was required to include the infant
in the final analysis. A 38-channel fNIRS array was placed bilaterally over the inferior
frontal cortex and both the anterior and posterior portions of the superior temporal
regions (aST and pST respectively).

The results of this study showed a localised bilateral activation over the aST in
response to the voice stimuli, but a more widespread bilateral activation over the in-
ferior frontal region and both the aST and pST in response to non-voice stimuli. In
particular, the aST showed a greater haemodynamic response to the voice condition
compared to the non-voice condition. It is hypothesised that the greater activation to
non-voice stimuli in the pST could reflect an immature response, since these results
are not replicated in adults. Lloyd-Fox et al. [93] performed a correlation analysis to
evaluate the relationship between the age of the participant and the amplitude of the
response to stimuli. This analysis revealed a significant correlation between the two
only in the voice condition. These results provide evidence that cerebral specialization
in response to human voice sounds emerges during the first 6 months of life and that
infants are able to discriminate between voice and non-voice stimuli at this early age.

Another interesting application of optical techniques in infants is the study of global
functional networks. It is well known that these networks play an important role in
human cognition and behaviour, and that the infant brain rapidly develops both short-
and long-range connectivity. The investigation of how and when these global networks
emerge in early infancy is important because they may be an important biomarker
for healthy cognitive development. From a structural brain development perspective,
there are two contrasting hypotheses on the development of functional connectivity
between cortical areas. The first is that there is an increase in functional connectivity
with age, due to the increase in myelination over the postnatal period. The second
hypothesis is that a decrease should be observed because of the number of synaptic
connections is known to decrease shortly after birth.

Homae et al. [94] used fNIRS to investigate this critical question. Fifty-two healthy
full-term infants, of which 15 were neonates, 21 were 3-months old and 16 were
6-months old, were investigated in this study. A 94-channel fNIRS array was located
over the frontal, parietal, temporal and occipital areas as shown in Figure 3.9a. The
resulting signals were band-pass filtered (cut-off frequencies at 0.009 and 0.08 Hz),
and 3 minutes of good quality, motion-free data was extracted for further analysis.
The Pearson’s correlation coefficient was computed between the time course of
each channel and all other channels (see Figure 3.9c). In Figure 3.9b, examples of
data before the filtering procedure are shown for two channels with high temporal
correlation and two channels with low temporal correlation. As can be seen from
Figure 3.9c, long-range correlations appear to develop with age. In neonates, high
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a) b)

c)

Figure 3.9 Infant functional networks. a) The 94-channel fNIRS array located over the frontal,
parietal, temporal and occipital areas. b) Examples of data before the filtering procedure for
two channels with high temporal correlation and two channels with low temporal correlation.
c) Significant correlations between areas for all ages. Adapted with permission from [94].

correlations are found between multiple channels in the frontal region, both within
and between hemispheres, but only very weak correlations were observed with
other brain areas. The inter-hemispheric correlations across the frontal regions were
maintained (but somewhat reduced) in the 3-month and 6-month old infants, while
inter-hemispheric correlations develop between many other regions, particularly the
temporal, parietal and occipital cortices. The authors performed a further cluster
analysis to spatially identify regions with similar temporal correlations. These results
suggest that functional networks start to become bilaterally organised during the
first 3 months of life and might be related to the functional maturation of the corpus
callosum. Another interesting result of this study was that correlations increased with
age only in channels located in the left parietal and temporal regions, but not in their
homologous right-hemisphere channels. This left-lateralization in the development of
functional connectivity might be associated with the leftward structural asymmetry
of the arcuate fasciculus in adults. Finally, the authors demonstrated that there is a
particular spatial pattern of functional correlations (localised over the left hemisphere,
across the frontal and occipital areas) that shows a decrease in connectivity between
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term and 3-months of age, but an increase in connectivity between 3 and 6 months of
age. The authors hypothesised that this pattern might be evidence of a reorganization
of the connections between frontal and posterior areas at different developmental
stages. Functional networks were therefore found to exhibit spatially specific, age-
related growth and decline over the first few months of life.

3.5.2 Neonatal clinical application

Seizures are a common symptom of neonatal brain injury, but are also independently
associated with a poor clinical outcome [98]. Neonatal seizures are thought to be
significantly under diagnosed, are poorly classified and are difficult to treat [99]. Elec-
troencephalography (EEG, see Chapter 5 for more information on the EEG technique)
is commonly applied in the study of seizures and epileptic conditions, but continuous
EEG monitoring is not standard clinical practice. This is at least in part due to the
fact that interpreting neonatal EEG is very challenging, and there is a complex and
unpredictable relationship between clinical symptoms of seizure and neonatal EEG.
Furthermore, seizures are a spatially varying phenomenon, which can be related to
the underlying brain pathology and the spatial resolution of EEG is severely limited.
For these reasons, the application of DOT in the study of infant seizure has significant
promise.

In 2014, Singh et al. [95] were able to produce the first ever DOT images of a seizure
in the new-born infant. This required the integration of DOT and EEG. The EEG trace
was used simply as a marker for seizure events, which allowed the haemodynamic im-
pact of the EEG-identified seizures to be investigated. Singh et al. [95] used the 16
paired-source, 16 detector UCL Optical Imaging System and a flexible head cap (Fig-
ure 3.10) to record 58 individual DOT channels positioned across the scalp. Thirteen
EEG electrodes were also embedded into the flexible cap to allow EEG to be acquired
in the clinical neonatal EEG montage. The head cap allowed simultaneous DOT and
EEG recording to take place for an extended period without risking the comfort of the
infant.

In this case-study, Singh et al. [95] performed simultaneous DOT and EEG on an in-
fant who had suffered a hypoxic ischaemic insult shortly after being born at term age.
The infant then underwent a period of clinical hypothermia, during which its body tem-
perature was reduced by several degrees in an effort to minimise neurological injury.
Singh et al. [95] were able to identify 7 seizures in a 60 minute DOT-EEG recording
during the period where the infant’s body temperature was returned to normal. These
seizures were independently identified from the EEG data by two neurophysiologists.

The first major result of this paper was that the observed haemodynamic response to
the seizure events was extremely large. In fact, it was clearly visible in the unprocessed
DOT signals. When analysed using a typical, channel-wise NIRS approach, the peak
seizure-induced change in HbO was found to be 12.4 µM. This should be compared to
a typical adult functional response, which is usually on the order of 1 µM [56, 100, 37].
The scale of these changes is important, because if the haemodynamic response to a
seizure is large enough to be observed without averaging, it provides evidence that
continuous DOT monitoring may improve seizure detection.
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The morphology of the seizure-induced changes in HbO and HbR identified in this
infant were also significant. The seven identified seizures exhibited a highly consistent
pattern of haemodynamic changes. This consisted of an initial increase in HbO and
HbR, followed by a sudden and prolonged decrease in HbO and HbR relative to the
pre-seizure state. This period of decreased blood volume was found to last several min-
utes in some cases. Figure 3.11a summarises this biphasic morphology. Figure 3.11b
also exhibits an example of an imaging sequence that was obtained through linear re-
construction of the DOT data using a bespoke, spatially-registered and age matched
neonatal atlas [101]. Interestingly, the spatial distribution of seizure-induced changes
in HbO, HbR and HbT (total haemoglobin, sum of HbO and HbR) was also found to be
extremely consistent between seizure events.

While the authors admit that a single case study is not sufficient to draw any clinical
or physiological conclusions, this investigation provides an exciting demonstration of
the utility of DOT imaging in the clinical environment.

3.5.3 Healthy and pathological adults

DOT technology has advanced dramatically in recent years, with high-density ap-
proaches achieving increased spatial resolution and anatomical localization and im-
provements in signal processing allowing greater sensitivity and specificity. Despite
these advances, certain challenges have hindered the acceptance of DOT as a standard
neuroimaging technique. First, DOT imaging systems tend to have a severely limited
field of view (i.e. are only able to cover a limited brain area). This is because of the
challenge of building an instrument and patient interface with a sufficiently high num-

Figure 3.10 Example of cap. The flexible head cap used to accommodate both optodes and
electrodes is displayed on the baby’s head. Reproduced with permission from [95].
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Figure 3.11 Example of a seizure event. a) A biphasic response is apparent in the DOT data
with an increase in blood volume, followed by a prolonged decrease in blood volume, which last
several minutes. HbO (in red), HbR (in blue) and HbT (in green) are displayed and represent
the average of the concentration changes during one of the seizure events across all channels. b)
A sequence of reconstructed images showing 7 particular time points of the changes in HbT are
displayed. The 7 time points are visualised with black vertical lines in the upper panel. Dorsal,
left and right lateral views are shown. Adapted with permission from [95].

ber of channels. Second, DOT acquisitions suffer from superficial tissue contamination
(as discussed above) and third, DOT obtains no structural information about the brain,
and accurate image reconstruction and interpretation requires DOT measurements to
be spatially registered to a structural image (be it a subject-specific MRI or atlas).

In their breakthrough paper, Eggebrecht et al. [28] demonstrate that all these funda-
mental limitations can now be overcome. They present a high-density DOT system that
is able to map distributed brain function and resting state networks in both healthy and
pathological adults. Their results demonstrate that high-density DOT is now a robust
alternative to more traditional functional neuroimaging techniques. Eggebrecht et al.
[28] describe a system consisting of 96 sources and 92 detectors, which together pro-
vide more than 1200 channels at varying source-detector distances, the shortest being
13 mm. This configuration provides high sensitivity to regions up to 10 mm below
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the pial surface while also allowing the effects of superficial haemodynamics to be re-
moved. The authors also demonstrate an imaging array designed to provide maximum
comfort to the participant, as well as stable, high-quality optical coupling to the scalp.

Advances in MRI segmentation, finite element modelling, registration and photon
migration simulations were all exploited to efficiently create subject-specific head mod-
els, sensitivity profiles and high-quality reconstructed images.

Eight healthy adults participated in experiments that were designed to highlight the
imaging quality that can be obtained by DOT by direct, within-subject comparison with
fMRI images. Functional paradigms consisting of visual stimulation with a flickering
checkerboard and more subtle auditory and language stimulation were used to test the
ability of the system to map distributed brain function. During the language paradigm,
subjects were instructed to either listen to, to read, to imagine themselves reading
or to produce a verb associated with a presented word. These functional stimulation
paradigms demonstrated an exceptional correspondence between DOT and fMRI ac-
tivation (Figure 3.12). Resting state data were also acquired for a 10-minute period
to test the ability of the system to map resting state networks. A seed-based analy-
sis was employed to study the spatial pattern of functional connectivity. Again, fMRI
and DOT results were highly consistent, with the dorsal attention network, the fronto-
parietal control network and the default mode network showing both intra- and inter-
hemispheric functional connectivity via both modalities. To demonstrate the advan-
tages of DOT approaches, three patients with Parkinson’s disease and implanted deep-
brain stimulation electrodes, who are unable to undergo MRI, performed the language
and resting state protocol with DOT. The results of both the functional paradigms and
the resting state analysis were similar to those of the healthy group.

Although Eggebrecht et al. [28] were successful in demonstrating the state-of-
the-art of DOT methodology, several limitations are still apparent in their approach.
For example, the spatial resolution of their high-density DOT system is still lower
than that of fMRI (approximately 13 mm vs. 6 mm) and, like most optical meth-
ods, their system has limited depth sensitivity and can only be used to study the
cortical surface. Furthermore, the use of subject-specific structural MRI in the image
reconstruction procedure (though it minimises localization errors) negates one of the
major advantages of optical techniques. Atlas-based approaches have been proven
to be an effective solution [44] to this problem, but do result in additional error.
Despite these concerns, the remarkable advances in high-density DOT achieved by
Eggebrecht et al. [28] are likely to mark a watershed moment in the development
and uptake of optical imaging methods. The next great technological leap will be
to produce high-density optical imaging systems with a truly portable, or even wear-
able, construction. This technology would allow optical methods to fully reach their
potential of allowing functional neuroimaging to take place in almost any environment.
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Figure 3.12 Comparison between DOT and fMRI results. Example of group average results
for one language paradigm (listening to speech) for both DOT and fMRI. In the last row, a map
of the overlap between the results of the two techniques is displayed. Adapted with permission
from [102].
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4.1 Introduction

Magnetoencephalography (MEG) is a neuroimaging modality that measures the weak
magnetic fields produced by neural currents in the brain. To make the recording of
such tiny signals possible, the subject sits in a shielded room isolated from external
electromagnetic interferences. With the current technology, hundreds of sensors lying
in a supraconductive medium are positioned in a rigid helmet to cover as much of
the brain as possible. This enables reliable magnetic field capture in the range of a few
femtotesla1 (fT) and consequently to non-invasively record brain activity at millisecond
time scales.

MEG was invented in the 1970s, reached technical maturity in the 90s, and is now
used around the world for clinical and cognitive neuroscience. This chapter presents
a short history of MEG with the basics of acquisition and equipment before giving a
more detailed explanation of the analysis of MEG signals. It concludes with some
current applications of MEG and some exciting new challenges and opportunities for
the field.

4.2 Historical notes

In the last 30 years, neuroimaging has been a very active field of research, yet func-
tional neuroimaging has a history that dates back far earlier. Human brain activity was
first recorded by Hans Berger in 1929 [1], who measured the first electroencephalog-
raphy (EEG) signals in humans. Later, between the 60s and 80s, several other neu-
roimaging techniques were introduced. Among them are positron emission tomogra-
phy (PET), functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), near-infrared spectroscopy
(NIRS) and magnetoencephalography (MEG) [2, 3].

MEG is an electromagnetic brain imaging modality, the image from MEG is derived
from the electrical properties of neurons. Axonal depolarization provides communica-
tion between cells in the form of small, measurable currents. Coordinated signals from
populations of neurons provides the signal which is measured with the MEG array. This
is distinctly different from fMRI, which measures differences of BOLD (see Chapter 1)
associated with the metabolic demand of neuronal activity. MEG has an instantaneous
access to cortical electrical activity, with an excellent temporal resolution in the order
of one millisecond.

Figure 4.1 shows a schematic representation of the origin of the magnetic field
recorded by MEG. Electric currents flowing along the apical dendrites of pyramidal
neurons located in the cortical grey matter form electric currents that induce a mag-
netic field which is strong enough to be measured non-invasively.

Before MEG, non-invasive electrophysiology was based only on EEG (see Chapter 5).
The consequence of Maxwell’s equations on the practical analysis of EEG sensor data
initially attracted neuroscientists towards MEG. As the head is relatively spherical with
conductivity varying along its radius, the external magnetic field is almost unaffected

11fT= 10−15T which equals ten billionths of the strength of Earth’s magnetic field on the equator. The brain
has a picotesla magnetic field factor (1pT= 10−12T)

140 Basic Neuroimaging, Second Edition.
By P.S.Bloomfield, S.Brigadoi, G.Rizzo, M.Veronese - Copyright © 2021
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Figure 4.1 Origin of MEG signals. Electric currents flowing along the apical dendrites of
pyramidal neurons produce currents that can be modelled by an equivalent current dipole
(ECD) whose amplitude Q is commonly on the order of 10 to 100 nAm. The ECD generates an
external magnetic field at a given location and orientation.

by tissues above the cortex, and the skull [4]. A consequence of this is that MEG data
analysis is not strongly affected by skull conductivity parameter misspecification.

Despite the strong interest in non-invasive magnetic measurements of neural activ-
ity, current full head MEG systems took many years to develop. As is often the case in
medical imaging, progress in image/signal quality is closely associated with develop-
ments in physical theory, technology and measurement systems. In 1968, David Cohen
at MIT recorded the first alpha waves using an induction coil magnetometer [2].

Alpha waves are in the 7.5-12.5 Hz range of oscillations in the rostral domains of the
cortex. The MEG signals relied on averaging using an EEG reference electrode. This
was due in part to the weak amplitude of the magnetic field induced from cortical ac-
tivity (about 10 to 100 fT) but also to the high levels of noise from the sensor available
at that time.

After the discovery of the superconductive tunneling principle by Josephson [5] and
the existence of Superconducting QUantum Interference Devices (SQUIDs), proposed
by Silver and Zimmerman [6], David Cohen managed to record the first MEG data
without help of EEG [3].

More than 40 years later, MEG is used for clinical and cognitive neuroscience in 170
laboratories world wide.

4.3 What is MEG?

4.3.1 Measuring MEG data

There are different methods used to measure neuronal activity in MEG research sys-
tems. The magnetic field is a vector field, which means that to measure it, one needs
to position sensors at specific locations on the skull with defined orientations. This is
different to EEG, which measures a scalar field which is the electric potential.
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The magnetic field can be measured using magnetometers or gradiometers. Mag-
netometers directly measure the magnetic field, whereas gradiometers measure spatial
derivatives of the magnetic fields. Therefore measurements on magnetometers are ex-
pressed in Tesla (T) whereas for gradiometers measurements are expressed in Tesla per
meter (T/m). While the magnetic field is classically measured radially, gradiometers
can be classed as either planar or axial gradiometers. Denoting by z the orientation
normal to the head, the planar gradiometers measure the derivative on the x or y
axis of the field in the z direction (Figure 4.2). Such planar gradiometers are used in
the most popular MEG system called the Neuromag VectorView (Elekta Oy, Helsinki,
Finland).

The VectorView device covers the whole head, and has 306 sensors arranged in 102
triplets, each comprising two orthogonal planar gradiometers and one magnetometer.
Alternative systems such as the CTF, 4D/BTi or KIT use different strategies to sample
the magnetic field, maintaining a good signal to noise ratio (SNR). For example, the
CTF system was designed with axial gradiometers that measure variations of the field
along the z axis but also in the z direction. Despite the variety of systems, it was
shown that, for classical neuroscience experiments, standard MEG imaging results are
well reproduced across acquisition setups [7].

Planar Gradiometers:

Magnetometer:

∂Bz /∂y

Bz

∂Bz / ∂x

Figure 4.2 VectorView system. Full head VectorView system with 102 triplets of MEG sensors,
each formed by an axial magnetometer and two planar gradiometers sensitive to the field in the
z direction.
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4.3.2 Understanding MEG data

Understanding MEG data requires understanding the specificities of sensors and what
they are sensitive to. It also requires understanding the basic physics of field propa-
gation from sources to sensors. Both the existence of EEG and MEG signals can be
explained by the laws of electromagnetism due to James Clerk Maxwell in the 19th
century. Maxwell’s equations can explain how an electric current in a wire can produce
a magnetic field. Given the distance between the sensors and the neural assemblies
generating MEG signals, one can quite accurately model sources as a set of equivalent
current dipoles (ECDs) (Figure 4.1) [8, 9]. The field lines produced by a current dipole
are represented in Figure 4.1. MEG sensors are sensitive to the field flowing through
the pickup coil of the SQUIDs. The orientation of the field lines, therefore, have an
effect on the sign of the measured signal.

An axial magnetometer positioned close to the scalp surface will record a positive
signal for field lines radiating outwardly from the head while it will produce negative
values for field lines oriented inwardly. Given the shape of the field lines sketched
in Figure 4.1 for a dipole, one can predict that the field produced by a dipole and
measured by a set of axial magnetometers will produce a bimodal distribution with a
positive voxel cluster and a negative one. This is a consequence of Maxwell’s equations
as illustrated in Fig. 4.3. On the left, one can see the dipolar pattern produced by a
source in the right auditory cortex following a monaural auditory stimulation. Fol-
lowing the procedure described by [10], this pattern is represented on a virtual grid
of magnetometers although the field was measured with a mix of planar gradiome-
ters and magnetometers. The practical reason for such a visualization is that dipolar
patterns are easy to interpret. Indeed, as illustrated on the right of the figure, if one
can see a dipolar pattern like this, one can infer that the data are produced by a single
dipole in between the two foci of strong magnetic field. The sign of the data at the peak
locations furthermore allows to infer the orientation of the dipole. Here, the position
and orientation of the dipole is represented by a white arrow pointing downwards.

To conclude these basic explanations of MEG physics, one should mention that MEG
is known to be blind to radial sources which would typically appear on top of the
cortical gyri. A slightly tilted source will produce some signal, noticeable by its dipolar
field pattern on a helmet of virtual magnetometers.

Some practical implications of the type of magnometer are as follows. MEG field
patterns are always dipolar when visualised on axial magnetometers. If magnetometers
are used and the signal contains a non-symmetric activation pattern, e.g. only a positive
or a negative cluster of values, then it suggests that the other half of the dipolar pattern
is not accessible to any sensors and therefore it is outside the helmet. Otherwise, it can
be due to a complex configuration of sources, which in some cases can be identified
by looking at the temporal dynamics of the data. The rationale is that if we observe
channels that reach their peak amplitudes at different time instants, then it implies that
more than one source is present. MEG data can be recorded without the presence of
a subject, which is useful for the characterization of the measurement noise. This can
be particularly convenient to calibrate statistical tools used during data analysis. The
next section is dedicated to the presentation of different steps commonly used for the
analysis of MEG data.
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a) b)

+

_

Figure 4.3 The dipolar field pattern of MEG data on axial magnetometers. The positive
(red area) and negative (blue area) values on the MEG helmet (a) indicate the orientation and
approximation position of an equivalent current dipole in between peak values and pointing
downwards (b).

4.4 Analyzing MEG data

The development of digital computers, together with the advances in signal process-
ing methods contributed to transform MEG and EEG data analysis into a domain of
research for engineers, physicists and mathematicians. Assisted by the invention of
the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm in 1965 by Cooley and Tukey, frequency-
domain analysis of EEG time series, such as power-spectral-density (PSD) estima-
tion, or phase coherence have been used for cognitive and clinical studies since the
60s. Time-frequency analysis of event-related synchronization and desynchronization
(ERS/ERD respectively) has provided means to study brain dynamics at the scale of
tens of milliseconds, preserving both spatial and spectral information. This has ex-
tended task-related brain studies beyond evoked response potentials and morphology.
More recently, in the 90s, the advances in anatomical MRI data giving access to indi-
vidual brain anatomy, marked the transition into the era of functional localization of
MEG activity.

This section is an introduction to modern analysis of MEG data. It covers the ba-
sics of data preprocessing, computation of time-domain averages, event-related fields
(ERF), time-frequency domains ERS and ERD, as well as inverse modelling which can
be used to create brain activation maps.

4.4.1 Data inspection and de-noising

A standard MEG experiment consists of several acquisitions runs. Each run commonly
lasts between 5 and 10 minutes. From each scan you obtain a raw data file containing
the signal gathered from the array of sensors. It represents 1-2 GB of data depending
on the sampling rate used. MEG data are commonly sampled between 500 Hz and
2 kHz. Acquisitions runs are typically short to avoid unwanted motion artifacts, al-
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though they can be rather well corrected using dedicated software tools provided by
MEG vendors.

Starting from the raw data, the first step of an MEG analysis is to inspect the data
in order to evaluate the presence of external magnetic interference, biological artifacts
or sensor issues. These can be due to noisy and “jumping” channels, or due to the
subject moving during acquisition. Various tools exist to automate artifact detection
and rejection procedures. However, it is always a good practice to inspect the data
visually at an early stage of processing. This may not always be possible when analysing
hours of recordings for one subject or a standard experiment for many subjects.

A frequently used tool to remove external artifacts in MEG is the signal space separa-
tion (SSS) method [11]. This method exploits the known physics of magnetic fields in
free space and is therefore only applicable to MEG, and not to EEG. A simpler approach,
applicable to both EEG and MEG, is to make use of projectors. The idea is to estimate
the noise subspace and to project the data on the orthogonal subspace in which the
signal-to-noise ratio is better. This approach if often known as Signal Space Projection
(SSP) [12], and sometimes referred to as Principal Component Analysis (PCA), as it
involves the computation of the eigenvectors of a covariance matrix like in PCA. Sen-
sor and environmental noise can be reduced by employing a noise-covariance matrix
estimated from data acquired in the absence of a subject. Alternatively, a subject noise
covariance can be estimated from pre-stimulus intervals available in evoked-response
studies. If the goal is to study ongoing, task-free, or instantaneous single-trial activity,
the separation of the subject noise from the signal of interest is less feasible. In this
case, the conservative choice of employing the empty-room noise-covariance matrix is
a safer option.

Another popular alternative to SSP projections for artifact removal is Independent
Componant Analysis (ICA). The assumption behind ICA is that the measured data are
the result of a linear combination of statistically independent latent time series, com-
monly named sources. ICA estimates a mixing matrix and source time series that are
maximally non-Gaussian (kurtosis and skewness). Once these time series are uncov-
ered, particular ones, e.g., artifacts, can be dropped before reverting the mixing pro-
cess. As a consequence, only the selected time series will remain in the signals. After
any noise removal, it is recommended to visually inspect the cleaned data in order to
evaluate the impact of the method. Although it may not always be obvious, the se-
lection of a noise rejection procedure invariably implies some assumptions about the
nature of the signals and noise.

4.4.2 Time and frequency domain averages

Common experimental neuroscience paradigms consist of repeated presentations of
sensory stimuli, such as auditory, visual or somatosensory stimuli. Such stimuli elicit
a brain response that follows the stimulus onset. As such, responses are relatively
weak and corrupted by strong noise. The historical and still most common approach
to detect these weak responses is based on averaging outputs after repetitions of the
same stimulus.

When done in the time-domain, the averaging process generates the so-called event-
related fields (ERF), equivalent to event-related potentials (ERP) when recorded with
EEG. ERF and ERP are often referred to in the literature as evoked responses. The graph
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Figure 4.4 Evoked responses. A sample evoked response (event-related fields in
magnetometers on the left and gradiometers on the right) showing traces for individual
channels. The biggest deflection, also called component, on these graphs is known as the
auditory N100m or M100.

in Figure 4.4 presents an ERF obtained by averaging about 60 repetitions per channel,
also called epochs or trials, following monaural presentations of auditory tones. Data
are recorded from both magnetometers and planar gradiometers of a VectorView sys-
tem illustrated in Figure 4.2. By averaging these 60 epochs of data, one can clearly see
a signal deflection from zero. When looking at the magnetometers, one can see that
some channels deviate simultaneously from zero positively and others deviate nega-
tively. This suggests an emerging dipolar pattern in the magnetometers, as explained
by the physics of magnetic propagation (Figure 4.5).

In the neuroscience literature, peak deflections on the ERF and ERP have been ex-
tensively studied. Such ERF/ERP deflections are known components and have been
named according to their latencies. For example, the main peak presented in Figure
4.4 corresponds to what is known in the EEG literature as the auditory N100. Here
N refers to the sign of the deflection as quantified with EEG (see Chapter 5). In MEG
there is no such thing as the sign of the deflection due to the dipolarity of the pattern.
As an adaptation of theory from EEG to the MEG field, N100 is renamed as N100m or
simply M100.

The process of time domain averaging implicitly assumes that the evoked response
of the brain is time-locked with the stimuli onsets. Experimental findings have however
shown that certain neuronal activations following the presentation of a stimulus are not
time-locked [13]. In other words, the phase of the response is random across epochs.
The consequence of this phase randomness is that time averaging does not allow us to
highlight such brain responses as the phases cancel each other out.

Responses with random phases are known as induced, rather than evoked responses
highlighted by simple time averaging. To highlight induced activations, an averaging
process is also performed, yet it is done on the complex modulus of a time-frequency
decomposition of the data. By averaging the complex modulus and not the complex
coefficients of a time-frequency transform, the phase is ignored and a burst of signal
power can add up when averaging.

An example of sensor space analysis that captures induced responses is presented in
Figure 4.6. In this figure one can see a very clear ERS from 0.6 to 1.5 s after stimulus
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onset. The ERS is localised between 12 and 27 Hz. It corresponds to a frequency band
known as the β-band.

It is worth noting that “oscillations” usually refers to the existence of narrow-band
signals. However in the neuroscience literature, this term is used more liberally and
refers to the division of data into several frequency bands, each of which may have
a substantial width. Depending on the bandwidth and signal characteristics, the data
may thus resemble band-limited noise rather than oscillations at a few distinct frequen-
cies.

4.4.3 Brain imaging with MEG

While a lot of insights about neural processing can be derived from the analysis of data
in sensor space, MEG also offers the possibility to produce images of brain activity,
deriving these images from the MEG signal is called source localization.

After effective noise reduction, a trained MEG user can, in some cases, already indi-
cate the likely number and approximate locations of active sources. Yet, to quantify the
varying positions and time courses of the sources, algorithms and statistical tools need
to be employed. The next paragraph aims to give an overview of the most commonly
used tools, starting with forward modelling, the first necessary step in the process.

Forward modelling The frequencies of neural electrical signals are sufficiently low
to warrant the use of the quasi-static approximation, i.e. the time-dependent terms
in Maxwell’s equations can be omitted [14, 9]. Therefore, the MEG forward prob-
lem amounts to providing an accurate enough solution to the quasi-static version of
Maxwell’s equations. The problem is further simplified by the fact that we can assume
that the magnetic permeability of the head is that of free space and, therefore, one
only needs to consider the distribution of electrical conductivity. The practical conse-
quence of this being that the propagation of the magnetic field measured by MEG does
not suffer from temporal delay. In signal processing terms, we say that the mixing is
instantaneous.

100 ms 100 ms
fT fT/cm

496.5

0.0

-496.5

140.1

0.0

-140.1

Figure 4.5 Topographical maps. Topographies associated with the ERF presented in Figure
4.4. Data correspond to 100 ms after stimulus onsets. The topographies are presented on the
magnetometers on the left and as the norm of the signals on each co-localised pair of planar
gradiometers on the right.
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To solve the forward problem, the distribution of the electrical and magnetic prop-
erties of the head need to be approximated, as do the specifications of the elementary
source model, source space and configuration of the MEG sensors. MEG sensors have
more complex configurations than other arrays, such as EEG. As explained above, one
can have magnetometers, planar or axial gradiometers with specific positions and ori-
entations, capturing the field within small but extended regions of space.

The commonly used elementary source model is the current dipole, and the electri-
cal conductivity is assumed to be a piecewise constant. With the latter approximation
we can employ the boundary element model (BEM) [15, 16, 17, 18]. An example of
a three compartment model consisting of the scalp, the skull, and the brain is pre-
sented in Figure 4.7. While such a three-layer model is mandatory for EEG, MEG users
commonly employ a single-layer model restricted to the inner skull [19].

The parameters of BEM solvers are the conductivities of the different tissues ex-
pressed in S/m. For example the electrical conductivities used by the MNE software
[20] are 0.3 S/m for the brain and the scalp, and 0.006 S/m for the skull, i.e. the con-
ductivity of the skull is assumed to be one-fiftieth that of the brain and the scalp. This
ratio is the crucial parameter for a three-layer BEM model, yet its impact is limited for
MEG compared to approaches using EEG. This is what led some authors to say that
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Figure 4.6 Induced power changes. Changes of signal power across time and frequency
on a planar gradiometer above the hand along the right central sulcus. A total of 111 epochs
were used for the computation. The time–frequency representation was obtained using Morlet
wavelets with frequencies between 6 and 30 Hz. The number of cycles used increased linearly
with the frequency, i.e. 3 cycle was used for 8 Hz and 15 cycles for 30 Hz. The power was baseline-
corrected to display percentage of variation (0.6 means a 60% increase in power compared to
baseline).
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Figure 4.7 Boundary surfaces. Nested boundary surfaces used for BEM forward model: the
inner skull, the outer skull, and the scalp. The segmentations were obtained from T1 or Flash
MRIs using the FreeSurfer package.

MEG can see “through the skull” [21]. We will come back to this when discussing
recent decoding results in section 4.5.

Source localization Given the geometry of the head and the conductivities of the differ-
ent head tissues, the forward problem is a well-posed problem. The problem of source
localization however has no unique solution. It is said to be an ill-posed inverse prob-
lem for which different techniques exist. Each of these techniques are based on their
own modelling assumptions, strengths and limitations. Importantly, in all common
approaches, the elementary source employed is a current dipole.

We now briefly present the different categories of source localization approaches
used in both clinical and cognitive neuroscience environments. A classical reference
on this topic is [22], yet the field has seen a lot of promising work since then.

Historically, the first source localization approach proposed is known as dipole fit-
ting. The underlying assumption is that the observed signals can be explained by
a small number of ECDs. In particular, time-varying dipole fitting first applied to
EEG [8], has been very successful in characterizing both basic sensory responses, more
complex constellations of sources in cognitive experiments, and abnormal activity, as
seen in epileptic patients. While the resulting models have the benefit of being easy
to interpret, the assumption of a small set of focal activations is not always warranted
given the nature of the neural processes under investigation. For example, complex
cognitive tasks and ongoing spontaneous or resting state activity are likely to involve
multiple brain regions where the spatial extent of the activity may be too large to be
properly accounted for by a current dipole [23].

The alternative to dipole fitting employs the distributed source models. With such
models, the locations of elementary dipolar sources are specified a priori. The forward
operator is then computed for each of these sources, forming what is known as the
gain matrix. This ensemble of dipole locations is called the source space, and it can
be either volumetric or restricted to the cortex surface. An example of cortical source
space is presented in Figure 4.8.

When working with such source spaces, there is a greater number of candidate
dipoles than the number of sources. Hence the inverse problem is said to be highly
under-determined. A cost function is used to solve the problem, this consists of a
least-squares error or “data term”, favouring a solution which explains the measured
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a) b) c)

Figure 4.8 Cortical segmentation used for the source space in the distributed model. a)
The surfaces between white matter and grey matter. b) The same surfaces overlaid on a T1 MRI
slice. c) The right-hemisphere part of the source space (yellow dots), represented on the inflated
surface of the right hemisphere. With 10,242 locations per hemisphere the average distance
between candidate sources is 3.1 mm.

data in the least-squares sense [24], and a “model term” favouring a particular current
distribution. In Bayesian terms, this translates to modelling measurement noise as a
multivariate Gaussian distribution in combination with a source prior, which can be
directly related to the model term in the cost function [25].

One source prior heavily used in the MEG literature is the minimum-norm estimates
(MNE, [26, 27]). In this approach, among all the current distributions that can explain
the data equally well, the one with the minimum `2-norm is favoured. It is beyond the
scope of this chapter to discuss the mathematical and implementation details of MNE
but we refer the reader to [22] and [20] for more information.

To quantify the statistical significance of the current estimates obtained with MNE
source prior, noise normalization techniques were later developed [28, 29]. They yield
a dimensionless statistical score instead of dipole amplitudes expressed in Ampere-
meter (Am). Mathematically, MNE is closely related to several other inversion ap-
proaches [30]. See Figure 4.9 for an example of dSPM source localization result using
a cortically constrained source space.

A practical benefit of `2 solutions is that they lead to linear inverse methods that
yield temporally smooth estimates (without discontinuous “jumps”) and are extremely
fast to compute. So far, they have been the methods of choice for source imaging of
continuous recording, such as resting state data.

Yet, this comes at the cost of giving up some spatial precision. To avoid smeared `2
estimates, sparsity-promoting priors such as the `1-norm prior may be desirable. Those
generate more focal minimum-norm solutions, historically referred to as minimum-
current estimates (MCE) [31, 32]. While the latter approaches were restricted to
localization of sources at a single time instant, a significant amount of research has
been done over the last decade to provide spatio–temporal solutions that can lever-
age the temporal dynamics of the data to better identify active sources. The work
by Valdés-Sosa et al. [33] promotes a low rank structure of the source matrix with
some non-negativity constraints. The work by Ou et al. [34], Gramfort et al. [35] em-
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time=106.67 ms
13.0 14.3 15.6 16.9 18.1 19.4 20.7 22.0

Figure 4.9 Source localization of an auditory N100m component using dSPM (left) and
LCMV Beamformer (right). The dSPM source estimates were computed on a cortically
constrained source space, and are displayed on an inflated brain, while the Beamformer was
computed on a volumetric grid of voxels. The colour bar represents the dimensionless statistical
score.

ploys structured norms such as the `21 mixed-norm. These norms can also be used to
model non-stationary activations in the time–frequency domain [36, 37]. An example
of results obtained with a combination of gradiometer and magnetometer data using a
recent method [38], following these approaches, is presented in Figure 4.10.

One can see the sequence of activations with S1 peaking early, followed by contralat-
eral secondary somatosensory cortex, ipsilateral secondary cortex and finally a source
later in the medial wall. For further reading about analysis approaches, we recommend
the reader reviews literature about the multiple sparse priors approach promoted by
the SPM software [39, 40] and entropy based methods [41, 42].

The last class of distributed approaches, often referred to as scanning methods, is
exemplified by adaptive beamformers, such as MUSIC [43], LCMV [44], SAM [45], and
DICS [46]. These methods scan a grid of source locations, independently testing each
of them for contribution to the measured signal, similar to a radar beam. Beamformers
are sometimes referred to as virtual electrodes, which is a somewhat oversimplified
presentation of how beamformers function in reality. Note also that as a consequence
of these scanning approaches, beamformers do not represent a distributed estimate of
the cerebral electric currents that explain the measured MEG and EEG.

Scanning techniques are particularly popular for MEG, since their efficacy depends
on the accuracy of the forward model. The LCMV beamformer is the most popular
scanning method computed in the time domain, hence is typically used to investigate
transient brain responses such as ERF or ERP. In Figure 4.9 on the right one can see
an example of LCMV pseudo-image. The estimate was computed on an ERF using a
volumetric source space.
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Figure 4.10 Example of source localization. MEG data on magnetometers and gradiometers
ERF after stimulation of the left median nerve (a). Source localization (b and c) obtained with the
iteratively reweighted time-frequency mixed-norm estimates (irTF-MxNE) [36, 38]. The three
sources peaking the earliest are in the primary somatosensory cortex, and both controlateral
and ipsilateral secondary somatosensory cortices (S1 in red, S2c in green, S2i in dark blue). One
can clearly see a sequence of activations including the fact that S2c ramps up just before S2i.

Beyond source estimation MEG data analysis for brain imaging does not stop after esti-
mation of the source, localization and amplitude. Depending on the question, further
processing is often required. In cognitive neuroscience experiments, multiple subjects
need to be compared in a group study. This basically points towards the statistical
evaluation of the results.

This statistical analysis on MEG source estimates investigates the activity with re-
spect to a baseline, or the differences across hemispheres, between conditions, be-
tween subjects or between groups. Statistical approaches can be parametric or non-
parametric, with tests to handle multiple comparison correction. We refer the reader
to [47] and [48] for discussion and common strategies depending on the type of ques-
tions.

Finally, the statistics used are often designed to assess the neuroscientific question
at hand, rather than the direct approach using source estimates. This can imply the
quantification of an ERS or ERF, i.e. frequency domain quantities, in the source space.
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In this setup, it can be beneficial to exploit the structure of data, for example the time–
frequency grid, in the statistical test. More precisely this points towards cluster-level
tests and looking for statistical effects that take the form of clusters that can be in the
time–frequency domain, but also over space and time in the brain. These matters are
still actively investigated in the literature [49, 48, 50].

4.5 Examples of application

Since the first recordings of brain biomagnetic signals by David Cohen at MIT in the
60s, the history of MEG research has reached a few significant milestones. The most
impactful is certainly the first full head system with more than a hundred sensors in
the early 90s and the ability to coregister anatomical MRI images to localise the origin
of MEG signals within the cortex. The MEG systems we use today are still based on
this technology, with some improvement of the electronic and shielding technology.

The progress of MEG, and more generally that of medical imaging, relies on ad-
vances in acquisition hardware and software as well as on more sophisticated methods
to analyse the signals of interest. The latter aspect is directly related to development of
new modelling methods and improvements in algorithms and their implementation.

In the acquisition, the challenge is to develop new sensitive magnetic field sensors.
The present highly sensitive and reliable low-Tc SQUIDs operate at liquid helium tem-
perature and are, therefore, situated at a distance of at least 2 cm from the scalp.
Furthermore, liquid helium is a scarce and costly resource the use of which increases
the maintenance cost and effort required for MEG systems. The challenge is therefore
to introduce new sensors that optimally work at room temperature and could be thus
placed directly on the scalp to increase the sensitivity and spatial resolution of MEG.

There are currently at least two technologies that could achieve these goals. The first
one is to employ high-Tc SQUIDs that operate at the temperature of liquid nitrogen (-
196 degrees Celsius) [51, 52]. The second option is to harness atomic magnetometer
technology [53]. These sensors operate at room temperature and would be, therefore,
ideal to create MEG systems in which the sensors could be placed on the scalp similar
to EEG electrodes. Quite recently, auditory evoked responses have been recorded with
atomic magnetometers, demonstrating that the N100m component could be well cap-
tured using this new generation of sensors [54]. Even more recently, researchers [55]
have built a very promising multi-SQUID device that operates with liquid nitrogen.

Another exciting line of research, made possible by a better interaction between
analysis software and acquisition setups, is real-time analysis of MEG data. To achieve
this one needs to employ the processing tools on the measurement system, but also
to offer feedback to the experimenter and possibly the subject being recorded. Over
the last few years, a number of publications have reported success in this endeavour.
Among them the work by Sudre et al. [56] offers a real time client to connect to var-
ious acquisition systems. While solutions for real-time analysis of EEG already exist,
primarily to make brain computer interface (BCI) systems [57], the context of MEG is
more challenging due to the higher number of sensors and higher sampling rates. A
standard sampling rate of MEG is 1 kHz while EEG is often recorded around 256 Hz.
One application of a real time MEG setup is neuro-feedback. The idea is to offer a
visual feedback to the subject during the acquisition. The subject can then try to mod-
ulate his/her brain activity based on this feedback. In the near future this could lead
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to applications in clinical neuroscience for a range of disorders including epilepsy or
Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD).

Neuro-feedback with real time MEG is one of many potential clinical applications for
MEG. Indeed, MEG has previously been successfully used in several different clinical
contexts. First in epilepsy, due to its good signal to noise ratio quite uniform across pa-
tients and its easy setup. MEG has been promoted as a way to annotate epileptic events,
such as interictal spikes, but also to help presurgical mapping, when surgery and resec-
tion is its only treatment option [58, 59]. This has been investigated on large cohorts
of patients [60] and compared with invasive intra-cranial recordings [61]. Tools we
have presented in previous sections, including distributed source models, are routinely
employed in some clinical centres [62]. Beyond epilepsy, MEG has been shown to be
a promising modality to extract biomarkers of certain pathologies such as autism [63].

Extraction of biomarkers suggests the estimation of a computer system that can
predict the presence or severity of a pathology from MEG data. This notion of predic-
tion from MEG signals is at the core of a very active line of work known as decod-
ing [64]. Decoding, a.k.a. brain reading, developed from the functional MRI litera-
ture [65, 66, 67, 68]. It consists of predicting the subject’s behaviour from neuroimag-
ing data and/or the parameters of the presented stimuli. In machine learning terms, it
consists of performing supervised learning, where the predictive variables are the MEG
recordings, or derived from them, and the predicted target relates to the subject’s state,
behaviour, or the stimulation. A significant amount of work has been published over
the years, demonstrating that MEG signals pooled in a multivariate predictive system
can have a surprisingly high statistical power. In Sudre et al. [69], the authors in-
vestigate the use of decoding by presenting the subject some different concrete nouns
to investigate the flow of perceptual and semantic information decodable from neural
activity.

With visual tasks, MEG has recently lead to unexpected decoding results, for exam-
ple Ramkumar et al. [70] demonstrate how MEG reveals very early neural responses
to low level visual stimuli. Further to this, the studies by van de Nieuwenhuijzen
et al. [71] and Cichy et al. [72] demonstrate the astonishing ability of MEG to yield a
time-resolved decoding for high level visual content, such as decoding category mem-
bership of individual objects (e.g. animacy, faces vs. bodies, human vs. non-human).
Even more recently, experimental findings suggest that MEG is sensitive to low level
neuronal organisation of the early visual cortex, containing orientation-specific infor-
mation [73].

With this idea of exploiting the high temporal resolution of MEG, King et al. [74]
proposed to test the ability of decoders with a distinction between temporal decoding
and those decoders used for learning. By doing so, the procedure offers some insights
into the fine grained temporal dynamics of cognitive processes [75]. All these re-
sults, which again cover only a subset of the literature on this active topic of research,
demonstrate that MEG offers the unique ability to quantify and reveal the temporal
dynamics of neural processing non-invasively. For more information we refer the inter-
ested reader to [76].

MEG is less commonly used than EEG due to higher acquisition costs, yet MEG is
more widely used by neuroscience and engineering research groups. This is due to
easier access to the data. Over the last few years, a number of initiatives, small and
large, have aimed to publicly share MEG data. We can cite Wakeman and Henson
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[77] as a good example of data sharing by the MRC MEG group in Cambridge. On
a larger scale, a consortium lead by the MIND institute [7, 78] provides MEG data
acquired from multiple MEG sites, making sure the results across acquisition systems
are reproducible. On an even larger scale, the Human Connectome Project (HCP) aims
to share very large neuromaging datasets, providing MEG data in addition to MRI,
functional MRI and diffusion MRI data [79]. At a similar scale, but so far restricted to
MEG, the MNI institute has also started to share data [80]. All these initiatives, com-
plemented by a number of open source analysis software tools, made freely available
by academic labs, such as Brainstorm [81], FieldTrip [82], NutMeg [83], SPM [40]
and MNE [20, 84], will allow MEG to reach more research groups and consequently
accelerate scientific progress.

4.6 Conclusions

In this chapter, we have covered historical notes, some explanations on the building
blocks of MEG data analysis, as well as the presentation of various applications of MEG
and a brief discussion on the future of this brain imaging modality. As explained, the
success and popularity of MEG in the field of neuroscience is due to the hard work of
a few pioneers and research groups with different scientific backgrounds and interests.
MEG research would not have been possible without the physics’ research that lead to
the sensors and shielded rooms we now use. It would not have been possible without
the work of mathematicians, engineers and computer scientists that developed the
analysis tools to process such complex data. Together with cognitive neuroscientists
and clinicians, MEG has been employed to better describe and characterise how the
brain works in healthy and pathological conditions. This diverse group of scientists
make up the current MEG community (http://megcommunity.org).
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We’re electrical items and when we die
the electricity goes somewhere else.

When we die our energy goes into the
galaxy.
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5.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we will consider the main concepts of cortical electrical signals and how
they are processed to get interpretable results. The chapter does not intend to cover
all possible techniques or to provide a detailed picture of the wonderful world of brain
electricity. Rather, it seeks to provide the main concepts necessary to get started, firstly
by covering the biological basis of neural signal. The chapter briefly summarises the
critical steps required to analyse electrical brain signals, with some practical examples
in clinical and research applications.

The electrical signals in the cortex can be explored with excellent temporal reso-
lution and constituent frequency bands, hence both time domain and time-frequency
domain analysis methods will be described.

5.2 Historical notes

“It all began with a dream”. This is how György Buzsáki starts his book Rhythms of the
brain [1], which represents a milestone in brain oscillation theory.

Hans Berger, a German neurologist, was convinced that brains could communicate
via telepathy. He thought the brain could generate electrical activity that could be
sensed by another brain. He was finally convinced by that when his sister dreamt of
him falling off his horse near to the time it happened to in real life. To prove his theory,
in 1924 Berger recorded the first electroencephalogram (EEG) from a human being
with the aim of unveiling the plausibility of brain telepathy. He made two discoveries.
Firstly, he recorded some activity that was very reliably related to brain neural activity
rather than being related to blood circulation or physiological activity, such as skin
conductance or muscle twitches. Secondly, he found that the activity measured on the
scalp was too low to support his hypothesis of telepathy. In fact it was thousands of
times smaller than that generated by a battery, hence it could not pass through the air
and be captured by another brain.

Although he had to admit he did not provide evidence for telepathy, he made one
of the most important discoveries in clinical neurology: the brain generates electrical
activity that can be recorded from the scalp. He understood that the recorded activity
was related to the synchronised activity of a population of thousand of neurons below
each electrode. Berger eventually published his seminal discovery in 1929 [2]. Many
skeptical scientists waited for experimental replication by Lord Adrian before accepting
Berger’s discovery of human EEG [3, 4].

Berger recognised some regular oscillations in brain activity. The first and most
prominent rhythm he observed was characterised by large amplitude waves completing
about 10 cycles per second (corresponding to 10 Hz). He named it “alpha” (or α), from
the first letter of the Greek alphabet. This rhythm is present in awake subjects with
their eyes closed. He also observed that an awake subject with eyes open produced
faster oscillations (i.e. 12-30 Hz) of a smaller amplitude; he named those oscillations
“beta” (or β). Since Berger, other brain oscillation frequencies have been discovered
(and named with the following Greek letters): gamma (or γ, 30-80 Hz), delta (or δ,

162 Basic Neuroimaging, Second Edition.
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Name Symbol
Frequency
Range (Hz)

Amplitude
(µV)

Normal
Occurrence

Delta δ 0.5-4 > 100-200 Deep sleep

Theta θ 4-8 50-75
Light and REM sleep,

meditation

Alfa α 8-12 30-50
Eye closed,

relaxed wakefulness

Beta β 12-30 10-20
Active wakefulness,

alertness

Gamma γ 30-80 < 10
Active cognitive functions

(attention, working memory)

Table 5.1 EEG frequency bands

0.5-4 Hz) and theta (or θ, 4-8 Hz). A summary of EEG frequency bands1 is reported in
Table 5.1.

As demonstrated by early studies [8, 9], specific signal deflections associated with
sensory stimuli, cognitive processing and motor preparation are embedded in brain
oscillations. These deflections, called components, constitute what is known today as
event-related potentials (ERPs), a sophisticated way to explore the EEG in the time
domain (see Section 5.3.2).

The earliest observed electrical responses to sensory stimuli were named evoked
potentials. Such nomenclature, today, is often confused with ERP. While an evoked
potential indicates early electrical responses to sensory stimuli, ERPs refer to reactions
that are not associated to mere sensory information but are rather reflecting higher-
order psychological processes. Two examples of ERPs are the Contingent Negative
Variation (CNV), the first component to be described in the early sixties [10], and the
P3, presented in the same years by Sutton et al. [11]. The CNV reflects participant’s
preparation to an upcoming stimulus, while P3 is associated with several high-order
processes such as updates of working memory, motivated attention and empathic re-
sponses [12, 13, 14, 15].

Since the human EEG was first recorded, there have been many breakthroughs in
the study of brain activity thanks to this technique. For example, the discovery in the
sixties that brain activity could be trained through visual or acoustic feedback opened
a path to implement neurofeedback applications in clinical [16, 17] and non-clinical
settings [18]. More recently, new portable EEG systems have allowed the recording of
brain activity while walking, playing golf, climbing a mountain or even while surfing,
expanding our understanding on how the brain is functioning while performing an ac-
tion in different environments [19]. With the emergence of new advanced methods,
investigation of more complex processes such as brain-to-brain coupling have also be-
come possible. Brain-to-brain research has allowed the quantification of between-brain
effects overcoming the limitation of traditional EEG studies that focus only on intra-

1Note that these frequency ranges are taken from [1] but they may vary across studies. A good way to
deal with this variability is to carefully check the literature regarding the paradigm of interest and related
frequencies. Sometimes beta rhythms are further decomposed into beta 1 (12.5-16 Hz), beta 2 (16.5-20 Hz)
and beta 3 (20.5-28 Hz); see [5] for a review. In other cases EEG activity greater than 80 Hz is referred to
as fast gamma or epsilon (ε) activity [6, 7].
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brain processing [20]. This technique is called hyperscanning and it is implemented
with EEG, MEG and NIRS [21] (see chapter 4 and 3).

Currently, EEG is commonly used in clinical practice to determine conscious states
from alertness to coma or brain death. It can also be used as a supporting tool for the
diagnosis of several sleep disorders and epilepsy, as well as to locate damaged areas
after varying forms of brain trauma and pathology.

5.3 Physical principles

5.3.1 Physical principles underlying the EEG

The EEG is a graphical recording of the continuous, spontaneous fluctuations of the
neural electrical potentials through electrodes applied to the scalp. There are two
kinds of electrical activity associated with neural cells: action potentials (APs) and
postsynaptic potentials (PSPs).

Action potentials are not suitable to be recorded by superficial EEG electrodes, due
to their timing, the orientation of the axons and the lack of synchrony with surrounding
neural cells. However, the effects of neurotransmitters, which allow the propagation
of information by changing the resting voltage of post-synaptic neuronal membranes
generating the PSPs, last tens of milliseconds. This increases the chance to capture the
synchronized activity of several neurons (for an extensive comprehension of the neural
cell, the interested reader is referred to Levitan and Kaczmarek [22]).

Notably, the summation of synchronous PSPs, either excitatory or inhibitory, at the
level of the apical dendrites of pyramidal cells (i.e. those neural cells in the cerebral
cortex geometrically oriented in parallel) generates an electric field powerful enough
to be detected outside the brain, through the scalp. The graphical recording of these
spontaneous fluctuations of electrical activity defines the scalp EEG technique.

The main virtue of EEG is the excellent temporal resolution: depending on the
sampling rate (see Section 5.4.2), EEG can capture electrical activity millisecond by
millisecond. However, it lacks spatial resolution as there is no unique correspondence
between the signal captured by an electrode and its neural source, which can be orig-
inated from both the cerebral cortex or subcortical brain areas. Interestingly, new
methods have recently been developed to reconstruct the source(s) responsible for the
electric activity captured on the scalp, returning 3D images of neuronal brain activity.

5.3.2 Oscillations

EEG signal is composed by several simultaneous oscillations, which are rhythmic, well-
defined fluctuations that reflect the interactions between inhibitory-excitatory activity
[23, 24]. Interneurons and pyramidal cells are the two fundamental types of neu-
rons contained in this equilibrium [23, 24], with the former controlling inhibition (via
GABA neurotransmitter release) and the latter controlling excitation (via glutamate
neurotransmitter release). However, the mechanisms of these dynamics are more spe-
cific according to the rhythms and the interested reader should refer to the seminal
paper by Xiao-Jing Wang [24] for a finer grained description of the neurobiological
mechanisms that contribute to oscillatory dynamics. Oscillations can be described as
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series of waves of sinusoidal shape with different frequencies overlapping in time. Each
sine wave is defined by four main parameters (Figure 5.1):

Period: the time taken for the oscillation to be completed (i.e. the time passing
from the beginning to the end of a single oscillation).

Frequency: the number of the cycles of oscillations within a 1-second time period;
it is expressed in Hertz (Hz).

Power (or amplitude squared): the amplitude (measured in µV) is the maximum
height of the oscillation from the midline of the sine wave; the power (measured
in µV2) is the amplitude squared and represents the energy of the oscillation.

Phase: it represents the current state of the oscillation or, in simpler words, at
what point of the cycle the oscillation is (e.g. at the maximum amplitude, at the
lowest amplitude, etc.). Phase ranges from 0 to 2π (or, converted in degrees, from
0 to 360◦).

Analysis in the time-frequency domain aims at determining how much of the measured
EEG signal is present at a given frequency. In this case the power spectrum density of
the signal (usually expressed in µV2/Hz) returns information on the relative amplitudes
of the oscillations within a specific frequency range.

Additionally, it might be of interest to investigate the temporal dynamics of the
oscillatory characteristics related to the task. This is the aim of the analysis in the
time-frequency domain.

EEG activity can be classified as:

A
m

p
lit

u
d
e

Period

Frequency = 1/Period

0º 90º 180º 270º 360º

Phase

Figure 5.1 Schematic representation of the oscillation parameters for a representative
sinusoidal wave. Each oscillation is characterised by its amplitude and frequency. The phase
identifies each point of the oscillation.
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Spontaneous: activity originating continuously from an internal process without
any input of specific external stimuli (e.g. resting-state);

Evoked: activity originating in response to an event and that is time- and phase-
locked to its onset;

Induced: activity that arises in response to a set of events which are not phase-
locked to their onset.

In other words, the total EEG signal is composed of activity that is phase-locked and
time-locked to an event (i.e. evoked, it can be captured by both time and time-frequency
domain analysis), and of non-phase locked activity (i.e. induced, it can be captured
only by time-frequency domain analysis). A non-phase locked signal can either be
time-locked or non-time-locked to the event but still be related to the task. In a typical
experimental study in which participants are presented with stimuli, time-frequency
analysis attenuate the background activity (i.e. spontaneous) that is unrelated to the
task. Evoked and induced oscillations are both responses to an event, however they
should not be confounded. Indeed, when averaging EEG responses across trials in the
time domain, evoked responses, which are constantly time and phase synchronised to
the stimulus onset, will produce a clear wave. In contrast, induced responses, which
are not phase-locked with stimulus onset, will cancel out in the time domain analysis
(Figure 5.2).

The average amplitude of evoked responses also depends on how well synchronised
the responses are with respect to the stimulus onset. Therefore, it could be of interest
to measure how many times these responses occur at similar phases. In this case, the
phase locking index (or inter-trial phase coherence) measures the consistency of the
phase for a given frequency at a specific time point (for example with respect to the
onset of a stimulus). Note that phase locking can be computed for several conditions
(e.g. across trials within a single electrode, or across trials between pairs of electrodes).

5.3.3 Event-related potentials

There are few certainties about the neurophysiological basis of ERPs. While a compre-
hensive knowledge of how an ERP is generated is lacking, scientists know that they
occur in response to sensory stimuli, associated with a psychological process and in
preparation of a motor response.

ERPs allow researchers to track the time-course of the psychological process under
investigation. Each ERP component is an electrical deflection with a specific shape,
latency and topography, reflecting a specific cognitive, sensory or motor process. ERPs
can be described by several dimensions:

Polarity: they can be either positive or negative and that is often indexed with P
or N respectively.

Amplitude: there is nothing special in the voltage of a component as it depends
on several aspects (e.g. sulcal anatomy or the precise orientation of the neural
cells underneath each electrode). What is important, however, is the relative am-
plitude in one condition when compared with another condition, that reflects the
involvement of a population of neural cells in that condition.
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Stimulus
 Onset (jittered in latency)

Induced EEG 
response

Evoked EEG 
response

(fixed latency) (jittered in latency)

Induced EEG 
response

trial #1

trial #2

trial #3

trial #n

averaged 
n trials

Figure 5.2 Example of evoked vs. induced EEG responses. When averaged, evoked
responses produce clear waveforms, whereas induced responses, due to their jittered latency
(source-to-destination delay), tend to cancel out.

Latency: it represents the time in milliseconds of the appearance of the com-
ponent. It is often indexed either with a number that can be the exact latency
(e.g. P100, P300, N200, N170, etc.) or with a serial number (e.g. P1, P3, N2,
etc.). In the latter case, the digit represents the ordinal number of the positive,
or negative, component after the stimulus onset. Latency may vary as a function
of the experimental contexts and of the cognitive process the component reflects.
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Earlier components are less strongly influenced by experimental contexts than
later components.

Topography: it refers to the distribution on the scalp of one specific component
(e.g. frontal, parietal, etc.).

5.4 From acquisition to data analysis

5.4.1 How an acquisition works

In an EEG study, the participant has to wear an EEG cap, with electrodes connected to
the scalp. In order to increase the signal-to-noise ratio, the scalp-electrode impedance
is usually reduced (below 5 kOhms), this is done by cleaning the skin with a specific
abrasive cream and using an electrolyte gel between the electrode and the scalp to
ensure good signal capture.

The most common electrodes for EEG recordings are made of Ag/AgCl (silver/silver
chloride), because their potential remains constant and keeps the impedance between
the silver and the electrolyte low. These have been shown to be the most appropriate
electrode type to record slow EEG potentials compared to other types of electrodes
such as platinum, silver or tin and gold cup electrodes [25]. The electrolyte gel used
depends on the EEG equipment but it is essentially high in salt content, which lowers
the natural impedance of the skin and lets the electrical signal to be captured effec-
tively.

EEG montage can be carried out using either the monopolar or the bipolar derivation.
The first is mainly used in cognitive contexts whereas the second is mostly used in
psychophysiological contexts. In the monopolar derivation the differential potential
is calculated between the activity captured from each electrode (“active”) on the scalp
and a reference one, that should be the most neutral (i.e. “inactive”) possible site.
The tip of the nose or chin, or the earlobe or the mastoid are common choices. Since
there should be only one online recording reference site, for ear or mastoid sites the
measured signal should be re-referenced offline to the average of the activity recorded
from both the right and the left sites to avoid laterality biases. As an alternative, the
average measure across all the given reference electrode sites can be used. The choice
of a good online recording reference electrode is important and the re-referencing is
as important since it can change the shape and also the topography of the activity on
the scalp. The interested reader can refer to e.g. [26, 27]. Therefore, the re-reference
choice should be made on the basis of previous studies if a comparison has to be made.

In the bipolar derivation, the differential potential is computed as the difference
between each pair of electrodes. This derivation can be used to identify specific signals
that can be missed with a mastoid reference (e.g. temporal sharp waves in epilepsy).

In an EEG/ERP experimental context it is fundamental to record electrical activity
generated by eye movements as the ocular activity represents one of the most impor-
tant endogenous artifacts of the EEG technique. Indeed, electrical activity associated
with either eye blinks or movements can reach up to hundreds of microvolts, overrid-
ing the processes hidden within the EEG track. Recording eye movements to either
remove or subtract them from the EEG is possible through the placement of additional
electrodes around the subject eyes (specifically on the outer canthi and above or below
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Figure 5.3 Electrode positions and labels. Illustration of the authors wearing an elastic cap
with active electrodes inserted. Positions according to the 10/20 International System have been
highlighted, as well as the labels of the electrodes according to this system. Gnd refers to the
electrode assumed as the ground in this montage.

one of the eyes in a symmetrical way relative to the centre of the pupil). These exter-
nal electrodes are applied on the skin with double-sided, self-adhesive, skin-friendly
medical tapes.

The superficial scalp electrodes are instead inserted in an elastic cap (or mounted
directly on the scalp) according to a particular reference system. This is fundamental
for obtaining meaningful EEG results and to ensure reproducibility.

Among the several alternatives, the 10/20 International System [28] is the most
well known EEG reference system (Figure 5.3). According to this system, electrodes
are placed at a distance of 10% and 20% relative to the midline (i.e. the longitu-
dinal line from the nose sellion, nasion, to the occipital protuberance, inion, and
the latitudinal line that links the two preauricular depressions). Electrode positions
are labelled with a combination of letters and numbers depending on their locations.
AF, F, FC, FT, C, TP, CP, P, O and PO refer to different areas corresponding to cere-
bral lobes: antero-frontal, frontal, fronto-central, fronto-temporal, central, temporo-
parietal, centro-parietal, parietal, occipital and parieto-occipital, respectively. Odd and
even numbers indicate left and right hemisphere, respectively, with their magnitude
indicating the distance from the midline (e.g. 1 and 2 are the nearest to the midline for
each hemisphere). Labels with z replacing numbers are positioned on the midline. It is
important to remember that the EEG technique does not have a great spatial resolution
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because there is no 1-to-1 correspondence between the electrode sites and the cortical
areas that are generating the effect recorded on the scalp. Source analysis conducted
on effects observed on the scalp can reach a precision of centimetres.

Electrodes are connected with cables, or wirelessly, to the amplifier through a
control device. The amplifier is then connected to the recording computer where the
EEG is visualised (see Box 1) and data can be digitally stored.

BOX 1. Amplifier and gain
An EEG electrical signal has an extremely low voltage, between µV up to mV,
which is too low to be correctly recorded and visualised by computers. An am-
plifier, i.e. a device that increases an input signal without altering the intrinsic
characteristics of the signal itself, is therefore necessary for EEG recording. Com-
monly, the output signal is set to be in Volts (1V = 106µV). The factor that must
be applied to the signal to get a useful voltage is the gain and it is given by the
following formula:

gain =
V olt in output

V olt in input
=

1 V

measured signal µV
=

1, 000, 000 µV

measured signal µV
(5.1)

5.4.2 Paradigm

EEG acquisitions can be made either at rest or while participants are executing a task,
with the final aim of investigating the involved cognitive processes. In this latter case,
the experimental task is composed of a sequence of events, i.e. the experimental
paradigm. The paradigm should be carefully thought out and tailored to the research
question and the type of analysis that will be performed (i.e. time or time-frequency
domain).

As introduced in section 5.2, ERPs are the electrical potentials elicited by specific
events, those constituting the experimental paradigm. Ideally, for ERP studies, stimuli
should be short or static (in the visual modality, for instance, a picture rather than a
film is preferred), whereas the opposite is true for EEG studies. The critical detail for
an ERP/EEG paradigm is the period of time that precedes and follows stimuli onset.
The following example in the time domain should better clarify this concept.

Each trial of an ERP paradigm starts with a fixation cross which participants are in-
vited to gaze at. It is very important that participants do not make eye saccades (i.e. a
natural, sudden horizontal movement of eyes from the centre; every shift from the
centre implies a return shift to the centre) as it constitutes an endogenous artifact that
appears in clean data collection, unless saccades are the process under investigation.
The duration of a pre-stimulus event can be either constant or variable and it depends
on the research question at hand. A constant duration elicits expectation and its re-
lated potential. Participants can guess the stimulus onset and this is reflected in the
ERP and behavioural responses. A variable duration avoids such expectation effects.
Specifically, the expectancy potential would be randomly spread before the stimulus
onset and therefore averaged out. Jittering a pre-stimulus event is also useful to re-
duce some other type of artifacts through the averaging technique (see section 5.4.3)
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such as alpha waves, which can be physiologically present as participants get tired.
Alpha can also be entrained with a constant stimulus presentation rate2.

It is also good practice to add an appropriately long blank screen immediately
following the stimulus display because it allows recording of the entire time-course of
the electrical response to the stimulus, without interferences from other stimuli.

Markers Each registration containing the electrical activity associated with stimulus
presentation, must be labelled using squared-waves that are sent from the stimulus-
delivering computer to the EEG amplifier. Each squared-wave is then associated with
a unique number; the marker specifies each experimental condition of the study and
must be perfectly synchronised with the stimulus onset. Markers are set up in the
experiment code (e.g. E-Prime, Presentation, DMDX, etc.).

It is very important to make an a priori selection of a marker with every event that
can be useful for the subsequent analysis, as coding a posteriori is not possible.

As an example, in a Go/NoGo paradigm, either a yellow or a red dot are presented.
The participants press a button every time they see the yellow dot (i.e. the “Go” condi-
tion) but withhold their responses to the red dots (i.e. “NoGo” condition). A marker is
required for both conditions, but it is also important to use different markers to differ-
entiate the Go trials in which participants correctly pressed the button and the NoGo
trials in which participants correctly withheld their responses. This is because cognitive
control abilities are under investigation in this kind of paradigm.

The number of trials In his comprehensive book on ERPs technique, Luck [29] advises
to collect at least 100 trials per condition, with the aim of improving the SNR. In the
EEG, the signal is hidden and mixed together with non-meaningful signals and it is
necessary to optimise the SNR to obtain reliable signals.

In practice, the number of trials required to resolve a reliable signal depends on the
magnitude of the effect and the components under investigation. A stronger effect or
component might require a lower number of trials to elicit a reliable signal. However,
considering 80-100 trials per condition should be suitable for most experimental con-
texts. It is useful to keep in mind that some of the recorded EEG trials may have to be
discarded due to poor behavioural performances or artifacts due to eye movements.

The sampling rate and the workspace settings The sampling rate is the number of data
points recorded per second. It is expressed in Hz and it determines the exact temporal
resolution of the EEG acquisition.

The sampling rate can be decided according to the Nyquist theorem, which states
that it is possible to properly represent an analogical signal if the sampling rate is at
least twice as great as the highest frequency of interest (see Section 5.4.3).

The most common sampling rates are at 250 Hz, 500 Hz and at 1000 Hz that corre-
spond to a temporal resolution of 4 ms, 2 ms and 1 ms, respectively. In ERP analyses,
250 Hz gives an optimal representation of the analogical signal and helps in reducing
computation as the recorded EEG is relatively small. However, higher sampling rates
are recommended to conduct time-frequency analysis, also in the case of continuous

2It is important to note that some individuals show alpha waves independently when totally vigilant, whereas
some individuals do not show or show limited alpha waves even when they close their eyes.
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recordings with no time-locking events. Note that it is always possible to downsample
the data, thus moving from a higher sampling rate to a smaller one, prior to analyses.
Higher sampling rates produce bigger EEG records; in practice, choosing a sampling
rate of at least 500 Hz should be suitable for most experimental contexts.

Number of electrodes When an EEG lab owns electrode caps with different numbers
of electrodes (e.g. 32, 64, etc.), the number of electrodes to use should always be
driven by the research question. In cognitive sciences, for example, there are some
neural signatures of specific cognitive processes (i.e. neural correlates), such as the
N170 component for face processing [30, 31] or the Sustained Posterior Contralateral
Negativity (SPCN) for visual maintenance in visual working memory that are known to
be recorded from posterior sites [32, 33, 34]. The N170 component can be observed in
specific parieto-occipital sites, e.g. PO7/PO8, PO9/PO10; the SPCN is only observed at
P7/P8, P3/P4, O1/O2. If the neural source is small, the voltage of the effect that can
be observed on the scalp decays rapidly and will mainly be confined to specific sites. If
the neural source is bigger, the effect will be spread more broadly on the scalp. Hence,
as a general rule, there is no need to use a higher density channel distribution, unless
there is the need to source localise the ERP (or EEG) effect. For source reconstruction,
as many channels as possible are required in order to provide a better approximation of
the scalp sphere and optimise the SNR. Good reconstruction is feasible with marginal
error with 64 channels, whilst higher density channel distribution increases reconstruc-
tion accuracy [35]. In other experimental contexts, instead, there might be the need
to track the time-course of an ERP reaction and to explore how it is distributed on the
scalp. In that case, higher density channel distributions are helpful.

As a rule of thumb, lower density channel distributions are preferable unless there is
a valid reason to use the higher ones. This strategy has the advantages of using fewer
consumables and not straining participants with unnecessarily long EEG montages. It
also reduces computational time and disk storage.

5.4.3 Data analysis: pipeline and main techniques/software

There is no unique technique for pre-processing and analyzing EEG data. Figure 5.4
provides a schematic representation of the crucial steps, which should always be re-
ported very clearly in each EEG study.

Filtering: What, when and why According to Joseph Fourier, any time domain signal
can be decomposed in a set of sine waves of different frequencies (see Box 2). Recom-
bining3 these sine waves will result in a perfect reconstruction of the original signal.
By using filters, we can attenuate the contribution of some of these frequencies in
representing the original signal.

From the Nyquist theorem, an analogical signal (such as the EEG) can be digitised
if the sampling rate is at least as high as twice the highest frequency that is captured
from the signal. Violating this theorem results in aliasing, i.e. introduction of artificial

3Note that this computation is a convolution, not a sum, because each sine wave is first multiplied by a time
series; in order to understand this concept better and read more about the Fourier transform and its inverse,
see Mike X Cohen’s text [36].
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Filtering

Artifact correction

Re-Reference

Averaging

Segmentation & 
Baseline correction

Figure 5.4 Pre-processing analysis. Schematic representation of the crucial steps of EEG
pre-processing analysis.

low frequencies due to inappropriate representation in time of the data points (Figure
5.5).

BOX 2. The Fourier Transform (FT)
According to Fourier theorem, any signal can be expressed as a combination

of different sine waves. The Fourier transform is a technique used to represent
the signal from the time domain to the frequency domain. It is calculated by
computing the scalar product between the time signal and sine waves of differ-
ent frequencies. A sinusoidal signal has three characteristics: 1) frequency, which
is measured in Hz and represents how many cycles are observed per second; 2)
power, which is the amplitude squared of the sine wave and 3) phase, which spec-
ifies a particular point in the cycle of the sine wave, measured as an angle in
degrees (or radians). When applied to EEG data, the Fourier transform decom-
poses the EEG signal in the frequency components it is constituted by. The original
time-series can be reconstructed with the inverse of the Fourier transform.

There are several types of filters:

High-pass/low cut-off filters. These filters reduce lower frequencies and allow
only higher frequencies to pass and contribute to the time domain representation
(e.g. a high-pass filter at 1 Hz leaves frequencies higher than 1 Hz unaltered and
attenuates those lower than 1 Hz).
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Figure 5.5 Continuous sine wave and aliasing. Continuous sine wave (black) with digitised
points at proper frequency (red) and at lower frequency (blue, aliasing). This figure was inspired
by a figure in Mike X Cohen’s book (the MATLAB code to reproduce the figure is available in
[36]).

Low-pass/high cut-off filters. They reduce frequencies higher than those speci-
fied as cut-off.

Band-pass filters. They limit the frequency content of the signal to be within a
specified frequency range, by attenuating frequencies lower than the minimum
value of the range and frequencies higher than the maximum value of the range
(e.g. a band-pass filter of 0.1-40 Hz leaves frequencies within this range unaltered
and attenuates those out of the range).

Notch filter. Only one specific frequency is removed from the signal (e.g. the line
noise, 50 Hz in Europe and 60 Hz in the US, is frequently removed with this filter).

Filters need to be used very cautiously: the best rule is to acquire raw data and, if
needed, filter the EEG data offline. Indeed, data that are heavily filtered during the
acquisition cannot be fully reconstructed to the original signal, hence some of the in-
formation is lost. Notch filters are particularly risky because they can heavily distort
the signal: therefore their use is not recommended during acquisition (i.e. online).
Notch filters are commonly used to attenuate the electric line noise. Since this noise
is extremely evident, even to non-experienced researchers, these filters can be applied
offline to procure a cleaner EEG signal.

To avoid distortions at the beginning and at the end of the epoch, i.e. edge artifacts,
offline filters should always be applied to continuous data instead of segmented data.
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A general rule is: “Acquire clean data, filter cautiously and always before segmenting
the EEG data” (for more detailed and technical considerations on filtering, see [37]).

Artifacts Artifacts are electrical deflections that are not related to neural activity.
There are two main kinds of artifacts: exogenous and endogenous.

Exogenous artifacts are externally generated, such as the line noise, amplifier satu-
ration and slow drifts. They can be due to a non-electrically shielded room, other
electronic devices, lights, computers or ventilators, etc.

Endogenous artifacts are due to physiological activity such as cardiac activity, skin
sweat and the most insidious and prominent artifact: eye blinks and head move-
ments.

Some artifacts (e.g. line noise) can be avoided by ensuring a good contact between the
electrodes and the scalp: reducing the impedance as much as possible below the desir-
able threshold of 5 kΩ (25 kΩ with the new highly viscous electrolyte gels) improves
the quality of the signal. The other artifacts, such as eye blinks, saccades or muscu-
lar activity, should instead be removed (i.e. artifact rejection) or estimated to subtract
them from the EEG trace (i.e. artifact correction).

Artifact rejection Rejecting artifacts consists of excluding epochs contaminated by arti-
facts. Choosing the correct threshold is not easy and visual inspection of the raw EEG
is highly recommended. The threshold can be set according to individual characteris-
tics of the artifact itself, but this method may induce some errors, e.g. when different
samples, such as clinical and healthy populations, are compared. Choosing thresholds
which are too high or too low can provide unreliable data. On one hand, discarding
too many trials would result in decreasing the SNR; on the other hand, discarding too
few trials would result in data contamination by artifacts that hide modulations due to
experimental manipulation.

A fairly good solution is to ask participants to produce some eye blinks and move-
ments to record the shape and the magnitude of these artifacts for each participant.
Such information can be used to set an individual artifact rejection threshold. Other
options include to set fairly conservative filters in a semiautomatic procedure so that
the software can determine potential artifacts and the experimenter can evaluate them
before discarding the trials that are actually contaminated by artifacts and keep the
ones which are not.

In many laboratories, it is normal practice to train participants to gaze at the fixa-
tion cross and blink only during a specific interval of time, this reduces the presence of
artifacts in the data. For example, participants can be asked to blink just after pressing
the response key. Although it might be argued that this request could distract partici-
pants from the execution of the real experimental task, this training usually succeeds
after very few trials, and has the aim to find an individual natural blinking rhythm
that is compatible with the experimental needs and does not affect the participants’
performance. Using this method, an automatic rejection procedure with fairly conser-
vative parameters (e.g. ±30-40 µV for the eye blinks; ±60-70 µV for the saccades, and
±80-90 µV for other possible artifacts over the entire scalp) can provide good data. Au-
tomatic rejection also has the advantage that it is never affected by the experimenter’s
expertise and can be fully reproduced by anyone.
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Other than the expected eye blinks and movements, visual inspection of the raw
data is always recommended to determine specific artifacts that are present in the data,
and consequently take correct decisions for each experimental context and sample of
datasets.

Artifact correction The correction procedure consists of estimating the artifact and then
subtracting it from the raw data; it might be preferable to reject trials in some, but not
every, study. There are many algorithms that can be used to obtain an artifact estima-
tion. The most commonly used is the Independent Component Analysis (ICA), which
is a purely statistical model procedure. Technically, “the ICA of a random vector con-
sists of searching for a linear transformation that minimises the statistical dependence
between its components” [38] (p. 287). In practice, an ICA can estimate as many
components as the number of recording electrodes that independently contribute to
the captured signal. Some of these components would have the shape and topography
of the eye blinks, some of eye movements, some of cardiac activity etc. Based on the
experience of the experimenter, software that implements this algorithm can remove
artifacts from the signal. The advantage is that a higher number of trials can be kept
than in artifact rejection procedures. The disadvantage of ICA is that it may keep trials
that do not contain the process under investigation, thus reducing the SNR. For ex-
ample, if participants are required to maintain in visual working memory a stimulus
presented for 100 ms and their blinks occur repeatedly during the stimulus presen-
tation, then the ICA would correct epochs during which there is no visual memory
processing. There is one more disadvantage to using this method: ICA depends on the
experience of the researchers. It is therefore extremely important to learn how to iden-
tify artifacts by visual inspection of the EEG and the topography of the independent
components (Figure 5.6). For technical implementative aspects the interested reader
is referred to [39, 40, 41].

Reference As introduced in section 5.4.1, in a monopolar derivation the activity on the
scalp is dependent on one reference site. Therefore, the activity recorded from this
electrode should be as clean as possible as it will affect the activity recorded from all
the electrodes on the scalp. It is therefore very important to prepare the reference site
very carefully and try to reduce its impedance as much as possible (a value of around
0-1 kΩ). The choice of the reference electrode is not as important for online recording,
since every montage can be re-referenced offline if more convenient for the study and
research questions. The reference remains crucial for the replication of EEG findings
from previous works.

Baseline correction In EEG registration, the baseline is simply the neural activity
recorded in the time period preceding the stimulus onset. This activity is not related
to the experimental task but it is rather an effect of brain activity at rest. It should
therefore be unrelated both to the time-locking stimulus eliciting the cognitive process
under investigation and to any other pre-stimulus event.

Although the baseline as a concept is as simple as the description above, it is im-
portant to choose the correct period of time based on the domain of analyses, i.e. the
time domain or the time-frequency domain, because this can affect the results of the
analysis and their subsequent interpretation. In the time domain, 100 to 200 ms pre-
stimulus are commonly chosen as baseline to rescale the neural activity time-locked to
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Eye blinks
 

Eye movements
 

a)

 

b)

Figure 5.6 Independent components topography and time-course of eye movements. a)
Example of the eye blink and b) of horizontal eye movement. Both topographies (upper panel)
and component time-course (bottom panel) are reported.

the stimulus onset. Hence it is a good idea to jitter the pre-stimulus interval in steps of
50-100 ms, to get a clean baseline. A baseline correction should be done after the seg-
mentation and before the rejection of artifacts, if trial rejection is performed according
to the absolute threshold in the positive and negative way.

In the time-frequency domain the choice of the baseline is to be considered carefully.
The frequency and the power of neural recruitment follow an inverse relationship (also
called 1/f function). This function is subject to some limitations. Firstly, it can be dif-
ficult to interpret power behaviour if a large range of frequency bands are visualised.
This is because power increases at high frequencies cannot be linearly compared with
power increases at low frequencies. Secondly, raw power can be difficult to distinguish
from neural activity in the background and this might depend on the individual char-
acteristics of participants’ scalps and anatomy, making integration with behavioural
measures inappropriate.

The best solution (but not the only one) is to normalise to the baseline, i.e. rescaling
the power of each frequency according to a pre-stimulus (or to the average of both pre-
and post- stimulus onset) baseline. In this way, it is possible to visualise the change
in power relative to the baseline activity. This is why choosing a good baseline period
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is important in the time-frequency domain and should be considered as part of the
experimental design.

There are three main implementations of baseline normalization [36]: the decibel
conversion, the relative change to the baseline method, and the rescaling to Z-values.
These baseline corrections are critical for event-related designs but not for continuous
recordings such as those coming from psychophysiological contexts (e.g. sleep, resting
state, mind wandering, etc.).

Averaging The pre-processing of EEG datasets is conducted to obtain clean epochs for
averaging, i.e. epochs not contaminated by artifacts. The averaging technique is based
on two assumptions: 1) the ERP occurs in each trial where the stimulus of interest
is presented; 2) activity that is not time-locked to the stimulus onset, i.e. noise, is
randomly present in each trial. In theory, since the noise decreases as a function of
the square root of the number of trials, averaging an infinite number of trials would
reduce the noise to 0, leaving the ERP clearly visible and stable. Since participants
cannot be asked to perform an infinite number of trials, reducing the sources of noise
in the acquisition phase will contribute to a good SNR with a reasonable amount of
trials without unnecessarily frustrating or stressing participants.

Software Nowadays, there are several software programs able to record and/or to
analyze the EEG signal. Some are expensive, others are open source free of charge.

Examples of acquisition software are Brain Vision Recorder (Brain Products Inc.,
GmbH, Munich, Germany), NeuroScan (NeuroScan Labs, El Paso, TX), Biosemi
(BioSemi BV, Amsterdam, the Netherlands), and NetStation (Electrical Geodesics Inc.,
Eugene, OR) system for high density EEG. Some of these software programs also allow
users to analyze their data. The great advantages of these systems are the user-friendly
interfaces and the extremely good customer assistance that supports researchers on
every technical issue.

Another option is to employ one of the several MATLAB-based (or Octave-based for a
free and increasingly supported system) free toolboxes: e.g. EEGLab [42], Brainstorm
[43], SPM (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/), Fieldtrip [44]. The great advantage
of these toolboxes is that they are frequently updated and often follow users’ needs.
Issues raised by users are published and visible by the entire scientific community from
any field. This makes these toolboxes extremely well resourced, improvable, reliable
and customizable, allowing users to perform analyses that are not always supported by
branded-software, also exclusively under control of the community using the software.

5.4.4 Statistical analysis

In both the time- and time-frequency domain, there are two main ways of conducting
statistical analyses that can be applied both within and between subjects.

In the time domain, interest can be either in the latency (in ms) or in the amplitude
(in µV) of the observed effect. The latency is a measure of the time from the stimulus
onset to the peak of the component(s). The magnitude is often meant as the mean am-
plitude value of the component(s) in a specific time-window(s) for each condition and
for each participant. Recently, an alternative data-driven approach has been proposed,
namely the mass univariate analyses [45], that can be useful when there is no a priori
hypothesis about where and in which time window the effect under investigation could
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be observed. It consists of thousands of statistical tests and powerful corrections for
multiple comparisons that highlight where an effect is statistically significant.

In the time-frequency domain, researchers are usually interested in investigating
whether there is a significant difference in the spectral power density in a specific time
and frequency range between experimental conditions. Other parameters of interest
can be the consistency of phase across trials or the coherence of phase and power
within or between different EEG frequency bands between electrode sites (i.e. connec-
tivity analysis).

Both parametric and nonparametric tests can be conducted on EEG data, it depends
on whether the data fit the assumption of being normally distributed.

As introduced earlier, multiple comparisons can be a problem in EEG study design
and analysis. Unfortunately, the activity recorded from each electrode cannot be as-
sumed to be completely independent from that recorded by neighbouring electrodes,
and within the same electrode in consecutive time points or different frequency bands,
as they are, indeed, strongly correlated.

However, if statistics are built on very specific hypotheses, the number of multiple
comparisons can be reduced and parametric tests and the use of Bonferroni or sim-
ilar corrections can provide correct results. In case of exploratory and data-driven
analysis, correction for multiple comparisons might be too conservative and significant
meaningful effects might be lost. In such cases, non-parametric tests using random
permutations for multiple comparisons corrections can be more appropriate.

5.4.5 Source analysis

Source localization analysis aims to estimate the brain sources of the signal captured
at the scalp level. There are two core concepts to know about source localization:
the forward solution and the inverse problem. The first refers to the estimation of the
topographical distribution of the voltage, given single dipoles in a conductive sphere,
similar to a realistic head (i.e. from source to scalp). The second refers to the source
localization of the electrical activity registered on the surface of the sphere (i.e. from
scalp to source). This is not a trivial problem given that, in theory, there may be several
configurations of electrical activity in the brain that produce the same topographical
map. The unique solution of the inverse problem is an unambiguous estimation based
on a set of assumptions and parameters. There are several ways to source localise
the signal captured on the scalp (e.g. dipole fitting, sLORETA, beamformer), and the
decision on which method to adopt depends on many variables, including the domain
and nature of the signal (electrical or magnetic, frequency or time). As MEG is more
suitable for source reconstruction of the scalp signal, the reader is referred to Section
4.4.3 of Chapter 4.

5.5 Examples of application

In this section some examples of the main contexts in which EEG and ERPs can be used
are presented.
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5.5.1 Clinical populations: the study of depression

EEG can be successfully used as biomarker for several clinical conditions. Several stud-
ies have shown that in depressed individuals alpha activity at rest is more pronounced
in the left than in the right anterior areas [46, 47, 48, 49]. However, other studies did
not replicate these findings (e.g. [50, 51]), suggesting that resting state may not be
the ideal condition to observe differences in asymmetry between depressed individuals
and healthy controls [52].

In this sense, an interesting study by Mennella et al. [53] used an emotional im-
agery task to investigate frontal and posterior alpha asymmetry in 23 individuals with
dysphoria and 24 healthy controls. In this study, participants were required to listen
to the experimenter slowly reading six narratives (2 pleasant, 2 neutral and 2 unpleas-
ant). After that, they were required to imagine the scene described by the narratives as
vividly as possible for 90 seconds. Afterwards, participants self-rated their emotional
state in terms of valence (i.e. pleasantness/unpleasantness) and arousal (i.e. activa-
tion/calm) as well as rating how vivid the imagined scene was. Continuous EEG was
recorded during the whole experiment. What Mennella and colleagues found was that,
despite no self-reported differences in valence, arousal and vividness ratings between
groups, individuals with dysphoria showed a lower frontal alpha asymmetry scores
(i.e. lower alpha activity on the left than on the right hemisphere) than controls across
all imaginary scenarios. Moreover, they observed a right-parietal hypoactivation in the
dysphoric group during the unpleasant condition. They interpreted these results con-
sistently with the idea that frontal alpha asymmetry is a stable trait (i.e. a biomarker)
of depressed individuals, and it reflected an affective style of reduced motivation.

Moreover, they suggested that the specific right-posterior hypoactivation during un-
pleasant imagery may represent an index of emotional state-dependent, rather than a
trait-like, characteristic of depressed individuals, reflecting an increased verbal rumi-
nation due to difficulties with disengaging from negative stimuli [54].

Overall, their findings indicate two possible biomarkers of depressive states: a stable
trait-like (reduced left frontal activity) and a contextual-dependent (reduced right-
parietal activity) marker.

5.5.2 The sleeping brain

Sleep is an intrinsic condition of life and humans cannot live without sleeping. How-
ever, before the development of EEG, sleep was considered a passive phenomenon
caused by vapors rising from the stomach or by the lack of blood flow in the brain. Af-
ter the successful application of EEG in humans by Berger’s early experiments, Loomis,
Harvey and Hobart started to record EEG in the sleeping individual, realizing very soon
that sleep was not a unique phenomenon, but a structured sequence of events that fol-
lows a regular cyclical program [55, 56, 57, 58]. They observed that during sleep the
brain showed some distinct electrical activity, not present during wakefulness, which
they described as “undoubtedly of cortical origin”. During sleep they observed the pres-
ence of “saw tooth” waves (later called theta waves) and particular bursts of waves of
11-14 Hz, which they called spindles for the shape that “builds regularly to a maximum
and then falls regularly”. They also observed that deepening into sleep was associated
with very low frequencies. They realised that these changes in brain activity patterns
were associated with changes in the level of consciousness. Finally, in 1937, equipped
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with a new (for the epoch) type of amplifier and ink-writing recording system, Loomis
and colleagues were able to record the EEG of several sleeping individuals, allow-
ing them to “establish the very definite states of sleep which change suddenly from
time to time”. They described five states of sleep (named A, B, C, D and E) charac-
terised by different electrical patterns, from the presence and disappearance of alpha
waves, through the occurrence of sleep spindles and the “random” waves (now called
K-complex).

Later on, in 1953, Kleitman and Aserinsky discovered rapid eyes movement (REM)
sleep, a particular sleep stage characterised by a tonic simil-waking sleep EEG activity
coupled with muscle atonia and a phasic presence of rapid eye movements [59]. A few
years later, Rechtschaffen and Kales [60] published the first manual for sleep scoring,
a guide that has been used until very recently, when it was updated by the American
Association of Sleep Medicine (AASM; [61]).

Currently, the gold standard for the assessment of sleep is the polysomnography
(PSG), which includes the simultaneous recording of electrical brain activity (EEG),
eye movements (electrooculogram, EOG) and muscle tone (electromyogram, EMG).
For full details of PSG configurations and filters see AASM recommendations [61].
Note that the general guidelines about EEG presented in the previous paragraphs are
valid also for sleep recording.

With PSG it has been possible to understand that sleep is organised in different
phases (or stages), each one characterised by a specific pattern of tonic and phasic
physiological activity. Sleep is composed of two principal states, namely non-rapid eye
movement (NREM) and REM sleep. These two sleep states cyclically alternate during
sleep. NREM sleep is further divided in three stages (N1, N2, N3 or slow wave sleep,
SWS) according to the amplitude and frequency of the EEG activity.

EEG Trace Hypnogram

Wake

REM
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N1

SW
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N
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E
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Figure 5.7 Example of a nocturnal hypnogram and corresponding EEG signals. The
abscissa represents the time-course of the recording while the ordinate represents a different
sleep stage with its own EEG activity.
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In healthy adults who are not in a sleep-deprived condition, sleep onset is usually
associated with the first NREM stage. N1 is characterised by a transition from alpha
waves (8-12 Hz) to a predominantly low amplitude rhythm (i.e. mainly theta waves),
with the presence of phasic vertex sharp waves (sharply contoured waves lasting less
than 500 ms, maximal over the central region).

N2 sleep is a stage characterised by a predominant theta rhythm, a higher arousal
threshold compared to N1, a reduction in muscle tone and the presence of K-complexes
and sleep spindles. K-complexes are slow oscillations (<1 Hz) evident on the EEG
recording, composed of an initial positive high-voltage peak, followed by a slower neg-
ative complex at 350-550 ms and a final positive peak after 900 ms [62]. Sleep spindles
are waxing and waning oscillations of 11-17 Hz generated in the thalamocortical net-
work that can modulate membrane potentials in cortical neurons and induce short- and
long-term potentiation in neocortical pyramidal cells (see [63]). Two distinct types of
sleep spindles have been observed: “slow” spindles (11-13 Hz), associated with supe-
rior frontal gyrus activity, and “fast” spindles (13-17 Hz) associated with activation in
the medial frontal cortex, hippocampus and sensorimotor areas [64, 65]. Sleep spin-
dles are often triggered by K-complexes [66], following their occurrence in the EEG
trace, and these sleep features seem to be associated with both sleep preservation and
memory consolidation [62].

As sleep becomes deeper, the EEG amplitude steadily decreases and its frequency
increases. Delta waves (also referred to as slow-wave activity) appear in the EEG
indicating the beginning of the SWS. Delta activity reflects synchronised oscillations of
thalamocortical circuit activity and also the slow oscillations (< 1 Hz) independently
generated by the neocortex [66]. Furthermore, during SWS the low activation of the
ascendant reticular activation system inhibits the thalamus, resulting in few sensory
inputs reaching the cortex. This is due to the closure of the thalamic gates, and a
breakdown in effective cortical connectivity [67]. The behavioural outcome is a very
high arousal threshold where it is very difficult for the individual to be awakened by
external stimuli.

REM sleep takes its name from the rapid phasic eye movements that characterise
this sleep stage. It is also called “paradoxical sleep” because during this state a very
intense, desynchronised EEG activity (similar to wakefulness) is coupled with loss of
muscle tone (atonia).

Assessing EEG during sleep is essential for both clinical and research purposes. For
example, PSG is the gold standard for sleep assessment and it is used to diagnose sev-
eral sleep (e.g. narcolepsy, sleep apnoea, REM behavioural disorder) and sleep-related
(e.g. nocturnal seizures) disorders. Note that other systems such as accelerometer
devices [68] or dry electrodes [69, 70] cannot substitute PSG for diagnosing sleep dis-
orders or for research in which sleep staging is essential. Research applications include
the role of sleep in the long-term consolidation of different types of memory [71], the
association of specific sleep features (e.g. sleep spindles, K-complex) or specific fre-
quency bands (e.g. slow wave activity, theta rhythm) with a distinct cognitive function
[72, 73, 74], the relationship between autonomic changes and sleep stages [75, 76],
and so on. Sleep research often combines the clinical and the basic approach, for ex-
ample studying the consequence of sleep disorders such as insomnia and narcolepsy
on daytime functioning [77, 78, 79]. Recently some translational applications of these
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sleep studies have been proposed to address health issues such as smoking habits, anx-
iety and traumatic disorders [80, 81, 76].

Note that most of the techniques employed for the EEG during wakefulness are
applicable for sleep analysis, such as spectral analysis, phase-locking, coherence
analysis, source reconstruction, artifact correction and rejection. Even ERPs studies
are possible during sleep using either external markers or endogenous factors such as
the heart rate to lock the analysis.

5.5.3 Cognition

One hot topic in the last 10 years in cognitive sciences has been empathy. Empathy is a
multifaceted ability, not exclusively human, mainly endowed with a twofold nature. It
includes both affective and sensorimotor aspects, such as the ability of sharing others’
experience via neural resonance (i.e. experience sharing) and cognitive mechanisms,
namely mentalizing (e.g. representing or attributing other people’s internal states by,
for instance, taking others’ perspective; [82]).

In the context of empathy for pain, apparently contrasting evidence has been pro-
vided in support of the distinction or the interconnection of these two systems. On
the one hand, neuropsychological evidence supported this functional distinction with
experience sharing engaging mirror neurons and the limbic system (in particular the
inferior frontal gyrus and the anterior insula; [83, 84, 85, 86, 87]) and mentalizing
engaging a subset of regions within medial prefrontal and temporal cortices and pre-
cuneus (e.g. [88, 89, 90, 91, 92]), indicating that these systems are in fact separable
[93]. On the other hand, some neuroimaging studies have suggested that pain related
pictures and pain related words activate the same core empathic neural network, and
others have reported co-activation of the two systems during social interaction, actions
and emotional understanding (e.g. [94, 95]).

Although the spatial resolution of fMRI allows researchers to plausibly localise the
neural underpinnings of experience sharing and mentalizing, its poor temporal resolu-
tion could not highlight the deployment of the functional contribution of those systems
in the temporal domain so that it remained unclear if and when a functional interplay
between them occurs. Studies using ERP technique are crucial in addressing such issue
by virtue of the excellent temporal resolution of the technique.

The investigation described here provides the first evidence of a double dissociation
at both temporal and functional levels in the processing of perceptual (i.e. a plausible
cue to experience sharing) and contextual information (i.e. a verbal cue to mentalizing)
on others’ pain by showing that each is separately processed in the brain even when
both types of information are concurrently available. In this study, neural activity from
20 healthy students was recorded while performing a variant of the pain decision task4.
Experimental details are reported in Box 3. As depicted in Figure 5.8, participants were

4The pain decision task is the classic paradigm used to induce an empathic response. Each trial begins with a
fixation cross preceding a picture depicting an object inflicting a painful or a neutral stimulation on a neutral
face or on a body part. In other versions of the pain decision task, the picture is the image of a pained face
(e.g. [96]) or the neutral face and the objects are separated by a variable interval of time (e.g. [97, 98]) in
which a perceptual and a contextual cue are orthogonally manipulated.
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shown a sentence (i.e. contextual cue) describing either a neutral or a painful condition
and a face (i.e. perceptual cue) with either a neutral or a pained expression, interleaved
by a blank interval of variable duration. As outlined in section 5.4.2, jittering the
blank interval between the contextual and the perceptual cue was crucial to avoid any
possible bias arising from the time needed to process the sentence. The participants’
task was to carefully read the sentence and to decide whether the face had a neutral
or a pained expression by pressing one of two response keys.

BOX 3. Experimental details
Participants’ EEG was recorded using 64-channels inserted in an Acti-Cap

(Brain Products Inc, GmbH, Munich, Germany), sampled at 250 Hz and band-pass
filtered (0.01-80 Hz). EEG channels were referenced to the left earlobe. Saccades
were recorded bipolarly from two external electrodes positioned laterally to the
left and right external canthi. Blinks were recorded from Fp1 and one external
electrode placed below the left eye.

Raw data were first re-referenced offline to the average of both earlobes and
a notch filter at 50 Hz was used to remove the line noise. EEG data were then
segmented into epochs of 1200 ms length starting 100 ms prior to the presen-
tation of the face. The segmentation was done for each of the four experimental
conditions by considering the facial expression as a function of the context preced-
ing the presentation of the face. The epochs were baseline-corrected to the mean
activity during the 100-ms pre-stimulus period, for each electrode site. Only tri-
als associated with correct responses to the pain decision task were included for
further analysis. Trials contaminated by ocular or other artifacts were rejected.
Different thresholds were used as rejection criteria. The data were inspected on
the electrode sites capturing saccades and trials exceeding ±30 µV relative to the
baseline were discarded from all the electrode sites. The same procedure was ap-
plied to detect eye blinks at the appropriate electrode sites; trials exceeding ±60
µV were identified as artifactual and discarded from all sites. Lastly, an inspection
of other possible artifacts, e.g. movements, was performed over all sites and trials
exceeding ±80 µV were also discarded.

Participants were told that on each trial the sentence, describing a painful or a neu-
tral situation, was followed by the picture of the individual taken in the pained condi-
tion (i.e. expressing a pained facial expression) or in a different moment (i.e. express-
ing a neutral facial expression). This manipulation resulted in four combinations in
which participants knew that a painful condition would have been characterised either
by a context, by a facial expression or by both of these cues. At the end of each trial,
participants were required to rate their subjective impression of empathy capability on
a 7-points Likert scale (from 1 = “I feel no empathy” to 7 = “I feel very much empa-
thy”) for each presented individual in the context described by the sentence. Results
clearly demonstrated that even when concurrently available, experience sharing and
mentalizing are dissociable systems such that selective ERP modulations were observed
to be associated to these systems in two different time-windows.

Previous ERP findings showed that empathic response manifests as a positive shift
in the pained compared to neutral condition in a wide time window (110-800 ms)
including the P2, N2-N3 (i.e. earlier: 110-380 ms) and the P3 (i.e. later: 400-800 ms)
components (e.g. [99, 12, 100, 15]).
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Figure 5.8 Sequence of events of the pain decision task. In this version of the pain decision
task, cues to experience sharing (i.e. face) and to mentalizing (i.e. description) were orthogonally
manipulated. The participants’ task was to carefully read the description and to indicate
whether the face had a pained or neutral expression. Once participants responded to the facial
expression, they were required to rate their empathy toward that individual in the situation
described beforehand.

As depicted in Figure 5.9, results showed, on the one hand, that solely painful ex-
pressions selectively modulated the early activity at 110-360 ms over fronto-central
and centro-parietal regions including P2 and N2-N3. Importantly, these modulations
were independent of the context information shown before the presentation of facial
stimuli. This reaction was suggested to be the ERP manifestation of experience shar-
ing of others’ pain; it was supported by source analysis that estimated the left anterior
insula/inferior frontal gyrus and the left inferior parietal lobule, (i.e. regions that pre-
vious studies linked to the experience sharing system) as potential sources of these
early modulations.

Alternatively, solely painful contexts selectively modulated the late activity at 400-
840 ms over these same regions, including the P3 component and such reaction was
independent of the emotional states of the target, being similar for pained and neutral
expressions. This later effect cannot be due to the time needed for the processing of the
contextual information because of the jittered interval interleaved between it and the
presentation of the perceptual cue. This reaction was taken as the ERP manifestation
of mentalizing as also supported by source localization, which estimated the bilateral
superior frontal gyri as a potential source of the response to the painful context (Figure
5.9).

Crucially, the novel finding was that the concurrent presence of both painful cues
did not elicit magnified neural reactions to others’ pain. In the condition where both
cues of pain were available, both an early reaction to a pained expression that was not
modulated by the presence of a painful context and a later context-based reaction in-
dependent of the presence of a pained expression were observed. In brief, the reaction
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to the simultaneous presence of both perceptual and contextual cues was characterised
by additive effects (i.e. no interaction) of those cues in the deployment of the empathic
reaction in time.

This double dissociation in healthy participants of neural reactions to others’ pain,
based on perceptual and contextual information, favoured a model of empathy in
which perceptual and cognitive components are dissociated at both temporal and func-
tional levels. By using the ERPs technique, these findings strongly suggested that the
two systems are triggered in different time windows, and that “cooperation” between
the two is not to be intended as “interaction” between them, but rather as the “contri-
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Figure 5.9 ERP results. Representation at fronto-central sites of the ERP results for each
condition. Solely painful expression elicited an empathic reaction in a time-window including
the P2, and the N2-N3 (blue line). Solely painful descriptions elicited an empathic reaction in a
time-window including the peak of the P3 component (red line). When concurrently available,
instead of amplifying the empathic reaction, they elicited empathic reactions that add up in
the temporal domain such as when a pained face elicited an empathic reaction in the earlier
time-window and the painful description elicited an empathic reaction in the later time-window
independently to each other (green line). Source localization of the empathic reactions in the
outlined time-windows are also depicted. Reproduced with permission from [15].
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bution” that they may offer to the proper functioning of the complex machine devoted
to social cognition.

5.6 General considerations

In this chapter, the intriguing world of the analysis of the electrical activity of the brain
has been briefly described to provide an introduction for novices. For this purpose,
we first defined the physical principles underlying the scalp EEG and the activity that
is the object of investigation in the field, i.e. oscillations and event-related potentials.
We then illustrated how to acquire the EEG signal and how to design an experimental
paradigm suitable to elicit the activity of interest and a general pipeline to conduct
preliminary analysis. This section better described analysis in the time domain than
in the time-frequency domain because in the latter case there is a greater amount
of data and a more complex variety of analysis that can be conducted. The section
ended with a summary of the statistical analysis generally applied to the EEG data and
a brief description of the source analysis of the scalp EEG. As we mentioned in the
introduction we did not aim to cover all possible techniques and multivariate analyses
have not been presented as they represent an advanced step of signal processing. Based
on the information we provided, we finally illustrated three examples of application in
clinical populations, in sleep studies and in cognition.

The EEG is a very powerful source of information as it reflects the activity of popula-
tions of cortical neurons. The analysis tools currently available allow us to explore the
dynamics of neural activity associated with fast cognitive processes, with an excellent
temporal resolution. This means to shed light on the stages of the information process-
ing that can occur within fractions of a second and to which behavioural measures are
blind.
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6.1 Introduction

In the last thirty years the popularity of transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) has
grown exponentially thanks to its capacity to non-invasively stimulate the brain. Nev-
ertheless, many questions regarding its mechanism of action are still unanswered even
if some progress has been recently made by combining TMS with other neuroimaging
modalities. The aim of this chapter is to provide an accurate description of TMS in its
theoretical and practical aspects.

Specifically, the theory comprises an historical introduction to the technique (Sec-
tion 6.2) and a detailed review of the basic mechanisms of TMS (Section 6.3). In
Section 6.4 the practical aspects of TMS, from data collection to data analysis, are de-
scribed in simple, illustrated steps. Finally, Section 6.5 comprises a review of all the
possible applications of different TMS protocols for research and clinical purposes.

6.2 Historical notes

The history of TMS officially begins in 1985 with the development of a capacitor-
discharge stimulator by Alan Barker and colleagues. This stimulator was able to induce
an electric current directly in the brain, through a time-varying magnetic field applied
to the intact scalp [1]. This technique, subsequently named TMS, allowed the brain to
be stimulated in a non-invasive and painless way for the first time. Before this time,
attempts to non-invasively stimulate the brain failed because most of the induced elec-
tric currents travelled through the scalp resulting in significant pain. For this reason,
the first stimulations with electric currents were made in the exposed motor cortex
of animals [2] or in humans during neurosurgery [3]. This led to the discovery that
various body parts are represented in the motor cortex (the well-known “homunculus”
discovered by Penfield and Jasper [4]) and that their electrical stimulation could cause
motor responses in the contralaterally represented muscles. In the same way, TMS over
the primary motor cortex (M1) produces a muscular twitch called a motor-evoked po-
tential (MEP), which is easy to record through electromyography (EMG), a technique
able to detect electrical activity in the muscles. Initially TMS was mainly used to test
the integrity of nerve fibres conducting impulses from the brain to the spinal cord, col-
lectively termed the cortico-spinal tract, through the analysis of MEPs. Later, in 1989,
Amassian and colleagues published the first study investigating the effects of TMS on
cognition. In a famous experiment Amassian and colleagues reported that the perfor-
mance of subjects in a letter recognition task can be disrupted if TMS is applied over
the visual cortex after 80-100 ms from the letter appearance [5]. This opened a new
set of possibilities of TMS to be used as a “virtual-lesion” technique. From 1995 on-
wards, TMS received some attention even for therapeutic purposes after George and
colleagues observed that repetitive application of TMS (rTMS) produced improvements
in mood and changes in prefrontal cortex blood flow in depression [6]. Over the years
the use of rTMS as a clinical tool has grown considerably and it has been applied in
the treatment of several pathological conditions such as: stroke [7]; Parkinson’s dis-
ease [8]; dystonia [9]; epilepsy [10] and schizophrenia [11]. In October 2008, the
Food and Drug Administration in the USA approved TMS for the treatment of major
depression under specific clinical circumstances. However, in spite of its widespread
popularity, several aspects regarding the mechanism of action of rTMS are still un-

194 Basic Neuroimaging, Second Edition.
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known. It is known that long-lasting effects of rTMS are due to mechanisms involving
changes in the efficiency of synapses between cortical neurons, namely long-term po-
tentiation (LTP, increased synaptic strength) and long-term depression (LTD, reduction
in synapse strength) [12].

However, given the indirect nature of the measures through which TMS effects are
usually assessed (e.g. behavioural and electromyographic measures), there is still a
lack of understanding regarding its mechanism of action. In the last 20 years, TMS has
been successfully combined with electroencephalography (EEG) [13]; positron emis-
sion tomography (PET) [14]; functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) [15]; and
near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) [16], to help understand the biological systems as
well as the technology used to assess it. Currently, the combined use of TMS and neu-
roimaging techniques represents the most promising approach in the clarification of
the TMS mechanism of action and in the investigation of brain dynamics in terms of
reactivity, connectivity and plasticity.

6.3 Basic functioning of TMS

6.3.1 Physical principles

TMS as a technique is able to non-invasively stimulate and modulate the excitability
of the brain through the electromagnetic induction of an electric field [1]. Faraday’s
law tells us that the exposure of a material to a time-varying magnetic field will cause
the induction of an electric field. The magnitude of the evoked electric field and the
current produced by it are directly proportional to the change in time of the magnetic
field induced by TMS:

∇× E =
dB

dt
(6.1)

where ∇ is the curl operator1, E is the electric field, B is the magnetic field and t
is time. In TMS an electrical current (up to 8 kA) is generated by a capacitor and
subsequently discharged into a solenoid (electromagnet) made of 5-20 turns of wire,
called the coil. The coil produces a magnetic pulse of up to 2 Tesla (T) with a rise
time of 200 µs and duration of 1 ms which in turn induces an electric field directly in
the cortex (Figure 6.1). The internal circuitry of a TMS device consists of three main
elements (Figure 6.2): a power capacitor, an inductor (i.e. the stimulating coil) and
a switch that connects the two parts when closed. This structure is common to all
monophasic TMS devices (see Section 6.3.2).

When TMS is applied to the brain, the induced electric currents cause a transient
and non-invasive depolarisation of cell membranes and thereby neuronal activation in
the stimulated area [1]. This mechanism, which is still poorly understood, has been
mostly inferred from the application of TMS to M1. The application of TMS over this
area induces a depolarisation of cortico-spinal tract neurons, which evokes a recordable
MEP from the contralateral muscle represented in the stimulated portion of the motor
cortex (Figure 6.3). The MEPs’ characteristics, such as amplitude and latency, are

1The curl is a vector operator that describes the infinitesimal rotation of a 3-dimensional vector field. At ev-
ery point in the field, the curl of that point is represented by a vector whose attributes (length and direction)
characterise the rotation at that point.
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Figure 6.1 Basic functioning of TMS. An electric current flows into the coil in two opposite
directions inducing a magnetic field of up to 2T and duration of 1 ms. When the coil is applied
to the scalp, the rapid change of the magnetic field produces an electric current directly in the
cortex. Part of the figure is reproduced with permission from [17].

used both for clinical purposes to assess the correct functioning and efficiency of the
cortico-spinal tract, and in research to investigate the physiology of the motor cortex.
The size of MEP reflects the excitability of the cortico-spinal system and increases as
the stimulus intensity increases [1]. MEPs are one of the few “visible effects” that
TMS induces when applied to the brain and currently most of the knowledge of the
physiological mechanisms of the technique is based on their analysis.

6.3.2 TMS parameters of stimulation

Despite 30 years of use, the investigation of the physiological and behavioural effects
produced by the different parameters of TMS is still a topic of central relevance [18].
In fact, a significant intra- and inter-individual variability in TMS responses is often
observed in studies using similar TMS protocols [19]. Some subject-dependent factors
can partially account for this variability, such as the subjective vigilance state and the
scalp-cortex distance [20, 21, 22]. However, most of the variability can be explained by
TMS-dependent factors, including the characteristics of the coil, the pulse shape and
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Figure 6.2 TMS devices. A TMS device (model Magstim R2) (left) and an internal circuitry of
a standard TMS monophasic device (right).
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Figure 6.3 Schematic representation of the induction of a motor-evoked potential (MEP).
The application of TMS over the primary motor cortex induces a depolarisation of the neurons
of the cortico-spinal tract resulting in a twitch of the controlateral muscle represented in the
portion of the stimulated cortex.

the protocol of stimulation. In the following three paragraphs the effects produced by
these factors are discussed.

Characteristics of the coil: shape and orientation The characteristics of the coil determine
the diffusion of the TMS-induced magnetic field, thus influencing the electric current
induced in the brain. Firstly, coil shape is important in defining the focality of stim-
ulation. The first TMS coils to be used were circular. These coils were made of 5-20
turns of wire and had an outer diameter of 8-15 cm so that the magnetic field was
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stronger under the centre of the coil [23]. However, the induced current was stronger
near the outer edge of the coil (Figure 6.4) making the stimulation non-focal. For this
reason, circular coils are mainly used in clinics for the assessment of the cortico-spinal
conduction time, usually tested by placing the coil over the cranial vertex (commonly
localised as the Cz point with 10-20 reference system) in order to stimulate both the
motor cortices simultaneously. A more focal, but also less efficient, stimulation can be
obtained if the coil is tilted relative to the scalp surface. Currently, most research and
clinical applications use a coil commonly known as a “figure-of-8” coil (Figure 6.4).
Figure-of-8 coils are composed by two round coils placed side by side; such a con-
figuration makes the electric current flow in the same direction at the junction point,
so that the induced electric fields are maximal below this point [24]. The focality of
stimulation depends on the intensity of stimulation: at a threshold intensity, the area
stimulated by the figure-of-8 coils is about 1-2 cm2 [25]. However, it must be taken into
account that recent TMS studies with simultaneous EEG acquisition showed that the
stimulation spreads trans-synaptically over connected areas [13, 26]. Although more
focal, stimulation with a figure-of-8 coil is limited in terms of the penetration, e.g. 2-3
cm below the coil [27], so that only cortical areas can be stimulated. Importantly, the
depth of stimulation dramatically depends on the distance between the coil and the
scalp [28, 29]. To compensate for this limitation, different coil configurations have
been proposed, such as the “double-cone” coil. In double-cone configuration the round
coils are bent into a spherical “cap” shape. This allows for a more focused and deep
stimulation usually used for stimulation of deep brain areas such as the cerebellum or
the supplementary motor area [30]. More complex coil designs have been proposed to
increase the focality and the penetration of the stimulation, such as the “H-coil” [31].
Another factor influencing the dimension of the electric field is the size of the coil:
a smaller coil induces more focal stimulation. However, the electric field induced by
smaller coil is weaker, therefore higher intensities are usually necessary to increase the
efficiency of stimulation. An additional critical factor is the coil positioning in terms of
orientation and direction. This is defined by the position of the coil handle with respect
to the focus of stimulation which indicates the current direction: posterior-anterior and
anterior-posterior directions are the most common.

The influence of current direction has been reported by several studies, presumably
related to the anatomical orientation of the pyramidal tract neurons and their axons
[33, 34, 35]. Coil orientation should be adjusted on the basis of the stimulated area
[8]. For MEP evocation in the hand muscles, for example, the optimal orientation is
45 degrees with respect to the midline of the head that corresponds to an orientation
perpendicular to the central sulcus [36, 33]. In particular, current direction seems to
be critical in the efficiency of the stimulation between monophasic and biphasic pulse
waveforms [37, 20, 38] discussed in the next paragraph.

Characteristics of the pulse waveform: monophasic and biphasic Two pulse waveforms
are mainly used in TMS studies: monophasic and biphasic. The monophasic waveform
is generated by a switch or a diode in the stimulator that prevents the coil current
from flowing in the reverse direction, so after a rise period the current falls to zero.
In biphasic stimulators, instead, the coil current has two peaks, one positive and one
negative [39]. The difference between the two pulses has been increasingly investi-
gated in recent years [20, 38]. Several studies, for instance, demonstrated a differ-
ent efficacy of the two pulses in evoking MEPs. Specifically, monophasic stimulators
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Figure 6.4 TMS Coils. Electric field, induced by a circular coil (left) and a figure-of-8 coil
(right). Part of the figure is reproduced with permission from [32].

evoke higher MEPs when the current flows in a posterior-anterior direction. When a
biphasic stimulator is used, the anterior-posterior direction seems to be more effective
[38]. Also MEP latency is known to be highly affected by the pulse waveform and cur-
rent direction: longer latencies are produced with a posterior-anterior direction with
monophasic devices, and an anterior-posterior direction with biphasic ones [40]. Stud-
ies testing V1 excitability revealed that this area is also sensitive to current orientation.
Phosphenes (i.e., a sensation of a ring or spot of light) are more easily evokable with
latero-medial orientation than with the medio-lateral [20]. Finally, a mounting number
of studies investigating the relationship between the waveform and the long-lasting ef-
fects of repetitive TMS (rTMS; see Section 6.5.3) demonstrated that monophasic pulses
may be more effective than biphasic pulses [41, 42, 43, 44]. However, this hypothe-
sis was difficult to test directly since traditional rTMS devices produce only biphasic
pulses. Recently, advances in TMS technology have produced new devices able to de-
liver high-frequency rTMS pulses with different waveforms. Specifically, with these
devices, called controllable TMS (cTMS), it is possible to modify the ratio between
the two phases of the pulse producing monophasic and a range of biphasic waveforms
[45].

Characteristics of the stimulation protocol: intensity and frequency TMS intensity is ad-
justed on the basis of the motor or phosphene threshold. The resting motor threshold
(RMT) is defined as the lowest intensity required to evoke at least five out of ten
MEPs with a peak-to-peak amplitude of >50 µV from a relaxed hand muscle [46]. The
phosphene threshold (PT) is defined as the lowest intensity at which phosphenes are
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perceived in at least 5 of 10 stimulations. These concepts will be examined in depth in
Section 6.4.1. The physiological implication of TMS intensity is that stronger stimuli
recruit larger neuronal populations [47]. Indeed, at lower intensities only neuronal
populations with low thresholds are activated, so the stimulation is more focal [12].
Depending on the frequency of stimulation, three main TMS protocols can be distin-
guished:

single-pulse TMS (spTMS): in which single pulses are delivered to investigate mo-
tor physiology or the timing of cognitive processes, but also for clinical purposes,
for instance to test the integrity of the cortico-spinal tract.

paired-pulse TMS (ppTMS): in which two pulses, termed conditioning and test
pulses, are delivered in a short interstimulus interval over one or two cere-
bral areas (i.e. using a twin coil approach) to investigate intra-cortical in-
hibitory/excitatory processes and cortico-cortical connectivity.

repetitive TMS (rTMS): in which “train” of pulses are delivered at low (≤ 1 Hz)
or high frequency (> 1 Hz) to investigate plasticity processes for therapeutic and
research purposes.

These protocols produce highly different outcomes and their use strictly depends
on the aim of the TMS application. The applications of single-pulse, paired-pulse and
repetitive TMS are largely discussed in Section 6.5.

6.4 From acquisition to data analysis

Although the use of TMS is relatively simple compared to other techniques, collecting
data with this technique can be challenging since the experimenter has to accurately
choose “where”, “when” and “how” to stimulate the cerebral cortex. This implies a
deep knowledge of how the brain works during the process under investigation. In
addition, before deciding a TMS protocol, the experimenter has to be aware of the
possible risks due to the stimulation. Hence it becomes important to follow the ap-
plication guidelines of TMS (see Rossi et al. [48]). This section aims to describe how
to collect and analyse data with TMS in a research environment. All the general steps
common to neurophysiological and cognitive studies will be fully described in different
subsections.

6.4.1 Data acquisition

How to establish the target area Establishing an area to stimulate with TMS requires
a strong hypothesis regarding the involvement of that area during the process under
investigation. This is particularly challenging when investigating high-level cognitive
processes during which more than one area is activated. In such cases, it is important to
have a hypothesis about “when” the area we want to stimulate is involved in the target
process. In this regard, it is recommended that the researchers choose more than one
time interval in which to deliver a stimulus to establish the timing of activation of the
target area during the investigated process.
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Once the area(s) to stimulate are established we need to know how to find them
from the intact scalp. To this end several solutions, anatomically or functionally-
guided, are available. The choice depends both on the degree of precision required
and on the availability of a neuronavigation system (see below). The easiest areas
to find are M1 and V1 since their stimulation produces a visible output. In this case,
starting from a point, defined a priori, usually based on a 10-20 system (e.g. 3 cm
lateral and 1 anterior from Cz for M1; 3 cm anterior and 1 lateral from inion for V1),
the motor/visual “hotspot” is determined by moving the coil in 1-2 cm steps around
the starting point until we succeed in evoking stable MEPs of around 1 mV of intensity
(for M1 stimulation) or the (blindfolded) subject reports consistent phosphenes (for V1
stimulation). Once the M1 or V1 hotspot is found, other brain areas can be localised.
For instance, the premotor area is usually defined as the site located 2 cm anterior
and 1 cm medial from the motor hotspot (e.g. [49, 50]). Alternatively, the 10-20 sys-
tem can be used to localise brain areas in relation to the crossing point between the
lines connecting nasion-inion and pre-auricular points [51]. For example, F3 and F4
electrodes are commonly used to localise left and right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex
(DLPFC) (e.g. [52, 53]). A major advantage of these two solutions is their relatively
easy and low-cost application; however, it must be taken into consideration that such
methods have a relatively poor spatial accuracy and do not account for inter-individual
anatomical differences. These limitations have been overcome with the introduction of
frameless stereotaxic systems that allow a precise MRI-guided placement of the TMS
coil based on the 3D reconstruction of the subject’s structural MRI. However, it must
be considered that most of the target sites do not present reliable anatomical mark-
ers. Alternatively, the localization of a specific area can be based on the coordinates
(e.g. Talairach’s coordinates) used in previous studies investigating the same process
or the same brain area.

Among functionally-guided methods, a common solution is the “hunting procedure”,
which consists of applying stimulation over different sites around the target area usu-
ally localised with the 10-20 system (e.g. F3 for DLPFC). After a few pilot trials, the area
producing the strongest post stimulus behavioural (e.g. reaction time (RT) increase) or
physiological (e.g. MEP modulation) outcome is chosen as a target area. Although this
procedure potentially provides a higher degree of precision, it is very time consuming
and it can be inaccurate if the pilot trials are not representative of the entire sample.

Finally, combining individual MRI and neuronavigated TMS is a very efficient
method to localise areas based on both anatomical and functional data. This method
potentially provides the highest degree of precision and it is the only one that accounts
for individual differences. It is however very costly in terms of time and money as it
requires every subject to undergo MRI.

Once the coil position and orientation has been established, the experimenter has to
be sure that the coil doesn’t move from the target area. To this end, a neuronavigation
system would allow the on-line monitoring and adjustement of the coil position in a
mm scale. During the experiment the coil is usually held by hand but for long protocols
of stimulation a mechanical support would be desirable.

The intensity of stimulation Intensity of stimulation is an important parameter that
may strongly affect the outcome of an experiment. From a physiological point of view,
stronger stimuli recruit larger neuronal populations. Hence, reducing the intensity,
only neuronal populations with a low threshold are activated, making the stimulation
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more focal [47]. From a behavioural point of view, stronger stimuli may produce a
stronger interference with the ongoing neuronal activity [54]. However, it is important
to consider that higher intensities of stimulation can make the subject uncomfortable
or blink, potentially resulting in confounding effects for task performance. Thus, TMS
intensity must be carefully established depending on the aim of the experiment. In
most TMS studies, the intensity of stimulation is adjusted on the basis of the RMT.
RMT is defined after finding a reliable motor hotspot, the stimulation of which evokes
stable MEPs. Then, starting from a subthreshold value, intensity should be progres-
sively increased in steps of 1-2% of the maximum stimulator output until an RMT
value is reached. By convention RMT is obtained by recording surface EMG from the
first dorsal interosseous or the abductor pollicis brevis muscles via Ag/AgCl electrodes
mounted in a belly-tendon montage. However, some studies investigating non-motor
areas, applied the same procedure but based on visual inspection of muscle twitch as
in the relaxed hand without recording an EMG trace [55]. Although faster, this pro-
cedure can produce an overestimation of RMT value, since visual inspection is less
rigorous than EMG. Typically, the RMT value is used to adjust the intensity of single
pulses and rTMS protocols. In the first case, especially for studies investigating M1,
suprathreshold intensities are used to obtain reliable MEPs, usually in the range of
110-130% of RMT. However, when using suprathreshold pulses, possible excitability
changes due to afferent input from muscle twitch should be taken into account. To
avoid this confounding effect, new studies combining TMS with other techniques fo-
cused on evocable measures at subthreshold intensities, such as TMS-evoked potentials
(TEPs) recorded during EEG [56].

Adjusting intensity for non-motor area stimulation is more a subject of debate. Many
studies have used the same intensity as for M1. However, it should be considered
that (1) different areas may have different excitability thresholds; (2) scalp-cortex
distance differs depending on the area. In this regard, Stokes et al. [22, 57] proposed
a method to adjust the intensity based on the scalp-cortex distance: for each additional
millimetre separating the stimulating coil from the scalp surface, an additional 2.8%
of the maximum stimulator output has been suggested as a requirement to reach the
motor threshold (MT).

For paired-pulse and repetitive protocols (see Section 6.5.2) intensity is usu-
ally established based on the literature. In rTMS protocols both subthreshold and
suprathreshold intensities are commonly used, usually in the range of 90-130% of
RMT, depending on the intensity and duration of the protocol (see next paragraph).
In paired-pulse protocols, the intensity of the two pulses are independently adjusted
following an established paradigm (see Chen [58] for a review). These protocols will
be discussed in Section 6.5.2.

MT values can also be measured during muscle contraction. This measure is termed
active motor threshold (AMT) and is defined as the lowest intensity required to evoke
at least five out of ten MEPs with a peak-to-peak amplitude of > 200 µV during 10-
20% of maximum muscle contraction, using visual or auditory feedback [46]. AMT is
commonly used in neurophysiological studies investigating M1 excitability measures
such as input/output curves and cortical silent periods (CSP; see Section 6.5.1). By
convention, AMT is also used to establish the intensity of theta-burst protocols (TBS;
see Section 6.5.3), usually delivered at 80-90% of AMT.
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Finally, for V1 stimulation, intensity is commonly adjusted on the subjective PT: this
index is thought to reflect the excitability of visual areas and it has been found not to
be correlated to MT [59].

The paradigm of stimulation TMS can be applied “on-line”, i.e. while the subject is un-
dertaking the investigative process, or “off-line”, i.e. independently of the investigation.
On-line and off-line protocols provide advantages and disadvantages, so the choice of
paradigm must be made carefully.

When applied on-line, TMS is able to produce time-locked effects that provide infor-
mation about the timing of the investigated process. Thus, an on-line protocol should
be chosen to investigate the time course of a cognitive (or motor) process. This ap-
proach is known as “mental chronometry” [60]. In on-line protocols the highest tem-
poral resolution is achieved with single-pulse TMS, the neuronal effects of which last
for a few tenths of ms [5]. On-line TMS can also be delivered in short, high-frequency
trains, providing stronger neuronal interference compared to a single-pulse, but with
a lower temporal resolution. Although less common, TMS can be delivered on-line
in paired pulses (ppTMS), applied to the same area or over two interconnected sites.
In the first case, ppTMS is often used to explore inhibitory or facilitatory mechanisms
during a task performance. In the second case, ppTMS is used to interfere with two
interconnected areas activated by the task performance. This approach is termed the
“twin coil approach” and is described in Section 6.5.2. The main disadvantage of on-
line protocols is the possible confounding effects derived by the discomfort the subject
may perceive during the stimulation (e.g. blinks, muscle stimulation, headache) that
can affect the task performance. Furthermore, compared to off-line paradigms, on-line
protocols are more complicated to establish and it is usually recommended to conduct
pilot experiments before fixing a final protocol.

Off-line TMS is usually applied between a pre- and one or more post-rTMS mea-
sures. Compared to on-line, off-line paradigms do not reveal temporal features of
the investigated process, but allow causal inferences between the stimulated area and
the task performance. The only stimulation suitable for off-line protocols is rTMS
since it produces long-lasting after effects, the duration of which depends on the pro-
tocol of stimulation (see Section 6.5.3 for more details). Parameters of stimulation
are established on the basis of the traditional distinction between “low-frequency” (≤
1 Hz) and “high-frequency” (> 1 Hz) rTMS, which usually results in an inhibitory
and facilitatory effect on cortical excitability, respectively. However, the dichotomy of
low-frequency/inhibitory and high-frequency/facilitatory was established using MEPs
evoked from M1, so the reproducibility of these effects in non-motor areas, especially
during a task performance, is still debated (see Section 6.5.1 for more details). To
summarise, the major advantages of off-line protocols are (1) their relatively easy ap-
plication, particularly over brain regions in which rTMS might result in discomfort and
(2) the absence of confounding factors that may affect the task performance.

How to establish a control condition In TMS studies there are two main approaches to
establish a control condition: one consists of a sham stimulation; the other consists
of a real stimulation delivered over a control site or in a control condition. Neither
approaches can be considered optimal since both provide critical weak points, so this
choice should be taken with caution.
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Sham stimulation can be performed in three ways: (1) by using a sham coil; (2) by
placing a thickness of wood or plastic between the coil and the scalp; (3) by tilting the
coil away from the scalp. Among the three, the first solution is the less recommend-
able since sham coils, although producing the same sound, do not produce the same
sensation over the scalp because no magnetic field is evoked. In addition, this solution
is the most expensive. The use of a piece of wood or plastic between the coil and the
head may also not be optimal, since, depending on the thickness, it can excessively
reduce the tactile sensation due to the magnetic field. Tilting the coil away from the
scalp is the most common solution, in particular for rTMS protocols. Using this solu-
tion the scalp sensation is at least partially preserved so it seems to be more effective
as a control condition, especially with people näıve to TMS. However, as already men-
tioned, the main problem of sham stimulations is the difficulty to reproduce the same
sensations experienced with real TMS, thus their use should be avoided with non-näıve
subjects.

The second approach consists of using a real stimulation that is chosen so as to not
affect the outcome of the experiment. This can be done by applying stimulation to a
control site or during a control condition of the ongoing task, if applicable to the ex-
periment. When choosing a control site, possible connections between the control and
the target area should be taken into account since, as previously demonstrated, TMS-
evoked activity can spread over interconnected areas [13, 26]. In cognitive studies it is
common to stimulate the vertex assuming that it does not affect the investigated pro-
cess. Alternatively, a more elegant procedure consists of stimulating the homologous
site contralateral to the target area. This solution is particularly suitable when there
is a hypothesis of lateralization of a given brain function. Another solution consists of
delivering TMS during a control condition (i.e. “catch trials”). Although more com-
plicated to set up, this solution is the most highly recommended since it provides two
main advantages: (1) it avoids the problem of the spread of TMS-evoked activity to
interconnected sites; (2) it provides some information on the inter-trial effect of TMS.

6.4.2 Data analysis

Behavioural and physiological TMS indexes In TMS studies, dependent variables can be
behavioural or physiological in nature. RT and accuracy are typically used to test the ef-
fects of TMS in terms of disruption or facilitation of task performance. One of the main
problems in behavioural studies using TMS is the variability of the effects produced,
which can depend on stimulation protocol (e.g. intensity or frequency), on physiolog-
ical subjective factors (e.g. state of activation) and on the task itself. This leads to a
certain degree of uncertainty in TMS outcomes, making it difficult to establish an a
priori hypothesis on the effect direction.

Among the electromyographic physiological variables, MEP amplitude is the most
commonly used. This is measured from the first positive peak, occurring at around 25
milliseconds from the TMS pulse (in healthy volunteers), to the second negative peak.
MEPs can also be rectified and analysed as an area; this index, although less com-
mon, takes into account the duration of the potential. MEP latency is usually tested in
studies comparing clinical populations, since this index is very stable in healthy volun-
teers but pathological alterations are common (see paragraph 6.5.1). The other main
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Figure 6.5 Local and global grand-averaged EEG response to 80 TMS pulses over the
left primary motor cortex (15 healthy volunteers). Panel A and B depict the local motor
cortex activation in terms of event-related spectral perturbation and local mean field power,
respectively. Panel C depicts the global cortical activation in terms of TMS-evoked potentials
recorded over all the scalp.

TMS physiological index is the duration of the CSP, a period of electromyographic
suppression evocable during muscle contraction (see Section 6.5.1).

The above described indices are the most common in traditional TMS set-ups. How-
ever, in the last twenty years, studies combining TMS with other techniques such as
EEG have focused on other measures that reflect the TMS-evoked activity in the cor-
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tex. In particular, by simultaneously recording EEG during TMS, it is possible to record
the post-synaptic potentials following the depolarization evoked by TMS [13]. Such
potentials are termed TMS-evoked potentials (TEPs) and can be analysed over time,
space and frequency to investigate the cortical activity and connectivity in the healthy
and pathological brain (e.g. schizophrenia, [61]; vegetative state, [62]; Parkinson’s
disease, [63]). In the time domain, TEPs are analysed in terms of amplitude, latency
and topography distribution, as per normal ERPs (Figure 6.5). As an alternative to
peak analysis, TEPs are commonly analysed in terms of global (or local) mean field
power, a measure reflecting the cortical activation strength evoked by TMS [64]. Such
measure is computed as:

GMFP (t) =

√√√√√ k∑
i

(Vi(t)− Vmean(t))2

K
(6.2)

where t is time, K the number of channels, Vi the voltage in channel i averaged across
participants and Vmean is the mean of the voltage in all the channels. TEP analysis in
the time-frequency domain is becoming more popular given the potential of TMS to
reset the phase of natural brain oscillations [65]. Two main indexes are used: event-
related spectral perturbation (ERSP) [66] and inter-trial coherence (ITC) [67]. Both
measures require computing a time/frequency decomposition of each TMS-EEG epoch,
usually based on wavelet transform. Event-related spectral perturbation reflects the
TMS-induced changes in the power of the EEG spectrum and is computed as:

ERSP (f, t) =
1

n

n∑
k=1

|Fk(f, t)|2 (6.3)

where, for n trials, F is the spectral estimate of trial k at frequency f and time t.
Inter-trial coherence measures the synchronization of the phase of the TMS-evoked

EEG responses across trials and is computed as:

ITC(f, t) =
1

n

n∑
k=1

Fk(f, t)

|Fk(f, t)|
(6.4)

Collecting TMS-EEG data can be challenging since TMS produces different EEG ar-
tifacts of an electrical and physiological nature. Electrical artifacts result from the
voltage induced in the electrodes by the TMS pulse, which is several orders of mag-
nitude larger than the physiological responses. Physiological artifacts are produced
by the stimulation of scalp muscles, the coil click and the tactile sensation. Through-
out the years, several on-line and off-line strategies have been developed to deal with
TMS-induced EEG artifacts. The progressive improvements in the amplifier technology
have allowed for the successful removal or reduction of the TMS pulse-induced artifact
during the EEG recording [13]. The on-line reduction of physiological artifacts is also
possible. For instance, the use of an ad-hoc white noise masking the coil click min-
imises the auditory artifacts [26]. Muscle artifacts can be reduced by varying the coil
positioning [68]. Finally, somatosensory artifacts can be reduced by using a thickness
of a few millimeters to reduce the tactile sensation during the stimulation. Different
off-line methods of correction have also been developed by using (1) a subtractive
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approach, in which a template artifact generated through a phantom [69] or a TMS
control condition [70] is subtracted from the data; (2) independent component anal-
ysis (ICA) or principal component analysis (PCA); (3) linear and non-linear detrend
algorithms [63]. Once the TMS-induced artifacts are successfully removed, TEP anal-
ysis steps are similar to the analysis of event-related potentials, discussed in Chapter
5.

Statistical analysis In TMS studies, behavioural and physiological dependent variables
can be compared across sessions, blocks and/or trials. In the first case, TMS effects are
compared among different sites of stimulation (e.g. target area vs. control area) and/or
among different stimulation protocols (e.g. high-frequency vs. low-frequency rTMS).
TMS effects can also be compared across blocks, usually comparing different times
(e.g. pre-rTMS vs. post-rTMS) and/or different sites of stimulation (e.g. target area vs.
control area). Finally, TMS effects can also be tested across trials by comparing target
trials with catch trials. In neurophysiological studies, catch trials typically consist of
single-pulses evoking test MEPs, assumed as a baseline, which are usually compared
with target trials evoking conditioned MEPs (e.g. by using paired-pulse protocols). In
behavioural studies the same logic is used by delivering TMS in a control condition for
catch trials (e.g. a control condition of the task).

With regards to statistical analysis, both behavioural and physiological variables can
be expressed in either a raw format or normalised (e.g. as log-transformed values or
as ratio values). This last method is commonly used in studies testing MEPs, expressed
as a ratio between conditioned MEP/unconditioned MEP. The tests commonly used for
statistical analyses include ANOVAs and t-tests. It is worth mentioning that in TMS-EEG
studies it is becoming common to use a non-parametric cluster-based permutation test,
developed by Maris and Oostenveld [71]. This test is similar to the non-parametric test
used for the analysis of fMRI data and it has been proposed to solve the problem of
multiple comparisons when these are in the order of hundreds or thousands. This test
uses a correction based on cluster-level statistics, computed as the sum of the point-
specific statistics calculated for all the time points within a cluster of electrodes (for a
detailed explanation of the test see Maris and Oostenveld [71]).

6.5 Applications of TMS

As previously mentioned TMS can be delivered in single, paired or repetitive pulses.
Each kind of stimulation provides a different effect so their use depends on the informa-
tion we want to obtain with TMS. In the following three paragraphs, several example
applications of TMS are discussed.

6.5.1 Single-pulse TMS

Single-pulse TMS in the assessment of motor physiology spTMS provides measures of
cortico-spinal excitability, information about the functional integrity of intracortical
neuronal structures, conduction along cortico-spinal, cortico-nuclear and callosal fi-
bres. The amplitude of the MEP is used to examine the integrity of the cortico-spinal
tract and its excitability. Although very useful, this measure cannot distinguish between
the different contributions of cortical, subcortical or spinal excitability. Indeed, patients
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with dysfunction at any level of the cortico-spinal tract can show abnormalities in MEP
amplitude or latency. However, it must be taken into account that great inter- and
intra-individual variability is often observed in healthy volunteers, leading to a large
range of normal values [72]. Motor threshold is strongly affected by disease of the
cortico-spinal tract. Patients with multiple sclerosis, stroke, brain or spinal cord injury
usually show an increase in the MT [73], whereas a decrease in the MT is often ob-
served in patients with amyotrophic lateral sclerosis [74]. Phosphene threshold, even
if less commonly used, can also provide information on the visual cortex physiology.
Patients with migraine, for instance, showed a lower phosphene threshold compared
to control individuals [75].

A recruitment curve can be generated by the increase in MEP amplitude as TMS
intensity increases. The slope of this curve reflects the strength of cortico-spinal pro-
jections. For instance, in muscles with a low MT, such as intrinsic hand muscles, the
curve is generally steeper [76].

Another important measure assessed by spTMS is the CSP, which refers to a short
period of electromyographic inactivity after the evocation of an MEP, usually lasting a
few hundredths of ms [77]. CSP is evoked when a single suprathreshold TMS pulse is
applied over M1 during a muscle contraction. It is believed that its origin is mostly due
to cortical inhibitory mechanisms even if a spinal contribution is likely to play a role at
least for the first 50-60 ms [33, 78]. An abnormal duration of CSP is often observed in
patients with movement disorders. For instance, in patients with amyotrophic lateral
sclerosis the duration of silent periods is usually shorter than in healthy controls, due
to impairment of intracortical inhibition [79].

Central motor conduction is another common measure provided by spTMS over the
motor cortex and spinal cord (with the coil placed over the back of the neck). This
index is calculated as the difference between the peripheral conduction time (obtained
by spinal stimulation) and MEP latency evoked in the target muscle [77]. Patients
with multiple sclerosis, stroke and amyotrophic lateral sclerosis usually show a delay
in central motor conduction time [80].

Single-pulse TMS in the study of cognitive processes In the last 25 years the use of TMS
in the investigation of cognitive processes has increased progressively, such as: per-
ception [5], attention [81, 82], learning [8], language [83, 84], executive functions
[85, 86]; memory [87] and awareness [88]. In particular, spTMS has been largely
used to transiently “interfere” with ongoing cognitive processes, providing an accurate
description of cerebral processing timing. In cognitive studies, spTMS is usually ap-
plied at precise time points during a cognitive task in order to investigate the exact
timing for which a specific area is critical in the task [18]. One of the first examples
of this approach was provided by a well-known study conducted by Cohen and Cuffin
[89]. In this study spTMS was used to interfere with the function of different cortical
areas in blind patients while they were reading Braille and in healthy volunteers while
they were reading embossed Roman letters. When TMS was applied to V1, it induced
a distortion of the tactile perception of congenitally and early blind patients, but not in
patients that became blind after age 14 or in healthy volunteers [89]. This result was
one of the first that demonstrated the causal role of the visual cortex in tactile spatial
processing in early blind subjects. The mechanism through which TMS interferes with
information processing remains a matter of debate, and different theories have been
proposed through the years. Traditionally, TMS has been used to disrupt the activity of
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a cortical target area, by inducing a temporary “virtual brain lesion” [18]. However, in
recent years, this theory has been questioned since it seems too simplistic and not infor-
mative about the real mechanism of TMS [54]. Recently, Miniussi et al. [54] proposed
a new perspective for TMS as a tool to induce “neural noise” in normal neural activity
(“signal activity”). Depending on the level of noise with respect to the signal activity,
the effect of TMS can result in a disruption, or facilitation, of a task-based performance
[54]. However, understanding the mechanisms of TMS in cognition is also compli-
cated by the relatively low spatial resolution of the stimulation. Despite the progress
that has been made in producing focal stimulation, such as the development of the
figure-of-8 coil and neuronavigation systems, it is now clear that stimulation spreads
over brain regions which are connected to the stimulated area, as demonstrated by a
number of studies simultaneously using TMS and neuroimaging techniques, such as
EEG (e.g. [13, 26]).

6.5.2 Paired-pulse TMS

Paired-pulse TMS in the examination of intracortical inhibitory and excitatory mechanisms
In paired-pulse protocols two stimuli are used: the first stimulus is called the condition-
ing stimulus (CS) and is supposed to affect the response evoked by the second stimulus,
called test stimulus (TS). The inter-stimulus interval (ISI) is critical in producing dif-
ferent effects on the test MEP and, depending on the ISI length and on the intensity
by a subthreshold CS, inhibitory and facilitatory interactions in the cortex can be stud-
ied (Figure 6.6). Inhibitory responses have a gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA)-ergic
origin, which is the main inhibitory neurotransmitter in the brain; whereas facilitatory
responses have a glutamatergic origin, which is the main excitatory neurotransmitter.
At very short ISIs, from 1 to 5 ms, the test MEP (evoked by a suprathreshold TS) is
inhibited and this is called short inter-stimulus interval intracortical inhibition (SICI);
whereas intracortical facilitation (ICF) of an MEP, using similar intensities to SICI, is
usually observed at ISIs ranging from 8 to 30 ms [90]. Such processes are likely to
occur within the motor cortex as demonstrated by pharmacological studies showing a
suppression of ICF and an increase of SICI after the administration of drugs enhanc-
ing the activity of fast GABA-ergic interneurons (GABAA) and antiglutaminergic drugs
[35]. At longer ISIs, under 200 ms, a long inter-stimulus interval intracortical inhibi-
tion (LICI) of the test MEP (evoked by a threshold TS, preceded by a suprathreshold
CS) is observed, presumably mediated by slow GABA-ergic interneurons (GABAB) [91].

Paired-pulse TMS in the examination of cortico-cortical interactions ppTMS can be used
to test cortico-cortical connectivity by delivering the conditioning stimulus over an
area connected to the motor cortex. This paradigm is known as “twin coil” [92]. The
assumption is that if the conditioning pulse modulates the test MEP, then there is an
interaction between the conditioning area and the motor cortex [92]. The first and
most common example of this protocol is the interhemispheric inhibition paradigm
in which one suprathreshold stimulus is delivered to one motor cortex followed by
a second test stimulus delivered to the other motor cortex after 4-30 ms, allowing
the investigation of interhemispheric interactions and transcallosal conduction times
[93]. These studies found that at ISIs between 7-15 ms the excitability of the motor
cortex controlateral to the stimulation is inhibited. Interestingly the magnitude and
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the length of the inhibition was correlated to the intensity of the conditioning stimulus
([93]; Figure 6.7).

Interhemispheric interactions have also been investigated in patients with move-
ment disorders. For instance, patients with affected transcallosal or cortical inhibitory
interneurons showed abnormal or absent interactions between the two motor cortices

ISI

M1

CS TS

Control

1-5ms

8-30ms

50-200ms

ISI CS TS MEP

SICI

ICF

LICI

Figure 6.6 Paired-pulse protocols. Short-interval intracortical inhibition (SICI); intracortical
facilitation (ICF) and long-interval intracortical inhibition (LICI) can be tested by varying the
interstimulus interval (ISI) between the conditioning (CS) and the test stimuli (TS).

ISI
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ISI CS TS MEP
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INTERHEMISPHERIC INHIBITION (IHI)

TS

L-M1 R-M1

Figure 6.7 Interhemispheric inhibition protocol. The maximum inhibition (i.e. MEP
reduction in amplitude) is usually observed at an interstimulus interval (ISI) of 10-20 ms between
the CS and the TS, while shorter ISIs result in a weaker inhibition.
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[94, 95]. The twin coil approach has also been applied to detect inputs from other
cortical areas. One of the first studies testing this was conducted by Civardi et al. [96]
probing the connections between premotor areas and M1 using a smaller TMS coil.
Other connections have been investigated with the same approach, such as: parietal-
motor interactions [97], premotor-motor interactions [98] and frontal-motor interac-
tions [99]. The same approach has been used to investigate the cerebellar-cortical
pathway by delivering a conditioning pulse over the back of the head with a double-
cone coil. Ugawa et al. [100] were the first to find a strong cerebellar inhibition of a
test MEP evoked at 5-6 ms after the conditioning pulse over the cerebellum (presum-
ably originating from activation of Purkinje cells). The twin coil approach has also been
used to investigate the role of functional networks activated during a cognitive task.
One example is provided by Hasan et al. [99] who found a muscle and timing-specific
connectivity between the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and the motor cortex during an
action selection task, and by Koch et al. [101] who found an activation between dorsal
premotor and controlateral motor cortex during a movement selection task.

6.5.3 Repetitive TMS

rTMS consists of trains of TMS pulses delivered at a certain time frequency. Unlike
spTMS and ppTMS, rTMS produces an effect on the excitability of a stimulated area
that can last well beyond the duration of TMS application. The magnitude of the
effects depends on stimulation parameters such as: stimulus frequency, stimulus in-
tensity, duration of the application and total number of stimuli delivered (for a review
see Thut and Pascual-Leone [102]). For its capability to induce long-lasting effects,
rTMS has been largely used in the investigation of plasticity processes, cognitive stud-
ies and in clinical applications. These applications are discussed in the following three
paragraphs.

Repetitive TMS in the investigation of plasticity processes In the TMS literature, stim-
ulation with a frequency higher than 1 Hz is referred to as “high-frequency rTMS”,
whereas stimulation with a frequency of less than 1 Hz is referred to as “low-frequency
rTMS” [48]. It has been generally observed that a low-frequency rTMS protocol pro-
duces an inhibitory effect on cortical excitability, while a facilitatory effect is often
observed after a high-frequency rTMS protocol. It has been suggested that short-term
effects (i.e. tens of seconds or a few minutes after the stimulation) might result from
changes in neural excitability produced by shifts in ionic balance around neural pop-
ulations [103], whereas long-term effects have been related to changes in the effec-
tiveness of synapses between cortical neurons, similarly to what occurs in LTD and LTP
mechanisms (Figure 6.8; [12]). In the rTMS literature there is a considerable inter-
and intra-individual variability in terms of size, direction (i.e. inhibitory/facilitatory)
and duration of rTMS effects. Several subject-dependent factors can account, at least
partially, for the variability observed, such as: differences in anatomy [22], the level of
ongoing cortical activity [104], changes in hormone levels [105], genetic factors [106]
and interactions with pharmacological treatments [107]. In addition, it must be taken
into consideration that these effects have been mainly tested over M1 through MEPs,
which are also affected by spinal excitability.
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Repetitive TMS in the investigation of cognitive processes rTMS has been used in the
investigation of a wide range of cognitive processes, both in an on-line and off-line
form. In on-line studies rTMS is delivered during a task, usually in short trains of
high-frequency pulses to interfere with the ongoing cognitive process, such as: pic-
ture naming [108], analogic reasoning [109], action naming [110], episodic memory
[111], phonological memory [87], working memory [112] and prospective memory
[86]. One of the first and most well-known examples of this approach has been pro-
vided by Pascual-Leone et al. [83] inducing a speech arrest by applying rTMS over
Broca’s area.

In off-line rTMS cognitive studies, the stimulation is delivered separately in time
from the task, usually following the “task - rTMS - task” procedure. In this regard,
it is important to consider that the physiological effects of rTMS (increase/decrease
of cortical excitability) do not necessarily lead to a behavioural effect in the same di-
rection [54]. Most of the cognitive studies using rTMS have been conducted with an
off-line approach because this paradigm avoids a number of confounding factors re-
lated to nonspecific effects of the stimulation that can affect the performance, such as:
discomfort, noise, muscle twitches, startle response and intersensory facilitation [113].
Although its mechanism is still poorly understood, 1-Hz rTMS is the most frequently
used protocol in the investigation of cognitive processes, such as: spatial hearing [114]
and number processing [115] stimulating parietal areas; working memory [116], de-
cision making [117] and temporal perception [118] stimulating prefrontal areas; mo-
tor learning [119] stimulating the supplementary motor area and semantic cognition
[120] stimulating the anterior temporal lobe.

1 s

Low-frequency rTMS (< 1 Hz)

INCREASE in corticospinal excitability

(LTP-like mechanism)

High-frequency rTMS ( > 1 Hz)

1 s

DECREASE in corticospinal excitability

(LTD-like mechanism)

Figure 6.8 Schematic representation of the effects of high and low-frequency rTMS
protocols. A decrease in MEPs amplitude is usually observed after low-frequency TMS of
the motor cortex, whereas high-frequency rTMS more frequently results in an increase. Such
effects have traditionally been linked to mechanisms similar to long-term depression (LTD) and
long-term potentiation (LTP).
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Repetitive TMS in therapeutic applications As previously mentioned, the long-lasting
effects of rTMS have been related to LTP/LTD-like changes in synaptic connections
between cortical neurons [12]. Following this interpretation there may be potential
for the excitatory or inhibitory effects of rTMS to improve the function of an area dis-
rupted after an injury or chronic disease. Indeed, studies have reported an effect of
rTMS-induced LTP over the DLPFC in a wide range of outcome measures, including:
improvements in psychiatric symptoms, long-lasting structural or functional changes
[121], electrophysiological measures [122] and cognitive tasks [112]. The therapeutic
effects of rTMS have mainly been studied in medication-resistant depressive disorders
as an adjunctive treatment aimed to improve the efficacy of antidepressant drugs via
LTP-like mechanisms [123, 124]. Similarly, rTMS over the lateral prefrontal cortex has
been used in the treatment of obsessive-compulsive disorder in an attempt to boost and
accelerate the psychotropic effects of the tricyclic antidepressant clomipramine [125].
Treatment of schizophrenic symptoms is another clinical domain in which rTMS has
been used. Specifically, some authors have reported a reduction in hallucinations in
schizophrenic patients [11] and improvements in negative symptoms including apa-
thy, amotivation and attention impairment [126, 127]. Finally, previous studies have
reported a reduction in severity of substance use disorders after rTMS of the DLPFC
[128].

Patterned rTMS and other protocols of stimulation Besides the variability, one of the main
caveats of the neuromodulatory effects of rTMS is the limited duration of the effects,
which is dependent on the duration of the protocol and the intensity of stimulation.
For instance, 20 minutes of 1-Hz rTMS delivered at 80% of MT has been reported to
reduce motor cortex excitability for 15-30 minutes after the end of the protocol [129].
In order to reduce the duration and the intensity of the stimulation, new protocols
using short bursts of TMS delivered at very high frequencies with low intensities have
been developed: such protocols are collectively termed as patterned rTMS [130, 48].

Theta-burst stimulation Theta-burst stimulation (TBS; [130]) consists of repeatedly ad-
ministering three-pulse bursts at 50 Hz, every 200ms, a frequency based on the phys-
iologic pattern of neuronal firing found in the hippocampus of animal models [131].
There are two main TBS protocols: continuous TBS (cTBS) and intermittent TBS
(iTBS). cTBS consists of a continuous train of TBS (i.e. three pulses delivered at 50
Hz every 200 ms) without interruption and it induces an LTD-like effect. Two main
advantages of this protocol are the relatively short duration (30 seconds, 300 pulses,
or 40 seconds, 600 pulses) and the low intensity of stimulation, usually 80% of the
AMT. iTBS consists of 20 trains of 10 TBS bursts, lasting 2 s, interrupted by an 8-10
second pause, again this stimulus is usually delivered at 80% of AMT. This iTBS pro-
tocol induces an LTP-like effect. For instance, several studies have found that 190 sec-
onds of iTBS over M1 facilitates MEPs for 20 minutes [130, 132]. Recent studies also
demonstrated the efficacy of cerebellar TBS in modulating the activity of difference
cortical areas presumably by acting on Purkinje cells [133]. Importantly, the results
of the protocol are critically dependent on the protocol parameters and on muscle ac-
tivity, which strongly suppresses the after-effects of TBS [132]. It has also generally
been reported that iTBS is less efficient compared to cTBS and the results obtained are
more variable [132]. Recently, it has been demonstrated that the pulse waveform also
strongly influences the after-effects of TBS [134, 135]. Specifically, monophasic TBS
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pulses seem to produce a stronger and more reliable outcome compared to traditional
biphasic TBS [134, 136]. Since traditional monophasic TMS is not compatible with
repetitive protocols (see paragraph 6.3.2) the pulsewave effect has been tested with
a new TMS device called controllable shape pulse TMS (cTMS; [45]). cTMS induces
near-rectangular electric field pulses that can be adjusted over a wide continuous range
(e.g. pulse width and ratio of positive to negative electric field phase amplitude) en-
abling the development of more selective and efficient protocols of stimulation [137].
In contrast, standard TMS induces cosine electric field pulses with very limited control
over the pulse parameters. The main advantage of cTMS is that the near-rectangular
pulse produces a more rapid change in neuronal membrane potential resulting in less
energy being needed to induce a neuronal depolarization [138]. cTMS can also be used
to optimise traditional rTMS protocols. Indeed, it is believed that neuromodulatory
rTMS effects produced with predominantly unidirectional pulses are more selective
and stronger than the neuromodulatory effects of standard biphasic rTMS [41, 42].

Paired associative stimulation In addition to repetitive stimulation, another approach to
produce long-term changes in synaptic effectiveness is paired associative stimulation
(PAS). PAS is based on the concept of Hebbian spike-timing-dependent plasticity, in
which two inputs are paired to arrive at a single neuron at approximately the same
time. If this spike pattern is repeated, over time a change in synapse efficiency oc-
curs. Usually, when a pre-input arrives just before a post-input, so that the activation
(firing) of a presynaptic cell occurs just before the activation of a postsynaptic cell,
the connection is strengthened. When the opposite occurs, that is when a postsynap-
tic cell fires an impulse just before the activation of a presynaptic cell, the connection
is weakened. However, such rules can be reversed when the two inputs are spatially
distant, turning into anti-Hebbian rules [139]. In humans, PAS usually consists of low-
frequency repetitive peripheral nerve stimulation combined with TMS delivered over
a controlateral target region of the cortex. It is known that the fastest sensory trans-
mission of an impulse from the median nerve to the sensorimotor cortex takes about
20 ms. When the TMS pulse is repetitively applied just after the peripheral transmis-
sion (e.g. 25 ms) then an increase in the excitability of the motor and sensory cortex
is observed (PAS25); on the contrary, when the TMS pulse is applied before the pe-
ripheral transmission (e.g. 10 ms), a decrease in sensorimotor excitability is observed
(PAS10; [140]). Paired stimuli in PAS protocols are usually delivered 60-180 times
at a very low frequency (0.25 Hz). The duration of the after-effects depends on the
number of delivered stimuli (e.g. 90 pairs of stimuli can have an effect for more than
30 minutes [140]). In general most of the studies use 100 pairs with an after-effect
of 25 minutes. The influence of different drugs on the effects of PAS has been investi-
gated. For instance, long-term potentiation PAS effects on subjects treated with L-DOPA
lasted for more than 24 hours [141], whereas PAS effects are abolished if subjects are
treated with dextromethorphan, a blocker of NMDA receptors, demonstrating the crit-
ical role of this receptor in PAS-induced plasticity [142]. Recently, some studies have
used cortico-cortical PAS protocols to induce Hebbian-plasticity in cortical networks
(e.g. [139]). Such protocols have also been used with concurrent TMS-EEG to provide
insights into the plasticity mechanisms induced by PAS [143].
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Medicine is a science of uncertainty and
an art of probability.
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7.1 Introduction

Machine learning is a wide and burgeoning field that encompasses a range of methods
that, broadly speaking, aims to learn structure in empirical data. Pattern recogni-
tion methods can be considered a subset of this field and aim to automatically extract
patterns of regularity from the data allowing, for example, the prediction of a class
label for future datapoints or the clustering of data into different categories. Many
of these methods work on the principle of learning by experience, that is, training
an algorithm using example data or past experience. In this chapter we will focus on
supervised learning methods where this training procedure takes the form of learn-
ing to predict a real-valued or categorical target variable from a set of input patterns.
In contrast, unsupervised learning methods are not provided with labels and learn to
structure the data using various approaches. Machine learning or pattern recognition
methods are often used when it is difficult to write down a mathematical model for
the process we aim to model. For example, we may want to predict clinical outcome
from a set of neuroimaging or genetic data and it may be difficult for us to write down
a precise map for how this can be achieved. Instead, we could adopt a supervised pat-
tern recognition approach to automatically learn to predict outcome in a data-driven
manner.

The structure of this chapter is as follows: first, we will present the nomencla-
ture/notation and definitions that we will use throughout this chapter. Second, we
discuss some of the key methodological concepts that should be considered for ma-
chine learning. Third, we will briefly discuss how neuroimaging data should be pre-
pared. Fourth, we will introduce kernel learning algorithms and present two popular
examples of these algorithms: support vector machine (SVM) and Gaussian processes.
Finally, we will highlight several key examples of machine learning applied to neu-
roimaging from the literature.

7.2 Nomenclature/Notation

We define a training data set D containing N samples, D = {(xi, yi)|i = 1, · · · , N}
where each sample pair consists of a data vector (e.g. voxels from a brain image)
and a label (e.g. clinical outcome). Individual test cases will be defined as x∗ with
corresponding label y∗; the predicted label estimated by the model will be denoted ŷ.
The size of neuroimaging datasets vary considerably, from as few as 20 subjects per
class to hundreds of subjects per class.

7.3 Key concepts

This section presents some of the key concepts that should be considering when under-
taking a pattern recognition analysis.

7.3.1 Feature construction and feature selection

The first step in a pattern recognition analysis of neuroimaging data is to define a set of
features that will be used as covariates (or predictor variables) to predict the response

226 Basic Neuroimaging, Second Edition.
By P.S.Bloomfield, S.Brigadoi, G.Rizzo, M.Veronese - Copyright © 2021
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(or target) variable. In neuroimaging, voxel intensities following suitable preprocess-
ing are often used for this purpose. These may reflect many of the different mea-
surements provided by various neuroimaging techniques (e.g. fMRI BOLD activation,
grey matter density from a voxel-based morphometry (VBM) style preprocessing, or
fractional anisotropy measures derived from DTI). For fMRI, the preprocessed data are
often used directly as features after optionally averaging the time series per voxel over
blocks or events (to increase the signal to noise ratio). Regression coefficients from a
general linear model are also commonly used to describe the brain activation especially
for fast event-related designs where the neural responses to neighbouring events are
often overlapping. Other feature construction methods can also be used as an alter-
native to voxel-based features, for example parcellating the data into anatomically or
functionally defined areas or performing a principal- or independent component anal-
ysis decomposition of the data before the pattern recognition model is applied. For
connectivity-based analyses, features can be derived by linking the upper triangle of
the connectivity matrix into a vector. Regardless of what feature construction method
is used, from a notational point of view, the data are conventionally collected in a
single matrix X of dimensions N × P , where each row represents a subject and each
column represents a feature.

Once suitable features have been defined, some form of feature selection is often
applied. The simplest type of feature selection is masking the data to include only
voxels of interest, for example to restrict analysis to a predefined region or network of
interest or to exclude variables not expected to contain signal of interest (e.g. extra-
cerebral voxels). Many data driven feature selection methods have also been proposed
for neuroimaging data. These include simple filter methods that use a ranking criteria
such as a t-test to remove features that do not contain focal differences between groups
and more complex wrapper methods, such as recursive feature elimination [1, 2], that
use more sophisticated criteria to select informative features. Embedded methods con-
stitute a third category of feature selection methods that are becoming increasingly
popular in neuroimaging. These methods embed the feature selection in the training
procedure. The most common examples of this type are sparse methods that employ
specific regularisation penalties to force many of the features to have zero weighting.
It is crucially important that feature selection is performed on data that is indepen-
dent from data that is used to assess generalizability (for example by means of cross-
validation), otherwise the estimates of model performance will be biased. See the
section below for further details.

7.3.2 Choice of pattern recognition algorithm

There are many different algorithms demonstrated to be effective for classification and
regression of neuroimaging data. We focus primarily on methods for regression and
classification methods that are suited respectively to predicting continuous or categor-
ical target variables, but we note that more complex approaches are an emerging area
of research. These include methods for predicting multiple targets simultaneously or
for predicting different types of target variables including ordinal responses or time-
to-event models. Many of the algorithms employed for neuroimaging overlap with
classical statistical methods such as linear discriminant analysis, random forests or pe-
nalised regression methods. However kernel methods such as SVMs, relevance vector
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machines (RVMs) and Gaussian processes are particularly popular in neuroimaging
owing to their good performance in high-dimensional (e.g. whole-brain) settings and
ease of tuning. There are few formal comparisons of the prediction performance of
different methods, but available results (e.g. [3, 4, 5, 6]) suggest that the accuracy of
most classification methods is similar in whole-brain settings. Therefore, the choice
of algorithm to employ usually rests on other criteria. For example, SVMs may be
favoured for speed for classification of moderately to large sized datasets, whereas
Gaussian process methods provide the advantage of probabilistic predictions, which
can be important for clinical studies. We provide a more detailed description of kernel
methods below.

7.3.3 Model assessment

To assess the performance of the classification models on test data, the accuracy, sensi-
tivity and specificity are commonly computed. To discuss these metrics we use the ex-
ample of predicting subsequent conversion to an illness where converters are assigned
a positive label (+1) and non-converters are assigned a negative label. Accuracy is
defined as:

Accuracy =
(TP + TN)

(NP +NN )
(7.1)

where TP (true positive) represents the number of test cases with a positive label cor-
rectly assigned to the positive class (i.e. converters), TN (true negative) represents the
number of test cases with a negative label correctly assigned to the negative class, NP
is the number of test cases belonging to the positive class and NN is the total number
of test cases belonging to the negative class. We note that when we have balanced
numbers across classes, i.e. NP is equal to NN , the accuracy is equal to the average
of the sensitivity and specificity (see below). However, in the case of imbalanced class
sizes the accuracy may be skewed towards the performance of the classifier for one par-
ticular class. Therefore, in the case of imbalanced data the balanced accuracy should
be reported and is calculated as the average of the sensitivity and specificity [7].
Sensitivity is defined as:

Sensitivity =
TP

(TP + FN)
(7.2)

where FN (false negative) is the number of test cases from the positive class assigned
to the negative class. Specificity is defined as:

Specifictiy =
TN

(TN + FP )
(7.3)

where FP (false positive) is the number of test cases from the negative class assigned
to the positive class. The positive predictive value (PPV ) is defined as:

PPV =
TN

(TP + FP )
(7.4)

The negative predictive value (NPV ) is defined as:

NPV =
TN

(TN + FN)
(7.5)
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Task: predict conversion Classifier with 80% sensitivity and 80% specificity

Population: 100 subjects – Rate of  conversion 40%

Figure 7.1 Illustration of the performance of a classifier with 80% sensitivity and 80%
specificity on predicting conversion to an illness in a sample with 40% likelihood of
conversion. Twelve out of 60 of the non-converters were classified as converters and 8 out
of 40 of the converters were classified as non-converters. The figures in green represent those
classified as non-converters and the figures in red represent those classified as converters.

These measures are often the primary outcome measures for assessing the performance
of the model. On interpreting these metrics it is also essential to consider the preva-
lence of the classes in the population. For a research study, the numbers of cases in
each class may be sampled so that we can have an equal number of converters and
non-converters. However, the population-level rates may be different. Lets consider a
few scenarios to illustrate this. First, we propose a model that achieves 80% sensitivity
and 80% specificity for predicting subsequent conversion to an illness from a cohort
with an identified risk factor for the particular illness. Let’s suppose we know that 40%
of those who carry the risk factor will convert to the illness (see Figure 7.1). In this
case, the classifier will classify 12 of the 60 non-converters as converters and 8 of the
40 converters as non-converters with a PPV of 72.7% and a NPV of 85.7%.

We now consider a larger sample of 600 test cases where only 1% of cases convert
to the illness (see Figure 7.2). In this scenario, where the class numbers are highly
imbalanced we observe a large number (119) of false positives but a small number of
false negatives. The corresponding PPV and NPV were 4% and 80%, respectively.
This example illustrates the importance of considering the prevalence of the event in
the population and the importance of reporting multiple performance metrics.

In addition to these metrics, the performance of classifiers can also be considering
using graphical methods that consider the performance of the classifier over several
operating points, for example the receiver operator characteristic (ROC) curve and the
precision-recall curve. ROC curves are computed by varying the decision threshold of
a classifier. In the case of SVMs, this could be a threshold related to the distance from
hyperplane, and for Gaussian process classifiers (GPCs), the threshold related to the
probabilistic decision threshold. The curve is created by plotting sensitivity on the y-
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axis and (1− specificity) on the x-axis as computed across a range of thresholds. The
area under the ROC curve (AUC-ROC) can then be extracted as a metric of perfor-
mance; an AUC-ROC of 1 implies perfect classification and an AUC-ROC of 0.5 implies
that the classifier is performing at random chance. Similar to the ROC curve, the
precision-recall curve is plotted by varying the decision threshold of the classifier. The
precision (also known as PPV) is calculated as TP divided by the sum of the TP and
FP . The recall is equivalent to the sensitivity of the classifier. For the precision-recall
curve, the precision is plotted on the y-axis and the recall is plotted on the x-axis. The
area under the precision-recall curve (AUC-PR) can also be extracted as a performance
measure. To assess the performance of the classification model, it may be useful to
compute both of these curves.

7.3.4 Overfitting

Fitting statistical models to observed data points is central to many conventional sta-
tistical approaches, including supervised machine learning. However, when input data
are corrupted by noise or in domains where the number of data dimensions exceeds
the number of data points (referred to as ill-posed problems), models become suscepti-
ble to overfitting. Overfitting refers to the tendency of a model to fit the noise process
instead of the underlying process that generated the data. Models that overfit often
generalise poorly, even though the residual error from the training dataset may be very
low. A schematic illustration of the overfitting problem is presented in Figure 7.3.

It can be seen that as the flexibility of the function used to interpolate the data
points increases (indexed by increasing polynomial order) the residual error derived

Task: predict conversion

Population: 600 subjects – Rate of  conversion 1%

converters converters

Classifier with 80% sensitivity and 80% specificity

Figure 7.2 Illustration of the performance of a classifier with 80% sensitivity and 80%
specificity on predicting conversion to an illness in a sample with 1% likelihood of
conversion. 119 out of 594 of the non-converters were classified as converters and 1 out of
6 of the converters were classified as non-converters. The figures in green represent those
classified as non-converters and the figures in red represent those classified as converters.
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from the training data decreases. The linear function provides a poor fit to the data
points (i.e. it underfits) while the ninth order polynomial interpolates the data points
exactly and yields zero training error. However, as the figure illustrates, it is reasonable
to expect that predictions derived from this model will not generalise well to new data
points as it oscillates wildly between data points and seems to have learned the noise
properties of the particular dataset observed (i.e. it overfits). In contrast, the cubic fit
seems to provide a reasonable compromise and fits the data relatively well, without
interpolating the data exactly. This is related to the bias-variance trade-off referred to
in the statistical literature, where more flexible models have a reduced bias in that
their predictions are closer to the true values, but that comes at the expense of more
variance in the estimator (see [8] for further details). From this perspective, the linear
fit in Figure 7.3 has high bias but low variance, and the converse is true of the ninth
order fit. A central goal of many of the approaches presented in this chapter is to find
a reasonable balance between these two extremes.

An alternative perspective on overfitting is presented in Figure 7.4, which shows a
typical relationship between training and test error and increasing model complexity.
While the test error has a clear minimum at the optimal value for model complexity,
the training error decreases monotonically until it reaches zero.

7.3.5 Cross-validation

It is clear that the error produced by an inference algorithm on a set of training data
is a poor measure of generalisation performance, as it provides no indication of over-
fitting. For this reason, to accurately assess generalisation ability it is essential to test
the model on an independent dataset. In problem domains where data is plentiful,
this is easily achieved by withholding a subset of data samples to assess generalisation
and training the model on the remaining data. However, in neuroimaging problems
there are usually very few data samples and this “hold-out” approach wastes valuable

x x x

y y y

Linear fit (first order) Cubic fit (third order) Ninth order fit

Figure 7.3 Fitting polynomial functions to noisy data points. The linear fit is not flexible
enough to accurately interpolate the data (underfitting), while the ninth order polynomial is
too flexible and fits the noise exactly (overfitting). The cubic polynomial provides a reasonable
compromise and fits the data well.
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Figure 7.4 The effect of increasing model complexity on training and test error. Note that
while the training error decreases monotonically, the test error decreases until a critical point is
reached after which it increases with increasing model complexity, indicative that overfitting is
occurring.

training data. Cross-validation (CV) is a common solution to this problem which con-
sists of partitioning training data into k disjointed sets and training the model using
k− 1 partitions and measuring predictive performance on the remaining test partition.
By repeating this process k times, excluding each partition once, one obtains an esti-
mate of generalisation ability (“test error”). An advantage of CV if used correctly is
that it provides an approximately unbiased estimate of the true generalisation ability,
although for small test sets the estimates can have a high variance leading to poor es-
timates of generalisation error [9]. The extreme case where k is the number of data
points is referred to as leave-one-out (LOO) CV.

A second important application of CV is to perform unbiased parameter estimation
or model selection. Most prediction algorithms have tunable parameters that control
the behaviour of the model and to prevent overfitting, these parameters should be
optimised without using the test data. This can be achieved using nested (or three-
way) CV, where data are partitioned into folds and a test set is excluded as before.
In this case, however, a second split is made and remaining data are partitioned into
training and validation sets. By repeating the second split for every data partition,
this inner CV loop provides a second estimate of generalisation error derived from the
training data only (“validation error”). In practice, parameters can then be chosen by
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maximising validation accuracy over a grid of possible values. While this approach
works well for small numbers of parameters, the exponential increase in the size of the
parameter space quickly renders nested CV infeasible for moderate to large numbers
of parameters (say, more than 2-3 parameters).

7.3.6 Alternative model selection approaches

While CV is the most common approach to model selection and optimising model pa-
rameters, its poor scaling to large numbers of parameters has led to multiple alterna-
tive approaches being proposed. Schölkopf and Smola [10] suggest several heuristic
methods for setting parameters for SVMs (for a more detailed account of SVMs, see
Section 7.4.2), including: 1) bounding the expected error rate when this is known in
advance, 2) using scaling arguments based upon the known range or support of the
data or 3) making use of theoretical bounds on the expected error such as Vapnik-
Chernvonenkis bounds [11, 10, 12]. Other more formal methods have also been pro-
posed in both the kernel methods literature (e.g. [13, 14]) and the classical statistical
literature (e.g. [15, 16]). In particular, the Akaike information criterion (AIC; [15]) and
the Bayesian information criterion (BIC; [16]) both facilitate model comparison by mea-
suring the fit to the data by maximum likelihood then applying a penalty for the num-
ber of parameters in the model, where the penalty applied by BIC is slightly stronger
than the AIC. This idea is closely related to the Bayesian approach to model compar-
ison because Bayesian models automatically embody a trade-off between data fit and
model complexity [17]. This is an important advantage of the Bayesian approach and
will be discussed in detail in Section 7.4.3 in the context of Gaussian processes.

7.3.7 Regularisation

In neuroimaging, the dimensionality of the image data used to train prediction models
is often extremely high relative to the number of data points typically available. In a
typical neuroimaging experiment, there are potentially hundreds of thousands of di-
mensions (voxels), whereas the number of samples is typically in the order of tens or
hundreds, implying that neuroimaging classification problems are extremely ill-posed
[18] which renders many statistical approaches inappropriate. However, by applying
an explicit penalty for overly complex models or equivalently expressing a prior pref-
erence for smooth interpolating functions, it is possible to perform accurate prediction
even when the problem dimensionality is vastly greater than the number of data points
available. This notion is referred to as regularisation and can be traced to Tikhonov and
Arsenin [19] who proposed probably the simplest example, known as ridge regression
(or Tikhonov regularisation). Ridge regression is a straightforward modification of the
least squares estimator that introduces a penalty for models based on the square of
their coefficients:

R(w) =
m∑
i=1

(yi −wTxi)
2 − λ

d∑
j=1

w2
j (7.6)

where yi are the response (i.e. target) variables for each data point, xi are d-
dimensional vectors of input covariates, one for each of the m samples that are indexed
by i = 1, . . . ,m. The parameters (i.e. weights) of the model are given in a vector w with
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dimensions indexed by j = 1, . . . , d. The magnitude of the penalty is governed by the
parameter λ and the penalty itself is equivalent to constraining the magnitude of the
ordinary Euclidean norm, because

∑d
i=1 w

2
j = wTw = ‖w‖. From a Bayesian perspec-

tive it is also equivalent to assuming a Gaussian prior distribution for the regression
weights. A simple closed form solution for the weights can be derived:

ŵ = (XTX + λId)
−1XTy (7.7)

The regularisation parameter λ controls the complexity of the model by varying the
trade-off between achieving a good fit to the data and keeping the weights small
(i.e. favouring smooth predictor functions) and is commonly set by nested cross-
validation or similar methods. As λ increases the solution becomes more heavily reg-
ularised and as λ → 0 we recover the maximum likelihood solution (assuming XTX
is of full rank, which will most commonly be true if m > d). For neuroimaging data
analysis, appropriate regularisation is crucial and helps prevent overfitting. The inter-
ested reader is referred elsewhere for a detailed treatment of regularisation theory and
practice [10, 8].

7.4 Overview of kernel machine learning algorithms

Kernel methods are a powerful class of machine learning algorithms and are the pri-
mary analytic approach presented in this chapter. Kernel functions are employed
within machine learning algorithms as a means of quantifying the similarity between
data samples. Algorithms involving kernel methods are particularly advantageous in
neuroimaging where the number of voxels greatly exceeds the number of samples
(i.e. N � P ). This is because most operations can be performed directly on the
kernel representation of the data, whose dimensions are determined by the number
of samples, i.e. the kernel matrix is N × N . Kernel functions can also perform non-
linear mappings from data input space to a feature space which is usually of higher
dimensions. In some cases, these non-linear mappings may provide increased predic-
tive power. For neuroimaging data, linear kernel functions are generally preferred as
the data are already very high dimensional, therefore further increasing the dimen-
sionality is not likely to benefit the model. The most well-known kernel method is the
SVM, but kernel methods have now been applied in many different areas of machine
learning, including unsupervised learning (e.g. kernel principal components analysis,
[20]) and clustering (e.g. kernel k-means clustering, [21]).

7.4.1 Kernels

Fundamentally, a kernel is a function that measures the similarity between one or more
pattern vectors. An important feature of kernels is that they can accommodate non-
linear relationships between the pattern vectors, which they achieve using a method
known as the “kernel trick” [22]. The kernel trick consists of mapping the data to a
higher (potentially infinite) dimensional space, using non-linear mapping φ : X → F .
X is referred to as the input space, which is where the data vectors (i.e. the xi) reside
and F as the feature space which is the space in which kernel algorithms actually
operate. Note also that the identity mapping φ : X → X also results in a valid kernel,
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in which case reduces to a simple inner product operation, i.e. we can compute the
kernel using XXT .

Kernels with more complex non-linear mappings may also be used when the data
are not linearly separable in the input space (e.g. voxel space; Figure 7.5). Thus,
transformation using a kernel may result in the data being linearly separable in the
feature space F (Figure 7.6).
To achieve this mapping, we can define a feature matrix Φ =
[φ(x1), φ(x2), · · · , φ(xm)]T containing all mapped feature vectors that is analo-
gous to the data matrix (X) and we also define the kernel function for feature map φ
as k : X × X → R, or more concretely:

k(x,x′) = φ(x)Tφ(x′) (7.8)

We also define an m ×m Gram matrix or kernel matrix containing the inner product
between each input vector: K = ΦΦT or Ki,j = k(xi,xj), which is a positive semi-
definite (PSD) matrix that measures similarity between each pair of data vectors in the
dataset. Note that the Gram matrix can be computed even in the case when the feature
space is infinite dimensional, which occurs in the case of the Gaussian kernel (see
below). Formally, the kernel resides in a reproducing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS),
which can be considered an inner product space with several additional properties,
although a formal definition of the RKHS is outside the scope of this chapter (but see:
[10, 12]).

The crucial feature that makes kernels useful derives from the fact that many ma-
chine learning algorithms can be formulated in such a way that they only reference the
data using inner product operations. These algorithms can then be lifted into feature
space (or kernelized) by replacing every instance of the inner product operation with
the kernel function (equation 7.8), allowing the algorithm to learn decision functions
that are non-linearly related to the training data. A key advantage of this formulation is
that it is not necessary to perform the mapping for each data point explicitly (i.e. com-
pute Φ(x)), which has the remarkable consequence that the kernel trick can be used
to train a classifier in an infinite dimensional feature space in approximately the same
time as it takes to train a linear classifier in the finite dimensional input space.

We do not review the details here, but more generally a prospective kernel func-
tion must satisfy Mercers condition, which essentially ensures that it will result in a
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Figure 7.5 Illustration of mapping from the high-dimensional data input space to the
kernel feature space.
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!"#$

Figure 7.6 Non-linear mapping of a linearly inseparable problem to a higher dimensional
space where the problem becomes separable.

dot product in some Hilbert space and a PSD kernel matrix (see [23, 11, 10, 12]).
Kernels also have several important closure properties, meaning that certain linear op-
erations can be applied to kernels and are guaranteed to result in a valid kernel. Most
importantly:

αk1(x,x′) = k2(x,x′) (7.9)

k1(x,x′) + k2(x,x′) = k3(x,x′) (7.10)

k1(x,x′)k2(x,x′) = k3(x,x′) (7.11)

In neuroimaging studies, the high dimensionality of the input space relative to the
number of samples available implies that the data are arranged on a variety of sub-
stantially smaller dimension than the input space. As a consequence, most researchers
in neuroimaging use linear kernel classifiers and studies comparing linear- and non-
linear classifiers generally find no difference between the two [24, 3], although a few
researchers apply non-linear classifiers (e.g. [25, 26, 27]). In this chapter, we will
discuss linear kernels exclusively, which have two other advantages over non-linear
kernels: first, they do not require parameter optimisation. Second, they allow a unique
mapping of the weight vector from the input space to the feature space which is useful
for visualisation of the discriminating pattern [4]. It can be useful to pre-compute a
linear kernel matrix that we then supply as input to each predictive algorithm. This
affords a substantial computational advantage over using the input data directly, be-
cause the kernel matrix is N ×N not N × P where N � P , therefore it is possible to
work with matrices of smaller size.

7.4.2 Support Vector Machines

Since their introduction in the mid 1990s [28, 29], SVMs have emerged as one of the
most common supervised learning approaches and in many problem domains have
highly competitive performance. Detailed introductions to SVMs have been presented
elsewhere [10, 12], but briefly SVMs are based on statistical learning theory [11] and
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were initially developed for classification, although they have since been extended to
regression problems (SVR; [30]). SVMs are kernel classifiers and a powerful feature
is their ability to make predictions that are non-linearly related to the data, but for
teaching purposes we first describe linear SVMs then provide the more general kernel
formulation. In the context of classification, there may be several hyperplanes which
separate the training data with similar or even identical performance (see Figure 7.7A).
SVMs identify the hyperplane - defined mathematically by the equation wTx + b = 0
- which maximises the margin of the classifier. The training samples which lie on
hyperplanes defined by wTx + b = ±1 are known as the support vectors. Let d+

(d−) be the shortest distance from the closest point belonging to the positive class
(negative class), i.e. the support vectors for the positive and negative classes (these are
the circled points in Figure 7.7B). The margin is defined as d+ + d−. The SVM looks
for the hyperplane which maximise the margin.
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Figure 7.7 Demonstration of a toy 2-D example of linear classification using SVMs. A)
Illustration of the classification problem. Each line represents a hyperplane that perfectly
separates the training data. B) Illustration of the hyperplane selected by the SVM scheme. The
solid line represent the hyerplane and the dashed lines represents the margin of separation
between classes. The circled points in contact with the margin are the support vectors. (C)
Illustration of the SVM scheme in the presence of slack variables.

To formulate the optimisation problem suppose that all training samples satisfy the
following constraint:

yi(xiw + b− 1) ≥ 0, ∀i (7.12)

The problem is solved using a primal Lagrangian formulation whereby Lagrange mul-
tipliers (αi; αi ≥ 0) are introduced, giving the following Lagrangian:

LP =
1

2
‖w‖2 −

l∑
i=1

αiyi(xiw + b) +
l∑
i=1

αi (7.13)

The primal Lagrangian LP is then minimised with respect to w and b while simulta-
neously requiring that the derivatives with respect to αi vanish. This is now a convex
optimisation problem, i.e. the function has a global minimum which aids optimisation.
The equivalent dual problem can be solved whereby LP is maximised subject to the
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constraints that gradient of LP with respect to w and b vanish and also requiring that
αi ≥ 0; we will now refer to this Lagrangian as LD which has the same objective
function as LP but is maximised according to different constraints. This particular dual
formulation has the property that the maximum of LD occurs at the same values of w,
b and α as the minimum of Lp. Taking the constraints into account, the Lagrangian LD
is formulated as follows:

LD =
∑
i

αi −
1

2

∑
i,j

αiαjyiyjxixj (7.14)

subject to
∑
i αiyi = 0 and αi ≥ 0, ∀i. This crucial property of SVMs means that the

training data that appear in the form of dot products can be represented using kernel
functions, which can be linear or non-linear.

So far we have only considered the case for training data, which are perfectly sep-
arable in classes that can be discriminated with zero error. However, it is more often
the case that the training data cannot be perfectly separated. Therefore, to relax some
of the constraints, slack variables (ζi) are introduced (see Figure 7.7C). These slack
variables enable the SVM to tolerate errors in the training data. The proportion of
errors that can be tolerated is controlled by a new parameter, C, whereby a larger C
corresponds to introducing a higher penalty for errors. The dual formulation remains
as above but is now constrained so that 0 ≤ αi ≤ C. To make categorical predictions
about a test case x∗ the following equation is used:

y∗ = sign(w · x∗ + b) (7.15)

where w and b were optimised using the training data and the test case is an indepen-
dent example.

7.4.3 Gaussian process learning

We only provide a brief description to Gaussian process (GP) inference here. The
reader is referred to Rasmussen [5] for a more detailed account. In brief, GP models
are Bayesian methods for regression and classification. The intuition is that they use an
unconstrained latent function (f = (f1, · · · , fm)T ) to model the relationships between
data points. The goal is to estimate this function from the training data in such a way
that it allows us to accurately predict a new target y∗ from a new data sample x∗. This
proceeds by placing a GP prior distribution over the latent function and computing
its posterior distribution. The regression case, where the observed target values differ
from the latent function by Gaussian noise is the most straightforward: we can write
y = f + ε where ε ∼ N(0, σ2

n) and compute the posterior distribution using Bayes rule:

p(f |D,Θ) =
p(f |X,Θ)p(y|f , σn)

p(D|Θ)
=
N(f |0,K)N(y|f , σ2

nI)

N(f |0,K + σ2
nI)

(7.16)

Here, p(f |D,Θ) is called the marginal likelihood or model evidence and we use Θ to
denote any parameters on which the prior distribution depends. Since everything on
the right hand side of the equality above is Gaussian, the predictive distribution can be
computed exactly:

p(y∗|D,x∗,Θ) = N(f∗|µ∗, σ2
∗) (7.17)
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µ∗ = k∗
T (K + σ2

nI)−1y (7.18)

σ2
∗ = k(x∗,x∗)− k∗

T (K + σ2
nI)−1k∗ (7.19)

Note that in equation 7.16 the prior function is written as N(f |0,K). The covariance
of this prior distribution plays an equivalent role to the kernel in SVM. Thus, the kernel
in a GP context specifies the covariance of a Gaussian prior over functions. In the
case of classification, things are slightly more complicated. The targets are categorical,
and we use the GP to make predictions that are probabilistic. To do this we employ a
sigmoidal response function, s(f) to map the latent function to the unit interval. This
can be thought of as squashing the latent function such that it converts an unbounded
regression problem into a classication problem where the output is constrained to the
unit interval, ensuring a valid probabilistic interpretation. For binary classification, we
can write each likelihood term as p(yi|i)= s(yifi) (owing to the symmetry of the probit
likelihood) and rewrite Bayes rule as:

p(f |D,Θ) =
p(f |X,Θ)p(y|f)

p(D|Θ)
=
N(f |0,K)

p(D|Θ)

m∏
i=1

s(yifi) (7.20)

Here, we have factorised the likelihood over training samples (because the class labels
are independent given the latent function). Making class predictions is a two-step pro-
cess. First, we compute the distribution of the latent variable at the test point, and then
we compute its expectation to produce a probabilistic prediction. As opposed to point
predictions produced by SVMs, class probabilities are derived from integrating over
the entire distribution for the latent function at the test data point. Exact inference for
GP classification is not analytically tractable, but the posterior and marginal likelihood
can both be approximated by Gaussians. The approximate posterior can be written
as q(f |D,Θ) = N(µ,Σ) , where the approximate parameters µ and Σ are computed
using the Expectation Propagation algorithm [31, 5]. Once the approximate posterior
has been computed, it can then be used to compute: 1) the marginal likelihood and 2)
the approximate posterior for the test case. Following Kuss and Rasmussen [32], the
latter can be computed by:

q(f∗|D,x∗,Θ) = N(f∗|µ∗, σ2
∗) (7.21)

µ∗ = k∗
TK−1µ (7.22)

σ2
∗ = k(x∗,x∗)− k∗

T (K−1 −K−1ΣK−1)k∗ (7.23)

Predictions are made by computing the posterior expectation of the latent function at
the test point (see [5] for details). Finally, training a GP model refers to finding the best
functional form and optimising any free hyperparameters for the covariance function,
which is commonly done by maximising the logarithm of the marginal likelihood. The
marginal likelihood measures the total probability of the data given the model hyper-
parameters and has the attractive property that it constitutes a trade-off between good
fit to the data and a penalty for model complexity, so that simpler models are favoured.
We refer the reader to other sources for a detailed treatment of training GPC models
[5, 6].
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7.4.4 Interpretation of kernel machines

When applying pattern recognition to neuroimaging data there are often two ques-
tions: firstly, can we extract accurate predictions? Secondly, how can we interpret these
predictions in the context of neuroimaging data? For the interpretation of linear clas-
sifiers the weight vector is conventionally used. Many pattern recognition techniques
afford the computation of a weight vector and despite the common name, the method
and computation can vary across techniques. Note that for SVMs the weight vector is
the vector which lies orthogonal to the separating hyperplane whereas for Gaussian
process learning two forms of weight vector can be extracted, one more analogous to
the SVM approach and another where the vector of coefficients is more reflective of the
cases which are prototypical of the class they belong to [6]. Nonetheless, the general
role of the weight vector is simultaneously to amplify the voxels which are related to
the pattern recognition task and suppress voxels which are not related to the pattern
recognition task. Therefore, the weight vector is concurrently influenced by all noise
components in the data and hence the weight vector may reflect more than the signal
that is important for accurate predictions. Haufe et al. [33] introduced a procedure for
transforming the weight vector so that it can be more readily interpreted, i.e. so that
highly weighted voxels are likely to relate strongly to the task of interest. This proce-
dure is referred to as “forward mapping” and involves transforming the weight vector
to represent the activation pattern. Recalling that for a pattern recognition model we
may have the following relationship between the weight vector (w), the data used to
train the model (X; N × P ) and the predictions (ŝ distance from the hyperplane for
SVM, value of the latent predictive function for GPs):

a =
ΣXw

Σŝ
(7.24)

where Σ represents the sample covariance of the vector or matrix in question. The
sample covariance has dimensions P × P and thus is a very high dimensional matrix.
To avoid computing this matrix directly we can re-arrange the equation and using the
associativity property of matrix multiplication whereby:

a =
( 1
N−1X

TX)w

( 1
N−1 ŝŝ

T )
=

XT (Xw)

ŝŝT
(7.25)

Here we assume that the data matrix has been mean centred in a voxel wise manner.
Rearranging the equation in this manner means directly computing ΣX can be avoided
which is advantageous as ΣX has dimensions P × P which for neuroimaging is a very
high dimensional matrix. The forward map a provides a more readily interpretable
visualisation of the pattern of the effect of interest across the brain. Figure 7.8 provides
an illustrative example that shows qualitatively that forward mapping and mapping the
weight vector differ from one another.

7.5 Applications for neuroimaging

The first applications of supervised machine learning approaches to neuroimaging data
were developed in the late 1990s and were concerned with making predictions from
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t-statistic weight vector forward map

Figure 7.8 Examples of different brain mapping approaches for neuroimaging. For
reference, an unthresholded t-statistic image is also shown. Adapted from [34].
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positron emission tomography (PET) data, using artificial neural network (ANN) and
Fishers linear discriminant (FLD) classifiers [18, 24]. The most important contribu-
tion of these seminal works is that they illustrated how supervised machine learning
approaches could be used to efficiently solve the extremely ill-posed problems that are
characteristic of neuroimaging datasets. ANNs can show high performance, but face
difficulties in tuning (e.g. determining the optimal network topology), this means that
they have only had a few applications in neuroimaging [35, 36]. However with the
increasing interest in “deep” learning methods in the wider machine learning/pattern
recognition (PR) literature, these approaches are receiving renewed interest. Con-
versely the simplicity of FLD has lead to it being applied in many of the early applica-
tions in neuroimaging (e.g. [3, 37, 38]).

Building upon this early work, Strother and colleagues produced a series of pa-
pers demonstrating useful applications of pattern recognition in the comparison of
neuroimaging data pipelines [39, 40, 41, 42, 43]. This approach culminated in the
nonparametric prediction, activation, influence and reproducibility resampling frame-
work (NPAIRS; [40]), which is a platform for evaluating preprocessing pipelines that
combine data resampling with canonical variate analysis (a generalization of FLD to
multi-class classification). To this day, comparing the reproducibility of neuroimaging
results under different preprocessing treatments remains an important, if somewhat
unpopular, application for machine learning in neuroimaging [44, 45, 46].

PR to neuroimaging has also been applied in the domain of visual perception (see
reviews by: [47]; [48]; [49]). This followed on from an influential paper by Haxby
et al. [50] who used a correlation approach to demonstrate that patterns of activity
distributed across many voxels discriminated object categories in the ventral tempo-
ral cortex. While the method employed by Haxby et al. was not strictly a PR ap-
proach, it nevertheless motivated many applications of PR methods in the domains
of visual perception and object recognition, which has continued to be an important
application area for PR (e.g. [51, 3, 37, 52, 53]). The study by Cox and Savoy [3] is
particularly important as it was the first to introduce the SVM classifier, which is well-
suited to neuroimaging owing to its computational efficiency, good predictive perfor-
mance in high-dimensional settings and convex optimisation properties [10]. Several
other neuroimaging studies quickly validated the benefits of SVM for neuroimaging
[54, 55, 56, 4, 57, 58] and SVMs have dominated predictive modelling in the field ever
since.

While early applications of PR were largely confined to the visual processing domain,
the use of PR methods for decoding instantaneous cognitive states has since expanded
widely into many other neuroscientific domains, including lie detection [25], auditory
perception [59, 60], somatosensory perception [61], episodic memory [62], reward
processing [63], unconscious processes [64, 65, 66], semantic processing [54], real-
time fMRI/neurofeedback [67], purchase prediction [68], numerical processing [69],
predicting brain maturity [70] and art appraisal [71].

For several years following the introduction of PR methods to neuroimaging, the
capacity of PR methods to make predictions at the single subject level was some-
what overlooked. However, it is now clear that this property is a crucial benefit of
PR methods and has led to many applications for diagnostic and prognostic predic-
tion in clinical neuroimaging studies. The earliest applications were to discriminate
Alzheimers disease (AD) patients, schizophrenic subjects and cocaine addicted sub-
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jects from healthy subjects [72, 73, 74], but the literature is now rapidly expanding
to include many applications not only to AD [75, 26, 76, 77, 78] and schizophrenia
[79, 80, 81], but also to other neurological and psychiatric disorders including de-
pression [82, 83], autism [84, 85, 86], attention deficit/hyperactivity disorder [87],
Huntingtons disease [88, 89], Parkinson’s diseases [90] and stroke [27]. It is now
apparent that PR methods show enormous potential for prediction in clinical studies
and provide the potential for neuroimaging data to guide clinical practice and to be
informative for personalised medicine approaches, particularly in psychiatry [91].
We refer the reader to comprehensive reviews for an up-to-date summary of the appli-
cation of the rapidly expanding application of pattern recognition methods in clinical
domains [80, 92] and drug discovery and development [93].
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8.1 General overview of network theory and science

Network science can be defined as the application of network theory to a real dataset.
Network theory is itself a newly applied term for graph theory that has recently become
very popular with the emergence of large datasets. Although these terms are mostly
synonymous, it is customary to define networks as “graphs with a little something
more”; that little something can be the interpretation of the elements of the networks
or meta-data associated with it. Graph theory is a branch of mathematics that is con-
cerned with analysing the properties of mathematical objects that describe connections
between pairs of vertices using edges, also referred to as nodes and links respectively.

Historically, the study of graphs was initiated by Euler with the famous Königsberg
bridges problem. It is very easily stated: there are 4 pieces of land, connected by 7
bridges: “is it possible to start and end a leisurely walk at the same place and cross all
bridges exactly once?”. The answer is no, and is related to the number of bridges landing
on each piece of land. In Figure 8.1, the problem is represented as a physical system,
and its topological simplification: the pieces of land are the nodes of the graph and the
bridges its links.

This simplification is the essence of the wide applicability of network theory: any
system that can be described as pairwise relationships between objects can be repre-
sented as a graph and any tools designed to analyse the structure of a graph can thus
be applied to many different systems. However, the results of the analyses have to be
interpreted in the original context of system under study.

Network theory has a long history in social science to describe and understand social
interactions [1, 2, 3, 4, 5], but it is only since the late 1990s, with the emergence of
large datasets that the development of network theory started growing exponentially.
The popularity of network approaches did not only stem from a kind of universal tool-
box. When researchers started analysing real world data, they realised that their net-
work representations often shared common features, hinting at general organisational
principles guiding both evolved and engineered networks. Two seminal papers were
particularly important in showing that common features could be found in seemingly
very different systems, introducing a quantitative notion of the small-world property
[6] and the heterogeneity of the roles of the nodes in networks could be explained
using the notion of preferential attachment [7]. We will look at small-world property
later in the chapter.

Having a network representation of a system is useful to outline its architecture
and to understand how it relates to its function. For example network analysis can
be employed to understand how information spreads or the transmission of infectious
diseases takes place in a given system. This can then inform about bottlenecks (in
information spreading) or sensitive regions (in the case of a disease outbreak). We
can also use this sort of analysis to predict how a disruption in the network structure,
for example by the removal of a node or a link, impacts its function. It is this line of
thinking that makes network analysis particularly useful in neuroimaging: networks
are not just useful methods to understand healthy brain functions, but they offer new
ways to understand many neurological or psychiatric diseases as functional and/or
structural disconnectivity problems.

The pioneering work of Ramón y Cajal has taught us a long time ago that the brain
is comprised of neurons connected to each other by synapses: this is essentially the

250 Basic Neuroimaging, Second Edition.
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Figure 8.1 Königsberg bridges problem. The figure shows the abstraction process from the
original problem of the seven bridges to its representation as a graph. Adapted from (Stich) von
Merian-Erben - 1652.

definition of a network. More recently neuroimaging has taught us that this represen-
tation is valid at cellular level (micro-scale), but can also be used at a more macro-
scopic level: anatomical brain regions are connected both functionally and structurally
via “axonal or functional highways”. It was thus only a matter of time until network
theory was applied in neuroimaging [8]. Although network theory still has to claim
a major breakthrough in neuroscience, it has been useful in rephrasing old questions
about the functioning of the brain in a new framework and possibly shedding new light
on it. It is unlikely that network theory will solve all questions related to brain func-
tion in health and disease, or about Nature in general, but it is certainly a worthwhile
addition to the researcher’s toolbox. In this chapter, we will formalise some concepts
about graph theory, show some applications to neuroimaging and finally review some
packages that can be used in this context. This is by no means an exhaustive review of
the field, but rather a short introduction for the interested reader.

8.2 Elements of network theory

In this section, we introduce some basic concepts and metrics of network theory. These
originate from questions in social sciences, biology, computer science and other seem-
ingly independent scientific fields. The most important take home message from this
section is that network theory is only a tool, and the meaning attached to a network
being analysed as well as the interpretation of the results of any analysis is context
dependent. Any solid result has its origins in good data and in the understanding of
the analysis pipeline, both practical and theoretical. For a good introductory text the
interested reader is referred to [9, 10].
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8.2.1 Basic concepts and definitions

A network is a set of nodes and links, equivalently known as vertices and edges. Each
end of a link is attached to a node, thus encoding the connectivity of the system. It is
only when considering a particular case that the vertices and edges will be associated
with a meaning, for example in a social network, nodes can be people and links the
relationships between the people. The connectivity information can be summarised in
an adjacency matrix A:

Ai,j = A(j, i) (8.1)

The links of a network can contain more information than simple connectivity, such as
the directionality of the relationship, or its strength. The directionality is represented
by the asymmetry of the adjacency matrix, i.e. A(i, j) = 1 ; A(j, i) = 0, while the
strength of a link is represented by a, possibly signed, real number: A(i, j) = wi,j ∈ <.
Figure 8.2 illustrates how these different types of information can be represented. In
the present introductory exposition, we will focus only on binary networks using the
customary notations of network theory:

- i, j, k: roman letters are used to denote node “labels”

- N : the number of nodes in a network

- A: the adjacency matrix, where Ai,j represents the (i, j) entry

Once a system is converted to a representative network, it is possible to ask questions
about the system itself. Network theory is a very good tool to understand the functions
of a system from its structure and vice-versa. There are mainly two types of structures
that one can be interested in: (semi)-local and mesoscopic structures.

8.2.2 Local metrics

The term “local” is an abuse of language, but it useful to indicate when the emphasis
of analysis is on exploring the properties of single nodes with respect to their embed-
ding in the global fabric of the network. Many early studies in network theory were
interested in statistical properties of nodes. The most local property of a node is its
degree: each node i is connected to ki neighbours, ki is its degree. Plotting the degree
distribution of the network thus gives a first idea of its heterogeneity: a very peaked
distribution indicates homogeneity in the node degrees, while a fat tailed distribution
shows a large heterogeneity in the degrees, thus that some nodes are much more con-
nected than others, and that all nodes are not equivalent. This heterogeneity in the
properties of the nodes of a network directly raises the question: “are some nodes more
important in the organisation of the network than others?”, and if so, “how can the nodes
be ranked?”. Let us consider the case of information spreading on a social network. A
piece of information is emitted by a node, representing for example a post on a social
network, and then spreads to its neighbours who relay it, and so on. If this post is an
advertisement, which node would maximise the speed at which the message spreads1?
For the example of infectious diseases spreading; if we want to contain an epidemic

1The interested reader should search for the Erdős number and the Bacon number.
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A) A binary network

C) A weighted network

B) A directed network

D) A directed &
weighted network

Figure 8.2 Types of networks. This figure shows a simple network of 4 nodes and 5 links,
including a self interaction for node 4, in four different situations. A) binary network, B)
directed network, C) weighted network, with the colour coding the strength of the interactions,
D) directed and weighted network.
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and only have a limited number of vaccines, which nodes should be immunised in pri-
ority? If we want to isolate a sub-network from the main network, which nodes should
be targeted and deleted? One can imagine many more scenarios where identifying
one or more specific nodes is important. Different questions lead to the crafting of
appropriate metrics.

Centrality measures are developed to identify the answers to these questions. The
most well-known centrality measure is probably Google’s PageRank algorithm, which,
roughly speaking, ranks webpages on a topic based on their connectivity with the rest
of the web. Although the centrality measures are computed using only the topological
information of the network, their interpretation is context dependent. It is important
to realise that to identify salient organisational features or produce a ranking of nodes,
a network needs to be partly heterogenous, a network of identical nodes cannot be
ranked.

We will now review some of the most basic metrics in network theory. The reason
the metrics we present here are so popular, is because they capture basic, meaningful
and very different aspects of the role of a node. While they are simple, they can be
used to gather information about almost any network. Many other metrics exist in the
literature, and are often designed in specific contexts. It is therefore crucial to keep a
critical mind and not hesitate to design one’s own metric to answer a particular need,
should the existing metrics not provide a compelling alternative. A final point to keep
in mind is that these metrics are typically not independent, and there is some overlap
between the information they give about a system, at least in most practical cases.

The metrics we are going to introduce are defined for binary networks and the
reader is invited to think how they could answer the questions posed in the intro-
ductory paragraph of this section. Generalisations for weighted and signed networks
sometimes exist. However, one has to think carefully about how generalising them to
more information rich networks alters their interpretation and meaning.

As we have discussed above, the most basic and intuitive centrality measure is de-
gree centrality [2], which simply counts the number of neighbours for each node:

DC(i) =
N∑
j=1

Ai,j (8.2)

Strictly speaking, degree centrality is the only local centrality measure that relies purely
on the immediate environment of a node.

We now present two metrics that depend on the concept of distance, or shortest
path, in a graph. The shortest path σi,j between two nodes i and j is defined as the
least number of links one has to use to go from node i to node j, and is not necessarily
unique (see Figure 8.6 for example).

Although discrete and not embedded in any space, the notion of distance immedi-
ately raises the question: which is the most central node, with “central” being taken
literally as being in the centre. Farness centrality is one attempt to answer this ques-
tion. It computes “how far” a node is from all the others, the node with the smallest
score is thus “at the centre” of the network. This becomes particularly clear if one again
thinks about how information flows on a graph [2]:

FC(i) =
N∑

j=i,j 6=i

σi,j (8.3)
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The average of farness centrality across all nodes, L = 1/2N
∑
i FC(i), is the charac-

teristic path length, which gives notion of the diameter of a network.
As the shortest path between two nodes is not necessarily unique, the next measure

takes direct advantage of this to rank the importance of nodes when information is
spread along the shortest path in a network. Betweenness centrality is designed to
find nodes that are important relays when it comes to information spreading on a net-
work. It identifies nodes that are in between other nodes. The underlying hypothesis
for this metric is that information spreads along the shortest paths. For each pair of
nodes (j, k), we compute the number of shortest paths between them σ̂j,k. Then for
each node i, we count how many of the shortest paths between all pairs of nodes go
through i. Betweenness centrality for node i is defined as the fraction of all shortest
paths in the network that goes through a node i [2]:

BC(i) =
N∑

j,k=1,j 6=k

σ̂j,k(i)

σ̂j,k
(8.4)

Another important measure of the local structure, which is not per se a centrality mea-
sure, is the clustering coefficient. Intuitively, it answers the question: “what is the
fraction of my friends that are themselves friends?”. This is also called triadic closure in
social network theory [11]. Again, even if this measure originates from social sciences,
it is widely used to characterise redundancy, or local cohesion, in a system. If parts of a
system possess redundant structure, its functional integrity is then more resilient to the
removal of nodes or links. Thus, another way of defining the clustering coefficient is to
think of it as a measure of the local density of a network. To formalise the clustering
coefficient, let us consider a node i that has ki neighbours. #∆Gi is the number of
triangles in graph G generated by the node i. This gives a maximum of ki(ki − 1)/2
links if the subgraph induced by i is complete. The clustering coefficient is the measure
of the fraction of these links that are realised [6]:

C(i) =
2#∆Gi

ki(ki − 1)
(8.5)

The network average clustering coefficient, C = 1/N
∑
i C(i), is a measure of how

cliquish the network is. At C = 1 corresponds to a network where all possible triangles
exist.

If one thinks of a regular graph like in Figure 8.3, which has C = 1, it is clear how
the network is particularly resilient to attacks: if a node or a link is taken out, the flow
of information is not very much affected. However, in terms of information spreading
speed, it is far from optimal, as the characteristic path length is large: sending a mes-
sage from a node at the bottom of the ring to the top of the ring requires many steps.
In Watts and Strogatz [6], the authors show that by rewiring a tiny fraction of links,
creating shortcuts between regions that are not typically connected, the characteristic
length decreases extremely fast, while keeping the clustering coefficient high. This is
called the Small-World effect, in reference to the six degree of separation experiment by
Milgram [12]. To quantify small-worldness, we compare the values for L and C to the
ones of a network with the same number of nodes and links, but where the links are dis-
tributed randomly [13, 14]. This is the formulation of an Erdos-Renyi random graph:
an edge between two nodes will exist with probability p, and if p = Nedges/N(N − 1),
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Regular “Small world” Random

Increasing randomness

p = 0 p = 1

Figure 8.3 Networks of increased randomness. This figure shows the evolution from a
regular graph (complete order) to a random graph (complete disorder) via the increasing
rewiring probability of links. Even with a very small probability p, the network becomes
small-world. Adapted from [6] with permission.

we are exactly in the situation above. This provides a null-model, a measure against
which we can evaluate the degree of organisation in the network under study, as one
expects that an ordered system is not random2. Erdős-Rényi random networks have a
short Lrand and Crand tends to zero asN tends to infinity, these are therefore good can-
didates for a naive null-model. For a network to be small-world, we therefore require
that:

L ≈ Lrand (8.6)

C � Crand (8.7)

Small-world organised networks lie at a sweet spot between order and disorder or seg-
regation and integration, which proves crucial for many systems, including the brain.

8.2.3 Mesoscopic structures and hierarchy

An important question when dealing with large or complex systems is how to reduce
the dimensionality of the data to answer a specific question. This process inherently
leads to a loss of information. This loss should be controlled and not impact the anal-
ysis, but on the contrary focus on the desired features of the data. In the previous
section, we have seen the philosophy behind the identification of prominent elements

2The notion of a null-model is non-trivial and a null-model should be chosen carefully to test the type of
organisation one is interested in.
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in a network. This type of procedure can be seen as a form of dimensionality reduction:
by isolating key pieces of information about the system it is possible to extract features
that can be used to answer very specific questions. Another form of dimensionality re-
duction is to coarse grain a dataset. In a network context, this means grouping nodes
that are similar and treating them as a single entity. This leads to the identification of
mesoscopic structures called modules, clusters, groups or communities. This question
predates network theory and has a long history in computer sciences. For the sake of
brevity, we will focus on the most commonly used method that came from network
theory: modularity optimisation [15, 16]. For a comprehensive review, the reader
should look at [17].

The general idea behind community detection is to group together nodes that have
more in common among themselves than they do with others. A typical example is
that of the structure of a school interaction network among students [18]. Students
within a same class interact more than they do with other classes of the same level,
so classes would be meta-nodes to represent social interactions. But we can go fur-
ther, students of the same level will most likely interact more among themselves than
they would with students of different levels, so that would form a second adequate
coarse graining of the system by grouping the students by years. And we can carry
on, students from the same school will have more interaction among themselves, even
across grades, than they typically do with students from other schools. So we end up
with a three layer, hierarchical and nested community structure. These are features
commonly observed in complex systems and have been theorised in a seminal paper
[19]. In a more general context than schools, this can be seen as a generalisation of
the small world phenomena: modules contain some redundant information and the
failure of a particular individual is presumed minimally harmful for the functioning of
the system, while there is still communication across the groups, leading to integration
of information in the system, often in a hierarchical manner.

The canonical example for community detection is the Zachary Karate Club [1].
Zachary was gathering social information about the interaction between members in a
karate club. Internal tensions eventually lead to the split of the club into two sub clubs.
The original paper is worth reading to see where some of these concepts are coming
from. Since the ground truth about the communities in the network is known, this
example makes a very good benchmark to test new community detection methods3.
Of course, there are very few examples where the ground truth about the modular
structure of the network exists, and, as usual, care has to be taken in the interpretation
of the community structure using established literature.

How, in practice, can we then identify a community structure in networks? In the
most simplistic case, where we only know the topology of the system, we have to as-
sume that the links do measure some type of similarity across the nodes in the network.
The simplest case is to impose that there are only two modules in the network. The
question then becomes: what is the grouping of the nodes in two groups that minimise
the number of links between the two modules. There exist algorithms that will find a
predefined number of clusters in a network, for example k-means clustering. This is
the minimum cut problem, and is it not trivial. Modularity goes further, it does not

3It is such a popular dataset to try community detection methods on that a prize is presented to the first
person to mention it in a talk at any conference: http://networkkarate.tumblr.com
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impose the number of groups we want to find, but it still requires that the density of
links within modules is larger than across them. This can be formalised as follows. Let
us assume a partition of the network C into C communities. Can we have a measure
that tells us how good a partition is, given the constraint we impose? This is what
modularity does, it gives a goodness score to a partition of the network, by compar-
ing the number of links within and across communities, compared to what you would
expect with a null-model. In the simplest formulation of modularity, the null-model is
the configuration model [20], which posits that high degree nodes are more likely to
be connected than low degree nodes:

Q(C) =
1

2m

∑
C∈C

∑
i,j∈C

(Ai,j − Pi,j) (8.8)

The first sum is over the modules C in the partition, the second goes through the
nodes in each module C and compare the actual connectivity, Ai,j , with the expected
connectivity, Pi,j . A positive contribution to modularity thus indicates that two nodes i
and j are “more connected” than would have been expected by chance and that having
them in the same community is good. The 1/2m prefactor is a normalisation constant,
the sum of all links in the network, that ensures that modularity is in the interval
[−1, 1]. A modularity value close to 0 indicates that no community structure is present,
while a modularity of 1 indicates that the network is maximally clustered. The best
partition of a network will thus be the one that maximises modularity.

Given that criterion, one needs to find the partition that optimises modularity. It
is easy to see that the number of possible partition explodes exponentially with the
number of nodes and that a brute force enumerative approach is not sustainable. For-
tunately, heuristics that give good results have been proposed and are used based on
spectral properties of the network [21] or greedy algorithm [22].

Modularity is not perfect and suffers from some limitations for example the resolu-
tion limit that are partially overcome by other methods such as Infomap [23]. Modu-
larity is by definition mono-scale. In the school example, it would only return one par-
tition based on the connectivity, most likely the class level, while we have seen there
might be other meaningful levels of description that will be overlooked by a modularity
approach. Alternative methods have been proposed to generalise modularity [24] and
have a multi-scale approach.

8.2.4 More complex networks

So far we have focused on networks with purely topological properties. However real
systems are generally not just topological objects: they are embedded in space, there
is activity on their nodes or on their links, and this activity might change through time.
There may also be different ways of describing the same system.

To illustrate these situations, let us consider the London transport network. It con-
sists of several means of transportation: tube, overground, train, buses, tram, river
boats and Boris’ bikes. They all have stations that we will use as nodes and put a link
between them if a direct connection exists between a pair; the bikes are slightly dif-
ferent since in principle one can ride from any station to any other, so we will leave
them apart. These networks can be analysed independently, but they can also be con-
sidered as different layers (or plexes) of the same system, that interact at common
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stations: for example, West Brompton station has connections to the tube, buses and
overground trains, allowing a passenger to move from one transport layer to another.
This is the description of a multiplex network. Now let us consider a passenger at
West Brompton, unfortunately they are not alone on the network, and many other pas-
sengers wander about. We can then count how many passengers are at each station
at any point in time, how many passengers go from one station to another: this is the
activity of a node or links, and although it is not topological information, it can give
other indicators to understand the system. Monitoring the passengers flow at station,
i.e. the temporal activity of a node, easily leads to the identification of Victoria Station
as a potentially overcrowded node around 5pm. It is also interesting to note that the
links between the stations are not always operating, as typically you have to wait at
the station for the next train to move onto your destination. This is the temporal as-
pect of the network both on its node and of its links. The reader is invited to consult
https://tfl.gov.uk/maps/ for maps of the London transport network to under-
stand why a multiplex representation is difficult to grasp and also to understand the
pain of commuters living in the Greater London area.

These two types of networks, multiplex and temporal, have been studied intensively
in the past few years, and interesting tools and results have been produced. It is
easy to see how they could naturally lend themselves to representing neuroimaging
data. We have access to a wealth of imaging modalities: fMRI, DTI, EEG, MEG, PET,
imaging genetics, etc ... it is therefore natural to have a multimodal approach, and
use the framework of multiplex networks to combine different modalities [25]. One of
the limitation of classic network analysis in neuroimaging is that the time dimension
is collapsed to obtain a functional representation of the brain. Brain function is not
static, and it is from its dynamics that its strength can be derived [26, 27]. Of course
there are technical limitations, but it is possible to derive a time-dependent functional
connectivity, either within a single scan [28] or using several imaging sessions [29, 30].

8.3 Network theory in neuroimaging

So far, we have deliberately avoided any reference to neuroimaging4, which might
be considered a strange approach in a book targeted at a neuroimaging audience.
However, we have two good reasons for doing so. Firstly, examples from everyday
life are easier to relate to, allowing to grasp basic concepts. Secondly, the methods
we presented have different interpretations depending on the context. It is therefore
important to see them in different situations to develop an intuition for how they can
be applied to neuroimaging data. There is a fast growing body of literature regarding
the application of network theory to neuroimaging.

The study of brain anatomy and function easily lends itself to be looked at through
the lens of network theory. Firstly, the anatomical perspective: neurons are connected
in a network-like fashion and this remains true when considering macroscopic regions
of interest connected by axonal highways. Secondly, the functional perspective: brain
regions can be simultaneously activated or deactivated because of a certain task, be-

4Apart from the last subsection, where the literature is still scarce and applications awaiting.
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coming “functionally” connected. This is also supported by the view that many neuro-
logical and psychiatric disorders can be seen as dysconnectivity disorders [31].

The common problem, both in structural and functional settings, is to obtain a net-
work representing a type of connectivity that reflects real properties of the system.
In neuroimaging, the problem of drawing a network is comparatively more difficult
than in other fields. In social networks, a bot can be used to crawl and obtain all the
connections. In transportation networks diverse resources, from official documents to
Google Maps data, are available. In both examples, one can be fairly confident that the
networks analysed are very close to the real ones, as they come from direct observa-
tions. In these cases, the scientist does not have to be concerned about false positives
or missing links. In neuroscience and neuroimaging, such a direct observation is in
general not possible5, making the definition and interpretation of brain networks more
difficult.

In neuroimaging, we have to resort to reconstructed networks, coming from indirect
observations, with all the methodological caveats that the different imaging modalities
already have. Understanding the limitations and characteristics of the networks de-
rived from neuroimaging studies is of paramount importance, as it will form the basis
for all the subsequent analyses6. If the results obtained from network analysis do not
make sense and the mathematics are solid, it is likely that the imaging and network
reconstruction method should be investigated. A last general remark about this sec-
tion: there is, at the moment of writing, no canonical, correct way of extracting a
network from neuroimaging data, because it depends on the question being asked. For
more extensive reading on the neuroimaging network theory and “connectomics”, the
interested reader is invited to consult [32, 10].

8.3.1 Structural networks

Brain structural networks are usually obtained from Diffusion Tensor Imaging (DTI)
(see Chapter 1). Essentially, DTI measures a directionality index in the diffusion of wa-
ter caused by the presence of axonal bundles, this index is known as anisotropy. Based
on the diffusion tensor, it is possible to reconstruct the major axonal tracts connecting
brain regions for a given atlas. The result can be interpreted as a weighted adjacency
matrix, where the weights represent the density of a tract, the probability of a tract
connecting two regions, or the amount of anisotropy along the path connecting two
regions (Figure 8.4).

Early studies on DTI maps of the brain focused on the healthy structural network
[33], and were instrumental in characterising the coarse grained structure of the brain,
as well as identifying key hub regions. However, network theory is particularly good
for characterising how alterations to the structure of a network affect its function. In
neurology, and in particular traumatic brain injury (TBI), network theory has been
used extensively to understand major disruptions of brain anatomy in clinical popula-
tions. Network theory has been used to characterise TBI populations [34], as well as to

5Except in some unique cases, like the C. Elegans neuronal network that has been completely mapped
http://konect.uni-koblenz.de/networks/arenas-meta.
6Remember the old adage: “garbage in, garbage out!”.
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Segmentation

2

3 4

1

Figure 8.4 Example of structural imaging network analysis. 1) Segmentation with
anatomical atlas. 2) Individual adjacency matrices. 3) Population adjacency matrix. 4) Network
representation. Courtesy of Mr. Alberto Pellizzon.

predict the clinical outcome of patients depending on the specific injury they sustained
[35].

One of the conclusion of Honey et al. [33] is that functional networks, that we will
touch upon in the next subsection, are highly correlated with the structural network.
This is to be somewhat expected, because brain function has to be correlated with
the structure supporting it. However the correlation is not perfect. This might be in
part due to the limitation of the imaging modalities, we only have access to axonal
highways and reconstructed activity signal, and thus many connections are missed. It
is also worth keeping in mind that regions can be functionally (anti-) synchronised,
i.e. connected, even if they are not physically connected (see for example [36]). In
other words, we should remember that we only have access to a very coarse grained
version of the anatomical structure of the brain and that the explanation of any result
should be considered from different angles.

8.3.2 Functional networks

The derivation of functional networks adds a step of complexity to the pipeline used
for structural networks. Let us take the example of fMRI as it is a very popular modality
for the application of network theory, although EEG or MEG are perfectly suitable as
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Segmentation

1

2

3

4

Figure 8.5 Example of functional imaging network analysis. 1) Segmentation with
anatomical atlas. 2) Temporal filtering. 3) Cross-regional signal correlation. 4) Thresholding,
adjacency matrix and network. Courtesy of Mr. Alberto Pellizzon.

well. Once the time-series of the activity of brain regions of interest are extracted, we
have to infer the functional structure from the measured time-series. To detect co/anti-
activation, we have to use a measure of similarity between the time-series, such as cor-
relation, partial-correlation, mutual information, phase coherence, etc. This produces
a similarity matrix that we will use as an adjacency matrix that is fully connected,
weighted and often signed (Figure 8.5).

At a first order approximation, we are associating one brain region to a particular
task, we arrived at a point where we associate a network of brain regions, that is derived
from co/anti-activation patterns, to a task. The next step will be to understand how
these different sub-networks interact together: the real paradigm shift will happen
when the dynamics of these networks and their interrelatedness is understood in a
theoretical framework. That being said, functional brain networks can tell us more,
because we have access to the behaviour of the rest of the brain as well as to the whole
web of their interactions. Even if a particular set of regions have a particular pattern
of over/under activation, it is how this pattern emerges and interacts with the rest of
the brain that makes network theory a powerful tool for understand brain function, as
this gives us access to a more global understanding.
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8.3.3 Analysis pipeline and neuroimaging network results

As we have mentioned, the adjacency matrices obtained for structural and functional
networks are weighted and potentially signed as well. Many, if not all, metrics have
non-binary generalisations, so in principle we could analyse the networks as they are.
However there is generally one more step to be done before using network theoretical
methods: binarising the networks. The binarisation has two advantages: 1) it avoids
the use of the weighted versions of the metrics and the potential interpretational dilem-
mas, and 2) it, supposedly, filters noise, removing non-significant connections and
producing a heterogeneous network. To binarise a network, a threshold or range of
thresholds, are applied to the original adjacency matrix. This simplification comes at
a price. It has been shown that network measures are generally dependent on the
threshold applied [37]. At the moment, there is no unique way to produce binary net-
works coming from neuroimaging data [37]. Very few methods try to account for the
statistical significance of the links rather than their absolute strength [38, 39, 34]. The
common goal of all these methods is to remove the noise keeping only the strongest or
most significant links. They differ on their specific implementations, creating networks
for single subjects or for a group of subjects. Another drawback of such a procedure
is that it ignores all the links that are deemed weak according to the similarity mea-
sure used. The importance of weak links has been shown time and again, in social
contexts [11, 40] as well as in neuroscience [41, 42], and several studies have shown
that weak or even negative links significantly contribute to functional brain processes
[43, 44, 45]. This highlights what we have already mentioned: one has to be care-
ful when preparing the data, as when it comes to performing network analysis, they
have already gone through a lot of preprocessing. This is a very important point, as
reproducibility is the main pillar of science, hence a significant effort has to be made
to understand and harmonise the methodologies7.

That being said, we should not be pessimistic about the state of network analysis in
neuroimaging. New findings are not isolated, and should be interpreted in the light
of the existing literature. Network analysis in neuroimaging has now reached a state
where it can produce interesting and credible papers on its basis and usefulness in
studying brain function in health and disease [46, 8, 47]. Early studies focused on the
global organisation of functional brain networks, finding them to be both small-world
and scale-free [48, 49], leading to the hypothesis that small-worldness is the optimal
economical model for the brain [50, 51]. Interestingly, the small-world feature is al-
tered in age and disease [52, 53, 54, 55, 34]. Researchers have also turned their
attention to more local organisation and analysed brain networks using local metrics
[56]. In a sense, the great promise of network theory is that it can in principle show
how the brain networks of patients, or even better of subjects at the prodromal stage
of the diseases, are altered. This is useful for providing potential biomarkers, that may
identify a subject that is prone to developing a disease. This raises the question of how
to compare brain networks and in particular local metrics [57, 38]. Some examples of
application and differentiation of clinical populations can be found in traumatic injury,
both functionally [34] and structurally to predict patient outcome [35]; in schizophre-
nia, to differentiate between prodromal populations and their likelihood of developing

7Einstein defined insanity as “doing the same thing over and over again and expecting different results”.
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full-blown psychosis [38, 39] and how patients’ functional and structural networks
differ from healthy subjects [58, 59]. Network analysis has also been applied to the
characterisation of brain functions in dementia [60]. Another aspect of brain networks
that has been looked at is the modularity and hierarchy of brain function in health [61]
and disease [62]. Although many studies rely on fMRI data for its spatial resolution,
network theory has been applied to other modalities. MEG has been used to explore
epilepsy [63], dementia [64] and resting state networks [65]. EEG is also used, with
applications to many topics: [66] epilepsy [67], dementia [68], schizophrenia [69], or
even to characterise perception of music [70].

This list is far from exhaustive, but it is clear that, despite some of its current short-
comings, network theory has, and continues to, generate a lot of enthusiasm in the
neuroimaging and neuroscience community. This can mostly be attributed to it provid-
ing a fresh and natural framework in which to consider brain function.

8.4 Using network theory

Network theory deals with real, often large, data sets. It is thus not surprising that a
number of programming languages are equipped with libraries to handle and analyse
networks. In this section, we invite the reader to familiarise themselves with a language
of their choice using a simple example.

Unfortunately, there is still no single library or software package that is good at
everything: manipulation, analysis and visualisation. So different languages and soft-
ware are used for the various different steps, with all the import-export annoyance that
this can entail.

Many programming languages have comprehensive libraries to manipulate and
analyse networks. The most popular libraries are:

- igraph for Python, R, C(++)

- Networkx for Python

- Neo4j for Python, Java, Ruby and many others

Matlab also has a library, the BCT (Brain Connectivity Toolbox), that offers a variety
of metrics, and as a network can be represented as a matrix, the manipulation of
networks, although not optimal, can be handled almost natively.

Visualisations are of paramount importance in network science, complexity science
and data science in general. So producing readable and clear visualisation of research
outputs is crucial to communicate a message effectively. Matlab does not have any
built-in function or library that can produce visualisations. Igraph and Networkx offer
some more flexibility with dedicated functions; but for more advanced visualisations,
one should turn to dedicated software such as Visone or Gephi that offer very inter-
esting options, and can in/output files in a vernacular of xml. It is worth noting that
these software packages also offer some analysis tools, although without the comfort
of writing custom scripts and performing statistics on the results. As an exercise to get
acquainted with some basic manipulation, the reader is encouraged to choose their en-
vironment of choice and compute basic metrics that we have introduced in this chapter
for the toy network in Figure 8.6A. After this the results can be compared with hand
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A) Didactical network

B) Zachary Karate Club 

Figure 8.6 Network examples. This figure is displaying two simple networks that should be
used to get acquainted with the basic of network metric computations. A) A simple toy model
that can easily be altered to get a feeling for how the different metrics change. B) The Zachary
Karate Club network. One should note that in both cases the specific numbering of the nodes is
irrelevent.

calculations, for the simpler metrics, and even across platform. An alternative net-
work that can be used for training is the Zachary Karate Club that can be downloaded
at http://konect.uni-koblenz.de/networks/ucidata-zachary8. The fol-
lowing guidelines apply to both networks, but are more interesting when considering
the Zachary network.

Once a satisfying network has been obtained, in the form of an adjacency matrix or
edge list, the exploratory analysis pipeline goes as follows:

- Upload the network in the working environment.

- Compute network characteristics such as metrics and modularity.

- Use visualisations to explore the results, change the colour/size/aspect of the
nodes according to some metrics and make use of different type of layouts to
understand the organisation of the network.

When different datasets are available, for example control versus task, or healthy
subjects versus patients, the next step is to use statistical methods to assess the dif-

8Many more networks are available there: http://konect.uni-koblenz.de/networks/.
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ferences. When comparing properties of nodes or of whole networks across different
conditions, traditional statistical approaches are used [38, 39]. However specific multi-
variate statistical methods should be implemented to take into account all the internal
dependences between the elements of a network, both nodes and links.
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9.1 Introduction to the GABA system

Inhibition of neurochemical transmission is largely mediated by γ-aminobutyric acid
(GABA), an amino acid first discovered to be synthesised in the brain in 1950, and
implicated in most, if not all, neurological and psychiatric processes and disorders.
The role of GABA as the central inhibitory neurotransmitter in the mammalian brain
was confirmed in the 1970s, as well as the metabolic pathways involved in GABA
synthesis. This is a dynamic process known as the GABA shunt, in which glutamic
acid decarboxylase (GAD) catalyses the conversion of glutamate to GABA, while GABA
transaminase (GABA-T) catalyses the metabolism of GABA to succinic semialdehyde
[1]. The effects of GABA are modulated by a system of neurotransmitter uptake that
limits diffusion of GABA and thereby modulates the duration of inhibitory post-synaptic
potentials and allows control of neuronal excitability [2, 3].

The most widely distributed receptor for GABA is the ionotropic GABAA receptor
(GABAAR), a ligand-gated ion channel, with five transmembrane protein subunits.
When GABA binds to the receptor and the intracellular environment is relatively posi-
tively charged, the ion channel opens to allow negatively charged chloride ions (Cl−)
into the neuron, reducing the chance of an action potential through hyperpolarisation
[4, 5]. GABA binding increases the frequency of channel opening, the structure of
the lumen determining the permeability to Cl− and therefore the conductance of the
channel [6].

A separate class of metabotropic receptors with GABA sensitivity, GABAB receptors
[7], are coupled to G-proteins and mediate excitability indirectly, either by outward
flow of potassium ions or a reduction of inward flow of calcium ions. Pending the de-
velopment of 11-carbon-labelled PET compounds for imaging GABAB receptors, most
in vivo human GABA research has been focussed on GABAA. Further classification of
GABAARs is required to describe functional GABA complexity. GABAARs are hetero-
oligomeric proteins, thought to have at least 8 different families of subunit: α, β, γ, δ,
ε, θ, π and ρ. Different combinations of subunits produce receptors with distinct phar-
macological profiles. The GABAA receptors are thought to have two separate sites for
the binding of GABA as well as several allosteric sites for the regulation of activity, both
on the external receptor domain through conformational change, or in the lumen of the
receptor itself [8]. Much of the pharmacology of these allosteric sites is still unknown,
though several drug classes are known to bind selectively, including benzodiazepines,
ethanol, barbiturates and neurosteroids. In order for benzodiazepines to bind, GABAA

receptors must contain the γ2 subunit, as well as α and β units. As there are six identi-
fied subtypes of the α subunit, 1-6, the benzodiazepine-sensitive GABAA receptors are
generally termed GABAAα1, α2, α3 and α5 [4, 9]. GABAAα4 and α6, while present
in the brain, are not occupied by classical benzodiazepines. Early work to produce a
regional map of GABAA subtypes was carried out in rats using immunohistochemistry
[10, 11]. A surprising heterogeneity amongst subtypes was found, with well-defined
density contrast along known brain structural boundaries, such as in the hippocampus
and the cerebellum. GABAAα1 receptors are the most widespread, with global cortical
distribution. GABAAα2 and α5 are each localised in the hippocampus and forebrain,
and α3 is more common in the brainstem [11]. There are similar studies which sup-
port these subtype distributions and extend the investigation to non-benzodiazepine
sensitive receptors such as the GABAAα4 and GABAAα6 [12], as well as comparisons

274 Basic Neuroimaging, Second Edition.
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GABAA α1 receptor

GABAA α5 receptor

GAT1

GAT3, BGT1

GABAB receptor

Glutamate

GABA

Tiagabine

Vigabatrin

Figure 9.1 Simplified GABAergic synapse. GABA, synthesised by glutamatic acid
decarboxylase (GAD) from glutamate, is released from vesicles from the pre-synaptic membrane.
GABA transaminase (GABA-T) catalyses GABA breakdown, and is blocked by vigabatrin,
causing build up of GABA in the cell. In the synapse, GABA binds to post-synaptic
GABAA receptors such as the α1 subtype. It is also taken up pre-synaptically by the GABA
transporter GAT1. This transporter is blocked by tiagabine. Increased and prolonged
concentrations of GABA in the synapse, brought about by blockade of this uptake, lead to
greater hyperpolaristation of the post-synaptic membrane, resulting in a decrease in excitability
of the post-synaptic neuron. There is also tonic action of GABA extra-synaptically, mediated by
GABA receptors such as the GABAAα5 subtype and GABAB, and the uptake transporters GAT3
and BGT1, located on astrocytes and glia.
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with mRNA distributions [13, 14]. A summary of the distribution and localisation of
benzodiazepine-sensitive GABAA receptors is given in Table 9.1, which also lists sub-
type function and interacting drugs.

Expression through the human brain is difficult to demonstrate using post mortem
methodology and whole brain autoradiography for GABA/benzodiazepine receptors
has not been carried out for over 25 years, when only non-selective ligands were avail-
able, and the range of subtypes was not well understood [15]. Post mortem experiments
give us reliable quantification of the distribution of different subtypes in humans and
an indication of receptor roles in pathology, but these cannot always be translated to
in vivo conclusions.

Different subtypes are not only heterogeneously distributed throughout the brain,
but also at the cellular level. Immunoreactivity initially used with electron microscopy
revealed a presence of GABAA receptors at non-junctional sites [16]. It was suggested
that these extra-synaptic receptors are involved in regulation of GABAergic inhibition
under different conditions of neuronal activity and are activated by diffusion of GABA
from sites of release. This form of tonic inhibition appears to be functionally distinct
from the fast phasic inhibition that occurs at the post-synaptic ion channels. In the
cerebellum, for example, GABAA receptors containing the δ subunit are localised ex-
clusively extra-synaptically and mediate tonic inhibition [17]. They are still sensitive
to allosteric modulation, both positive (PAM) and negative (NAM), and are proposed
to be one of the factors involved in behaviours such as alcohol reinforcement [18].
Broadly, GABAAα1, α2 and α3 subtypes mediate phasic inhibition synaptically, whereas
α4, α5 and α6 subtypes are predominantly extra-synaptic [19, 20]. These data are also
summarised in Table 9.1.

The actions of GABA in the synapse can be influenced by pharmacological interven-
tions to increase GABA concentrations. One pharmaceutical intervention for seizures is
to block the breakdown of GABA by GABA transaminase (GABA-T) using the selective
compound vigabatrin. As an enzymatic blockade, it is attractive to think that reli-
able increases in GABA will have a particularly noticeable effect on neurotransmission.
However, it is important to remember that synaptic GABA release is not necessarily de-
pendent on its intracellular concentration, and that intracellular GABA accumulation
is likely to cause significant feedback inhibition.

A way to reliably increase GABAergic inhibition is to block the uptake of GABA after
its release into the synapse. GABA reuptake is managed by a family of active trans-
porter proteins, predominantly GAT1, 2 and 3. GAT1 and GAT3 are widely expressed
in the human brain, with GAT1 generally synaptically localised, and GAT3 confined to
astrocytes and oligodendrocytes [21]. In humans, GAT-targeted drugs are few, but a
highly GAT1 selective blocker, tiagabine, is available as an adjunct treatment for partial
seizures. Reliable transient increases in synaptic GABA can be induced with tiagabine,
though the extent to which regulatory mechanisms resulting from this increase and
extra-synaptic spillover might complicate the effect is unclear. A simplified represen-
tation of these pharmacological interactions in a GABAergic synapse, is reported in
Figure 9.1.
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Figure 9.2 Trends in modalities for neuroimaging of the GABA system in the living human
brain, with a 5-year smooth. Data were drawn from PubMed searches for relevant keywords.
Though PET and SPECT are the oldest and most pharmacologically probing tools, recent
developments in fMRI and particularly MRS are becoming much more popular for human
GABA research.

9.2 GABA imaging

In humans, in vivo neuroimaging of the GABA/benzodiazepine system was first at-
tempted over 30 years ago, using [11C]Ro15-1788, later known as [11C]flumazenil,
with positron emission tomography (PET). Later methodological developments have
broadened the approaches to imaging and in this chapter we examine how these
methodologies can be used to optimise the quality of information gleaned from dif-
ferent studies. Multimodal imaging studies are becoming more common, but there
are differences between modalities with regard to how outcome measures are inter-
pretable as signal from the GABA system. Trends in neuroimaging studies of the GABA
system in humans (Figure 9.2) show a marked shift in recent years towards cheaper
and simpler magnetic resonance (MR) techniques, away from pharmacological probes.
There is a debate as to the cost of this convenience weighed against the lack of insight
into the complexity of the GABA system previously described; this chapter examines
the suitability of each imaging technique for different applications.

9.2.1 fMRI

Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) takes several forms, though when ap-
plied to measurement of GABA function in the living human brain, studies are largely
confined to measuring the blood oxygen dependent signal (BOLD), allowing interpre-
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tation of cerebral haemodynamics. Relatively few studies have been carried out to at-
tempt to quantify GABA or GABA function using fMRI in humans, particularly because
these techniques are tailored to measuring the metabolic load of neuronal activity. In
the case of GABAergic inhibition, activation of inhibitory interneurons may use energy,
while decreasing the likelihood of energy use of their targets. Thus any changes in
BOLD resulting from GABA release and function will be difficult to interpret.

Of the few studies in humans that have attempted to relate GABA to changes in fMRI
signal, the quantification of GABA is carried out using magnetic resonance spectroscopy
(MRS), discussed in the next section. As such, it becomes easy to confuse brain GABA
concentrations, [GABA+], with synaptic GABA release and functional neurotransmis-
sion. It is possible, therefore, that any relationship between fMRI and [GABA+] is
merely reflecting the measurements of the same differences in metabolic rate. It
is, however, still viable to hypothesise that greater GABAergic inhibition of the high
metabolic load associated with cortical glutamatergic neurotransmission may be re-
flected and measureable in the BOLD signal. Inferences can then be made regarding the
balance between excitation and inhibition, statements about GABAergic synaptic activ-
ity directly from fMRI experiments. For example, MRS-derived [GABA+]:[creatine]
ratios were shown to correlate negatively with BOLD change, as well as a number of
other fMRI measures including vascular space occupancy, and positively with arterial
spin labelling [24]. Similarly, [GABA+]:[N-acetylaspartate] ratios were shown to cor-
relate negatively with cerebral blood flow in the occipital lobe [25]. However, these
results were called into question with a replication failure [26], noting the surrogate
nature of BOLD and the non-specific nature of MRS, both sufficiently removed from
inhibitory neurotransmission that interpretation of results should be approached with
caution, summarising that “the intuitively pleasing result of more GABA, less BOLD
oversimplifies the complex physiological relationships in play”.

9.2.2 MRS

Direct, non-invasive measurement of GABA provides enticing and unique possibilities
for examining processes involved in neurotransmission in vivo. Nuclear magnetic res-
onance techniques that measure proton resonance have allowed direct measurements
of concentrations of a number of metabolites in the human brain, and have developed
into the field of MRS. The range of compounds in the human brain is relatively well
researched and can be estimated over the measured spectrum using combinations of
basic functions. Data quality is contingent on the optimisation of the signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR), which is usually addressed by large volumes of interest, of the order of 25
cm3, and long acquisition times, approximately 600s.

One intrinsic challenge with MRS at the field strengths popularly available for hu-
man research, up to 3T, is that the chemical shift of the diversity of compounds in the
brain is relatively small compared to the peak resolution. As a consequence, most peaks
overlap, or are obscured by signals from compounds with a similar shift but present
in greater concentrations. This is a particular problem for the measurement of GABA,
present in the brain at concentrations of approximately 1 mol·m3, lower than the com-
bined concentration of glutamate and glutamine (Glx), up to 10 times lower than the
concentration of creatine (Cr) and N-acetylaspartate (NAA), and 40,000 times lower
than water [27, 28].
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The resolution of GABA peaks from the overlapping signals from these other com-
pounds can be achieved in several ways. The proliferation of higher strength magnetic
fields in MR research centres will allow easier direct GABA measurement since the res-
olution of coupled compounds is sufficiently increased at 7T. However, these tools are
still relatively rare and most research is carried out at 3T. The most popular method
to resolve the GABA peak at this strength uses a particular feature of GABA to produce
J-difference edited spectra. This exploits the coupling between the 1.9 and 3.0 ppm
multiplets, such that the 3.0 ppm peak can be refocused and spatially resolved to con-
stitute MEGA-PRESS, with a spectrum containing an identifiable GABA peak with some
macromolecular contamination, [GABA+] [29], shown in Figure 9.3.

A comprehensive review of MEGA-PRESS papers was published in 2012 [30], out-
lining the theory and mechanism behind the advancing ability to measure GABA con-
centrations in vivo. This review notes approximately 20 papers measuring GABA in hu-
mans by several methods, including MEGA-PRESS. Since then, at least 50 more have
been published, often with particular reference to measurements of GABA as a neuro-
transmitter. Questions regarding the source of GABA MRS signal have been posed with
little response. It is particularly necessary to identify the possibility of confounding
measurements from larger metabolic and functional pools [31]. Though MRS mea-
sures of [GABA+] have been suggested to be related to various fMRI signals, discussed
previously, this has been disputed, and the relationship between [GABA+] with neu-
rotransmission has rarely been addressed.

A notable challenge to the notion that the measured GABA signal by MEGA-PRESS
was linked to neurotransmission used the synaptic GABA reuptake inhibitor tiagabine
[32]. Functionally relevant doses of tiagabine, 15 mg oral, resulted in highly signifi-
cant increases in a range of subjective measures of drug effects, including sleepiness,
clumsiness, muddled or confused thoughts and difficulty concentrating. Despite these,
the drug was shown not to be associated with measures of [GABA+] in occipital or lim-
bic voxels. The explanation for this discrepancy is likely to be linked to the subcellular
compartmentalisation of GABA. While subtle changes in GABAergic neurotransmission
can contribute greatly to the previously mentioned fast phasic inhibition intrasynap-
tically, and modulate tonic tone extrasynaptically, the vast majority of GABA remains
intracellular, whether presynaptic or, more likely, part of the metabolic pool of the
GABA shunt, recruited during energetic load. The ratio of intracellular to extracel-
lular GABA has been estimated to be approximately 750 [33], and though synaptic
GABA concentration can increase 1 mM during neurotransmission, in large volumes
any changes in extracellular concentration are likely to be less than about 100-fold
of total, too small to be detectable with current technology. Even considering that
summed GABA concentrations outside the cell are substantial in comparison to the in-
tracellular and metabolic pools, GABA recompartmentalisation mechanisms are poorly
understood, and it is likely that uptake channels and feedback inhibition contribute
greatly to keeping overall GABA at a managed level.

Similar disparity between large voxel [GABA+] measured with MRS and more spe-
cific markers of neurotransmission have been shown using [123I]iomazenil (SPECT
imaging) to label cortical GABAA receptor density [34] and [11C]flumazenil (PET imag-
ing) to measure changes in GABAA after treatment with vigabatrin [35]. In both cases,
[GABA+] is shown to behave differently to GABAA, suggesting that the adaptability of
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the GABAergic neurotransmission may be difficult to determine from MRS measure-
ments of GABA [36].

GABA peak

3.3 3.2 3.1 3.0 2.9 2.8

ppm

MEGA-PRESS spectrum
Gaussian fit

3.0 2.0

ppm

4.0

Figure 9.3 A GABA-edited spectrum acquired using MEGA-PRESS.

9.2.3 EEG and MEG

Much of the focus of early pharmaco-electroencephalography (EEG) was targeted to-
wards anti-depressants, investigated for their effects on different bands of the en-
cephalogram. For example, sedative drugs were found to increase delta and theta
band EEG power, whilst decreasing alpha. Hypnotics were found to have similar ef-
fects whilst also increasing beta band oscillations. Anxiolytics had this effect on the
beta band, but without any concurrent effect on delta or theta [37]. Allosteric mod-
ulation of GABAergic inhibition by benzodiazepines at GABAA receptor subtypes has
characteristic effects on sleeping and waking encephalograms. Benzodiazepines have
been shown to decrease delta frequency activity in non-rapid eye movement sleep and
increase beta spindle frequency [38]. The characteristic augmentation of beta activity
by barbiturates and benzodiazepines has widely accepted clinical applications. Early
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experiments described a “gap” in this induced beta in epileptogenic networks [39, 40],
a phenomenon which has since been applied to localise the sources of lesions corre-
lated with anatomical imaging [41].

In this respect, magnetoencephalography (MEG) proved to have considerable ad-
vantages over EEG. The interference from muscle activity in the beta band has much
less impact on MEG measurements and the greater spatial resolution of MEG allows
more accurate source localisation of epileptogenic lesions [42]. Pharmaco-MEG is
therefore a more useful tool in analysing and localising the effects of these GABAergic
drugs, particularly in high frequency oscillatory bands.

Although benzodiazepine intervention has been used to examine a number of
oscillatory band effects, the spatiotemporal and pharmacodynamic advantages of
pharmaco-MEG were not combined until recently [43], with the non-selective ben-
zodiazepine agonist diazepam. A model of the influence of GABAergic inhibition on
spontaneous neuronal oscillations has been suggested, in which large numbers of syn-
chronous co-localised firing neurons are simultaneously inhibited by GABAergic in-
terneurons, before their recovery and consequent synchronous activity. The longer the
delay before recovery, the more cells can be recruited into the network and the greater
the oscillatory power [44, 45]. Thus, the greater the potential of the GABAergic in-
hibitory system, the lesser the frequency of the oscillatory response and the greater
the amplitude, observed using benzodiazepine modulation of GABA [43]. Investiga-
tion into the contribution of specific GABA components to changes in various network
oscillations includes the use of tiagabine, propofol, alcohol, zolpidem and gaboxadol.
While the outcome measures of MEG experiments are innumerable, investigations of
these types are designed with tasks and frequencies that are known to have some sig-
nificant GABAergic involvement. For example, a decrease in the beta rhythm, between
approximately 15 and 30 Hz, occurs before and during a transient movement task,
known as event-related desynchronisation (beta-ERD), and can be increased with di-
azepam. Two other evoked motor responses, the movement-related gamma synchroni-
sation (MRGS) and post-movement beta rebound (PMBR) are not affected by diazepam
and were therefore judged to be not GABAA-mediated phenomena. However, tiagabine
was shown to increase beta power and ERD, as well as decreasing the residual PMBR,
suggesting a possible effect of tiagabine at the peri- and extrasynaptic GABAB due to
spillover [46].

A similar surprising result was demonstrated using a visual task with tiagabine. The
suggested relationship between [GABA+] and gamma-band oscillations in the visual
cortex in response to a grating display was exciting and plausible given the GABA
model [47]. This has since failed replication [48], and the hypothesised change in
gamma power with GABA reuptake blockade was not observed [49]. Visual evoked
responses, however, including the M80 and M150 amplitudes, were shown to be sig-
nificantly reduced, which gives rise to interesting discussion regarding the different
GABAergic generator mechanisms.

There have been more recent attempts to elucidate the synaptic and extrasynaptic
components of these signals using other GABAergic probes, including the intrasynaptic
GABAAα1 PAM zolpidem (10 mg oral) and the extrasynaptic GABAAα4 PAM gaboxadol
(15 mg oral). It was notable that tiagabine had a similar effect at low frequencies to
gaboxadol (see Figure 7 in [50]), suggesting that the extrasynaptic influence of GABA
spillover had the more prominent outcome on oscillatory signal [50]. MEG plays an
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important role in determining the cortical effects of GABAergic medications and how
these relate to clinical efficacy. It is certainly a technique valuable in the investigation
of novel GABAergic drugs.

9.2.4 SPECT

Single-photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) studies of the GABA system
are almost exclusively limited to the use of pharmacological challenges with either the
flow marker [99mTc]HMPAO, or direct non-selective labelling of the GABAA receptor us-
ing [123I]iomazenil. There have been attempts to label ligands for other receptor sites,
the most notable being the failure of [123I]iodotiagabine to get in the brain [51]. Since
[123I]iomazenil is a flumazenil analogue (see Section 9.2.5), the range of uses to which
it is put is similar, shown to have changes in signal in epilepsy and anxiety disorders
and alcohol abuse, but with less sensitivity to depression and mild cognitive impair-
ment. The prevalence of PET with [11C]flumazenil during the early years of human
GABA research in vivo somewhat reduced the use of SPECT, though PET does have
drawbacks. Long scans and complex production procedures, as well as the need for
arterial cannulation, led to the SPECT alternatives gaining favour. Compared to PET,
SPECT is considered to be less accurate in providing absolute parameters, and usually
uses indirect, relative techniques to measure receptor density. PET also demonstrates
far greater sensitivity, though this may be offset by the fact that spatial resolution in
SPECT is limited only by technology.

A comparison of [123I]iomazenil SPECT with [11C]flumazenil PET attempted to ex-
amine the efficiency and robustness of simplified SPECT methodology [52]. SPECT
was found to estimate receptor availability well, though suffers from low SNR when
creating parametric maps. Thus far there is not a large difference between the number
of PET and SPECT publications. It seems likely that both will continue to be exclusive
in their sensitivity and receptor specificity, with PET being more useful for dynamic
imaging and SPECT for clinical populations.

9.2.5 PET

In early studies of the GABA system in humans, uptake of positron-emitting radiola-
belled ligand and retention in the brain were demonstrated with [11C]flunitrazepam,
[11C]suriclone and [11C]flumazenil [53, 54, 55, 56]. [18F]Fluoroethylflumazenil was
also developed with similar affinity and slower kinetics than [11C]flumazenil. Demon-
stration of the regional distribution and brain pharmacokinetics of these agents was
carried out using PET. Several other compounds for GABA and benzodiazepine sites,
such as [3H]L655,708 and [3H]RY80 have been more recently investigated as potential
ligands, but rejected as useful radiotracers [57].

[11C]flumazenil remained the PET ligand of choice for various reasons. It is well
tolerated by humans and its binding to central benzodiazepine receptors was relatively
specific, with low blood plasma binding [58, 59]. Clinically, [11C]flumazenil is useful as
a marker of GABA-benzodiazepine receptor density, relevant to neuronal loss and func-
tion, so is used in research of a wide variety of disease states and the following are given
as examples. Approximately half of clinically relevant PET involves the investigation
of epilepsy, with decreased uptake demonstrated in the temporal lobe of patients with
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[11C]flumazenil [11C]Ro15-4513

VT (ml/cm3)

Low High

Figure 9.4 Parametric maps of VT of [11C]flumazenil (left) and [11C]Ro15-4513 (right)
derived using voxelwise spectral analysis. The two maps are averages of 6 and 5 subjects
placebo scans respectively, normalised into standard space. These examples are from the
same transaxial slice, chosen to illustrate the high cortical (especially occipital) binding of
[11C]flumazenil and the predominantly subcortical binding of [11C]Ro15-4513. The colour bar
shows the scale of VT in all images, red being high binding and blue being low binding.

hippocampal sclerosis [60, 61], likely to be a direct consequence of benzodiazepine re-
ceptor abnormalities. In Huntingtons disease, a reduction in [11C]flumazenil binding
was interpreted as a loss of GABAA receptors [62, 63], in contrast to this GABA neu-
ronal preservation has been demonstrated in Alzheimers patients, despite clear attenu-
ation of cerebral blood flow [64]. PET with [11C]flumazenil demonstrated an increase
in benzodiazepine sites in hepatic encephalopathy, with associated increases in sensi-
tivity to benzodiazepines [65]. [11C]flumazenil also may be the most sensitive early
marker for permanent neuronal damage due to ischaemic stroke, and has therefore
been used to identify patients that may benefit from prophylactic therapy [66].

Since the GABA-benzodiazepine system is implicated in a number of psychiatric dis-
orders [11C]flumazenil is often as a probe in psychiatric research. For example, patients
with schizophrenia show a negative relationship between [11C]flumazenil binding and
psychotic symptoms [67]. The sensitivity of patients with panic disorder to flumazenil,
commonly provoking panic in high doses [68], demonstrated a benzodiazepine recep-
tor abnormality which has been closely investigated in anxiety disorders. A PET study
showed global decreases in [11C]flumazenil binding in patients with panic disorder
[69, 70], especially in the orbitofrontal cortex and insula, regions known to be asso-
ciated with responsivity to anxiety mediation. Temporal and prefrontal reductions in
[11C]flumazenil PET binding were also demonstrated in generalised anxiety disorder
[71] and post-traumatic stress disorder [72, 73].

Another benzodiazepine-site PET ligand, [11C]Ro15-4513, has been the subject of
recent studies due to its relative selectivity for the GABAAα5 subtype [74, 75]. Consis-
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tent with known distribution of the α5 subtype, these studies showed [11C]Ro15-4513
accumulation in vivo in the anterior cingulate cortex, ventral striatum and hippocam-
pus. A comparison of the distribution of these ligands can be seen in Figure 9.4. The
use of GABAAα5 inverse agonists to attenuate many of the effects of ethanol led to
[11C]Ro15-4513 investigations of addiction. PET was successfully used in a study of
alcohol dependence, to reveal a reduction in [11C]Ro15-4513 distribution volume (VT )
in the hippocampus, nucleus accumbens and amygdala [76], with hippocampal bind-
ing correlated with performance in delayed verbal memory in the alcohol-dependant
group.

Investigation of the methodology behind the quantification of outcome measures
in the cases of these benzodiazepine radioligands provides insights into the ways in
which they can be used. With compartmental modelling of noisy in vivo dynamic
PET data, there can be difficulties in accurately quantifying kinetic microparameters in
more complex models. A model that accurately describes the radioligand in the tissue
usually requires many rate constants, and the more complex the model, the greater
the statistical uncertainty in estimating these constants. This reduction in precision is
traded against the bias in parameter estimation when reduced model configurations
are used.

A good example of this compromise is illustrated by the ongoing debate on the
optimal modelling of [11C]flumazenil, which binds to at least four different benzo-
diazepine sites in the brain, negating the development of a pharmacologically ac-
curate mathematical description of in vivo binding. Simplification to a two-tissue-
compartment model necessitates the amalgamation of these specific binding compart-
ments into one. In the design of [11C]flumazenil scanning protocols, initial equilib-
rium approaches were abandoned in favour of a bolus injection, allowing the separa-
tion of delivery from the binding processes. Compartmental analyses compared the
two-tissue-compartment model and the one-tissue-compartment model for suitability
to fit the acquired data. The free and specifically-bound compartments were found
to equilibrate rapidly with respect to the length of the scan, such that the goodness-
of-fit of the two-tissue-compartment model was not significantly better than that for
the one-tissue-compartment model [77]. This, and the high variance in estimation of
microparameters in the two-tissue-compartment model, led to the conclusion that the
one-tissue-compartment model, with measurement of the arterial blood components,
was the methodology of choice for in vivo quantification of [11C]flumazenil binding,
with VT as the robust outcome measure.

In clinical and research PET, it is often desirable to avoid arterial blood sampling and
measurement of plasma metabolites and in these cases, the simplified reference tissue
model (SRTM) is an attractive alternative. In the case of [11C]flumazenil, however,
it is debatable whether a suitable reference region that meets the assumptions of the
model exists in the brain. Several studies have used the pons or white matter as a
reference region and this has been validated, though with some small compromises
due to the introduction of bias [78, 79]. As well as the unsuitability of these regions,
reproducibility of binding potential estimations using the reference tissue approach has
been shown to be significantly less reliable than the use of fully quantitative kinetic
analyses [80]. SRTM was similarly less reliable at identifying previously diagnosed
hippocampal sclerosis [61]. Therefore, though the reference tissue model can be used
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if there is an absolute need to avoid arterial sampling, the one-tissue-compartment
model provides more accurate and more reproducible outcome measures.

As an alternative approach to compartmental modelling, spectral analysis comprises
a generalised model that does not make assumptions about the number of binding com-
partments, especially useful in the analysis of the partially selective benzodiazepine ra-
dioligand [11C]Ro15-4513 (for a formal presentation of the method see Section 2.5.2).
Though [11C]Ro15-4513 has relative selectivity for the GABAAα5 receptor subtype, the
lower affinity at other subtypes may contribute significantly to the signal, especially in
regions where the other subtype is the dominant receptor. Early results of rat studies
used both dissected tissue and in vivo PET, with graded doses of the α5 selective com-
pound L655,708 to block radiolabelled Ro15-4513 binding. This showed that uptake
was reduced to background levels in the hippocampus, but not in the frontal cortex,
implying a contribution from the predominant α1 subtype to binding in the latter re-
gion [74]. Zolpidem, a compound with selectivity for the α1 subtype that is greater
than 5,000-fold over that for the α5 subtype, was recently used to assess the relative
displacement of [11C]flumazenil and [11C]Ro15-4513 in vivo in humans. Though no
change in [11C]Ro15-4513 VT was demonstrated, spectral analysis yielded an intrigu-
ing possibility for the quantification of subtype-specific signal. There are two kinetic
components in the spectrum of [11C]Ro15-4513 impulse response functions, slow and
fast. While the fast component is present to a similar extent throughout the brain,
the slow component is present only in regions containing α5 receptors, particularly
pronounced in high-density regions such as the hippocampus and nucleus accumbens
(Figure 9.5). Occupancy by zolpidem was demonstrated by estimating a specific VT
by integration of the fast peak, and approximate estimates of α5 density may be pos-
sible by integration of the slow peak. While currently subject to noise, the potential to
quantify selective signals from a partially-selective ligand is a useful, exciting prospect.

The failure to adapt zolpidem into a suitable radioligand leaves the field with an
inadequate range of selective ligands, particularly for synaptic sites. The sensitivity
of radioligands to endogenous neurotransmitter can be very useful to demonstrate re-
lease in vivo. Therefore, if it were possible to quantify an α1 specific signal from a
[11C]Ro15-4513 scan, we might not only measure α1 density, but due to the GABA
shift, described earlier, the change in benzodiazepine affinity following GABA binding.
Again, tiagabine was used to transiently increase synaptic GABA in a [11C]Ro15-4513
PET experiment. The synaptic GABA increase would, hypothetically, decrease the bind-
ing of an inverse-agonist to the benzodiazepine binding site. Significant reductions in
the fast-component of the [11C]Ro15-4513 spectrum were demonstrated [81], though
these methods are still being treated with caution pending further validation [82, 83].
Similarly, subtype-selective analyses of [11C]Ro15-4513 PET in clinical and pharmaco-
logical applications may yield group effects hitherto overlooked because of the influ-
ence of other subtypes on the binding, as demonstrated in recent studies into alcohol,
heroin and gambling addiction, autism and schizophrenia.

9.3 GABA complexities and multimodal imaging

Though there is no clear effect of tiagabine on MEGA-PRESS signal, whole spectrum
[11C]Ro15-4513 PET VT and visual gamma frequency, there is a further noteworthy
finding to discuss. In each investigation, a regression-to-mean effect was found, such
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Figure 9.5 Spectral analysis of [11C]Ro15-4513 scans showing different peak frequency
bands in regions with different densities of GABAA receptor subtypes. The brainstem,
cerebellum and thalamus are known to be devoid of the α5 subtype, such that signal from
these regions is considered to comprise mostly α1 binding. The slower peak present in regions
rich in α5, the hippocampus, nucleus accumbens and amygdala is presumed to represent the
higher affinity binding site.

that observations indicating high baseline GABA concentrations seemed to show oppo-
site effects of tiagabine to those expected.

The influences of known synaptic feedback mechanisms regulating GABAergic neu-
rotransmission are consistent with these changes, such that a regression-to-mean may
be expected and not merely a statistical artifact. The negative modulation of GABA
on its own release through presynaptic autoreceptors has been demonstrated [84],
as has the rapid recycling of GAT1 in a fashion similar to the neurotransmitter [85].
Therefore, it is possible that, in the case of high baseline GABA, transient blockade of
GABA uptake results in an overall decrease in synaptic GABA, as opposed to the ex-
pected increases with low baseline GABA. The extent to which GABA spillover occurs
and influences GABA release is poorly understood. However, there have been some
unexpected and somewhat paradoxical effects of the drug at relatively high doses per
unit bodyweight [86], interpreted as toxicity.

GABAergic adaptivity to repetitive stimuli has been shown to occur in humans
to attenuate cortical and subcortical signal very rapidly, in a matter of minutes in
the occipito-temporal cortex [87]. This signal attenuation is thought to occur in an
“inverted-U” dependent on endogenous GABAergic tone. This hypothesis is consistent
with a tonic maintenance of an endogenous transmitter level, highly sensitive to any
perturbation by drug or repetitive task. These complications can be investigated using
multimodal neuroimaging methodology. It is encouraging that recent developments of
PET/MR scanners and the design of experiments to combine PET, MR and MEG imag-
ing in scanning sessions will elucidate the nature of GABA autoregulation. It is likely
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that multimodal imaging will provide greater resolution of the intricacies involved in
the pharmacological manipulation of GABA neurotransmission.

There is a long way to go in the understanding of the GABA system, but as our
comprehension of its complexity and the variety of receptors involved supersedes the
methodology used to investigate neurotransmission in vivo in humans, many of our
current techniques are becoming limited in their application. It appears that GABA, as
one of the most important neurotransmitters, is extremely well regulated. Its function
varies greatly with small changes in receptor subtype and location, and targeting these
receptors and functions individually is crucial to the development of the field. The
possibility of establishing new therapies will come with this progression, allowing bet-
ter pharmaceutical treatment of GABA-related neuropsychiatric disorders and a more
thorough comprehension of the role of different structures in the brain.
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It occurred to me that at one point it
was like I had two diseases - one was

Alzheimer’s, and the other was
knowing I had Alzheimer’s.

TERRY PRATCHETT
CHAPTER 10

NEUROIMAGING IN ALZHEIMER’S
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10.1 Introduction

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is the most common dementia worldwide with an estimated
46.8 million people with the disease in 2015. The number of dementia cases, including
AD, is expected to rise to 75.6 million by 2030 due to the aging global population, ac-
cording to the World Health Organisation. The increasing prevalence of AD emphasises
the need of early and reliable biomarkers to diagnose patients and offer appropriate
treatment options. To date, the diagnosis of AD is mostly reliant on symptoms reported
by clinicians as well as the patient and family, which are usually corroborated by cogni-
tive testing with a strong emphasis on memory problems. To date, perhaps surprisingly,
neuroimaging changes which are commonly observed in prodromal and early-stage AD
are still only optional in the diagnostic decision-making process. The following chapter
will outline the most common neuroimaging techniques used in AD, and we will see
the specific signatures they have in AD patients in general and related to the diseases
symptomology.

10.2 Historical notes

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) was first described by the German neurologist Alois
Alzheimer. Alzheimer described a patient (Mrs. Auguste Deter, Figure 10.1) who pre-
sented with severe memory problems and disorientation. After the patient’s death,
Alzheimer examined her brain on a macroscopic and microscopic level and described
significant grey and white matter changes, in particular in the temporal lobes. Further
to these gross structural changes, he found microscopic changes in the form of amy-
loid plaques and neurofibrillary tangles (NFT) in the patient’s brain. These have
since become the hallmark features of AD pathology. Amyloid plaques are extracel-
lular structures which consist of an accumulation of amyloid proteins. Accumulation
of amyloid occurs as a general feature in aging but has been shown to be much more
severe in AD. NFTs by contrast are intracellular and are formed by the aggregation
of a microtubule stabilising protein called tau which gets hyperphosphorylated. Both
amyloid and tau aggregation start and progress in a very specific pattern in AD and the
interaction of both protein pathologies is seen as increasingly important in the genesis
of AD [1]. Similar to amyloid, tau aggregation also occurs in healthy aging.

More specifically, both proteins aggregate together in particular in the medial tem-
poral lobe with the entorhinal cortex being affected first, before the pathology usually
expands in the hippocampus as well as the retrosplenial/medial parietal regions. In
end-stage AD amyloid plaques and NFTs can be found throughout the brain [2]. Im-
portantly, the interaction of amyloid and tau causes a reduced function of neurons
before actual neuronal death/loss occurs. Neuronal loss happens over a long period
of time, initially on a microscopic level. By the time a patient presents for diagnosis,
neuronal loss and structural changes are visible by eye on a structural MRI scan.

The majority of neuroimaging in AD has therefore been focused on detecting such
structural changes, to identify macroscopic neuronal loss at the earliest disease stages
and to corroborate the diagnosis. However, in recent years, AD neuroimaging research
has taken a more functional approach by using resting-state connectivity to detect early
network disruptions as well as PET ligands for amyloid and tau imaging to detect the
underlying protein aggregation. In the following section the most established struc-

296 Basic Neuroimaging, Second Edition.
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Figure 10.1 Dr. Alois Alzheimer (left) and his first AD patient Mrs. Auguste Deter (right).

tural neuroimaging techniques will be presented, before discussing the novel functional
imaging techniques.

10.3 Structural imaging in AD

Structural neuroimaging changes in AD have been observed from the mid-80’s onwards
when CT scanning became clinically available for patients. However, CT scans are gen-
erally not recommended for the diagnosis of AD as soft tissue changes, such as grey and
white matter changes, are more difficult to detect. More commonly MRI is being used
for the diagnosis and disease management of AD as it has good soft tissue detection
properties. Using T1 and T2 MRI sequences, it is possible to delineate grey and white
matter changes [3]. Five main techniques are commonly employed in AD structural
neuroimaging: i) visual atrophy rating; ii) manual volumetric grey matter measurement;
iii) surface-based grey matter measurements; iv) grey matter intensity measurement and
v) white matter diffusion tensor imaging.

10.3.1 Visual atrophy rating

Visual atrophy rating is the most basic structural neuroimaging method. It is not usu-
ally used for research studies but it represents the most common imaging method in
clinics, due to its simplicity. Visual atrophy rating is usually focused on grey matter
changes and is based on established and validated rating scales [4, 5]. The method usu-
ally consists of selecting a particular MRI slice of a patient’s scan and rate the amount
of atrophy in a particular region of the slice in reference to the rating scale. The scale is
usually a 4-5 point Likert scale, ranging from no atrophy (score of 0) to severe atrophy
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(score of 4-5) (Figure 10.2). For example, in the past Scheltens et al. [5] developed a
rating scale that can reliably identify hippocampal atrophy in AD. The scale focuses on
hippocampal region sizes as well as the amount of CSF surrounding the hippocampus.
A more refined rating scale was then developed by Davies and colleagues, which also
takes into account neighbouring medial temporal regions along the hippocampal long
axis [4].

The clear advantage of using visual atrophy rating is that it is quick to calculate and
can be used on a single patient, making it an appealing technique in clinical settings.
However, there are several downsides. Foremost, it is a highly subjective approach, as
the quality of the rating is ultimately dependent on the experience of the rater. For this
reason, stringent inter- and intra-reliability measures are usually required for these
scales, which ideally should be established on an independent scan set with various
degrees of atrophy so that raters can be trained reliably. Clearly, this is a very cum-
bersome approach and needs a lot of time and effort, nevertheless these simple rating
scales are currently the most widely distributed methods to detect atrophy in dementia
because they are the only methods that offer single participant evaluation. By contrast,
all structural neuroimaging methods subsequently discussed usually allow only infer-
ences on a group level. Future work will involve the massive use of machine learning
techniques, to allow atrophy estimation on a single patient level by using a data-driven
approach.

Healthy subject B) AD patientA)

Figure 10.2 Ventricular enlargement and hippocampal atrophy in Alzheimer’s disease (B)
compared to age-matched control (A). Courtesy of Dr. Alex Whittington, Invicro London,
London, UK.
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10.3.2 Manual volumetric grey matter tracing

Manual volumetric grey matter tracing is not commonly used in AD. The main reason is
that manual tracing is extremely laborious and can take several hours to trace a small
set of selected brain structures, although there are also semi-automated and automatic
lesion mapping techniques now available [6]. Manual tracing is generally used in
static lesion patients (e.g. stroke or tumour resections) as the segmentation is quite
consistent over time. By contrast, AD patients show progressive volumetric changes
over the disease course which requires multiple tracings over time to keep track of
atrophy changes. Still, several research studies have used manual tracing approaches
for AD, in particular for medial temporal lobe structures [7, 8], which are critical for
the diagnosis of AD. Similarly, retrosplenial cortex volumes have been shown to highly
distinguish AD from other dementias [9].

These findings indicate that manual tracing can detect highly sensitive changes in
AD compared to controls and other dementias. It is therefore a simple but highly
effective neuroimaging measure in AD, which allows researchers to calculate actual
volumetric changes in patients, in contrast to the visual atrophy ratings. However,
manual volumetric tracing is also a highly subjective method which relies on a well-
trained tracer. In addition, boundary definition of the traced structures can be very
difficult for some structures, e.g. amygdala-hippocampal transition zone, which limits
the clinical applicability of this technique.

10.3.3 Surface-based morphometry measurements

Surface-based morphometry measurements can be seen as automated counterpart of
manual volumetric atrophy measurements. The most commonly used volume-based
morphometry measurement technique in AD is a toolbox in the Freesurfer software
(www.surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu), which uses a tessellation technique to cre-
ate surface models of brain structures. In short, the tessellation technique works by
creating boundaries between grey and white matter, based on MR contrast changes.
The surface (of brain or of the regions under investigation) are hence covered with
triangles, which represent the actual tessellation. Volumetric calculation can then be
conducted between the brain surface and the grey/white matter boundary creating cor-
tical thickness measures, without the need to manually trace regions. Critically, these
steps are done semi-automatically, with the manual input required only for question-
able boundary demarcation. Thus, volume-based morphometry methods allow us to
circumvent most of the subjective confounds of the manual approaches, returning the
volume estimation for multiple brain regions. Despite the improvements in software
and hardware for processing, this method remains very time consuming.

Still, various studies have used this technique in dementia cohorts, including AD,
showing clear results of atrophy changes, including in prodromal forms of AD. For
example, Du et al. [10] showed that AD patients had a significantly thinner cortex
than age-matched controls across many brain regions. More recently, this technique
has also been shown to measure longitudinal changes in AD reliably [11] and can even
detect changes in prodromal forms of AD [12]. The critical assumption of surface-
based and manual volumetric measures for dementia is that neuronal loss results in
a reduction of grey matter volume [13]. This is generally true for AD and dementia,
however neuropathological studies have shown that neuronal cell loss sometimes does
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not lead to a volumetric reduction (e.g. spongiosis) [14], which can limit the sensitivity
to detect disease specific brain changes using volumetric methods.

10.3.4 Grey matter intensity measurement

One potential solution to complement volumetric methods in AD is to use grey matter
intensity measurements. Grey matter intensity changes in dementia are most com-
monly detected via voxel-based morphometry (VBM) [15]. VBM is a technique that
works similarly to the surface-based volumetric methods by segmenting the brain into
grey and white matter structures before registering the brain onto a normative tem-
plate. However, the major difference between the techniques is that VBM measures at-
rophy via signal changes in the T1 MRI sequence. Thus, a T1 signal intensity reduction
in the grey matter is considered to be related to neuronal loss in neurodegeneration
and particularly AD. VBM is the most common method to investigate atrophy changes
in AD at clinic presentation, as well as over time and in its prodromal forms (i.e., mild
cognitive impairment - MCI). Numerous studies have been conducted using VBM in
AD, including several meta-analyses [16] as it reliably detects medial temporal lobe
atrophy. VBM has also been used as an outcome measure in AD drug trials further
underlining its status as gold standard atrophy detection tool in AD.

Nevertheless, VBM is not without its shortcomings and assumptions. In particular,
it has been shown that VBM is more sensitive to changes in the medial temporal lobe
rather than cortical changes in AD [17]. This suggests that cortical atrophy might be
underestimated via VBM analysis. Further, one major assumption of VBM is that the
measured intensity changes are directly related to neuronal loss. Although there is
good correspondence between VBM and neuropathological findings [18], the signal
changes can also be caused by loss of other brain cells such as glial cells (i.e., oligo-
dendrocytes, microglia and astrocytes), which are numerous in the grey matter and
are affected by the neurodegenerative processes in AD. Similarly, the accumulation of
proteins like amyloid plaques and tau-based NFT, can potentially also cause intensity
signal changes. Further work is still needed to disentangle all those factors to de-
termine how much neuronal loss contributes to intensity signal changes in the grey
matter. Segmentation of grey and white matter can be difficult in particular for more
advanced AD patients, for whom the grey and white matter border demarcation is less
distinct. This can create partial volume problems which can have severe effects on the
results and interpretability of VBM results. There is currently no standardised solution
to address such problems.

10.3.5 White matter diffusion tensor imaging

The analysis of white matter changes could be used to overcome the partial volume
effects impairing cortical measures. In this area, diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) is
the most commonly used technique [19] (see Chapter 1). Nevertheless, it has to be
considered that registration and normalisation of white matter tracts across individuals
can be very challenging as more distal white matter tracts show greater variability
than grey matter regions per se. The most commonly used solution is represented by
the skeletonisation algorithms, such as in FSL’s Tract-Based Spatial Statistics (TBSS)
toolbox (www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl). Briefly, the skeletonisation consists of the
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alignment of the central part of the major white matter tracts for all the subjects of a
given population (i.e. the part showing the least variability across subjects). This so-
called white matter skeleton can then be used to align white matter tracts, without the
need to individually align each single tract of each participant. The latter is particularly
critical for dementia, as the neurodegenerative processes usually lead to significant
white matter tract changes.

DTI is increasingly used for AD research studies, in particular to investigate whether:
i) grey and white matter changes converge or diverge; ii) white matter changes allow
higher disease specificity than general grey matter changes, which are common in ag-
ing. Not surprisingly, many AD studies have focused on medial temporal lobe DTI
changes [20] showing that white matter integrity in those structures is severely im-
paired. However, more recent findings also indicate that medial temporal white matter
connectivity might be critical in characterising AD [21]. Still, DTI is not commonly
used on a diagnostic level as it requires significant computer processing and is also
not possible to conduct on a single-participant level. However, DTI and associated
white matter changes are increasingly regarded as important for dementia and AD,
in particular to complement grey matter changes as well as linking them to specific
neuropathological changes.

10.4 Functional imaging in AD

Functional neuroimaging techniques have become increasingly popular in the study
of dementia in the last years. There are 3 main functional neuroimaging techniques
which are most commonly used in AD and will be discussed in the following sections:
i) task-based fMRI; ii) resting-state fMRI; and iii) PET.

10.4.1 Task-based fMRI

Task-based fMRI studies have been mostly focused on memory functioning in AD. For
example, visual or verbal memory tasks are assessed to detect BOLD changes in medial
temporal structures. An interesting finding in this regard is that prodromal AD patients
showed hyperactivation in the medial temporal lobe during episodic memory tasks,
whereas established AD patients showed hypoactivation of the medial temporal lobe
during episodic memory tasks compared to healthy controls [22]. One caveat is that
almost none of these studies corrected for the level of atrophy in the patients. This is
not a trivial point as BOLD has been directly linked with neuronal firing. Therefore,
if fewer neurons fire, due to AD pathology and associated atrophy, then general BOLD
changes could be observed regardless of the task demands. This potential confound
can therefore jeopardise the interpretability of task-based fMRI AD studies. In addition,
task-based fMRI studies in dementia populations can be tricky as one has little control
on participants’ performance in the scanner. Not only can amnestic participants, such
as AD patients, forget what they had to do when lying in the scanner, but also some AD
and dementia patients can perform the tasks quite erratically due to neuropsychiatric
disturbances. Such a lack of control of participants’ behaviour in the scanner reduces
the feasibility of this tool on a diagnostic and research level, in contrast to the epilepsy
patient population for which task-based fMRI is now routinely used pre-surgery.
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10.4.2 Resting-state fMRI

The advent of resting-state fMRI has resolved many of the task-based fMRI issues,
since erratic behavioural performance is no longer a confound in the data analyses,
as long as the patients can lie still in the scanner. Numerous studies have now inves-
tigated how resting-state brain networks are interrupted in dementia, including AD,
with robust findings being reported. For example Rombouts et al. [23] conducted one
of the first resting-state fMRI studies in AD and showed that the default mode net-
work regions subject to altered activation are indicative of AD pathology. Connectivity
changes between anterior and posterior cingulate regions are consistently seen in AD
and its prodromal forms [24] when compared to healthy elderly subjects. These find-
ings were surprising at first as the expectation was for medial temporal regions to show
connectivity changes. Nevertheless, the default mode network findings indicate that
large network changes are occurring in AD which affect more than just the medial tem-
poral lobe region. Still, hippocampal connectivity has also been shown to be altered
in AD [25] corroborating the technique in detecting sensitive and specific AD brain
changes. Resting-state fMRI can also be used in pharmacological studies, to investigate
whether functional changes can be halted or even restored after drug interventions.

Still, it must be highlighted that also in resting-state fMRI, only few studies to date
have taken into account how the underlying pathological and structural brain changes
might actually affect the BOLD signal. He et al. [26] demonstrated how many of the
resting-state fMRI results in AD can be explained, at least in part, by regional atrophy.
There is clearly an urgent need to establish the validity of resting-state fMRI in regard
to such changes, which will be important for future studies whether pharmacological
intervention is used or not.

Another aspect to consider is the “correlative nature” of resting-state fMRI analysis
from which it is impossible to derive causative disease processes in AD. By applying
more complex models (e.g. dynamic causal modelling), it is possible to include network
directionality information, i.e. which brain area dysfunction might impact on another
brain area of the network, and vice versa.

10.4.3 PET

PET has been clinically used for a long time in AD, with particularly FDG-PET being
employed to detect earliest glucose uptake changes in the brain [27]. Indeed, FDG-
PET has been shown to be highly sensitive to reveal the earliest changes, with even
prodromal AD forms such as MCI producing reliable results. One example in this
direction is a study by Nestor et al. [28] where they investigated FDG-PET uptake
in MCI patients and found retrosplenial/posterior cingulate changes but no difference
in the medial temporal lobes. Interestingly, only recently these findings have been
confirmed by showing that combined amyloid and tau pathology can cause severe and
early changes in retrosplenial/posterior cingulate brain regions, even on a structural
level [21].

FDG-PET has not been used as much on a research level due to various factors,
including the high cost of imaging, a lack of robust standards for quantification [29]
and the lack of specificity of the technique for AD pathology. Even healthy elderly par-
ticipants can show considerable variable FDG-PET signal changes, without developing
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dementia. These limitations have somewhat hindered FDG-PET from becoming a real
gold standard neuroimaging technique for AD.

The development of amyloid PET ligands [30] now allows researchers to reliably
detect amyloid accumulation changes in vivo (Figure 10.3). Despite initial scepticism,
the amyloid PET ligands have been shown to be of high diagnostic value and have
the potential to become significant outcome measures in disease intervention studies
(e.g. measuring amyloid in vivo changes after drug administration). Nevertheless, sim-
ilar problems of specificity and quantification as with FDG-PET remain. In particular,
there is a general accumulation of amyloid with aging, although AD shows a dispro-
portionate accumulation over a very short time. This becomes relevant for detecting
individuals who might be at high risk for the development of AD, for whom amyloid
might not be elevated to a degree to identify as a higher amyloid load than those seen
in healthy controls. Still, the in vivo detection of amyloid has clearly changed the view
of PET as it is the first time that one can detect a pathologically specific AD change in
patients in vivo as opposed to post mortem.

Not surprisingly, there is currently a significant interest towards the development of
other dementia and AD pathology PET ligands. Foremost, there is a small, but growing,
number of tau ligands now available [31] which are currently being tested but look
promising in detecting tau in vivo. Finally, the development of PET ligands to detect
neuroinflammation [32] has shown abnormally high levels of cortical and subcortical
inflammation in AD and other forms of dementia compared to healthy aging.

A) Healthy subject B) AD patient

VT (ml/cm3)

0 42

Figure 10.3 Amyloid PET ([11C]-PIB) scans in amyloid negative (A) and amyloid positive
(B) subjects. Courtesy of Prof. Alessandra Bertoldo, Department of Information Engineering,
Padova University, Italy.
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10.5 Relationship to symptomatology

Despite these promising neuroimaging changes seen in AD patients compared to
healthy age-matched controls, the relationship of those changes to the symptoms in
the patients remains less clear. This might be partly due to the relationship between
neuroimaging and symptomatology, as it is of a correlative nature and therefore sus-
ceptible to spurious findings. Symptom measures are also variable day to day and
inter-rater variability also has an impact. Nevertheless, there is a clear benefit to link-
ing specific symptoms to specific brain changes on a structural or functional level, as
these can be useful for: i) diagnostic purposes to corroborate clinical and cognitive im-
pressions; ii) longitudinal disease severity changes, which can be used for potentially
predicting symptoms to occur in the near future; and iii) outcome measures in disease
intervention studies.

On a cognitive level, AD patients are known to show early and significant deficits in
episodic memory [33] and navigation, with subsequent changes in executive function,
semantics, language and attention. It is interesting to note that over time, many pa-
tients do not show a linear progression of symptoms. For example, significant executive
function deficits can be present in some patients [34]. Still, memory deficits are one
of the core features of AD and therefore many neuroimaging correlates have tried to
relate memory deficits to brain regions and particularly the medial temporal lobe [35].
The relationship between medial temporal damage and memory deficits has been long
known but it still proves difficult to predict which specific memory deficits (e.g. ver-
bal, visual, associative, autobiographical) will be most prominent in AD patients as the
disease develops. Despite the plethora of studies investigating the structural changes
related to memory deficits, the relationship of functional changes in the medial tempo-
ral lobe and episodic memory deficits is far from clear. Resting-state changes related to
symptomology show more cortical network changes (e.g., default mode network) than
specific medial temporal changes. The recent body of work using amyloid PET ligands
has not revealed any further information on the relation of AD symptom severity and
the severity of medial temporal lobe changes [36]. Recent findings highlight that the
interaction between amyloid and tau might be more predictive of medial temporal lobe
symptomology [21], which clearly needs to be investigated further.

Investigation of other cognitive symptoms, such as executive function, semantics,
language and attention, and their relationship to neuroimaging changes in AD have
been limited. This is likely due to the lower prevalence and higher variability of these
symptoms in the patients. Still, what is surprising is that navigation or spatial orienta-
tion deficits, which are very common and significant in AD, have not been investigated
experimentally. In particular, such navigation and spatial orientation changes are also
highly medial temporal lobe dependent, are generally more environmental and rely
less on verbal output than episodic memory tests. Recent findings highlight that such
navigation and spatial orientation changes can be very interesting in detecting early
AD and distinguishing it from other dementias and healthy aging [37, 38].

10.6 Conclusion & future directions

Neuroimaging has a significant relevance for Alzheimer’s disease and dementia in gen-
eral. As outlined in the chapter, multiple structural and functional neuroimaging tech-
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niques are being used to research AD, which have diagnostic and treatment potential.
Nevertheless, to date there is no “gold standard” of neuroimaging markers for AD,
which clearly needs to be addressed in the near future. Indeed, it is surprising to note
that neuroimaging changes are currently only seen as optional diagnostic criteria, de-
spite the early and significant changes seen in the patients and the prodrome. On a
clinical level, establishment of such clinical markers will be one important future di-
rection. In particular, which single or combined neuroimaging markers can reliably
detect patients at the earliest time point to allow for disease modifying therapies?
The use of functional neuroimaging techniques, such as resting state connectivity and
ligand-based PET, will likely become increasingly important and complement existing
structural neuroimaging markers in AD. It is also likely that not one single neuroimag-
ing measure will emerge for AD, instead a combination of neuroimaging changes will
be used, as currently the combination of such techniques appears to be more promis-
ing. In this regard, the increasing use of machine learning techniques will become
important for understanding AD, which will allow the establishment of data-driven
diagnostics, disease severity and intervention effects. Overall, neuroimaging in AD is
therefore a highly dynamic field of investigation which will not only push the bound-
aries of neuroimaging techniques but will also benefit patients and their families in the
future.
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